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Readiness- Take your marks. Get set and keep on going 

Introduction 
 

Objectives 

� … Introduce the team that created this handbook. 

� … Introduce the system requirements for solutions on the companion solution. 

� … Introduce the structure and contents of this handbook. 
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Audience and Prerequisites 
Technology is like an express train that never slows down. Come up to speed using this book. It is 
intended to help with just that by providing an information exchange for developers by developers. 
It primarily covers the terrain of Interoperability and Integration through the core phases as shown 
below, and in doing so it touches on various architectures to some extent with the world of 
Enterprise Architecture being central.  

The content is relevant to most stakeholders of a typical enterprise solution shown below. (The 
relevance of the sections is outlined in “Figure 2 - Structure of this handbook” on page 7.) 

 

 

 

Developers should have at least one year of design and programming experience in VB, C# , C++ 
or Java and be familiar with traditional and object-oriented programming concepts such as user-
defined structures, classes, inheritance and interfaces. Experience with COM, Win32 and ASP is a 
benefit, but is not required. Sample code and labs will primarily be in C# , so preliminary experience 
with C#  is an advantage. 

Architects will find the content valuable in all chapters except perhaps the last few with the 'How 
To' and Code Snippets. 
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Foreword 
 

Following on from .NET Enterprise solutions – Best Practices for the Connoisseur, this next book again 
represents a wealth of practical experience and presents an excellent insight into the issues of 
interoperability and integration using current technologies.  

 

The debate of how best to achieve interoperability and integration will continue to rage on in the 
world of technology with ever changing and competing technologies from major vendors and 
varying approaches from the software architects and designers of the world. With this rapid 
change it is vital that organizations achieve interoperability between new and old systems and 
technologies.  

 

Willy-Peter Schaub, James Pereira and the supporting authors have taken the current topics of 
interoperability and integration and made sense of both the technologies and the philosophy 
behind it all. It has been fascinating to discuss these issues with James and Willy and to see their 
thinking and knowledge come alive in the pages of this book. 

 

Peter Searle 
M•TU Executive and Director of Barone, Budge and Dominick 
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Introduction 
This book is predominantly intended for Developer Readiness Program (DRP)1 engagements and for 
IT professionals who read and research on their own. It is organized as a reference and self-study 
guide, with objectives, guidelines and introductions to more advanced material and topics. 

Our previous book “.NET Enterprise Solutions … Best Practices for the connoisseur, ISBN: 0-620-33013-
9” was focused primarily on the smartProcess SDLC and best practices applicable to each stage of 
a solution.  

In this book we are continuing the discussion and sharing of best practices, but are focusing 
specifically on interoperability and integration of similar and dissimilar (heterogeneous) solutions. 
Rather than specialising on any one concept or technology, this book intentionally presents a 
“broad scan” introduction to a variety of technologies within that scope.  

 
Figure 1 – Solution stakeholders at work 

History seems to be repeating itself. In the mid 1980’s there was a huge growth of remote terminal 
to distant host communications, with the associated demand for fundamental techniques of 
integration and interoperability. Various protocols and standards emerged or gained further 
popularity -- for example, RS232, RS449, RS422, NetBIOS and TCP/IP. Now twenty years later we are 
faced with similar challenges, except that the growth is more explosive, resulting in solutions that 
are technically more complex and challenging to develop, interconnect and maintain.  

We are convinced, especially with the recent drive of service oriented architectures, that the 
challenges in the immediate and long-term future will be the areas of interoperability and 
integration. There is a vast amount of existing and emerging solutions that need to communicate 
and benefit from each other seamlessly, with minimal effort or overhead on the solution teams who 
are better off focusing on business functionality, than battling with plumbing issues which will only 
get worse.  

                                                      

1 “So what is the DRP?” You are probably asking yourself. Well, it is an initiative we started together with Microsoft South-Africa to get 
developers together for a few days of information sharing and experimenting with new technologies. While it was initially intended to focus on 
the area of training, it has fortunately dominated the proof of concept environments, where rapid technology skills acquisition and 
information/experience sharing are crucial. 
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We explore Microsoft Indigo2 as part of the journey and share our experiences gathered with the 
technology while researching it during the Microsoft Indigo early technology adoption and 
evaluation program. The technology is of great interest to us as it promises unification of several 
existing Microsoft technologies, support for cross-vendor interoperability, and explicit service-
orientation. 

It must be emphasised that the best practices and concepts covered in this book are technology 
agnostic and are therefore relevant in most technological environments of today. 

As shown the book is split into three main areas, namely (1) the introduction of concepts and 
technologies, (2) a review of challenges and experiences in the interoperability and integration 
space today and tomorrow and (3) how to use some of the technologies. Great care has been 
taken to include the entire “how to”, the best practices, the “gotchas” and experience we have 
gathered during early adoption programs and solution development projects. 

Conventions in this book 

 
This symbol is used to highlight recommendations and guidelines. 

 

This symbol is used to highlight reference material. 

 

This symbol is used to highlight alerts. 

 

This symbol is used to highlight concepts. 

This book includes the following features in every chapter, which are both conducive to learning 
and quick reference of information. 

• Objectives offer an outline of the concepts discussed in the chapter. 

• Notes, indicated by the symbols above, highlight important information regarding the 
concepts introduced in the chapter. 

• Code Examples within most chapters explain key concepts with relevant code. Each line of 
the example code is numbered for easy reference. 

• Quick reference summary of recommendations ending with a brief review of the 
information covered in the chapter. 

                                                      
2 Indigo is the product code name and is used as the product had not been released at the time this book was created. 
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Structure of this handbook 

 
Figure 2 - Structure of this handbook 
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DRP Web Site 
You are also invited to visit us on http://www.drp.co.za and http://www.bbd.co.za. 

 

Corrections and Comments 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this book and of the demo and companion 
solutions.  

If you have issues, comments or recommendations regarding this handbook, demo or the 
companion solutions, please email them to:  

drpsupport@bbd.co.za 

-or- mail them to: 

Barone, Budge and Dominick (Pty) Ltd 
Attention: DRP Authors 
P.O. Box 72420 
Parkview 
2122 
Republic of South Africa 

 

Support for Microsoft .NET technologies is not offered through the preceding address. For such 
support please refer to http://support.microsoft.com. 

 

System Requirements 
You will need the following minimum hardware and software to complete the solutions described in 
this book: 

� Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2005 Professional, BETA 2 or higher, or Visual Studio 2005 Team 
Suite (recommended). 

� Microsoft WinFX BETA-2. 

� A computer capable of running Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2005. 

o Computer: 

� PC with a Pentium III 1GHz processor 

o Operating System: 

� Windows 2003 Server  
-or- 

� Windows XP Home or Professional (recommended) 

o Memory: 

� 256MB (1GB recommended) 

o Hard Disk: 

� 5GB free disk pace 

o Other Drives: 

� CD-ROM 

o Video: 

� VGA or higher resolution monitor 

o Input Device: 

� Keyboard and Mouse 

� See http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio for more information. 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� The following DRP quick reference posters are some of the posters that are relevant to this 
book. The latest versions of all the posters can be downloaded from www.drp.co.za: 
0000 PosterMap 
0000 System_Namespace 
0001 Modelling Poster 
0020 OO Poster 
0022 Patterns 1 
0024 Patterns 2 
0024 smartProcess 
0060 Data Access Building Block 
0062 Enterprise Libraries 
0064 Custom Enterprise Libraries 
0090 Best Practices Interfaces 
0092 Best Practices Performance 
0094 Best Practices Security 
0096 Best Practices SDLC 
0098 Best Practices Security Checklist 
0100 Best Practices Data Access 
0202 Microsoft Reporting Services 
0202 Microsoft Team System  
0202 Microsoft Team System Security Mapping 
0202 Microsoft Team System Single Server Deployment 
0202 Microsoft Team System Source Control 
0202 Microsoft Team System Modelling Flow 
0202 Microsoft Team System Workspace 
0204 Best Practices Patterns Poster 
0206 Microsoft COMPlusPlus 
0206 Microsoft Indigo Artefacts 
0206 Microsoft Indigo Configuration 
0206 Microsoft Indigo 
0208 Best Practices Contract First 
0208 Best Practices Summary 
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222   
   

Interoperability: The capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional 
units in a manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those 

units”. [ISO/IEC 2382 Information Technology Vocabulary] 

Interop Decomposed 
 

Objectives 

� Introduction of interoperability and integration 

� Interoperability strategies 

� Interoperability standards 

� Coupling 
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Introduction 
When individuals talk they communicate. When the communication breaks down they may walk 
away or swing a punch and then walk away. Organisations may drop a flyer into the mail and 
hope to start a communication that way. When it breaks down they go to court. When a 
breakdown in communication takes place between nations they go to war. What chance do our 
computers have of communicating with this legacy? Actually a very good one, they have been 
doing so for a while now and the challenge is for them to continue as information technology, 
environments, organizations and systems become increasingly complex. 

Primarily they need to communicate seamlessly with existing and emerging solutions and 
technologies while they are on an exponential growth path. As a consequence we are increasingly 
under pressure to provide more value, at a lower cost of ownership, with a quicker time to market, 
better quality and reliability.  

This trend introduces the challenges of interoperability and integration. We share our visions and our 
best practices that we consolidated to address these opportunities, ensuring that we can deliver 
more, for less, with less. 

This chapter explores the concepts of interoperability and integration looking at mankind in a light-
hearted way and we will compare our findings to the world of information technology in 
subsequent chapters. 

It has been said that the brain took approximately 600 million years to evolve from a minute blob of 
nerves to the complex brain of Homo erectus. Through evolution the Homo habilis species proved 
superior because of its ability to develop and use tools. Finally the Homo sapiens invented 
language allowing us to communicate in rapid collections of words which exceed the processing 
speed of any of our other sensory systems … speech and communication was born. 

What is interoperability? 

Interoperability3 …  
The ability of systems, units or forces to provide services to and accept services from other systems, 
units or forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively 
together.  

 

This chapter will represent “communicating” persons with the  image, the direct communication 
path as a line beginning with a rectangle representing the skill to communicate in a specific 
language and ending with an arrow end-point highlighting the receiving person. 

                                                      
3 (AAP-6) Source: www.nato.int/docu/logi-en/1997/defini.htm 
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Figure 3 - Human Communication 

The challenge is to ensure that the skill for a spoken language is easy to acquire, easily understood 
and used by the majority of people. It is crucial that people have the ability to relate to the topic of 
discussion, can understand and perceive from their own perspective what is being said. A theme 
repeated in this book is that complexity complicates everything, including language skills, 
interoperability and integration. For example, vague and inaccurate vocabulary, blasphemy, 
acronyms, meaningless words or slang complicates communication, increases misunderstanding 
and is both annoying and counter productive. 

 “Figure 3 - Human Communication” shows two people communicating point to point. This is the 
simplest and most common communication channel, requiring that both parties understand the 
spoken language. As with any other communication mechanism interference, such as noise, or 
inferior language skills will impact the communication, usually slowing down the communication 
speed and resulting in lost or misinterpreted data.  

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Human Communication One to Many 
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As soon as another person communicating in a different language is introduced, one or more of 
the communication parties needs to be skilled in both languages. If person A can communicate 
with both persons B and C and due to the lack of skill person B and C cannot communicate then 
persons A and B, and persons A and C are interoperable, whereas persons B and C are not. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Human Communication Few to Many 

Why humans invented more than one language is a question that this chapter will not explore, 
however, as shown in the previous illustration, multiple languages introduce an interoperability 
picture that becomes exponentially busy and complex as people and languages are increased. 

As shown person A is capable of communicating with persons C-G as person A is competent in all 
the different language skills. The same applies to person B. It is also apparent that persons A and B 
can potentially communicate in any of the languages known to both or a mixture thereof. 

 
Figure 6 - Human Communication Many to Many 
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“Figure 6 - Human Communication Many to Many” shows interoperability which guarantees that 
every person is capable of communicating with every other person in the communication 
environment. While this is the optimal, the complexity of acquiring multiple language skills and the 
maintenance (up-keep) thereof is outside the competency level of most inhabitants of our planet. 
It is important to look at another main topic, namely how to incorporate … or rather integrate … all 
people into the world of seamless communication, without requiring all people to be competent in 
all languages. 

What is Integration? 

Integration4 …  
1: The action of incorporating a racial or religious group into a community. 
2: The act of combining into an integral whole. 
3: Combining software or hardware components or both into an overall system. 

 

While interoperability is focused on the ability of people to communicate with each other, 
integration is concerned with options of integrating different people with differing skills into an 
integral whole. A common scenario would be an annual general meeting (AGM) at an 
international school, for example the German International School in Johannesburg. While the 
parents represent a variety of cultures and mother-tongue languages, the AGM is conducted in 
German. Anybody not fluent in German would therefore not be able to participate in the 
communication and thus may benefit very little from attending the AGM … unless a person 
capable of communicating in all of the represented mother-tongue languages and acting as a 
translator between all parties is introduced. 

Two common integration patterns are the interpreter and the postal system. 

Interpreter Integration 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Human Communication using an Interpreter 

One concept to simplify the integration is to use an interpreter and facilitator to coordinate the 
communication between the humans with different language skills.  

                                                      
4 Online dictionary: http://dict.die.net/integration/ 
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The humans interact with the interpreter using their individual language skills and the interpreter 
responds in the same language. This ensures that the complexity is minimised for the individual 
humans and consolidated by the interpreter, who needs to master all of the languages spoken. 

The interpreter therefore manages the translation and acts as a message broker, routing messages 
between the humans using different language skills. The cost of ownership is localised with the 
interpreter and by adding additional language skills, the interpreter can widen the scope of human 
communication with different language skills. 

One of the main disadvantages of this integration concept is that scalability is limited to the 
number of conversations the interpreter can manage in a given time period and to the limited 
number of language skills available. In addition it is also a single point of failure, as none of the 
humans could communicate if the interpreter falls ill or fails to appear for a meeting. 

Postal System Integration 

 
Figure 8 - Human Communication using the postal system 

When we write a letter to our sweet-heart or our parents, send a parcel with food, or send a 
dreaded tax return inquiry letter, we typically write the origin address on the back of the envelope, 
the destination address on the front of the envelope, walk to the post box and drop the letter into 
the mailbox. Most of us do not worry about, know or even care how that specific envelope finds its 
way half-way around the world, onto a ship steaming across the wide Pacific and into the hands of 
the final reader or consumer of the content.  

The same analogy can be applied to other integration environments, such as the telephone system 
… ever cared how your call to your colleague across the Atlantic Ocean is achieved and 
maintained? 
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The postal system can be enhanced to extend to the electronic mail postal system, which in theory 
can be combined with an interpreter, ensuring that even people with disparate language skills can 
communicate effectively. 

Is the postal system better than the previously mentioned interpreter system? The good news is that 
the communication connections can potentially be reduced to a linear factor with the consumer 
communicating only with the postal service, throughput is typically high, scalability is good and 
backup nodes ensure reliability and availability of the communication channels. On the other 
hand, such environments are expensive and complex to maintain, requiring tracking and 
monitoring of dispatched items. 

What are interoperability strategies? 
We discussed three main interoperability strategies of heterogeneous environments in our “.NET 
Enterprise Solutions …. Best Practices for the Connoisseur” in the Fundamentals section, which are 
applicable to this human communication environment as well. Interoperability strategies are ways 
of interoperating and integrating with environments that are foreign to each other. 

Service oriented technologies - The mailbox is probably a good analogy to the web service 
medium in the Information Technology world. As long as we use standard envelopes, a 
standardised addressing schema and have the authority to drop the letter in the mailbox, the item 
will be accepted and processed without us knowing how. Coincidentally the mailbox also suffers 
from the same “garbage in garbage out” phenomena, which in the postal system is the postman’s 
daily nightmare. 

Bridging technologies - These allow us to deliver items with performance and a level of flexibility. 
Deliver the urgent parcel to your courier agent, it then makes its way from the courier to the airport, 
departs on an aircraft across the Atlantic Ocean, bridging the vast world of marine life, only to 
magically pop onto your colleagues desk 24 hours later. 

Message-Oriented Middleware technologies - The telecommunications system and the postal 
system provide a message-oriented hub model, allowing for asynchronous and reliable messaging 
and sender/consumer relationship. While we can insist on a registered mail option when sending a 
parcel, we usually do not stay with the post office teller until the package arrives successfully or 
disappears.  

What are interoperability standards? 
For communication to work seamlessly we need standards of interoperability, which define the 
interchange of information. If we do not place a correct destination address in the correct format 
on an envelope, the item will be rejected and returned to us … if there happens to be a valid 
sender address on the back of the envelope. We are using consistent definitions for interoperability 
as part of our daily lives without realising it and are therefore adhering to predefined 
interoperability standards. 

What is coupling? 
When we are integrating systems that will interoperate with each other, we will eventually reach 
the point where we need to couple consumers and services together. When we need to post a 
letter to family, we walk up to a post box and drop the letter into the box without thinking twice. 
The post box represents the coupling between us and the postal service and represents a “loose 
coupling” to some degree, as we are able to drop anything from a postcard to a large envelope 
for processing. 

One of our developers, Geoff had an excellent analogy of using taps to demonstrate coupling, 
which we will briefly explore.  

To connect a hosepipe to a tap, we typically need an adapter, ranging from home made to 
industry strength adapters. When we refer to “loose coupling” we refer to an adapter which is 
versatile.  
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Figure 9 - Loose Coupling 

The advantage is that one size fits all, while the main disadvantage is industry-strength connectivity. 
Anyone who has the courage to use loose coupling when connecting a fire hose to a fire truck will 
quickly experience that loose coupling has its disadvantages when increasing water pressure. 

When we need to couple consumers and services in a more specialised environment, for example 
fire truck and gas pipes, we require more specialised couplings. This one-to-one adapter scenario is 
referred to as tight coupling, which is obviously not as versatile. 

   
Figure 10 - Tight Coupling 

There is more to tight coupling. It requires specialised knowledge of the specific coupling and 
specialised tools. 

 
Figure 11 - Tight Coupling Tools 

So what are we saying? 
Replace language with protocol, concept with pattern, interpreter with hub & spoke (or message 
broker), post office with message bus, language skill with adapter, tap adapters with software 
adapters; and we are suddenly seeing a correlation between human communication and 
information technology environments, which we will be covering in the remainder of this book. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this introductory chapter we have briefly explored the world of human communication, hopefully 
without punch-ups or war. We trust that this short and non-technical analogy of communication is a 
good bridge into the heterogeneous world of interoperability which has similar strategies and 
challenges in the Information Technology environments. 

The following chapters delve into the detail of the various components available or becoming 
available for creating solutions, but remember that what we are trying to do is based on these 
simple every day principles. It is easy to come up with a complex solution, but a simple solution 
takes time, thought and planned integration 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� Written communication … some ideas5:  
- Avoid the use of etc. in technical documentation. 
- Avoid making meaningless statements, e.g. “what is a fancy RPT?” 
- Spell out numbers less than 12. 
- Avoid TLAs (three lettered acronyms)  
- Avoid a thesis within a sentence. 
- Avoid statements that are open to interpretation. 
- Avoid stating beliefs. 
- Avoid double negatives. 
- Avoid complicated logical statements. 
- Avoid colloquial language, e.g. “Parktown Prawn is only known in Gauteng”. 
- Be substantial. 
- A picture speaks a thousand words. 
- Consider layout of sentences and paragraphs, e.g. indentation, bullet points. 

� Spoken communication … some ideas:  
- Use word pictures and be descriptive. 
- Keep it short and simple. Avoid the waffle and get to the point! 
- Never swear. 
- Consider your audience and adapt your communication accordingly. 
- Avoid acronyms and vague expressions. 

 

 

                                                      
5 Extract from Technical Writing lab developed for Resource.NET. 
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3   
   

The more things change the more they stay the same - perhaps - but the latest change is always state of the 

art 

Technology Chatter 
 

Objectives … brief excursions of: 

� Is Technology a good or bad thing? 

� Services versus SOA 

� LPC, RPC, QPC, SOA and DAD 

� COM 

� DCOM  

� COM+   

� .NET Web Service  

� .NET Remoting 

� MSMQ   

� MQ-SERIES 

� WebSphere 

� Indigo 
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Introduction 
Now we build on our introduction to interoperability and integration, by looking at some of the 
components and technologies that make complexity simpler through integration. 

There are some old favourites with new and improved features, some new ways or doing things, 
new architectures and variations in technologies. Gone are the days when a programmer uses just 
code that he or she has developed alone. More and more of the code is generated or configured 
under the programmer's direction or guidance. How else could we achieve what we need in time 
and funding that we have? 

We are opening the Technology Pandora's Box by introducing just a few of the technologies that 
feature predominantly in today’s interoperability space. It is important to note that we have 
selected only a few of the “small fish” from the huge school of interoperability fish, some of which 
are part of, or cruise attached, to “bigger fish”. 

  

Figure 12 - "small Remora fish" taking a ride on the "big shark"6 

 

Please note that the next two sections are an overview and we will therefore not delve 
into any great detail on any of the topics. Although items such as HTTP.SYS, IUnknown, 
IDispatch and so forth are very important topics; they are covered in great detail in other 
publications focused on the nuts and bolts of these technologies. 

 

                                                      
6 Artwork by Alexander Schaub. 
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Is Technology a good or bad thing? 
As members of a technology unit we are feeling the tidal waves of technology's onslaught created 
by the software and solution vendors worldwide before most business environments are exposed to 
them. While we know that we are in the most interesting and challenging environments, learning 
new and bad things on a daily basis can become challenging in a time when solutions are not 
viewed according to their technological superiority, but in terms of business value delivered to the 
business and end-users. 

 

 
Figure 13 - Technology, Complexity and Business Value 

The number of tools and technologies used in getting software entities to communicate can be 
confusing, even if we confine ourselves to the Microsoft environment … D/COM, COM+, MSMQ, 
.NET Remoting, Web services, Web Services Enhancements and BizTalk Server each deal with one 
or a few facets of connected systems, but none handle all aspects of the interconnectedness of 
software well. As we will show in this section, for instance, COM was great for component to 
component communication, COM+ made available a set of services on top of that 
communication and Web services allow for interoperability, but have an issue with security and 
transaction management. The result was that we have been forced to use two or even more 
technologies to plug different holes, which might have impacted enhancements directly and in 
turn, business value, which might have flattened out or even dropped alarmingly. 

It is obvious that IT staff is ill-equipped to cope with the challenges posed by today’s 
interconnected systems and increasingly battle to incorporate solutions based on technologies for 
which there is a decline of experienced staff. What is not as apparent, yet far more serious, is that 
the systems are also connected to business processes with increasing complications, alterations 
and permutations. Demands for changes, complexity and maintenance requirements are 
exploding, while organizations are unable to benefit from their investments in IT.  

The “IT of tomorrow” challenge is to ensure that we simplify the implementation of technologies 
used to deliver technology solutions, thus ensuring that the stakeholders designing, developing, 
maintaining and supporting the solutions can focus on delivering business value and enhancing the 
solutions to meet the growing need for “more and faster” at less cost. 

This book looks both at today’s technologies and the “how to” utilise them, while the Indigo 
sections introduce a technology that we are convinced will allow us to pursue the “IT of tomorrow” 
vision in the space of integration and interoperability. It is by no means the needed silver bullet, but 
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introduces a simple programming model on top of a universe of options, allowing the selection and 
configuration of the combination that best suits the scenario. 

LPC, RPC and QPC 
The following logos are used to indicate the type of technology in terms of local-procedure-call 
(LPC), remote-procedure-call (RPC) and queued-procedure-call (QPC): 

 

Local Procedure Call (LPC) technologies instantiate and call an object within 
the same machine boundary.  

In terms of human interoperability this option can be compared with us talking 
to ourselves. 

 

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) technologies instantiate and call an object within 
the machine boundary hosted on a separate server point-to-point.  

In terms of human interoperability this option can be compared with us 
delegating a task to someone else. 

 

Queued Procedure Call (QPC) technologies queue the call to an object in an 
asynchronous queue, whereby the object is instantiated and called 
asynchronously. 

In terms of human interoperability this option can be compared with us typing 
an email or writing a letter and sending it to another person for processing via 
electronic or postal mail, 

Technologies supporting Service Oriented Architectures 
We have already covered service oriented architectures (SOA) in our “.NET Enterprise Solutions …. 
Best Practices for the Connoisseur”, however, as the technologies in this section support the 
distributed application development and the service oriented architecture we believe that we 
should briefly revise these two terms. 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

Fundamentals of service tenets 

Microsoft has introduced a set of tenets for services, which are nothing new, but crucial when we 
cover Indigo in subsequent sections. 

 
Figure 14 - Service Tenets 
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1. Boundaries must be explicit 

A service-oriented application often consists of services that are spread over large geographical 
distances, multiple trust authorities, and distinct execution environments. The cost of traversing 
these various boundaries is nontrivial in terms of complexity and performance. Service-oriented 
designs acknowledge these costs by putting a premium on boundary crossings. Because each 
cross-boundary communication is potentially costly, service-orientation is based on a model of 
explicit message passing rather than implicit method invocation. Compared to distributed objects, 
the service-oriented model views cross-service method invocation as a private implementation 
technique, not as a primitive construct—the fact that a given interaction may be implemented as 
a method call is a private implementation detail that is not visible outside the service boundary. 

Though service-orientation does not impose the RPC-style notion of a network-wide call stack, it 
can support a strong notion of causality. It is common for messages to explicitly indicate which 
chain(s) of messages a particular message belongs to. This indication is useful for message 
correlation and for implementing several common concurrency models. 

The notion that boundaries are explicit applies not only to inter-service communication but also to 
inter-developer communication. Even in scenarios in which all services are deployed in a single 
location, it is commonplace for the developers of each service to be spread across geographical, 
cultural, and/or organizational boundaries. Each of these boundaries increases the cost of 
communication between developers. Service orientation adapts to this model by reducing the 
number and complexity of abstractions that must be shared across service boundaries. By keeping 
the surface area of a service as small as possible, the interaction and communication between 
development organizations is reduced. One theme that is consistent in service-oriented designs is 
that simplicity and generality aren't a luxury but rather a critical survival skill. 

2. Software entities are to be autonomous.   

Services can be deployed and evolved independently of one another, even fail without impacting 
the entire solution. Both DCOM, which is still the most efficient integration technology, and Java RMI 
are both dependent on the registry and therefore not autonomous.  

Loose Coupling, Security, Reliability and Versioning are core enabling factors for autonomous 
services. If we redeploy, we need to know that things won’t break. 

3. Services must share specifications. 

Services must share specifications on the data exchanged and their behaviour with respect to one 
another, but not their implementations of these specifications.  It is also important that software 
entities share schemas and contracts, not classes.  

We have either schema - structural things such as the wire format or in memory layout (same 
platform) of integers and strings into structures that have no behaviour, or we have contracts.  
Contracts are schema over time which describe a set of messages exchanged between services in 
terms of behaviour. The interactions are messages that are schematised. Classes implement 
behaviour.  Schema is about representation, Contract is about behaviour.  The two don't meet. 

4. Service compatibility is based on policy.  

Services must expose their requirements, also known as policies, in a machine-readable statement. 
While we can interrogate Web Services, e.g. http://cassini/demoWebSrv/request.asmx?WSDL or 
Indigo services, e.g. http://cassini/demoIndigo/request.svc?WSDL, receiving an elaborate 
statement Web Services Description Language (WSDL), DCOM in contrast requires knowledge by 
the consumer as it does not reveal any information about itself programmatically. 

We need to know that our program of today will work with yours of yesterday, or that one which 
may be deployed tomorrow.  Policy associates stable global names based on URIs with ideas and 
concepts.  To work out if ours can work with yours is not only based on having the same interface 
definition, but also on the capabilities of your service versus our requirements. 
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Elements of the Service Oriented Architecture 

The service oriented architecture requires a number of functional components, which are often 
packaged in frameworks such as the Microsoft Connected Services Framework (CSF). The following 
illustration highlights the main functional components: 

 
Figure 15 - Elements of the Service Oriented Architecture 

Services Framework 

• Service Catalogue 

The service catalogue is a repository which contains the registration, discovery, and services 
description information, based primarily on, but not limited to, the web service description 
language (WSDL) standard. 

We now have a layered stack which looks amazingly similar to the OSI or the Microsoft Internet 
Distributed Architecture (DNA) stacks. As reiterated at a later stage, the service oriented 
architecture is an evolution and collection of the best of past worlds. 

• Transport 

The transport layer is responsible for transferring messages between services, often 
implemented as a message bus.  

• Protocols 

The protocols layer is the protocol or protocols used between service providers and 
consumers, such as HTTP/SOAP or TCP/Binary. It is important to refer you to IP version 6, a 
new IP protocol designed to replace IP version 4, a protocol that is the predominant 
protocol deployed and used throughout the world. Version 6 will greatly enhance SOA 
through its enhancements.  

Refer to www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/cisintwk/intsolns/ipv6_sol/ipv6dswp.htm for 
more information. 
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• Service Description 

The description of the services in a platform-independent fashion, using primarily the web 
service description language (WSDL) specification, defining the following standard network 
services: 

1. Definitions  

2. Types  

3. Messages  

4. Port Types  

5. Bindings  

6. Ports  

7. Services 

• Services 

The services layer contains the actual services, implemented using technologies such as IBM 
WebSphere and Microsoft .NET. 

• Business Service Components 

The business service components are the entities making up the services, responsible for 
things such as business functionality, work flow and business rules.  

Quality of Service (QoS) 

• Policy Management 

Policy management defines a virtual view of profile information of services. With the move 
from Web Services Enhancements to technologies such as Indigo, the focus on the policy 
management is increasing, moving more and more of the statically defined states into run-
time configurable policy information. 

• Security Services 

The security services are responsible for authentication, authorisation and identity 
management, controlling access to the services. Identity management is an emerging 
requirement responsible for the lifetime management of user, service and partner entities 
within heterogeneous service environments. This is a large block of functionality that deals 
with mediating identities between services. 

• Transaction Services 

Transaction services enforce the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) rules 
within a group of services. 

• Operational Management 

Operation management services unify and manage the services within the internal or 
enterprise, heterogeneous or homogenous environments, allowing monitoring, 
management and enforcement of service level agreements (SLAs). 

Service Oriented Architecture as an oxymoron 

Architecture is concerned with the design of the framework of a solution, typically composed of 
software services.   

Services is a concept that ensures smooth flow of logic and data between services, with easier 
deployment, management and resilience to each others failures. Systems Oriented Architecture 
could be seen as an oxymoron, because architecture is about the organization of software entities 
into systems and services is about how to design and program software entities.  

Ignoring the oxymoron, we can say that service oriented architecture separates the business logic 
of the application from user interaction logic and encapsulates each in one or multiple software 
services, with well-defined formal interfaces for programmatic access. These services are typically 
loosely coupled, based on message-based communication which by design provides agility.  

The Evolution up to and including SOA 

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm is the result of an evolutionary path which 
started with monolithic applications, an era which we joined and were part of as it matured into 
the service oriented world of today. The structured era began to break the monolithic solutions into 
structured units of logic, which was probably the start of reusability of code. Thereafter we had the 
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client server, the 3-tier architectures and then the n-tier architectures, all of which continued the 
separation of solution logic into separate logical processing layers (software tiers) and separate 
physical processing layers (hardware). 

 
Figure 16 - SOA Evolution 

The evolutionary key was to address the problems introduced by heterogeneous solutions, the 
need for interoperability between systems and technologies, utilisation of existing software, 
hardware and infrastructures, and respond to the ever changing business requirements and 
associated need to improve competitiveness of IT users. As shown the interoperability, standards 
and composability increased as the SOA concept matured. 

After the classic tiered architectures the phase of remote object technologies (i.e. COM, DCOM, 
CORBA, .NET Remoting), followed by component based solutions (i.e. COM Components, J2EE, 
.NET) the service oriented architecture emerged, combining the best of all worlds. The illustration is 
slightly misleading, because it shows main evolutionary phases and not the lifetime of the 
technologies. While monolithic solutions are slowly joining the extinct world, client server, tiered, 
remote objects and especially component based solutions are still very much in use in today’s 
solutions and architectures. We believe, as stated, that service oriented architectures utilise the 
best of all of the phases and that service oriented architectures will probably evolve further over 
time. 

Distributed Application Development (DAD) 

Distributed application development is the plumbing of getting data from one machine to another, 
usually implemented by vendor specific technologies such as Distributed Component Object 
Model (DCOM), Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Remote Method 
Invocation (RMI). 

The industry in the 90s started to look towards distributed computing as a mechanism to reduce 
cost associate with monolithic systems. Whether the objectives were met is questionable, however, 
distributed computing introduced the foundation of today and tomorrow. 

A decade ago we were all excited about the distribution technologies based on the object-
oriented paradigm, such as DCOM, COM+, Java RMI and more recently .NET Remoting. These 
technologies all have one thing in common.  
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Figure 17 - Distributed Application Development 

They make interacting between software entities distributed across processes; computers and even 
networks appear no different from in-process interaction. A reference to an object is obtained and 
then used to invoke its methods, completely oblivious to whether a local in-process or expensive 
cross-process call is made. The boundaries are therefore hidden (an implicit method invocation 
model) turning the excitement of yesterday to the performance challenge of today. 

So is SOA not actually the same as DAD? 

While both appear to be solving the same problem, the SOA is an architectural concept that strives 
for a heterogeneous environment in which the services neither care nor know how data is 
transferred between and processed by services. DAD is more concerned in terms of “how does the 
plumbing work”, even though it hides this from the consumer.  

The most important difference between distributed application development tools and services is 
that the former hides boundaries from the consumer, while service orientation makes the 
boundaries obvious.  Cross process and cross network calls are very expensive and therefore it is 
imperative that they are visible and open to change, rather than being delegated onto 
application servers and forgotten.  
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.NET, COM, COM+ Historical Timeline 
Before we jump into the world of technologies we should take a quick glance at the historical 
timeline of the Microsoft specific technologies. 

 
Figure 18 - Microsoft Technology Timeline 

Our Developer Readiness Program was officially created in June 1996, focusing primarily on COM, 
OLE and C++. It was enhanced to include .NET 1.0 in October 2001 and .NET 2 in December 2004. 
The timeline shows that Windows NT 3.1 was Microsoft's first 32-bit operating system (OS) and first 
entry into the server space, whereby we have both fond and terrifying memories of the NT3.1 BETA 
days. 

In 1996 Microsoft introduced the Internet Server API (ISAPI) for extending the functions of the Web 
server, which has since evolved to support ASP and ASP.NET for building dynamic Web pages and 
services. 

The Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) introduced server component hosting and transaction 
monitoring for Windows in 1996, followed by the Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack which introduced 
Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) and the merging of IIS, MTS, and other separate application 
services into Windows OS features. While MTS was a great idea, the reliability and service 
completeness only appeared with Windows 2000 Server, which introduced COM+ Services. COM+ 
replaced and integrated MTS and MSMQ into a single framework for adding capabilities to server-
side COM components. 

More recently we saw the emergence of Windows Server 2003, .NET 1.0, .NET 1.1 and Visual Studio 
2005/.NET 2.0. The latter is what we are really excited about. It introduces a number of new 
productivity enhancement pillars which are mentioned and covered, to some degree, in this book. 

 
Figure 19 - Visual Studio 2005 Pillars 
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As shown, Visual Studio 2005 delivers major IDE, Debugger and Framework Enhancements, some of 
which we mentioned in the book “.NET Enterprise Solutions … Best Practices for the Connoisseur” 
and are covering in more detail in our DRP media snippets7. The new age user interface pillar 
“Avalon”, the new age interoperability pillar “Indigo”, the SQL Server 2005 pillar and the SDLC pillar 
“Team System” are going to introduce methodologies and open standards.  

                                                      
7 Refer to www.drp.co.za for details on the DRP media snippets. 
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COM   

 

What is it? 
An interesting question, because while the Microsoft Component Object Model (COM) is 
everywhere it is not a computer language and is therefore challenging to visualise to developers. 
Some books define COM as a specification, while others jump straight into writing programs with 
COM, yet both approaches are not doing COM any justice. The bad news is that we will not be 
able to define COM in this book either, as it may result in a thesis on its own and therefore has not 
made it past the editors into this section. 

So, in a nutshell, what is then is this mysterious COM? 

The Microsoft Component Object Model (COM) is a combination of a specification, an API 
exposing the COM plumbing, the COM Library or base services spanning component 
management services of component software, compound documents, custom controls, inter-
application scripting, data transfer and distributed component support as outlined in the DCOM 
section on page 35. 

 
Figure 20 - Component Object Model 

The COM architecture encapsulates many areas and services, which are normally abstracted as 
“plumbing” from the developer making use of it.  

How does it work? 
We will look at the basic steps involved in a development lifecycle of a COM component and a 
consumer in the Microsoft Visual Studio development environment, using C++ for no reason other 
than the author of this section being an ex-C++, now C# , individual. We could use VB, Visual Cobol 
or Scripting with the same effect, in other words the support for COM is entrenched in all Microsoft 
and many 3rd party development tools. 

 
Figure 21 - COM "in a nutshell" 

Let us look at the basic steps of creating and using an arbitrary COM component. 

1. The first step is the design and definition of the COM interface that the COM component will 
support. The COM interface is a definition of a set of functions and is defined using the IDE 
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designers and the Interface Definition Language (IDL). The interface implements IDispatch, 
a fundamental COM interface, is assigned with a unique interface ID (UUID) and a coclass, 
which provides a listing of the supported interfaces for a component object. 
// COMDemo.idl : IDL source for COMDemo 
// 
 
// This file will be processed by the MIDL tool to 
// produce the type library (COMDemo.tlb) and marshalling code. 
 
import  "oaidl.idl"; 
import  "ocidl.idl"; 
 
[ 
 object , 
 uuid (a817e7a2-43fa-11d0-9e44-00aa00b6770a), 
 dual , 
 helpstring ("IComponentRegistrar Interface"), 
 pointer_default ( unique ) 
] 
interface  IComponentRegistrar : IDispatch 
{ 
 [ id (1)] HRESULT Attach([ in ] BSTR bstrPath); 
 [ id (2)] HRESULT RegisterAll(); 
 [ id (3)] HRESULT UnregisterAll(); 
 [ id (4)] HRESULT GetComponents([ out ] SAFEARRAY(BSTR)* pbstrCLSIDs, 
                               [ out ] SAFEARRAY(BSTR)* pbstrDescriptions); 
 [ id (5)] HRESULT RegisterComponent([ in ] BSTR bstrCLSID); 
 [ id (6)] HRESULT UnregisterComponent([ in ] BSTR bstrCLSID); 
 [ id (7), helpstring ("method DemoMethod")]  
         HRESULT DemoMethod( [ out ]BSTR* helloName, [ in ] VARIANT coolVariant); 
}; 
 
[ 
 uuid (4C86BA29-18EF-4BC3-AFD5-AFBC084E6080), 
 version (1.0), 
 helpstring ("COMDemo 1.0 Type Library"), 
 custom (a817e7a1-43fa-11d0-9e44-00aa00b6770a, 
              "{7907E467-B978-468F-BFE0-AC0BE3DA57C4}") 
] 
library  COMDemoLib 
{ 
 importlib ("stdole2.tlb"); 
 
 [ 
  uuid (7907E467-B978-468F-BFE0-AC0BE3DA57C4), 
  helpstring ("ComponentRegistrar Class") 
 ] 
 coclass  CompReg 
 { 
  [ default ] interface  IComponentRegistrar; 
 }; 
}; 

2. Implement the code implementing the custom methods we have defined, i.e. 
DemoMethod() in the previous IDL snippet, and optionally overloading any of the 
framework supplied methods, i.e. Attach(). The latter should be done with an extra potion of 
care! 

3. Process the IDL code, using the Visual Studio IDE, or by running the MIDL tool explicitly. The 
MIDL tool generates the type library and the necessary marshalling code. 

4. Using the Visual Studio IDE or the RegSvr32.exe utility, invoke the self-registration code built 
into COM components that adds or removes component information in the registry. 

5. Develop a consumer of the component (client).  

6. Use CoCreateInstance or CoCreateInstanceEx in the client to instantiate an instance of the 
component we need, which can be in-process, out-of-process or on a remote machine. 

In the code snippet below the CLSID_THE_ID defines the CLSID associated with the data and 
code that will be used to create the object and IID_THE_INTERFACE defines the reference to 
the identifier of the interface to be used to communicate with the component. Both can be 
obtained by either inspecting the registry or by using the MIDL utility, with options /h, /iid and 
/proxy. 

Example of client code calling a local or remote object using registry for destination … 
IX* pIX = NULL; 
HRESULT hr = ::CoCreateInstance ( CLSID_THE_ID, 
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      NULL, 
      CLSCTX_INPROC_SERVER, 
      IID_THE_INTERFACE, 
      (void**)&pIX ); 

Figure 22 -Client code example to call a local component 

Example of client code calling a local or remote object specifying destination… 
// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
USES_CONVERSION;       // When using an ATL string conversion macro, specify the  
                       // USES_CONVERSION macro at the beginning of your function 
                       // in order to avoid compiler errors. 
MULTI_QI QI[1];        // To optimize network performance, most remote activation  
                       // functions take an array of MULTI_QI structures rather  
                       // than just a single IID as input and a single pointer to  
                       // the requested interface on the object as output, as do  
                       // local machine activation functions. 
     
QI[0].pIID     = &IID_IATLServiceComObject; 
QI[0].pItf     = NULL; 
QI[0].hr       = S_OK; 
 
COSERVERINFO    si;    // Identifies a remote machine resource to the new or  
                       // enhanced activation functions. 
si.dwReserved1 = 0;     
si.pwszName    = NULL; // pass a IP address or UNC name 
                       // NULL means check the registry 
si.pAuthInfo   = NULL;  
si.dwReserved2 = 0;     
 
HRESULT hRes; 
hRes = ::CoCreateInstanceEx( CLSID_ATLServiceComObject,  
                             NULL,                       
                             CLSCTX_ALL,                 
                             &si,  
                             1,                          
                             QI );                       
 
//check return values ... AGAIN WE SHOULD NOT JUST CHECK, BUT DO FIRST-AID 
TREAMENT ...  
ASSERT(hRes == S_OK); 
     
//get our interface pointer 
m_pIAtlServiceComObject = (IATLServiceComObject*) QI[0].pItf; 
ASSERT(m_pIAtlServiceComObject != NULL); 

Figure 23 - Client code example to call a local or remote component 

7. Once an instance of the object exists, commence calling methods exposed by the 
interface. The method call is intercepted by the COM framework. 

8. If in-process, the framework calls the in-process object. If the process is hosted in another 
process, it marshals the data and call to the other process and visa versa with the response. 
If the registry stated that the object is hosted on another machine or the user has used 
CoCreateInstance() with a remote server defined, the framework hands over to DCOM 
which replaces the Local Procedure Call (LPC) logic with a network protocol based 
intermediary to pass the marshalled data and request to the remote machine for 
processing. 

 

In-Process … with in-process, calls are made using call-by-reference. The caller 
typically gets a pointer to the caller address space. 

Out-of-Process … with out of process calls, also known as cross-process, use proxies to 
cross the process boundaries and marshal data accordingly. The caller never gets 
direct access to the callee’s address space.  

Why use it? 
As mentioned COM is everywhere. Object Linking and Embedding, ActiveX controls, Components, 
COM+, to mention a few, are all using COM in one way or the other. This means that there is a 
huge investment in COM in today’s business solutions. 

While the Microsoft .NET managed environment is delivering immense productivity improvements, 
the need for COM will not diminish for a long, long time … especially as even .NET is utilising COM 
and COM+ as part of the Enterprise Services. New name, same thing … COM! 
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DCOM   

 

What is it? 
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), Active Template Library (ATL), Microsoft Foundation Classes 
(MFC), Component Object Model (COM) and Distributed COM (DCOM) are all technologies that 
give developers elegant and comprehensive tools for the software solution trade. However, 
anybody who has tried to digest them all will agree with us when we state that they are steep and 
huge mountain ranges, requiring time and effort to be conquered, luxuries that most of us in the 
development trenches simply do not have. 

To make use of these technologies you do not have to understand their inner secrets, just as an 
astronaut doesn't need to understand how the main booster rockets function to perform their 
responsibility in outer space. OLE takes some hibernation period before it takes root and it requires 
a mind switch into the world of Object Orientation … instead of Named Pipe IPC communication 
and timers’ polling a service, evolution takes us to the world of DCOM and Connection Points. 

So what is DCOM? DCOM is the intergalactic version of COM, whereby its first letter D for 
Distributed, says it all. It expands the concept of COM to run not only in local processor space, but 
distributed in different processes across the local or wide area network. Just like its small brother 
COM it is designed to allow clients to communicate transparently with objects, regardless of 
whether those objects are running within the same process, on the same machine, or on a different 
machine, accessing objects through interface pointers. 

 Refer to “ActiveX Controls Inside Out, ISBN: 1-57231-350-1”, by Denning, or “Inside OLE, ISBN: 
1-55615-618-9, published on MSDN”, by Kraig Brockschmidt. The first gives a good overview of COM 
and ActiveX, while the latter is an extremely valuable reference material. 

How does it work? 
The following three scenarios are a simplified representation of the COM and DCOM architecture.  

The COM architecture defines how components and their consumers interact, without either being 
aware of any intermediary plumbing. In the first illustration the communication is in-process 
communication and is therefore based on direct method calls. 

 
Figure 24 - In-Process COM consumer and component 

When the consumer and the component reside in separate process space, but on the same 
machine, the COM architecture provides the intermediary plumbing for cross process marshalling. 
COM intercepts calls from the consumer, marshals the data across the process boundaries and 
calls the component on behalf of the consumer. 

 
Figure 25 - Out-of-process COM consumer and component on same machine 

When the consumer and the component reside on different logical machines, the COM 
architecture is supplemented by DCOM. DCOM replaces the interprocess communication 
intermediary plumbing with a network protocol based intermediary using RPC, forwarding the 
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component method call across the wire without anyone being aware thereof. The communication 
is done using RPC, secured with the security provider and based on the DCOM wire-protocol 
standard. 

 
Figure 26 - COM consumer and component on different logical machines 

It is crucial that the following is noted in the COM architecture explored: 

• Neither the consumer (client), nor the COM component changes in any way between the 
three scenarios, i.e. in-process, out-of-process and remote machine. 

• When travelling across the copper wire the DCOM extensions merely replace the LPC with a 
protocol stack, while everything else remains the same. 

 Ever wondered what happens when a COM client simply disappears? Using DCOM for 
communication between an NT Service and a client process allows you to take advantage of 
Delta-Pinging.  Basically, for any out-of-process communication in DCOM, the COM run-time will 
"ping" all clients every two minutes to see if they are alive.  If they do not respond after three 
attempts, then the server object is de-referenced by the number of references that the given client 
held (often just one).  This should allow the server object to eventually reach a reference of zero 
and just die. When it dies, it can release the network connection that it is holding.  When a new 
worker object is instantiated by the client, another transport thread can be assigned to this object 
for the client's session duration. To test this theory, kill your client immediately after calling 
CoCreateInstanceEx(). The constructor will be called in the server … the destructor has to wait for a 
while, until the three attempts were made and the client declares as missing in OLE action (MIOA). 

Why use it? 
In the world of COM, DCOM is the logical extension to be used when designing and developing 
distributed solutions. Some of the key advantages are: 

• No real difference for COM developers 

• Scalable architecture 

• Symmetric communication between components 

• Inherently secure data communication 

• Usable with any network protocol 

While DCOM is one of many ways of communicating with remote objects on the Windows platform, 
it is probably the most efficient distributed object call technology to consider on the Microsoft 
platform.  
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COM+   

       

What is it? 
COM+ is the third version of Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) … codenamed Viper … , available 
with Windows 2000, XP and beyond, offering an advanced COM runtime environment. It is suitable 
as a business tier in the three or n-tiered enterprise model, such as the Distributed interNet 
Applications (DNA) or the service oriented architecture (SOA). 

The Microsoft .NET Framework provides a managed class into COM+ called Enterprise Services (ES) 
with the System.EnterpriseServices namespace, offering simple access to the COM+ services. 

COM+ enhances the following MTS services: 

• Transaction Services 

• Security Services 

• Synchronisation Services 

COM+ introduces new run-time services: 

• Queued Components 

• Event Services 

• Load Balancing 

 

At some stage COM+ even introduced an In Memory Database (IMDB), which provided 
caching of database tables and immense performance enhancements for “lookup” 
tables. Unfortunately this service was removed from the COM+ BETA product when it was 
shipped.  

What features does it introduce? 

 
Figure 27 - COM+ Base Services 

The feature set of COM+ is immense and we will cover only a few of the key features in this section.  

 

For an in depth definition and explanation of all of the COM+ services, please refer to the 
Microsoft Developer Network library and the COM+ programmers' reference 
documentation. 

Transactions 

COM+ transactions provide automatic transactional protection, without the developer having to 
worry about coordination transactions between components. The transactions can be used for one 
or multiple databases, or other services, from simple transactions to the more challenging 2-phase 
commit scenarios. 
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Administration 

 
Figure 28 - COM+ Component Services Administration Tool 

The COM+ developer typically ships an application to the system administrator, who customises the 
application for the environment by configuring the relevant policy attributes such as security, 
pooling, transaction support and queuing, by setting up special services such as application 
clustering and by optionally re-exporting the configured and customised COM+ application for 
easier deployment.  

Just-in-time activation (JIT) 

Just-in-time activation creates an object to service a specific method call and destroys it when the 
method is complete, similar to the functionality delivered by Web Services and .NET Remoting with 
single-call objects. 

Loosely coupled events 

Loosely coupled events provide a publisher-subscriber event model using COM events, making the 
“polling” subscriber an extinct creature and avoiding the latency problems experienced with 
polling subscribers. The events are not tightly coupled as with ActiveX controls, where the subscriber 
knows exactly which publisher to request notifications from and therefore shares intimate 
knowledge with each other. The publishers and subscribers have no knowledge of each other in 
the loosely coupled events and their lifetimes need not overlap, with delivery of events occurring 
either by DCOM or Queued Components. 
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Object construction string 

The IObjectConstructString interface implements support for a single construction string, which is 
delivered to objects and can be reconfigured by administrators at runtime. 
// CQueuedESComponent 
 
STDMETHODIMP CQueuedESComponent::Construct(IDispatch *pDisp) 
{ 
    LogToDebug ( "CQueuedESComponent::Construct Start"  ); 
  
    HRESULT hr = S_OK; 
    IObjectConstructString  *pConstructorString = NULL; 
 
    if ( !pDisp ) return E_FAIL; 
 
    hr = pDisp->QueryInterface( IID_IObjectConstructString , 
                               reinterpret_cast<void**>(&pConstructorString)); 
    if ( S_OK != hr || 0 == pConstructorString ) return E_FAIL; 
     
    BSTR bstrCtor; 
    hr = pConstructorString->get_ConstructString(&bstrCtor); 
    bstrConnection = bstrCtor; 
     
    pConstructorString->Release(); 
    pConstructorString = NULL; 
     
    LogToDebug ( "CQueuedESComponent::Construct Complete"  ); 
     
    return ( S_OK ); 
} 

Object pooling 

Object pooling allows us to create objects with JIT activation, but not destroying them and 
reinitialising its state every time. Instead objects are activated in a pool, retrieved from the pool 
when needed and returned to the pool instead of being destroyed. This ensures that expensive 
initialisation, for example SNA/LU0 session establishment which is very time consuming, is done once 
only and that the state is maintained throughout the lifetime of the process. A pooled object is 
notified when it is retrieved from and returned to the pool, with the Activate() and Deactivate() 
methods and the object can notify the runtime in the CanBePooled() method whether it can be 
pooled for reuse. 

Queued components 

Queued components provide message retry and dead message handling, as well as flowing 
security and identity information from the caller to the object automatically. The asynchronous 
communication is provided by MSMQ as the underlying transport and the lifetime of the caller and 
the queued component need not overlap and need not exist on the same physical machine. 

Role-based security 

Role based security allows controlled access to components based on the identity of the callers 
and their role memberships.  

Shared Property Manager 

The shared property manager (SPM) manages shared transient state for objects, acting as a 
resource dispenser for multiple objects within a server process. This service is well suited for non-
volatile state information, such as connection strings, needed and shared by multiple objects 
across transaction, but not process, boundaries, which do not need to survive a system failure. 

SOAP services 

With Windows XP the SOAP services allow a component to be exposed as an XML Web service 
directly from within COM+. 

Synchronisation 

Synchronisation controls how multiple threads access objects and is useful when only a thread that 
is part of an activity is allowed to call methods on specific objects. 

How does it work? 
COM+ works together with an “interceptor”, as shown in the following illustrations. When a client 
application creates an instance to a COM component in the same process, a direct connection to 
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the object is supplied to the client by COM. COM+, however, interposes itself between the object 
and the caller in the form of the interceptor, pre- and post processing method calls to the object. 

 
Figure 29 - COM+ Client Application hosted COM+ component 

When a client application creates an instance of a COM component in another process, the client 
receives a proxy which connects via the remote procedure call (RPC) channel, with a server side 
stub and then to the remote object. In this scenario COM+ again “intercepts” all method calls in 
the interceptor object in the server application process as shown. 

 
Figure 30 - COM+ Server Application hosted COM+ component 

When the proxy and interceptor objects are first attached to an object hosted in a COM+ 
application, COM+ creates and configures client and server policy objects. The client side policy 
objects are called when a method is called and again when the method call returns. The server 
side policy objects are invoked on the first call to the object and again when it leaves, i.e. both on 
the client and server side, each policy object is called on the calling and on the response leg of 
the method call.  

The administrator can configure each COM+ application and associated components to enforce 
actions such as synchronization, security and transactions. These “policies” are typically not 
included in the component code and are therefore included in the chain of policy objects as 
instantiated when a component is instantiated and then called by the consumer. 

Why use it? 
COM is everywhere and COM+ delivers an easy-to-use and services rich enterprise infrastructure, 
allowing us to focus on the business logic, rather than the plumbing. It was necessary to implement 
boilerplate code to manage impersonation and security, system services to host components and 
complex queuing code before the times of MTS and COM+. With COM+ these services are 
delivered out-of-the-box in an advanced development environment, which is even exposed to 
and used by .NET as a service called Enterprise Services. COM, especially COM+, is here to stay and 
will be part of prefabricated enterprise solutions for a long, long time. 
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.NET Web Service  

 

What is it? 
A Web Service is not a web site with which we can interact as users, but instead a “service” that is 
accessible by another service using web service and internet standards. 

 
Figure 31 - Web Service Architecture 

Explained in simple and non technology infested terms this means that we have an internet service 
framework, responsible for hosting one or more web services, and exposing them through the 
standard HTTP Port 808 channel. This framework is marked as “technology specific” with which we 
mean that any technology can be used to implement this area, as long as the framework is based 
on the Web Services standards, typically referred to as World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
standards. In other words we do not know or care which technology is used … loose-coupling and 
interoperability is therefore no longer a myth. 

Just as the service, the consumer application is marked as technology specific. These consumers 
typically use a web service proxy, also referred to as a gateway, which is typically a class 
generated by the integrated development environment (IDE). The IDE basically asks the web 
service what it can offer in terms of a service and builds a proxy class, which can be instantiated 
and used by the consumer to communicate with the relevant web service. The communication 
protocol used to exchange the web service capabilities and therefore deliver a self-describing 
ability is implemented through the Web Services Description Language (WSDL), while the discovery 
of the web service is implemented through the Web Services Discovery Language (DISCO). 

The layer in between is the “open standards” area, where the technology specific consumers and 
services must expose and operate with “open standards”, such as Hypertext Transport Protocol 
(HTTP), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)  and eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) describing 
the SOAP messages. 

Why use it? 
Web Services are beginning to support heterogeneous, interoperable, technology independent 
and loosely coupled service architectures. This means that as long as we implement the agreed 

                                                      
8 IIS listens on any specified port, not just port 80. Web Applications generally run on port 80, whereas web services generally run on any other 
port. 
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service interface, we can upgrade a web service and even migrate from a Windows to a UNIX 
platform, or visa versa, without impacting the consuming service in any way. 

The use of XML messaging over the standard HTTP protocol allows messaging to move data through 
firewalls between heterogeneous systems, where other technologies, such as DCOM, are facing 
serious challenges. 

How does a .NET Web Service work? 

 
Figure 32 - .NET Web Service Nuts and Bolts 

1. The Internet Information Service (IIS) is the home, host and activator of web applications, 
remote objects and web services on Windows NT/XP/2000/2003, allowing them to publish 
information on the Internet or intranet. IIS delivers administrative features such as security, active 
server pages and worker thread pooling and scheduling. 

2. The Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 delivers an integral Microsoft Windows environment for 
building and executing .NET software applications and XML Web services using standard, 
platform-independent protocols such as XML, SOAP, and HTTP. The framework delivers the 
common language runtime (CLR) and a unified set of class libraries, including the ASP.NET for 
Web applications and Web services needed for the web service discussed herein. 

3. The .NET Web Service is snugly at home in IIS, being managed and executed by the .NET 
Framework. The web service can be developed in any of the .NET supported languages, 
whereby C#  is our recommended language, closely followed by VB.NET … with C++ 
unfortunately loosing traction in the .NET development environment. 

4. IIS actively listens on HTTP port 80, which means that the web service hiding within is accessible 
through most firewalls. 

 
Figure 33 - WSDL Page Processing 

5. The integrated development environment, such as Visual Studio.NET (a) communicates with the 
web service using WSDL and queries it for its services … “what interface do you expose and 
what makes up the interface in terms of methods and arguments”? The response (b) will be a 
WSDL document, based on XSD schemas and describing everything a SOAP client needs to 
understand the operations (methods), schema of each message per operation, SOAP header 
information and the Universal Resource Locator (URL). 

6. Using the WSDL document, the IDE generates a service proxy.  

7. The client application consumes the proxy, instantiates the proxy class, optionally sets default 
property settings and makes a call to the web service, by making a method call on the proxy 
object. Encapsulation features heavily in this step, whereby the client application does not 
know or care how the request is sent to the remote service. In fact the client application is 
unaware that the endpoint service is a web service, which highlights loose coupling as well. 
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8. The proxy generated SOAP message is transmitted over the HTTP channel, received by IIS and 
routed to the web service for processing.  

 
Figure 34 - ASPX Page Processing 

a. When the request is received by IIS for the web service, it examines the content and 
determines the asmx extension. 

b. If the ASP.NET handler is registered to handle the asmx extension, the message is 
handed over “as is” to the ASP.NET worker process. The worker thread examines the 
message and fires up the asmx handler configured to handle the asmx extension. 

c. The asmx handler instantiates an instance of the relevant class; examines which 
methods are supported using reflection and then maps to the methods using the 
SOAPAction HTTP header. Parameters are deserialised using the XML Serializer. 

d. The client method executes and processes the request. 

e. Once the method returns the return value and out parameters are mapped back to 
XML using the XML Serializer. 

f. SOAP response message is sent back to caller, with an OK status code 200. 

-or- 

g. If an exception is thrown, it is mapped inside a SoapException and returned with a SOAP 
fault (HTTP status code 500). 

SOAP as used by Web Services 

Overview 

Those who have had the pleasure of working on the Convergent Technologies Operating System 
(CTOS) in the 80’s will know all about request-response based communication, which was flexible, 
self-describing and based on a request header and data area.  

The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a similar protocol that specifies a header, typically 
referred to as envelope, and data using XML. Similarly to the CTOS request header, the SOAP 
envelope header defines how to route the message, what request to process at the service end-
point and is being extended as we type through initiatives such as the Web Service Extensions. 

SOAP messages are typically carried by the HTTP channel, but could be transmitted on other 
channels, such as SMTP or TCP channels. 

Example service method: 
<%@ WebService Language="C#" Class="SimpleCalculator" %> 
using System.Web.Services; 
public class SimpleCalculator { 
  [WebMethod] 
  public int AddTwoNumbers(int a, int b) { 
    return a+b; 
  } 
} 

Example SOAP request: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap ="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"  
               xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"   
               xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <soap:Body> 
    <AddTwoNumbers xmlns="http://tempuri.org/" /> 
      <a>5</a> 
      <b>8</b> 
    </AddTwoNumbers > 
  </soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 
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Service response example: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<soap:Envelope xmlns: soap ="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"  
               xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  
               xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <soap:Body> 
    <AddTwoNumbersResponse xmlns="http://tempuri.org/" /> 
      <AddTwoNumbersResult>13</AddTwoNumbersResult> 
    </AddTwoNumbersResponse> 
  </soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

Document Literal versus RPC-Encoded 

Just when we all thought that Web Services and the SOAP protocol are finally a straightforward 
and “open” mechanism, we are confronted with the choice of document/literal, 
document/encoded, RPC/literal and RPC/encoded messaging. We will not even look at or discuss 
document/encoded because it is neither WS-I compliant, nor generally used in the industry. 

 

The default Microsoft XML Web Services are based on document/literal. 

Document/literal Messages 

Document based messages are request-response method calls and directly mapped to service 
interface methods as outlined previously. If these messages are schema based, which is the 
default, then we are referring to document literal messages.  
<soap:envelope> 
    <soap:body> 
        <valueOneElement>1</valueOneElement> 
        <valueOneElement>2</valueTwoElement> 
    </soap:body> 
</soap:envelope> 

RPC/encoded Messages 

When thinking of remote procedure calls, the RPC-encoded messages enter our world. When using 
SoapRpcServiceAttribute and the SoapRpcMethodAttribute attributes you change the message 
format from document to RPC-Encoded. 
<soap:envelope> 
    <soap:body> 
        <AddMethod> 
            <valueOne xsi:type="xsd:int">1</valueOne> 
            <valueTwo xsi:type="xsd:int">2</valueTwo> 
        </AddMethod> 
    </soap:body> 
</soap:envelope> 
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RPC/literal Messages 

The same as the RPC/encoded WSDL, whereby the binding is changed from encoded to literal. 
<soap:envelope> 
    <soap:body> 
        <AddMethod> 
            <valueOne>5</valueOne> 
            <valueTwo>5.0</valueTwo> 
        </AddMethod> 
    </soap:body> 
</soap:envelope> 

 

The following table summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the three main styles: 

Message Style Advantages Disadvantages 

RPC/encoded • WSDL is straight forward 

• Operation name part of message 

• Type encoding info adds an overhead, 
impacting throughput 

• Not WS-I compliant 

• Message validation complex 

   

RPC/literal • WSDL is straight forward 

• Operation name part of message  

• Type encoding info is eliminated  

• WS-I compliant 

• Message validation complex 

   

Document/literal • No type encoding info  

• Everything in soap:body is 
defined in a schema and can 
thus be validated 

• WS-I compliant 

• No operation name in message  

• WS-I allows one child of the soap:body 
in a SOAP message, whereas this style 
introduces two.  

 

Table 1 - Encoding Styles and their advantages/disadvantages 

So which encoding style should we use? 

The SOAP specification, specifically section 5 and 7, have a focus on rules for encoding data types 
in XML and for making remote procedure style calls, similar to protocols found in CORBA. The 
recommendation is to use non-encoded or literal SOAP messaging; however, to comply with the 
open standards and profile specifications, as mentioned on page 47, the vendors need to ensure 
some level of compliance. 

Looking at R27179 and R272610 rules, we realise that the current Microsoft .NET 2003 implementation 
of Web Services generates document-literal bindings only. 

 

Visual Studio 2005 contains several enhancements and additional features. To the best of 
our knowledge Visual Studio 2005 will provide the option to either generate rpc-literal or 
doc-literal encoded WSDLs. 

We can currently use the SoapDocumentMethod and SoapRpcMethod attribute as shown in the 
following dummy code to force document-encoded or rpc-encoded clients. 
//Document Literal Example 
[ SoapDocumentMethod (“ http://example ”, SoapBindingUse.Encoded)] 
public int Calcuation ( int valueOne, int valueTwo) … 
//RPC-Encoded Example 
[ SoapRpcMethod (“ http://example ”) 
public int Calcuation ( int valueOne, int valueTwo) … 

                                                      
9 Basic Profile 1.0 requires rpc-literal binding to have the namespace attribute specified on the soap:body elements and the namespace 
value to be an absolute URI 

10 Basic Profile 1.0 requires rpc-literal binding not to have namespace be specified on soapbind:header, soapbind:headerfault and 
soapbind:fault elements 
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Although the choice will be a controversial topic until an independent group like the 
WS-I organization will help stabilize and standardize the choice(s), we believe that there 
exists sufficient consensus amongst most technology vendors that under most situations 
the best style is document/literal wrapped. 

Web Service Enhancements 
Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE) implement a .NET class library for building 
Web services using the latest Web services protocols, including WS-Security, WS-
SecureConversation, WS-Trust, WS-Policy, WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-Addressing, and WS-Attachments. 

 

 
Figure 35- Web Service Extensions 

These extensions allow you to … 

• Extend the SOAP header to secure your web service. You can add and pass credentials 
through Web services over the complete route a SOAP message takes, unlike secure transports, 
such as SSL, which only secure from one point to another. 

• Digitally sign messages, which allow consumers and recipients of SOAP messages to 
cryptographically verify that a SOAP message has not been altered since it was signed.  

• Encrypt and securing the content, ensuring that only the intended recipient can read and 
process the contents of a message. 

• Express message receiving and sending requirements using configuration files.  

• Implement support for communicating using transports other than just HTTP, routing and 
delegating of messages. 

Web Services interoperability in the real world 

 

While there are numerous interoperability technologies, all of which are excellent 
technologies in themselves and address a specific set of requirements in a given 
interoperability context, we believe that web services is currently the best 
interoperability technology option to consider when developing a solution that 
needs to integrate with a number of other systems, whether in a homogenous or 
heterogeneous technology environment. 

What are some of the key web service properties which make this technology the chosen glue? 

• Web services are self-describing, through depositories such as UDDI and meta-data 
definitions such as WSDL. The result is easy integration with and usage of web service based 
services and the ability to publish and locate service on both the intra- and the internet. 

• Web services are language- and technology-independent, which implies that designers 
and developers need no longer engage on tools, language and technology “turf wars”. 
Instead we can now focus on designing business solutions that can interoperate with other 
business solutions, irrespective of technology or language choices. 

• Web services are compliant with open standards, introducing vendor and technology 
independence. 

• Web services are loosely coupled, programmatic and composable services, allowing us to 
create independent services, service façades, aggregate services and consume services 
programmatically. 
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• Web services are supported by all major vendors, with most being or becoming members of 
the web services interoperability council (WS-I). This creates a promising platform of true 
vendor and technology independence and increases the interoperability between 
different vendor technologies. 

Interoperability between Web Service vendors and the WS-* Glue 

OASIS 

Web Services implementations by various vendors adhere to the WS-I standards as defined and 
managed by OASIS11 (http://www.oasis-open.org/home/index.php) delivering integration to J2EE, 
Solaris, IBM, Linux and any other system complying with the WS-* web services standards. When we 
design solutions based on web services, we need to ensure that all players in the heterogeneous 
environment adhere to a set of WS-* standards to ensure seamless integration with no dependency 
on vendor specific technologies. 

The range of WS-* standards is vast and it is important that we are not drawn into a vendor turf war 
as to who supports which of the standards and to which extent, assuming he who supports all is the 
best, but instead to determine which standard is important to our environment and ensuring that all 
players adhere to the agreed subset. 

Common WS-I Standards 

Let’s look at a list of some of the commonly defined standards. For details of any of these 
standards, please refer to Microsoft Developer Network (Web Services Developer Centre 
Specifications) or OASIS. 

Category Category Overview Category Standards 

Messaging Specifications Defines SOAP as a XML based 
lightweight protocol for the 
exchange of information in a 
decentralized, distributed 
environment. 

SOAP  

WS-Addressing  

MTOM (Attachments)  

WS-Enumeration 

WS-Eventing  

WS-Transfer  

SOAP-over-UDP      

   

Security Specifications Defines strategy for addressing 
security within a Web service 
environment. 

WS-Security: SOAP Message Security  

WS-Security: UsernameToken Profile 

WS-Security: X.509 Certificate Token 
Profile  

WS-SecureConversation  

WS-SecurityPolicy  

WS-Trust  

WS-Federation  

WS-Federation Active Requestor Profile 

WS-Federation Passive Requestor 
Profile 

WS-Security: Kerberos Binding 

Web Single Sign-On Interoperability 
Profile 

Web Single Sign-On Metadata 
Exchange Protocol  

   

Reliable Messaging 
Specifications 

Defines the facilities for ensuring 
efficient, asynchronous reliable 
message delivery. 

WS-ReliableMessaging 

   

Transaction Specifications Defines coordination types that are 
used with the extensible 

WS-Coordination  

WS-AtomicTransaction  

                                                      
11 OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) is a not-for-profit, international consortium driving the 

development, convergence, and adoption of e-business standards. 
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Category Category Overview Category Standards 

coordination framework described 
in the WS-Coordination 
specification. It defines two 
coordination types: Atomic 
Transaction (AT) and Business 
Activity (BA). 

WS-BusinessActivity  

   

Metadata Specifications Defines an extensible mechanism for 
defining the messaging description 
and metadata for a Web service, a 
general-purpose model and 
corresponding syntax to describe 
and communicate the policies of a 
Web service and definition of 
messages used to retrieve specific 
types of metadata associated with 
an endpoint. 

WSDL 

WS-Policy  

WS-PolicyAssertions  

WS-PolicyAttachment  

WS-Discovery 

WS-MetadataExchange  

   

XML Specifications Defines the eXtended Metadata 
Language. 

XML  

Namespaces in XML 

XML Information Set  

   

Management Specifications Defines the management of systems 
and devices. 

WS-Management  

WS-Management Catalogue  

   

Business Process 
Specifications 

Defines specifications that were 
originally published individually as 
Microsoft XLANG and IBM WSFL 

BPEL4WS 

   

Specification Profiles Defines profiles which give guidance 
on how to address the most 
common design issues that can arise 
in order to improve interoperability, 
made up of a series of strong 
requirements (e.g., MUST, MUST NOT) 
that collectively define a testable, 
interoperable solution. 

Devices Profile 

WS-I Basic Profile 

Table 2 - WS-I Standards (Some) 

Which should we focus on? 

 

It really depends on the players within your organisation and connecting partners. 
When operating in a service oriented architecture (SOA) environment, using web 
services, we recommend that you consider agreeing on WSI Basic Profile as the base 
standard to be adopted and adhered to by all players. 
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The roadmap of Web Services to Indigo 

WSE and Indigo Overview 

 
Figure 36 - Indigo Roadmap 

As shown in the illustration the continued evolution in terms of Visual Studio and Web Service 
enhancements are increasing the interoperability with other vendor web service technologies. 
Web Service Enhancements (WSE 2) introduced support for the WS-Basic Profile specification for all 
“must” and “must not” requirements, but not all of the “should and should not” requirements. 

Web Service Enhancements (WSE 3) introduce complete support for the WS-Basic Profile 
specification, introduce policy driven development and common security scenarios; and future-
proofing and interoperability guaranteeing wire-level interoperability over HTTP with Indigo. 

WSE 3 provides an easy-to-use development framework, introduces the new Message Transmission 
Optimisation Mechanism (MTOM) based on a W3C specification and utilises major advantages of 
the .NET Framework 2.0. 

 

WSE 2.0 SP2 and SP3 are supported on both Visual Studio 2003 and Visual Studio 2005, 
however, WSE 3.0 and Indigo both require Visual Studio 2005 or higher.  

This dependency is mainly based on the usage of generics in both WSE 3 and Indigo. 

Note that while WSE 2 supports DIME, WSE 3 does not. This has portability and migration 
implications. 

Indigo, which is covered in detailed in subsequent chapters, is Microsoft’s new framework for 
building distributed applications on the Longhorn platform. It is important to note that WSE3 
provides wire-level compatibility with Indigo; however, the programming model between WSE3 and 
Indigo will not be source code compatible. 

The following table summarises the roadmap and key decisions to be made when considering WSE 
2, WSE 3 and Indigo based development: 

Technology 
Compatible Side by Side Execution 64-Bit 

.NET 1 .NET 2 WSE 2 WSE 3 Indigo Support 

WSE 2.0 �  �   No 

WSE 2.0 SP 2, SP 3 � �  � � No 

WSE 3.0  � �  � Yes 

Table 3 - WSE 2-3 and Indigo Compatibility 
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Call to action 

 
Figure 37 - Indigo Roadmap Decisions 

WSE 1.0 implementations should migrate to WSE 2.0 or later as soon as possible, because WSE 1.0 is 
not WS-Basic Policy compliant and will introduce major migration effort when WSE 3.0 or Indigo is 
targeted. 

If you are developing solutions using Visual Studio 2003 and targeting .NET 1.1 you should use WSE 
2.0. It is, however, important to note that WSE 2.0 is not wire-compatible with WSE 3.0 or Indigo, 
primarily due to changes in specifications such as WS-Addressing. Therefore code and policy 
changes will most likely be required when migrating to WSE 3.0 and/or Indigo. 

If you are developing solutions using Visual Studio 2005 and targeting .NET 2.0 we recommend that 
you make use of WSE 3.0 as it fully compliant with WS-Basic Policy, offers  and wire-compatible with 
Indigo. 

Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) versus Web Services 
In 1978, the International Standards Organization (ISO) began promoting a model for Open Systems 
Interconnect (OSI) promoting international standards of the protocols involved in network 
communication. The model features are simple: 

• Establish data-communications standards promoting vendor agnostic interoperability.  

• Seven layers, each with a specific set of network functions and guidelines for inter-later 
communication.  

• Specification of protocols and interfaces to implement at each layer. 

The following illustration depicts the OSI model on the left and the equivalent implementation in the 
Web Service world on the right. Although technology is changing rapidly and at times dramatically, 
it highlights that the core principles seldom change. 
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Figure 38 - Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) versus Web Services 

 

Technologies (some…) used to develop web services 

Platform Product Language(s) 

Windows MS SOAP Toolkit C++, VB, COM 

 .NET Framework C# , VB.NET 

   

Windows, Unix Apache SOAP Java 

 GLUE Java 

 SOAP BEA WebLogic Java 

 SOAP Lite Perl 

   

Linux SOAP for ADA Ada 

   

Unix SOAPx4 PHP 

   

IBM WebSphere Java 

Table 4 - Web Service Technologies 
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.NET Remoting   

  

What is it? 
.NET Remoting basically delivers the same support for distributed processing as outlined with DCOM 
on page 35, but for the managed .NET Runtime environment, providing an extensible object model 
to the developer community. While DCOM and other similar technologies were born as warts on 
existing technology, .NET Remoting had the advantage of being architected, designed and 
developed as part of the .NET Framework. The result is a tightly cohesive and high performance 
inter-process and remote-process communication mechanism for .NET to .NET and even .NET to 
non-.NET solutions. 

.NET Remoting integrates seamlessly into COM/DCOM through the interoperability layer and even 
integrates with non-.NET technologies through its use of fairly open and well supported 
technologies, protocols and standards such as TCP, HTTP, XML and SOAP, as well as numerous 3rd 
party toolkit and application bridges. 

The following illustration shows a typical Microsoft system. The operating system segregates 
applications, both code and data, into separate processes, which means that code referenced by 
the infamous instruction pointer in one process, cannot access memory in another process, without 
using an inter process communication mechanism. The process normally creates a secure home, 
within an application can operate and not be impacted by faults or crashes in other processes. 

As shown, a .NET managed process can be broken down further into logical processes, also known 
as Application Domains (AppDomain). 

 
Figure 39 -.NET Remoting Boundary between .NET AppDomains 

In unmanaged environments these Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanisms typically 
consist of technologies such as DCOM, Sockets, MSMQ, CORBA, Java RMI and Named Pipes. In a 
managed .NET environment the .NET Remoting Boundary, a region between AppDomains, is 
guarded and managed by .NET Remoting. 

A “remotable type”, categorised as marshal-by-value, marshal-by-reference and context-bound, 
can be passed through or accessed over the .NET Remoting boundary.  

 

The latter, the context-bound is a refined marshal-by-reference type, which is beyond 
the scope of this section. Please note that we will also not cover lease management, sink 
or channels or extensibility of .NET Remoting … these advanced topics are well 
documented in other publications, such as Microsoft developer Library or Microsoft Press 
books. 

The marshal-by-value type passes through the .NET Remoting Boundary through a serialization 
process, which encodes the state of an object into a sequence of bits and bytes. Once the object 
has passed through the .NET Remoting boundary, the bits are deserialised into an exact copy of the 
state. 
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Figure 40 - Serialised Object 

The following code snippet shows a dummy class with dummy attributes, one of which is marked to 
be serialised, while another is marked not to be serialised: 
[ Serializable ] 
public class RemotableTypeDemoClass1 
{ 
    [ NonSerialisedAttribute ] 
    private int sampleSupressAttribute;   // will not be serialised 
    private int sampleSerializeAttribute; // will be serialised 
}  

When we are communicating with a Marshal-By-Reference object in another AppDomain, we are 
in fact communicating with a “proxy” object in our AppDomain, which in turn communicates with 
the real object hosted in another AppDomain via .NET Remoting. We are therefore not transferring 
the object from one AppDomain to another as with Marshal-By-Value, but instead are logically 
working with the remote object. 

 
Figure 41 - Marshalled-by-Reference Object 

The following code snippet shows a dummy class inheriting from the MarshalByRefObject class: 
public class RemotableTypeDemoClass2 : MarshalByRefObject  
{ 
   …  
}  

The remote objects can be hosted in a variety of hosts, such as console application, windows 
application, windows system service and Internet Information Service (IIS). The latter is the preferred 
hosting environment as IIS delivers a variety of plumbing, i.e. worker thread pooling and security, 
which we would otherwise have to include in the custom host.  

How does it work? 

Object Activation 

One of the exciting features of .NET Remoting is that the .NET Remoting configuration defines how 
an object is activated; allowing activation to be changed by updating configuration and it also 
allows us to have different activations of the same object in separate AppDomains. 

The two activation styles currently supported are client activation and server activation, the latter 
supporting the Singleton and SingleCall activation semantics. 

Let’s explore how .NET Remoting actually works, without actually revealing the engine room under 
the bonnet. Note that for both server walkthroughs we are using a remote object hosted in 
Application Domain C and two Application Domains A & B making remote method calls on the 
hosted object. The only difference between the server “Singleton” and “SingleCall” setup is the 
configuration file of Application Domain C as shown: 
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Singleton Example  
<configuration> 
  <system.runtime.remoting> 
    <application name="RemotingDemo"> 
      <service> 
        <wellknown mode=" Singleton "  
                   type="Demo.DemoService, Demo"  
                   objectUri="DemoService.soap" /> 
      </service> 
      <channels> 
        <channel ref="http" port="8911" /> 
      </channels> 
    </application> 
  </system.runtime.remoting> 
</configuration> 

SingleCall Example 
<configuration> 
  <system.runtime.remoting> 
    <application name="RemotingDemo"> 
      <service> 
        <wellknown mode=" SingleCall "  
                   type="Demo.DemoService, Demo"  
                   objectUri="DemoService.soap" /> 
      </service> 
      <channels> 
        <channel ref="http" port="8911" /> 
      </channels> 
    </application> 
  </system.runtime.remoting> 
</configuration> 

Walkthrough: Server Activated – Singleton 
//Programmatic option 
RemotingConfiguration. RegisterWellKnownServiceType ( typeof(someType), 
                                                    “URI”, 
                                                    WellKnownObjectMode. Singleton  ); 
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Figure 42 - Server Activation: Singleton Semantics 

A server activated Singleton object is instantiated when the first client accesses the object. No 
more than one instance of a type will be active at any time, but depending on the lifetime 
management configuration a singleton object may be destroyed and re-instantiated during the 
lifetime of the hosting application domain. 

1. The client object A:C1 instantiates an instance of the well known server object, believing that it 
is communicating directly with server object C:S. The client then invokes a method call, 
identical to making a method call to a locally instantiated object. 

2. The .NET Remoting framework generates a proxy and sends a message using the configured 
transport channel (HTTP or TCP) to the configured endpoint. 

3. If no instance of the object C:S is available, an instance of object S is created. The framework 
then makes the method call issued by the client and passing the return values, if any, back to 
the client via the same transport channel. 

4. The client object B:C1 instantiates an instance of the well known server object, once again 
believing that it is communicating directly with object C:S and then making a method call. 

5. The .NET Remoting framework generates a proxy and sends a message using the configured 
transport channel (HTTP or TCP) to the configured endpoint. 

6. As the server object has been marked as singleton, the same instance of the object 
instantiated in step 3, is reused. 
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Walkthrough: Server Activated – SingleCall 
//Programmatic option 
RemotingConfiguration. RegisterWellKnownServiceType ( typeof(someType), 
                                                    “URI”, 
                                                    WellKnownObjectMode. SingleCall  

 

 
Figure 43 - Server Activation: SingleCall Semantics 

A server activated SingleCall object is instantiated on every method call received, as the .NET 
Remoting infrastructure released all objects to the garbage collector after a method invocation 
returns. 

1. The client object A:C1 instantiates an instance of the well known server object, believing that it 
is communicating directly with server object C:S. The client then makes a method call, identical 
to making a method call to a locally instantiated object. 

2. The .NET Remoting framework generates a proxy and sends a message using the configured 
transport channel (HTTP or TCP) to the configured endpoint. 

3. The framework creates an instance of the object C:S and invokes the method call issued by the 
client and passing the return values, if any, back to the client via the same transport channel. 

4. If the client object makes another call using the instance created in step 1. 

5. As with step 3, the framework creates an instance of the object C:S and invokes the method 
call issued by the client and passing the return values, if any, back to the client via the same 
transport channel. 

6. The client object B:C1 instantiates an instance of the well known server object, also believing 
that it is communicating directly with server object C:S. The client then makes a method call, 
identical to making a method call to a locally instantiated object. 

7. As with steps 3 and 5, the framework creates an instance of the object C:S and invokes the 
method call issued by the client and passing the return values, if any, back to the client via the 
same transport channel. 

It can be seen that an instance of the server object is created for each method invocation and 
therefore the server side object must be state unaware. 
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Walkthrough: Client Activated 

Client activated objects are useful when each client reference to a remote object instance must 
be distinct and when instances of the objects remain active between method calls. As with 
singleton objects the lifetime management scheme determine how long an instance of a client 
activated object remains alive. 
//Programmatic option 
RemotingConfiguration. RegisterActivatedClientType ( typeof(someType), “URL” ); 

Figure 44 - Client Activation Programmatic Example 

 
Figure 45 - Client Activation: Semantics 

1. The client object A:C1 instantiates an instance of the remote object C:S and as a result the 
activation request is forwarded to the remote application domain. 

2. The .NET Remoting framework activates a reference of object C:S and assigns a unique 
Universal Resource Identifier (URI) to the object instance. 

3. The client object B:C1 instantiates an instance of the remove object C:S. Again the activation 
request is forwarded to the remote application domain. 

4. A separate reference of object C:S is activated and the URI assigned in this step will differ to the 
URI assigned in step 2. 

Why use .NET Remoting? 
When operating in a pure .NET solution and communicating with other pure .NET solutions, when 
requiring high performance and optimised IPC or RPC communication, or have a need extend 
communication channels (i.e. implement custom encryption on the wire) then .NET Remoting is an 
option to consider. 
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Messaging 
The theme thus far has reiterated the fact that we are computing in a decade where the need for 
interoperability and integration is becoming an accepted practice or rather a requirement more 
than a feature.  Companies are relying more on the availability and accuracy of information in 
decision making and companies that best manage information, i.e. those that are closest to real 
time, will most likely be the companies that exist into the next decade. 

Let’s take for instance a typical Banking transaction in South Africa, the Home Loan.  Banks have 
measured the housing sector on their own records, based on their own systems.  This information is 
actually three months old when it arrives at the bank because the registering of a Home Loan takes 
around three months in South Africa.  Any decision making that a bank would make based on this 
information maybe totally irrelevant.  In order for the banks to obtain real time information they 
would need to integrate with estate agents etc.  This is a good business case for not only 
interoperability but the need for Business to Business integration. 

Dwelling on the example above, implementing such integration would not require a synchronous 
transaction, for example you would not expect the user to wait for confirmation of delivery before 
they are allowed to continue, but rather an asynchronous transaction.  There are so many points of 
failure between two separate businesses that an asynchronous call would be preferred, although 
guarantee of delivery would still be a major requirement. 

Messaging is probably one of the easiest ways of delivering on the functional requirements listed 
above.  Synchronous, asynchronous and persistent messaging are all fundamentals of Messaging.  
Understandably, there are different ways of handling information transfer and there is always those 
fundamentalists that mange to find their own way of doing things that in their opinion will always be 
better.  However having said this, Messaging tools are stable, tried and trusted, so they are fast 
becoming the space where the “Reinvent the Wheel” syndrome is the least frequent. 

What is messaging? 

A message is information that is sent with the intention of reaching one or more applications.  By 
using messaging the applications involved will not have to depend on each others availability nor 
need to communicate with each other directly.  Messaging abstracts points of failure from being 
concerns within each application allowing application developers to focus on business logic and 
not transport logic.  In order to make messaging accessible and easy to use, tools are available 
that provide queues as well as management and configuration services for the messages or 
queues they depend on.  This is also known as Message-Oriented Middleware. 

Messaging supports once only delivery of data, this means that an application may send a 
message and not have to continually try to resend that data until it is delivered to the target 
application.  The term persistent messaging guarantees us of deliver to the target.   Messages may 
be implemented in a synchronous or asynchronous manner. A message may also be used as part 
of a transaction thus assisting in coordinated commit and rollback of database updates. 

 
Figure 46 - Messaging  

When should we use messaging? 
Messaging is the preferred method of communication between applications when the availability 
of the target system is not guaranteed and the system may reside on a different platform or even 
outside your organization, in other words when there are numerous points of failure.  Thus 
messaging is best suited for time independent (asynchronous) transactions. 
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When should we not use messaging? 
The process of placing a message in the request queue and then continually polling the response  
queue for the response, in a typical synchronous transaction, may be slow and resource hungry at 
times if compared with RPC for example.  One needs to be careful not to use messaging 
incorrectly, for example, one would not recommend it for transfer of your entire data to a data 
warehouse, but rather for the update of a status or record within your warehouse.  

The two main contenders of Message-Oriented Middleware are Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) 
and WebSphere Message Queue commonly known also MQ Series.  We will cover these briefly. 

MSMQ 

   

What is it? 

Microsoft Message Queue the messaging infrastructure for creating loosely-coupled messaging 
solution for the Microsoft Windows platform. Message Queue provides the infrastructure to 
guarantee message deliver in a secure, transactional and efficient manner even if the recipient is 
off-line.  

MSMQ is part of the operating system and provides the infrastructure for COM+ Queued 
components. 

There are three API's to send, receive and manage Message Queue: 

• Managed classes in System.Messaging namespace 

• COM Library (MSMQ.MSMQMessage) 

• C++ Library (Mqrt.lib,  Mq.h) 

What features does it introduce? 

Queue 

A queue can be compared to a post-box in the real world. Letters are posted to a post-box at the 
post office. The post office takes the physical letter sees that it is intended to and forwards the letter 
to the recipient. This might occur in a single step, recipient is at the local post office, or via a 
complex route with many intermediate hops, sending a letter to recipient in another country. 
Letters received in the post-box is retrieved when the recipient collects them.   

There are two types of queues application and system. Application queues are queues created 
and used by applications. System queues are queues created by Message Queue these include 
Dead-Letter Queue (message that could not be delivered) and Journal Queue (copies of 
messages that have been delivered. 

Message 

Messages are the 'letters', from in our post office analogy.  As with letter they contain a set of 
properties and content. The properties of a message include authentication, destination, priority 
and time-out to name some.  

 

The content of a message cannot exceed 4MB.  

Rule 

Rules can be created to perform an action when a message meets specified conditions. 
Conditions are based on the properties of the message, for example that the message priority is 
greater than five or that the messages body contains a specified string. A rule can contain many 
conditions and all conditions must be true before the action will be performed.  Actions are 
methods in a COM library or a standalone executable. 

Trigger 

Triggers are a collection of rules for a specified queue. Triggers can be created against user queues 
or system queues. 
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Why use it? 

Application that require loosely-coupled messaging, that operate with disconnected users, or 
require concurrent execution running on Microsoft Windows Operating Systems should use MSMQ 
as it provides robust messaging out of the box and is part of the infrastructure 

What about interoperability? 

Non-Microsoft clients have a number of options of connecting to and utilising MSMQ. The following 
illustration shows three common strategies used by non-Microsoft consumers, i.e. Java/J2EE, to 
operate with MSMQ. 

 
Figure 47 - MSMQ Interoperability  

MQ-SERIES 

   

WebSphere MQ is one of the main contenders in the Message-Oriented Middleware space with 
the main advantage that the server side is platform independent, i.e. you may host it on Windows, 
Linux, z/OS, or IBM OS/390 (Mainframes). 

Similar to MSMQ, message queue managers and various management and configuration tools are 
provided out the box. 

Messages 

Messages are still strings of bytes containing the data you whish to deliver from one application to 
another, with two parts the message header and application data.  The message header 
describes the message, the application data is the information that needs to be transferred.  
Messages may be persistent (assured once-only delivery) or non-persistent.  Persistent messages are 
logged to ensure recovery and delivery whereas non-persistent messages are not logged.  With 
WebSphere MQ, large messages for example 100MB, are split into several logical groups or 
segments for transmission, giving it the ability to handle any size message. 

Queues 

A queue is a data structure in which messages are stored.  Queues are managed by name and 
messages are placed in a queue by applications.  By default queue delivery is first in first out 
although this is configurable.  The most common types of queues include: 

• Local Queues which physically exist on your local system. 

• Remote Queues which reside on another queue manager. 

• Transmission Queues which are special queues where messages reside before they move 
across the network (Internal to queue managers). 

• Alias Queues which is a pointer to a local queue which provides extra direction between 
your applications and the physical local queues they communicate with. 
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Understanding Clients and Servers 

A client in the WebSphere MQ space is not a queue manager, whereas a server will have a queue 
manager running on it.  This means that a client does not have any local queues and for this reason 
cannot provide any storage for messages.  Thus the client must connect to a queue manager and 
if the network is not available the client will not be able to connect, and it is the applications 
responsibility to manage the delivery of that message to that queue.  The decisions to use clients or 
purely implement server to server communication, depends, if you require assured delivery, or there 
are to many points of failure, a server to server implementation is a must.  This will enable you to 
have persistence on both the source and the target. 

How do we use it? 

Briefly, WebSphere MQ is simple to implement from within your code.  For example, using .Net you 
would add a reference to the dll (amqmdnet.dll) provided when you install WebSphere MQ, which 
will reside within the bin directory of the target path of your installation.  Two methods are provided 
which are named appropriately, i.e. Put will allow you to place a message in the queue and Get 
will allow you to receive a message from that queue.  All that is required is the appropriate 
message header be populated with the correct information, including the queue name etc.  When 
doing a synchronous call, you will place the message in a queue (Put method) and then query the 
response queue (Get Method) using message identity information returned from the Put method. 
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Windows Communication Foundation (Indigo) 
Spare a thought if you will for the old mechanical telephone switching exchanges, when dialling a 
number was first introduced. Thousands of lines could be connected to any other line through a 
mass of mechanical devices. The noise was deafening as relays chattered and huge switching 
registers clanked up and around to make the connections. The total number of calls possible at 
any one time was limited by the resources available. Multilingual human operators were still 
necessary for international calls and delays could be measured in hours. Today 
telecommunications is a far cry from those humble beginnings, but the principles are the same. 

Now that computers have started communicating the volumes of messages and the speed of 
delivery has made the undertaking immense, Multilingual has taken on a whole new dimension. 
Delays and "wrong numbers" are intolerable. The rapid growth and improvement of technology has 
made the task seemingly impossible. How can we manage it all? 

  

It is important to note that the content of this section and the companion “how to” 
section are based on WinFX BETA2. 

Indigo 

 
Figure 48 - Indigo Plant 

 
Figure 49 - Indigo Colour tone 

Indigo is a beautiful colour on the far end of the rainbow spectrum, which is created using the 
extracts from the Indigo plant as shown above. For the historians amongst us it is interesting to 
know, that 1826 was the year in which Anilin was first produced from Indigo, followed by a fully 
synthetic Indigo creation in 1878 by the German Adolf von Baeyer. 

Introduction to the Microsoft Indigo12 product 

Definition of Indigo13131313  

 

“Indigo is a unified programming model and runtime environment for rapidly building 
secure, reliable software services with managed code”.  

Indigo unifies the programming model, superseding and simplifying a complex set of classes in the 
.NET Framework, without impacting the integration and extensions of the existing and future 
solutions. 

                                                      
12 Official product name is Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). 

13 Microsoft definition of Indigo as documented in the Ascend Early Technology Adoption Program documentation.  
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Indigo Architecture  

What are the objectives of Indigo … in our opinion? 

It is important to realise that Indigo implements the WS-* standard by OASIS14 (http://www.oasis-
open.org/home/index.php) delivering integration to J2EE, Solaris, IBM, Linux and any other system 
complying with the WS-* web services standards.  

The key technical objective of Indigo is to enable service oriented programming and seamless 
interoperability, offering services such as reliability, guaranteed delivery, security and transitioning 
as outlined by the WS-* standards, to promote "seamless" interoperability and integration. 

The key business objective, which is the reason we are investing heavily in this technology, is the 
reduction in having to understand and the need to interact with plumbing code development, 
therefore allowing more focus and delivery on business functionality. 

For developers the abstraction of plumbing, consisting of technologies such as .NET Remoting, 
COM+ Enterprise Services, MSMQ and WSE (1-3), is the core concept of Indigo, making the decision 
of the vast selection of interoperability technology options and subsequent confusion a thing of the 
past.  

The result is simplicity, improved quality, reduced maintenance and therefore business advantage.  

Overview 

For those looking for an application server or a middleware server will have a long quest in terms of 
finding the oracle15.  

The awesome power of Indigo is encapsulated in a set of .NET classes geared at building software 
services and facilities for hosting and activating services.  

 

Start off by having a look at the System.ServiceModel and System.Runtime.Serialization 
namespaces  

The Indigo classes have been added to the .NET Framework Class Library, thus making Indigo a part 
of a single, consistent, and well-organized set of classes. This means that Indigo also operates under 
the auspices of the .NET Common Language Runtime and therefore operates within your 
application AppDomain.   

While Interface Definition Languages, such as COM IDL and JavaRMI, delivered a machine 
readable description of services, typically assuming a specific binary communication format, Indigo 
is based on the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). This ensures that the Indigo framework 
and any solution built with its class libraries will enjoy support from the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C), which defines a software service as follows: 

 

“A software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction 

over a network with an interface described in a machine-processable format, 
specifically, the Web Services Description Language.16”   

The Web Services Description Language defines everything our fellow machines need to know 
about a software entity, the server where it is located, the protocols by which it communicates, 
and the operations it supports. The software entity thereby becomes part of an ecosystem of 
service-based connected systems, capable of exchanging data and logic with other software 
entities, unimpeded by technology or type of implementation. 

Indigo also includes hosting and activation facilities for services, which ensures that a piece of logic 
can be activated and hosted within an AppDomain for access from local and remote services. 
Indigo supports hosting within Windows or Console applications, Windows System Services, Internet 
Information Server 6 (IIS) and Internet Information Server 7 built into Longhorn. IIS6 supports only 

                                                      
14 OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) is a not-for-profit, international consortium driving the 

development, convergence, and adoption of e-business standards. 

15 Revelation 

16 Definition by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
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HTTP, however, IIS7, with its new Windows Activation Service technology, will also activate services 
that communicate via TCP and named pipes. 

So how does this magical glue actually work? Let us explore the components that make up a 
typical client – service peer solution as shown in the following illustration: 

 
Figure 50 -Indigo Architecture 

 

It is crucial to note in the Indigo Architecture illustration that the Indigo engine 
room, demarcated by the violet box as shown on the left, lives outside of the 
client and service “business code”. It is clearly abstracted and restricted to 
live in the space it has been engineered for, namely to communicate with 
other endpoints and to abstract (“hide”) the complexity thereof from both 
the service and the service consumer (“client”) code.  

Let’s look at the Indigo or service consumer first … 

1. Any solution supporting the .NET Framework can make use of the Indigo framework. 

2. The Indigo code within the client is typically limited to one statement, which instantiates an 
instance of a ChannelFactory, for a specific service type, i.e. EchoService, as shown. Once 
the channel is instantiated, we have an active client endpoint. 
IEchoContract echoContract =  
          new  ChannelFactory< IEchoContract >( "EchoService" ) . CreateChannel (); 

3. The actual message transmission starts when the consumer or client code calls a method on 
an Indigo typed proxy, which converts the .NET method call into a SOAP message. 
IEchoContract echoContract =  
          new ChannelFactory< IEchoContract >("EchoService").CreateChannel(); 
echoContract.Echo("Hello"); 

4. The message is then passed through a number of protocol channels for further modification, 
especially in terms of the message header. If we happen to use a WS-Security protocol 
channel, the channel would add security information into the message header and encrypt 
the message body.  Other operations performed at this level by Indigo may be the creation 
of two one-way channels and coordinating them on our behalf for duplex communication 
as discussed later. 

5. The last channel layer is the transport channel, which knows how to write to and receive 
messages from the wire, which somehow connects the client running on an exploration 
spacecraft circling planet Pluto, to its mother ship circling planet Saturn. “Unfortunately” the 
topic of how the data sent onto the wire is eventually received on another piece of wire a 
few million kilometres away in deep space is beyond the scope of this book. 

Now let us explore the Indigo service … 

6. An Indigo service can take on many shapes, such as a console or windows application, a 
windows system service or a web service. If it supports the .NET Framework, it is in a position 
to host an Indigo exposed service. 

7. As with the client, the server code is very limited in terms of the Indigo interaction. Please 
note that we mean limited in terms of number of lines of code, not functionality. The service 
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instantiates an instance of the Indigo ServiceHost class, which instantiates and activates the 
“listening” framework needed for communication. We now have an active service 
endpoint. 
ServiceHost <EchoServiceType> service = new ServiceHost <EchoServiceType>(); 
service.Security.ThreadPrincipalMode = ThreadPrincipalMode.UseGenericIdentity; 
service. Open(); 

8. When the service calls the ServiceHost Open() method, the service host creates a listener 
from a listener factory and a dispatcher. The dispatcher translates SOAP messages into calls 
to .NET code, in other words it has the reverse role of the typed Indigo proxy. The dispatcher 
calls BeginAcceptChannel on the listener returned by the listener channel, which starts the 
listener listening for messages.  When a message finally arrives, the BeginAcceptChannel 
method returns a channel to the dispatcher who diligently blocked and waited patiently up 
to this point. From this point onwards the Dispatcher loops until the AppDomain is 
terminated, first over the channels returned by BeginAcceptChannel, and then over the 
messages in that channel. As with the proxy, the protocol and transport layers perform the 
reverse role as described previously for the client channel.   

9. Note that both the client and the service have Indigo Metadata, which defines the 
addressing, i.e. the where, and the binding, i.e. the how, configuration data needed by the 
Indigo endpoints. 

Finally let’s look at the communication types … 

10. Probably the most common communication type is the two-way communication, in which 
case we have two active senders and receivers of messages communicating in a typical 
synchronous manner. An analogy would be a traffic officer discussing an unacceptable 
speeding violation. 

 

11. The other type is the one-way communication, in which we have one sender and one 
receiver. Examples are batching environments or stock quotes being sent to a stock ticker. 
The analogy of the wife talking to her husband watching soccer or the Formula 1 Grand Prix 
does not apply in this scenario, as Indigo offers reliable communication, i.e. the receiver 
always receives and processes the message. 

 

12. The third type is the duplex communication, which is maintained by two active senders and 
receivers, but in asynchronous mode.  

 

The parties exchange a call-back interface, which is used to return a message, as shown in 
the following interface contract: 
[ServiceContract( Session=true, 
                  CallbackContract=typeof(IOrderEntryCallback) )] 
public interface IOrderEntry 
{ 
   [OperationContract( IsOneWay = true )] 
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   void PlaceOrder(PurchaseOrder order); 
} 
 
[ServiceContract] 
public interface IOrderEntryCallback 
{ 
   [OperationContract(IsOneWay = true )] 
   void PlaceOrderCompleted(PurchaseOrderStatus orderStatus); 
} 

The contract IOrderEntry defines one PlaceOrder operation, marketed as OneWay. This 
means that it is a one-way channel and that no response or return data is possible. What 
the interface defines, however, is a CallBackContract, which defines which contract the 
service can use to communicate back to the client when and as needed. For those 
wondering how this works, please be patient until we look at the “How to Indigo” section 
and accept that without you writing any logic, the Metadata and the Indigo channels will 
take care of it all. 

What are the Indigo benefits? 

Although Indigo addresses manageability, usability, scalability, performance, security, 
upgradeability, reliability and interoperability, the main four core benefits offered by Indigo are: 

• Indigo offers a composable service development environment, allowing us to separate the 
development of the messaging and the behavioural functionality. At any stage we can 
change the messaging of the service from one protocol to another, adjust security or 
session state by reconfiguring the service metadata. This allows us to design and develop 
decoupled services, with no “code smell” or cross layer dependencies. 

• The service layers are decoupled ensuring that the behavioural layer is independent of the 
messaging layer and visa versa, offering a pluggable and highly configurable environment. 

• Indigo is extensible on all main layers such as messaging and behaviour.  

• Indigo offers a simple a, b, c, programming model that conforms closely to the industry’s 
Web Service Description Language standard, with a unified programming model spanning 
a variety of technologies, including distributed object technologies, and configurable to suit 
the environment and to be adaptable for distribution of processing.  

“ABC” of Indigo 

To appreciate the Indigo ABC we need to understand that the Web 
Services Description Language is the industry’s foundation for the 
new generation of software, delivering a language for expressing 
everything necessary for exchanging data with a piece of software, 
and for using its logic, in an XML description document. The WSDL 
documents have three primary sections, which specify the where, the 
how and the what.  The “where” is defined in the service section and 
defines where a service is located. The “how” is defined in the 
binding section, specifying which communication protocols the 
service understands.  Finally the “what” is documented in the primary 
section, which contains the portType section listing all of the logic 
that the service supports, the message section defining how to unit of 
logic should be accessed, and the types section describing the 
inputs and outputs. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<configuration> 
    <system.serviceModel> 
        <client> 
            < endpoint  address="http://indigo/LoanBrokerService/BrokerService.svc" 
                      bindingConfiguration="IBrokerContract"  
                      bindingSectionName="customBinding" 
                      configurationName="IBrokerContract"  
                      contractType="IBrokerContract"> 
                     <addressProperties identityData=""  
                                        identityType="None"  
                                        isAddressPrivate="False" /> 
            </ endpoint > 
        </client> 
        < bindings > 
            <customBinding> 
                <binding configurationName="IBrokerContract"> 
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                    <httpTransport  
                          hostnameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard"  
                          manualAddressing="False" 
                          maxMessageSize="65536"  
                          authenticationScheme="Anonymous"  
                          bypassProxyOnLocal="False" 
                          mapAddressingHeadersToHttpHeaders="True"  
                          realm=""  
                          transferTimeout="00:10:00" 
                          useSystemWebProxy="True"  
                     /> 
                    <textMessageEncoding  
                          maxReadPoolSize="64"  
                          maxWritePoolSize="16" 
                          messageVersion="Soap11Addressing1"  
                          encoding="utf-8"  
                     /> 
                </binding> 
            </customBinding> 
        </ bindings > 
    </system.serviceModel> 
</configuration> 

Figure 51 - WSDL Example Documented generated by the Indigo svcutil.exe 

With Indigo, Microsoft has adopted an ABC acronym defining these three primary areas of where, 
how and what. 

 

A for Address 

…  where? 

…  The address defines where to talk to an endpoint, using a Globally Unique 
Location Identifier, such as: 
    http://microsoft.com:80/MathService/WsEndpoint 
     

 

 

B for Binding 

…  how? 

…  The binding defines how to talk to an endpoint, specifying communication 
stack specification: i.e. 
    SOAP Protocols   � Security, Reliability, 
    Transport    � HTTP, TCP, Named Pipes, 
    Encoder    � Text, Binary, MTOM17, ... 

… While most other products have one, Indigo offers many such as: 
    BasicProfileBinding  � HTTP, SOAP 
    NetProfileMsmqBinding  � Queue-Oriented Apps 

 

C for Contract   

…  what? 

…  define “operations” and “methods”, which can be request/reply or one-
way. 

Introduce development using Indigo 

Generics 

 

WCF BETA-1 made extensive use of generics, however, with subsequent community 
technology previews (CTP) the usage of generics diminished. We will, however, still give 
generics some attention as we believe that their use within WCF will intensify again in the 
future. 

                                                      
17 Message Transmission Optimization Protocol, is a new specification for incorporating binary attachments in SOAP messages. 
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As Indigo makes use of one of the most exciting enhancement in .NET 2.0, we need to take a brief 
detour through the exciting world of generics. 

Generic classes and methods combine reusability, type safety and especially efficiency and are 
most commonly used with collections and the methods that operate on them.  We can define 
generic interfaces and generic classes and even make use of inheritance as shown in the code 
snippet. 

 
public interface IFoo <T> 
{ 
  void FMethod(T data); 
} 
 
class FClass <T> : IFoo <T> 
{ 
  public void FMethod ( T data) 
  { 
     Console.WriteLine ( data ); 
  } 
} 
 
static void Main()  
{ 
  FClass <string>  foo = new FClass <string> (); 
  foo.FMethod(“Hello”); 
} 

The type parameter T is normally used in several places where a concrete type is normally used to 
indicate the type in places of a method parameter, return type or type of private member data. 

The core purpose served by generics is the same as templates in C++; however, the 
implementation is very different. C++ compilers deal with templates by substituting the code for the 
template inline, replacing every occurrence of the generic type parameter with the type 
argument.  NET compilers compile generic code into Intermediate Language (IL), which avoids the 
potential of code bloat and associated load performance hit as in C++ templates. 

 
ArrayList list = new ArrayList; 
for  ( int  i = 0; i < 10000; i++)  
{ 
    list.Add(i); 
    int  j = ( int )list[0]; 
    list.RemoveAt(0); 
} 

 
List< int > list = new List< int >(); 
for  ( int  i = 0; i < 10000; i++)  
{ 
    list.Add(123); 
    int  x = list[0]; 
    list.RemoveAt(0); 
} 

 

When we stress test the non-generic and generic code snippets we will notice a huge performance 
improvement when using reference types and Generics. When using Generics with value types, we 
see a huge performance improvement, because with generics and the strong typing there is no 
boxing and unboxing performance hit. 

Simple Unboxing/Boxing & Generics Example 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
 
namespace  ConsoleApplication1 
{ 
    class  Program 
    { 
        const    int  ITERATIONS  = 10000000; 
         
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Boxing and unboxing example class 
        ///  </summary> 
        class  BoxingTest 
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        { 
            object [] testArray = new object [ITERATIONS]; 
             
            public  int  this  [ int  index] 
            { 
                set { 
                      testArray[index] = value ;     // box <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
                }                                   // int to object  
                get { 
                      return  ( int )testArray[index]; // unbox <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
                }                                   // object back to int  
            } 
             
            public  void  ScanUp() 
            { 
                for  ( int  i = 0; i < ITERATIONS; i++)  
                { 
                    int  x = this [i]; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Generics example class 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <typeparam name="T"> type of generics class </typeparam> 
        class  GenericsTest  <T> 
        { 
            T[] testArray = new T[ITERATIONS]; 
 
            public  T this [ int  index] 
            { 
                set {  
                      testArray[index] = value ; // ‘no’ box 
                } 
                get { 
                      return  testArray[index];  // ‘no’ unbox 
                } 
            } 
 
            public  void  ScanUp () 
            { 
                for  ( int  i = 0; i < ITERATIONS; i++) 
                { 
                    T x = this [i]; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
         
        static  void  Main ( string [] args ) 
        { 
            // Test the Box Example 
            BoxingTest  boxTest = new BoxingTest (); 
            int  millisecondsStart = Environment .TickCount; 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < ITERATIONS; i++) boxTest[i] = i; 
            boxTest.ScanUp(); 
            int  millisecondsEnd = Environment .TickCount; 
            Console .WriteLine ( "Boxing Test Completed in {0} milliseconds" , 
                               millisecondsEnd-millisecondsStart); 
 
            // Test the Generics Example 
            GenericsTest <int > genericTest = new GenericsTest <int >(); 
            millisecondsStart = Environment .TickCount; 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < ITERATIONS; i++) genericTest[i] = i; 
            genericTest.ScanUp (); 
            millisecondsEnd = Environment .TickCount; 
            Console .WriteLine ( "Generics Test Completed in {0} milliseconds" , 
                                millisecondsEnd - millisecondsStart ); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 
Figure 52 - Boxing/Unboxing and Generics Results … sample logic, different overhead 
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Boxing: Converting a value type to a reference type, by allocating memory from the 
heap, copying the value type’s bits to the memory and returning the address of the 
object. 

Unboxing: Retrieve a reference to the value type (data fields) contained within an 
object. 

Finally we can specify generic constraints to restrict the variety of type arguments that a 
programmer may use and fail when code attempts to instantiate a generic class with an 
incompatible type 

Constraint Description Example 

where T: struct Type argument must be a value 
type. Any value type except 
Nullable<T> can be specified. 

class MyCollection<T>  
   where T: struct  {…}  

    

where T : class Type argument must be a 
reference type, including any 
class, interface, delegate, or array 
type. 

class MyCollection<T>  
   where T: class  {…} 

 

   

where T : new() Type argument must have a public 
parameterless constructor. Note 
that this must be the last specified 
constraint. 

class MyCollection<T>  
   where T: Employee,  
            IEmployee,   
            IComparable<T>,   
            new() {…}  

   

where T : <base class name> Type argument must be or derive 
from the specified base class. 

class MyCollection<T>  
   where T: Employee ,  
            IEmployee,   
            IComparable<T>,   
            new() {…}  

   

 where T : <interface name> Type argument must be or 
implement the specified interface. 
As with standard interface 
inheritance, multiple interface 
constraints can be specified. 

class MyCollection<T>  
   where T: Employee,  
            IEmployee ,   
            IComparable <T>,   
            new() {…}  

Table 5 - Generic Constraint Types 

Generics are therefore code templates by which one is able to write type-safe code without 
referring to specific data types, while constraints ensure that operators or methods needed at 
runtime will be supported at runtime. 

Lightweight Transaction Manager 

The other enhancement in .NET 2, utilised by Indigo, which we need to briefly explore before we 
finally have a peek at how to “develop Indigo code” is the Lightweight Transaction Manager (LTM). 

The Lightweight Transaction Manager is a two-phase commit coordinator which operates within the 
application’s AppDomain, thus avoiding the overhead of the Microsoft Distributed Transaction 
Coordinator (MSDTC) in most circumstances.   

The Lightweight Transaction Manager manages only transactions that do not require the 
Transaction Manager to log and delegates to the other transaction managers when needed.   
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Figure 53 - Transaction Manager Scope and Delegation 

As shown in the following code snippet the Lightweight Transaction Manager classes allow a 
composition referred to as implicit transactions, which do not explicitly refer to transactions within 
the scope of a using block.  

 
void btnImplicitDistributed_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
{ 
    // Create the TransactionScope 
    using ( TransactionScope  oTranScope = new TransactionScope ()) 
    { 
        // Open a connection to SQL Server 2005 
        using (SqlConnection oCn1 = new SqlConnection(this.sCn1)) 
        { 
            SqlCommand oCmd1 = new SqlCommand(this.sSQL, oCn1); 
            oCn1.Open(); 
            // At this point, the connection is in the transaction scope,  
            // which is a lightweight transaction. 
            oCmd1.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            oCn1.Close(); 
        } 
        // Open a connection to SQL Server 2000 
        using (SqlConnection oCn2 = new SqlConnection(this.sCn2)) 
        { 
            SqlCommand oCmd2 = new SqlCommand(this.sSQL, oCn2); 
            oCn2.Open(); 
            // The connection is enlisted in the transaction scope,  
            // which is now promoted to a distributed transaction 
            // controlled by MSDTC 
            oCmd2.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            oCn2.Close(); 
        } 
        // Tell the transaction scope to commit when ready  
        oTranScope.Consistent  = true; 
        // The following bracket completes and disposes the transaction 
    } 
} 
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Indigo Development 

 
Figure 54 - Indigo Development 

We will cover the programming of Indigo in details in the 
“Indigo How To” section and will therefore focus only on the 
major ABC steps at this point.  

Service 

C … Contract 

1. We first define the contract, by defining the 
[ServiceContract] and the [DataContract] for the service(s) 
to be implemented. 

Refer to the “0206 Microsoft Indigo.vsd/jpg” quick 
reference poster if you want to see code snippets at this 
stage. 

2. We then implement the service contracts, using one of the 
hosting options at our disposal, i.e. windows system service 
or Internet Information Service (IIS). 

• Internet Information Server 
i. IIS 5.1: Message-based activation over HTTP using the IIS 

5.1 process model. 
ii. IIS 6: Message-based activation over HTTP. 
i. IIS 7: Windows Activation Services using message-

based activation over HTTP and other protocols such 
as MSMQ, HTTP, TCP and Named Pipes.  

• Windows Application 
i. Host the service within a standalone executable. 

using (ServiceHost serviceHost =  
   new ServiceHost(typeof(AdditionService))) 
{ 
  … 
}   

• System Service 
i. A system service can be made to start up and run for 

long periods of time without being message activated. 
ii. Again we need to utilise the generic ServiceHost<T> 

generic to construct the Indigo service instance.  

B … Binding 

3. From this point onwards we are done coding and typically 
handover to the administrator or facilities engineer to 
configure the metadata for the service bindings. 

4. Some of the standard bindings, which can all be 
customised, are: 

• BasicProfileBinding  HTTP  + SOAP 
• WsProfileBinding  HTTP  + WS-* 
• WsProfileDualHttpBinding HTTP  + Duplex Contract 
• NetProfileTcpBinding  TCP  + WS-*  

+ .NET 
• NetProfileNamedPipesBinding On Machine, IPC 
• NetProfileMsmqBinding  Queue-Oriented Apps 

A … Address 

5. Finally we configure the address of the service endpoint. 
Some address examples are: 

• http://microsoft.com:80/MathService/WsEndpoint 
• https://microsoft.com:443/MathService/BpEndpoint 
• net.tcp://microsoft.com:808/MathService/TcpEndpoint 
• net.pipe://microsoft.com/MathService/NpEndpoint 
• net.msmq://microsoft.com/private$/<QueueName> 

Consumer / Client 

We have great command line utilities at our disposal, which 
will have evolved into comprehensive configuration and 
integrated Visual Studio tools by the time you read this. 

Point svcutil.exe at an Indigo service and you can request the 
utility not only create you an Indigo managed proxy, but a 
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complete configuration file for the endpoint metadata as well. 

Point ComSvcConfig.exe at a COM+ application and obtain a 
managed Indigo proxy to interoperate with the COM+ 
application. 

For the XML adventurers the option of hand crafting the 
binding and address metadata is obviously the other 
alternative. 

 

Windows Activation Services (WAS) … IIS 7.0 introduces the Windows Activation Service 
(WAS) which manages application pool configuration and worker processes instead of 
the World Wide Web (WWW) Service.  

Why to consider WAS: 

• If you do not need HTTP functionality, you can host Indigo services in WAS without 
the WWW Service. 

• You can host and application, such as an XML service, over both HTTP and 
NET.TCP. 

Why should we consider Indigo? 
Looking back over more than 20 years of information technology solution design, development, 
implementation and interoperability, we believe that this product has the potential to make an 
immense difference for all stakeholders in a distributed solution.  

For designers and architects the ability to design for service oriented solutions is no longer a fallacy, 
developers can implement services with very little effort and concern for connectivity, and 
deployment administrators can configure, reconfigure or fine-tune the service endpoints at 
deployment and runtime., 

It speaks for itself, that when we can apply the same, simple programming model that closely 
conforms to an open industry standard with no additional complexity or performance hit, we have 
finally got the prospect of a connected system. With WCF we can focus on the business logic, 
rather than connecting communication and interoperability bits and pieces. 

What are the areas of caution? 
The technology is new and the adoption in the interoperability and integration space is therefore 
still an unknown entity. Although a number of vendors have joined the W3C WS-* standards, the 
standards and the associated technologies are still in their growth, rather than maturity, stages.  
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Thoughts from one of the Chamomile Tea Breaks … 

 

 

… by Geoff  

Quotation (From the Acts of the Architects, Chapter 23Feb2006) 

In a vision I saw a table spread before me. It was covered with a tablecloth and on the tablecloth 
were many objects, both clean and unclean. 

Architect said to me in my vision, ‘You see these objects?’ I nodded. ‘They need to communicate 
one with another.’ 

I asked, ‘All of them?’ 

He said, ‘Yes’ 

I was perplexed, ‘But that is not possible for they are both clean and unclean.’ 

‘But what do they have in common?’ 

‘Nothing, except… They are all in touch with the tablecloth.’ 

‘Then they all communicate with the tablecloth?’ 

‘Oh! Now I see. The tablecloth knows where and what they all are, both clean and unclean. An 
object may simply ask the tablecloth to make the connection for the communication, (With a 
minimum of only three or four lines of code.)’ 

The architect was full of praise, ‘Well done faithful developer. Enter into the world of Windows 
Communication Foundation.’ 

Interpretation (All my own) 

It is an indigo tablecloth. The table is the program platform. The clean objects are programs made 
by the [CENSORED] development system and the unclean objects by [CENSORED] development 
systems.  

All that is needed is to include the System.ServiceModel statement when compiling the programs or 
be WSE 3 compliant (or WSE 2 with SP 2 or SP 3). 

After that it’s as easy as defining ABC (The three lines of code?).  

C – Contract and type of communication and session. 

B – Binding type and security. 

A – Address and service type. 

Question … 

Should the ServiceModel statement be included in the count of lines of code? 
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IBM Service Component Architecture (SCA) for Java 

SCA Introduction 
Whilst Microsoft has WCF, the Java world has come up with Service Component Architecture (SCA) 
which was recently defined and published. The specs were created by IBM, BEA, Oracle, SAP, 
IONA, and others. 

Service Component Architecture (SCA) [SCA_1] is a specification which describes a model for 
building applications and systems using a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). This section briefly 
discusses the motivation behind SCA, describes the major features of the architecture and explains 
how SCA extends and complements prior approaches to implementing services, and how SCA 
builds on open standards. 

SCA Motivation 
SCA aims to simplify the creation and integration of business applications built using a Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA). In an SOA, relatively coarse-grained business components are 
exposed as services, with well-defined interfaces and contracts. Interfaces are expressed using 
technology agnostic business terms and concepts. “Coarse grained” here means that the service 
interfaces use relatively few service methods to achieve a particular business goal, with large 
document-oriented parameters. 

While SOA-based systems can have individual services that are built using object oriented 
technology (among other approaches), the overall system design is service oriented. In particular 
the service interfaces involve the exchange of business data, not the exchange of objects. 

SCA also provides the capability to build coarse-grained service components as assemblies of fine-
grained components. “Coarse-grained” means the use of interfaces with relatively few methods 
and where parameters and return values are typically document-oriented. “Fine grained” means 
that the interfaces may use a larger number of service methods, involving simpler parameter type. 

SCA builds on emerging best practices of removing or abstracting middleware programming 
model dependencies from business logic. SCA aims to reduce or eliminate the “incidental” 
complexity to which application developers are exposed when they deal directly with middleware 
APIs. SCA allows developers to focus on writing business logic. However, SCA complies with existing 
standards “under the covers” to preserve existing investment in standards, middleware and tools. 
This approach is exemplified by a number of existing projects, such as the Spring framework 
[SCA_3]. 

The benefits of such an approach include: 

• simplified business component development 

• simplified assembly and deployment of business solutions built as networks of services 

• increased agility and flexibility 

• protection of business logic assets by shielding from low-level technology change 

• improved testability 

SCA is based on an open specification, allowing multiple vendors to implement support for SCA in 
their development tools and runtimes. This is particularly important for the deployment, 
administration, and configuration of SCA-based applications. Unlike existing approaches such as 
Spring, SCA also supports a variety of component implementation and interface types as first class 
citizens. For example, the Service Component Architecture implementation of an SCA component 
may be a BPEL process, and its interface may be defined in WSDL, or the component may be a 
Java class with an interface defined as a Java interface. This gives businesses the flexibility to 
incorporate a wide-range of existing and future assets into an SCA-based system with little or no 
bridging code required. It is this direct support for richer interface types that make SCA an ideal 

platform for delivering applications built using a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based 
approach. 
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SCA Architecture 
SCA encourages an SOA organization of business application code, based on components that 
implement business logic, which offer their capabilities via service oriented interfaces and consume 
functions offered by other components via service oriented interfaces. 

More advanced businesses already use application architectures that require interfacing to many 
common business systems, but the difficulty is that there is no industry-wide set of capabilities that 
provide support for this architecture. SCA aims to fill this gap and to help businesses create Service-
oriented systems using common infrastructure and common skills. 

SCA divides up the steps in the building of a Service Oriented Application into two major parts – 
first, the implementation of components which provide services and which consume other services; 
second, the assembly of components to build the business application through the wiring of service 
references to services. SCA also provides a means of packaging and deploying sets of closely 
related components which are developed and deployed together as a unit. 

This model decouples service implementation and assembly from the details of infrastructure 
capabilities and from the mechanisms for invoking external systems. This enables portability of 
services between different infrastructures. This portability, building on the portability of 
implementation technologies like Java and BPEL4WS, complements the runtime and tool 
interoperability of Web service standards. 

The service, the references and the properties of an implementation can be thought of as the 
externally configurable aspects of the implementation. An important idea associated with this 
“outside” view is that it can represent a boundary between the programmer responsible for 
building service implementations and a service assembler responsible for assembling the services 
into an overall business solution. All components have the same external shape or model to the 
assembler, independent of their internal implementation languages and design. 

While the service offered by an implementation is fixed, both the references and the properties can 
be configured, to produce a component. Configuration of a reference involves binding the 
reference to a target service, which will then be used by the implementation when it invokes the 
reference. Configuration of the properties involves setting specific data values for the properties. 
This means that one implementation can be used to build multiple different components, with 
each component having a different configuration of the references and properties. 

Components and their service interfaces can be designed for purely local use by other 
components, or components can be designed for remote access, either from other parts of the 
business or from other businesses. Local components can use interfaces optimized to exploit the co-
location of the service client and the service implementation. Services designed for remote use 
must take account of the potential for the client being connected over a remote link and so must 
offer interfaces that are compatible with this remoteness. 

Dependency injection, as supported by containers such as Spring, has proven to be a valuable 
technique for implementing business applications and hiding details of service location and 
instantiation. SCA applies the technique of dependency injection to configure SCA services, using it 
to provide a component instance with its references and property values. SCA does provide a 
minimal set of APIs for situations where the service implementer is not able to use dependency 
injection. 

Programming a service invocation is done consistently, without regard for the access mechanism 
used to communicate with the target service – which is invisible to the business logic. This allows for 
the access mechanism to change over time, or for multiple access mechanisms to be used 
depending on the client and provider involved, without the need to modify the service 
implementation or the client invocation. For example, a single service implementation could 
support access via Web services and also support access via a JMS-based transport, without 
requiring service clients to change code. 

Extensibility 

SCA aims to accommodate a wide variety of technologies. As a result of this, SCA recognizes that it 
would be difficult to handle all potential technologies using a fixed set of features. SCA provides 
extensibility mechanisms which allows SCA to be extended to integrate technologies not described 
in the main specification. 
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There are 3 principal places for extension: 

• Interface types 

• Binding types 

• Implementation types 

Interface types deal with technologies used to define service interfaces. SCA describes Java 
interfaces and WSDL as two technologies in this space. Other technologies for defining interfaces 
can be used, particularly where an implementation type naturally uses a different method for 
defining its interfaces. 

Binding types deal with different technologies for accessing a service. There are potentially many of 
these and it will not always be desirable to map them to Web services, for example. SCA allows for 
additional binding types to be defined, although new bindings will require the SCA runtime to have 
additional support added to use these new bindings. Adding the support for new bindings is 
transparent to application components. For example, adding a binding that supports the Session 

Initiation Protocol or SMTP requires extending the SCA runtime, and perhaps defining new policies, 
but would be transparent to application components. 

Implementation type describes the technology used to build a component implementation. In 
principle this can be a very large set. In addition to programming technologies, such as Java, 
COBOL, C++, BPEL and PHP, there are other types of implementation that are very useful in the 
services world. Examples include declarative styles of programming such as XSLT scripts, XQuery 
and SQL. There are also container-based solutions such as EJBs, Spring beans and Corba 
components. SCA is extensible so that all these different forms of implementation could be 
accommodated in an SCA runtime. 

In some cases, when considering how to link an existing technology to SCA there may be a choice 
about whether to define a new binding type or to define a new implementation type. When a 
service runs within a runtime that does not support any SCA capabilities, then the component 
should be accessed using a binding that is appropriate for communicating with the component’s 
runtime. However, if possible, the service runtime can be extended with SCA capabilities and a 
new SCA implementation type can be created for that runtime. 

The SCA abstract model is designed to ensure that implementing an SCA runtime with support for 
native bindings, interfaces and implementation types is natural. It is anticipated that there will be 
SCA compliant runtimes for relational database systems, transaction processing monitors, and so 
on. Web service protocols, along with optimized bindings and protocols, will provide interoperability 
between SCA runtimes. 

Summary of SCA Model Characteristics 
• Application logic is divided up into application components that implement business 

services 

• Components have business-oriented, service-oriented interfaces. Components do not have 
interfaces that reflect middleware abstractions; they have interfaces that reflect business 
abstractions 

• Application components can be reused by “wiring” together new and existing application 
components to create new solutions. This assembly capability of SCA can integrate existing 
and new assets based on multiple heterogeneous technologies into a composite service 
network. 

• SCA implements a separation between the concerns of a component implementer and the 
concerns of a system assembler creating a solution by wiring together existing components 
and services. 

• SCA can be implemented on top of a broad range of middleware environments 

• Components are described and used in the same way regardless of the language or 
technologies used to implement the component. 

• SCA allows “qualities of service” such as transactions, security and reliable asynchronous 
invocation to be applied to components declaratively and dynamically without requiring 
programming using complex API calls. 

• Irrespective of whether a component is local to the deployment unit or remote, the 
component is accessed through its defined business interface. SCA provides for assembly of 
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components at multiple levels, allowing greater control and visibility of application 
artefacts. 

• A variety of resources such as Web services, EIS functions; remote EJBs can be modelled as 
remote components, and can generally be used without regard to the underlying 
implementation technology or of the transport. Some transports impose limitations on the 
qualities of service that can be supported. 

• SCA supports multiple technologies for expressing the interfaces of components, including 
WSDL and Java interfaces. 

• Components with business service interfaces are used to provide access to data – 
separating issues related to data persistence from the business logic. This also facilitates 
portability of components between different runtimes. 

• Infrastructure capabilities, such as Security and Transactions, are applied to component 
interactions rather than being accessed through code. This helps keep the business logic 
code clear of infrastructure concerns. 

• Application components can be “customized” either at development time or at run-time, 
by delegating decisions to other components using the “strategy pattern” [SCA_18]. 

• SCA defines an abstract model for implementing components and for accessing 
components. The model supports multiple concrete implementations in a wide variety of 
programming languages and technologies, including Java, C++, BPEL and XSLT scripts. SCA 
attempts to be "minimally intrusive" with few APIs and, where supported, uses techniques 
such as dependency injection to eliminate the use of APIs altogether. 

• The preferred form for data exchanged between components via remotable business 
interfaces is that defined by the Service Data Objects (SDO) specification [SCA_2]. 

WCF and SCA 

Similarities 

Given that WCF and SCA address common problems, it’s not surprising to find that the two 
technologies will share many common traits. These similarities include the following: 

• Both provide a way to use ordinary objects to implement service-oriented applications. 
Rather than requiring a class to inherit from some standard parent, as in .NET’s Enterprise 
Services, or implement a standard interface, as in J2EE’s Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), both 
WCF and SCA simplify developer’s lives by allowing any class to expose services. Both also 
let developers focus on writing business logic, providing a clear separation between 
communications plumbing and the logic itself. 

• Both rely on extras (called attributes in .NET, annotations in Java) to let developers define 
service interfaces and more in programming language such as C#  or Java. In WCF, for 
instance, a C#  interface that implements a service is preceded by the [ServiceContract] 
attribute, while in SCA, the same thing is accomplished for a Java interface by preceding it 
with the @Service annotation. In both cases, a WSDL portType can be automatically 
created from the interface definition. 

• Both use the notion of bindings to wrap together the various information required to 
communicate with a service, including how reliable the communication is, what security 
options are used, and other things. Both WCF and SCA also allow bindings to specify SOAP 
or other protocols – web services aren’t the only choice – and both let a single service 
expose itself through multiple bindings simultaneously. Each technology also defines an 
XML-based configuration file format for specifying these bindings and provides some pre-
defined bindings that developers can customize as needed.  

• Both rely on the WS-* specifications, including WS-Security and others, to provide secure, 
reliable, and transactional communication using SOAP. Both also expose a binding’s 
behaviour using WS-Policy. This common approach gives us good reason to expect 
effective interoperability between WCF applications and SCA applications. 

• Both allow traditional synchronous calls, in the usual RPC style, and both also support one-
way invocation and two-way interactions (called duplex contracts in WCF, call-back 
interfaces in SCA). Both technologies also support session-oriented communication, with 
state maintained throughout a series of calls. A C#  developer using WCF indicates this with 
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the attribute [ServiceContract(Session=true)], while an SCA Java developer specifies this 
behaviour for a service with the annotation @Scope("session").  

There are many more similarities. Both define a proprietary optimized wire protocol, for example, 
and both also have explicit support for a REST binding. These two technologies clearly target the 
same problem – creating service-oriented applications – and it’s also clear that to a great degree 
they address this problem in a similar way. 

Differences 

SCA is not just a copy of WCF – it’s different in some interesting ways. Among the additions that SCA 
provides are the following: 

• SCA defines more than just a way to build services and clients. It also defines how those 
components can be assembled into larger modules, including specifying dependencies 
between them. The notion of a connection between components, known as a wire, is a 
first-class concept in SCA. WCF focuses on creating services and clients, and so doesn’t on 
its own address this larger issue. 

• SCA intends to let developers create service-oriented applications in a diverse group of 
languages. This set includes typical choices such as Java and C++, but it also includes more 
specialized languages such as BPEL and XSLT. WCF supports multiple languages, too, but all 
of them must be built on the .NET Framework’s Common Language Runtime.  

• SCA is meant to be implementable on top of various existing technologies, including EJB, 
Spring, and others. WCF is a .NET-based technology. 

• SCA strongly encourages (and sometimes requires) the use of System Data Objects (SDO) as 
a standard approach for passing data between components. WCF doesn’t dictate what 
approach should be used for data. 

SCA Conclusion 
SCA has the potential to provide significant value in the Java world and beyond. If the vendors 
behind this new technology can complete the tasks they’ve set for themselves, we can look 
forward to a day when the two major foundations for creating service-oriented applications are 
SCA and WCF. As with .NET and J2EE today, healthy competition between two established camps 
is good for everybody. 
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Conclusion  

 

This chapter has made available a wide range of components and technologies to be added to 
the developer's toolbox. These include services, service oriented architecture (SOA) and distributed 
application development, as well as some of the more commonly used sets of technologies in the 
Microsoft interoperability and integration space. These technologies are delivering immense value 
in specific facets of connected systems, but there is a down side. The vast number of options and 
the integration issues when using a number of different technologies is a confusing and often 
insurmountable task for the developers.  

Once again the demand for careful planning and clear objectives becomes important. The central 
thread of integration as a method of embracing complexity and hiding it to make it more 
manageable has been developed even further. It still holds out a hand of hope that we will be 
able to cope with the rapid growth of technology. 

In order to be able to deliver better solutions more quickly, we therefore need to integrate 
common functionality (such as interoperability) and at the same time, simplify the planning and 
development environment, allowing the analysts and developers to re-focus on the areas that 
matter most … the business logic. 

In terms of SOA, the adoption of Web Services as the common glue is not a fallacy, it is reality. 
Vendors, suppliers and solution integrators have universally adopted the “open” Web Services 
paradigm for SOA with the alternatives, normally proprietary technologies, slowly moving to the 
background. SOAP/HTTP has become a universal technology due to the availability; interoperability 
and simplicity of integration and crossing of firewalls, and most importantly the web service 
specification are introducing a standardisation over all main vendor technologies, backed by 
independent WS-I council. All in all we are confident that our adoption and support of SOA and 
Web Services is the right one and we are looking forward to heterogeneous interoperability and 
integration which will become simpler and securer as time goes on.  

The Microsoft Indigo technology unifies the programming model, superseding and simplifying a 
complex set of classes in the .NET Framework, without impacting the integration and extensions of 
the existing and future solutions.  In short, it introduces a set of tools for the developers to implement 
complex service based solutions, without having to worry or caring about the complex 
interoperability plumbing. 

Now that we have overviewed the traditional and the new Indigo technologies, we can proceed 
to the next section which introduces some of the reference architectures and frameworks used to 
build solutions. 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� Distributed Solutions … hard facts. Be aware that … 
- The network is never reliable 
- The network latency is never zero or close to zero 
- The Bandwidth will always be a limited and precious resource 
- The network is in a continuous flux of change 
- The cost of messaging and transport is not negligible 
- The network is always heterogeneous, even if in-house.  

� .NET Web Services 
- Use the default SOAP document messaging 
- Do not implement asynchronous patterns using the IOCompletion ports unless needed, 
  as it impact performance. 

� WS-* Standards 
- Select the minimum WS-* standards that all services, providers and consumers must comply 
   with, rather than implementing all standards. 
- Aim for WS-Basic Profile support in a Web Service environment. 
- Use Indigo or WSE 3.0 when targeting .NET 2. 
- Use Document Literal encoding, with SoapParameterStyle.Bare 

� WSE Turnkey Security Scenarios 
-  UsernameOverX509Security 
-  AnnonymousOverX509Security 
-  UsernameOverTransportSecurity 
-  KerberosSecurity 
-  MutualX509Security 

� WSE 
-  If you have more than one request, enable secure communication.  
   Secure communication ‘roughly’ doubles the throughput! 

� COM (General) 
- BSTRs should not be used to transfer binary data because OLE's Unicode/ANSI translation 
  layer will assume that BSTRs contain strings. The translation will result in the binary data  
  being corrupted.  SAFEARRAYs, as an alterative, are not translated. 
- When writing components, never assume or attempt to predict whether you will receive  
  a parameter in a VARIANT by value or by reference.  

� COM (Interface) 
- Use custom (v-table) binding where possible. 
- Scripting clients can only access a component via IDispatch and only through the  
  default interface. 
- Do not create single interface components with many methods. Instead create multiple  
  interfaces based on custom interface and one surrogate interface, defined as default, 
  which exposes a dual interface and wraps around all other interfaces. 
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4   
   

Best business brains baffled by binary battles 

Interoperability Challenges 
and Countermeasures 

Objectives 

� Introduce a simple business application scope 

� Introduce the overall tenets of designing an enterprise solution 

� Investigate the tenets that are affected by or impact interoperability 

� Design a hypothetical solution step-by-step, based on the identified tenets 
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Introduction 
Since interoperability is a special form of communication perhaps we should briefly review the main 
principles of communication. A broadcast is not true communication as there is no opportunity for 
a response, yet with a conversation there is. That response will almost always confirm that the given 
information has been received correctly and if not, then the information can be repeated or said in 
a different way.  

The conversation is therefore an ideal form of communication, but it depends heavily on the fact 
that the two communicating parties are intelligent and can interpret the meaning of the words - to 
read between the lines. Good human communicators will respond in a way that restates the given 
information. This chapter investigates mechanisms that computers can approach the ideals of 
good communication. Modern networking and electronics give us the assurance that if a message 
is received it is received correctly, so what we are discussing is high level communications at the 
application level. This we will see is complicated by complexity, with integration and good design 
being the solution to that problem. 

Setting the scene … “A simple business application scope” 
Although one often hears that “specifications are for the weak and timid” and statements such as 
“today is a good day to suffer! Let’s release the code!”, we believe that a certain level of good 
order leads to less frustration, better quality solutions and most importantly satisfied customers. We 
therefore interviewed our virtual customer and collected the following business application scope: 

 
Figure 55 - Envisaged solution … calculator droids using other services to perform calculations 

Overview 

A sense of urgency and the need for flexible and mobile calculation services is becoming 
increasingly important in today’s virtual and global environment. To date, manual and often 
productivity impacting calculation mechanisms are deployed to perform predominantly basic 
calculations. 
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Design Specification 

The first step of our design is to expose an open standard service oriented interface, versioned 
based on contract, based on industry standards such as Basic Profile 1.0, WS-* and 
Document/Literal standards, to ensure future extensibility and the adoption of a range of consumer 
device skins, such as standard PC, browser, SmartClient, Tablet PC, SmartPhone and PocketPC. 

The users of the solution must be able to logon to the calculator from anywhere in the world to 
perform basic calculations (add, subtract, multiply, divide, square and memory operations), as well 
as specialised calculations that can be plugged in at runtime and which are accessible only by the 
authorised persons.  

Each calculation operation, typically depicted on a button on a physical calculator, is to be 
implemented in a distributed service, which is callable by any skin (programmable, GUI, ...) and 
testable programmatically.  

The calculation services must support an integer data range of -2147483648 to +2147483647, 
excluding fractions. 

Other specifications that require consideration are the logging of all performed calculations, 
highlighting which services have a high latency, and which have a low latency and the easy and 
responsiveness of the solution. 

Environment 

The solution must integrate with and operate on any platform that is compliant with the WS-* 
industry standards and the technologies used to develop the consumer or services are not to be 
predefined and left up to the integrator. 
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“enMatrix” - Overall tenets of designing an enterprise solution 
Service Oriented Architecture 

Having the COM and now .NET application architecture firmly stamped in our minds it's a bit of a 
brain teaser to get to think of building systems using a SOA. When we think of "service" we think of 
web services and immediately we think of transactions, objects or functions, state management, 
whether our messages will be synchronous or asynchronous etc.  

Using SOA you now have to think in terms of:  

1. Messages i.e. the data (not objects) that you are going to exchange between your 
services,  

2. Context i.e. the scope of action for a given message, 

3. Destination i.e. the target service - don't think URL. 

You can think of SOA containing two essential services, producers and consumers. Producers start 
the chain of events by supplying the message, context and destination, while consumers (being 
the destination service) take the incoming messages, act on them in a given context and then 
forward the messages to a target service. Both producers and consumers can act on messages.  

Any SOA solution has to be technology agnostic i.e. it should not depend on hardware, software or 
transport. The implications of this are that you should always *assume remote* and cross platform 
use of your services. The obviously intention being that the implementation of the services that 
you produce and consume will be hidden. Given all of this, it makes sense to us that when crossing 
platform boundaries, WS_I* will be the implementation of the day as most every other 
implementation is platform specific. 

If you think that SOA sounds like your silver bullet, there are still some/many (depending on your 
viewpoint) facets in SOA that need to be made concrete. Items such as publishing your services, 
and finding other services can cause headaches when you start thinking of services in terms 
of public vs. “private” (or intra-company), production vs. developer, and local vs. international. 
Also, items such as connectivity, security, integrity, and repudiation etc. come into play when 
thinking about the scope of message transport.  

How do you move to or prepare for a service orientated architecture? That's what we are 
beginning to think about as we start designing new systems. You will need to architect with SOA in 
mind which requires that you think in terms of services when laying out the design of your systems. 
You will need to consider services from a business and infrastructure point of view, the location and 
usage of your services, and how you will consume other services. At this early stage in SOA it is best 
to keep everything straight forward and simple so that changes, which will inevitably come down 
the line, will be catered for by your design.  

Relevance of plumbing with regards to WCF/Indigo 

Especially now, when WCF/Indigo is up and about, it would be crucial, in our mind, to understand 
where COM+ ends and WCF/Indigo begins to reap the full benefits for distributed applications. 
Understanding MSMQ, Queued Components, Loosely coupled events and Interception is just as 
vital as it is to understand what web services are, what Service Orientation is, and what a Service 
Contract is. 

We think any developer who wants to understand the architectural and infrastructural challenges 
and changes Indigo brings, owes themselves a little trip into recent history and current events, to 
understand the infrastructure that already drives large parts of many applications, or, at least 
should have been. 

Components and Services 

• Wiring the elements 

• A component is intended to be used  

Inversion of Control 

In the past we would write a program that would display a prompt asking the user to enter a name 
then prompt for the age and wait for input, validate and transform it into a valid numeric value. The 
program controlled the order of events. With the advent of GUI this paradigm was shifted towards 
the concept that the application would contain this main loop and your program instead provided 
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event handlers for the various fields on the screen. The main control of the program was inverted, 
moved away from you to the framework. 

For this new breed of frameworks (containers) the inversion is about how they lookup a plug-in 
implementation. The approach that these containers use is to ensure that any user of a plug-in 
follows some convention that allows a separate assembler module to inject the implementation 
into the application. 

What resulted was the Inversion of Control pattern (IoC) emerged. Inversion of Control being too 
generic a term, and thus confusing people, resulted with a lot of discussion with various IoC 
advocates they settled on the name Dependency Injection (DI). 

Factories allow for an application to wire together objects and components without exposing too 
much information about how the components fit together or what dependencies each 
component might have. Instead of spreading complex creation code around an application, 
factories allow for that code to be housed in a central location, thereby facilitating reuse 
throughout the application. Client code then calls creation methods on the factory, with the 
factory returning complete instances of the requested classes. Encapsulation is preserved, and the 
client is effectively decoupled from any sort of plumbing required to create or configure the object 
instance. 

 
Figure 56 - Factory Functions 

Factories can do more than simply create objects and assemble their dependencies. They can 
also serve as a central configuration area for applying services or constraints uniformly across all 
instances of an object (see “Figure 56 - Factory Functions”). For example, instead of returning an 
instance of an object, a factory can return a proxy to the real instance of the object, thereby 
enabling distributed method calls. Since the client application is unaware that the object it is being 
handed is, in fact, a proxy, as opposed to the real instance of the object, no changes to the client 
code need to occur. An example of this type of service can be found within the .NET remoting 
infrastructure. Distributed objects can be configured declaratively, with a .NET configuration file, 
and the client application can simply create an instance of the class using "new". This is the same 
for local and distributed objects, as well as for client-activated objects and server-activated 
objects. All of this configuration and management takes place without the client application 
knowing about .NET remoting. 

However, factories are not without drawbacks. While a factory implementation can be quite 
valuable for a certain application, most of the time, it is not reusable across other applications. 
Frequently all of the available creation options are hard coded into the factory implementation, 
making the factory itself non-extensible. Also, most of the time the class calling the factories' 
creation methods must know which subclass of the factory to create. 

Secondly, all dependencies for an object that is created using a factory are known to the factory 
at compile time. Leaving .NET reflection out of the picture for a moment, at run time there is no way 
to insert or alter the manner in which objects are created, or which dependencies are populated. 
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This all must happen at design time, or at least require a recompile. For example, if a factory is 
creating instances of class Foo and instances of class Foo require an instance of class Bar, then the 
factory must know how to retrieve an instance of the Bar class. The factory could create a new 
instance, or even make a call to another factory. 

Third, since factories are custom to each individual implementation, there can be a significant level 
of cross-cutting infrastructure that is held captive inside a particular factory. Take my example of a 
factory dynamically substituting a proxy object for a real object. That is an example of a piece of 
infrastructure, namely the wrapping of simple objects for deployment over a distributed wire, which 
is completely encapsulated inside that particular factory. If another object needs to be altered in a 
similar manner, the logic to do so is hidden inside a factory, and would have to be repeated for the 
other object. Once this functionality is desired outside of the original application, the problem now 
becomes how to reuse such functionality while still maintaining the existing factory concept. 

Lastly, factories rely on well-defined interfaces to achieve polymorphism. In order for a factory 
implementation to be able to dynamically create different concrete subclass instances, there must 
be a common base class or shared interface implemented by all classes that the factory will 
create. Interfaces decouple the construction of the object from the specific implementation of the 
interface. The dilemma that arises now is how you can accomplish this decoupling without being 
forced to create an interface for everything. 

These are just some of the problems facing Dependency Injection implemented using conventional 
factory implementations. Dependency Injection is not based solely around the factory pattern and 
in fact has many correlations with many other patterns, including the Builder, Assembly, and Visitor 
patterns. 

The basic idea of the Dependency Injection is to have a separate object, an assembler, which 
populates a field in the lister class with an appropriate implementation for the finder interface, 
resulting in a dependency diagram along the lines of “Figure 57 - Dependency Injection”. 

 

 
Figure 57 - Dependency Injection 

The notion of Dependency Injection or Inversion of Control has generated quite a bit of interest 
lately. To a large extent, the move towards this architectural style is driven by developer's 
dissatisfaction with strong dependencies of individual components on their run-time container (for 
example, J2EE). These dependencies make it difficult or impossible to test components outside of 
their container, throwing a major monkey wrench into test-driven development of these types of 
applications. Dependency Injection avoids these dependencies and therefore improves testability. 
On a recent project we developed an event-driven architecture (intra-JVM, not distributed) and 
found that we could realize many of the same benefits.  

Service Locator versus Dependency Injection 

The fundamental choice is between Service Locator and Dependency Injection. The first point is 
that both implementations provide the fundamental decoupling between provider and consumer - 
in both cases application code is independent of the concrete implementation of the service 
interface. The important difference between the two approaches is about how that 
implementation is provided to the application class. With the service locator the application class 
asks for it explicitly by a message to the locator. With injection there is no explicit request, the 
service appears in the application class - hence the inversion of control. 
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Separating Configuration from Use 

Always provide a means to handle your configuration via a simple programmatic interface, then 
you can start treating different implementations such as a configuration file or service as optional 
features. These new optional implementations need only to ensure that they tie in to your published 
configuration API. 

The fundamental design principle here lies with the separation of interfaces from implementation. 
Do you wish to defer the choice of implementation class to particular deployments? If so consider 
using some form of plug-in implementation, ensuring that the assembly of the plug-ins is done 
separately from the rest of the application so that you can substitute different configurations easily 
for different deployments. 

With the objectives of organisations to realise more and more business processes in IT systems – to 
save money, to make money or adhere to compliance regulations – these systems are either 
composites of existing systems or green field in nature but with composability factored into the 
design from the start. Therefore the building of systems that are loosely coupled, agile, 
autonomous, resilient, built to last and be reusable, becomes more and more important. Creating 
composable, reusable units of functionality is not a new concept; it has been with us for years and 
in widespread use across all platforms and technologies, coming in the many forms of component 
technologies that we use today. The difficulty we face today is that when we make these 
composable, reusable units of functionality distributed over time and space, then local 
programming design assumptions make it very difficult to maintain loose coupling and agility, and 
this tends to induce fragility and difficulties in reuse. 

Have we met the top 10 objectives? 

1 Encapsulate complexities and service specific functionality.  

2 Support and integration with heterogeneous solution environments.  

3 
Support of future software releases in terms of operational software (e.g. O/S) and 
development software (e.g. VS.NET).  

4 Support specifically defined client types, but be open to the introduction of other types.  

5 
Cater for mobile code and ensure that the architecture supports clustering, web farming or 
web gardening.   

6 
Ensure maintainability and extensibility of solutions, supporting developer focused roles and 
parallel construction and maintenance.  

7 Ensure security of the solutions, the business processes and the data.  

8 
Ensure minimal processing latency and ability to process high volumes of data, both peak and 
daily loads.  

9 Accountability is vital, as is the collection and analysis of event, log and auditing information.  

10 Adopt and promote open and industry proven standards.  
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You know you've achieved perfection in design, not when you have nothing more to 

add, but when you have nothing more to take away 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery 

 

Measure Checked 

  

Requirements  

  

1. Understand the problem � 

  

Architecture / Design  

  

1. Separate the system into individual subsystems and layers. � 

2. Separate the design of interfaces from the design of subsystems. � 

3. Ensure that all aspects of security have been considered. � 

4. Ensure security of the solutions, the business processes and the data. � 

5. Consider the number of users the system should support. (i.e. is the system scalable)? � 

6. Use Cases should drive the architecture. Non-functional requirements (availability, fail-
over, memory usage, etc) should influence the architecture. 

� 

7. Have off the shelf products been considered? Consider how these products will affect 
the architecture. 

� 

8. Ensure that the running state of the system is visible at any time. Logging provides visibility. � 

9. Consider time and cost estimates. A less flexible architecture may be sufficient to get your 
project "up and running". 

� 

10. Ensure that various architectural patterns such as Model 2, Service To Worker, and Session 
Façade have been evaluated. 

� 

11. Keep it simple, always deal with the “Essence” issues, these will most probably form the 
foundation building blocks. 

� 

12. Don't "over architect". Always consider the problem at hand. � 

13. Decompose complexity or break things down into isolatable or more manageable parts. � 

14. Always consider future proofing. � 

15. Define scope and boundaries (reduce noise factors). 

16. Functional versus non-functional requirements. 

17. Non-functional is usually infrastructure 

18. Always consider re-use of proven libraries. 

� 

19. Whiteboard Sessions. � 

20. Workshop and draw up a matrix of desired deliverables, then measure achievement 
thereof. 

� 

21. Brainstorming of ideas or better ways of achieving the same result. Refinement via 
Iteration. 

� 

22. Document the design, if decisions have been made then record them together with the 
outcome and what the factors were taken into consideration in arriving at that 
conclusion. 

� 

23. Keep on refining and making the design my elegant or simpler (until  all stakeholders 
have an acceptable comfort level). 

� 

24. Support of future software releases in terms of operational software (e.g. O/S) and 
development software (e.g. VS.NET). 

� 

25. Support specifically defined client types, but be open to the introduction of other types. � 

26. Data Caching Strategy. � 

27. Adopt and promote open and industry proven standards. � 

28. Ensuring that your organizations systems are robust, flexible, extensible, and 
understandable for not just today but tomorrow. 

� 

29. Language agnostic, ability to straddle J2EE and .NET � 

30. We have taken the best elements of the Rational Unified Process (RUP), Extreme 
Programming (XP) and MSF and combined these with our real experiences from many 
years "in the trenches" to produce the Effective Process. 

� 
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Measure Checked 

31. Separation of business logic from technology. � 

32. Asynchronous Programming Model. � 

33. Common Presentation Portal.  � 

34. Consistent user experience and configurable look and feel. � 

35. Service Oriented Architecture � 

36. Modular and re-usable components. Aim to build by composition. � 

37. Plug-in based extensible architecture. � 

38. Adapters across subsystem boundaries. � 

39. Published Standards our recommendations � 

40. Promote multiple tiers when appropriate. These tiers will be based on locality of resource 
and can be of a logical nature. 

� 

41. Support and integration with heterogeneous solution environments. � 

42. Support of future software releases in terms of operational software (for example OS) and 
development software (like VS.NET) 

� 

43. Cater for multiple channels. � 

44. Ensure that the architecture supports clustering, web farming or web gardening. � 

45. Ensure minimal processing latency and ability to process high volumes of data, both peak 
and daily loads. 

� 

  

Process  

  

1. Good, effective communication amongst all stakeholders. � 

2. Iterate. Specify, design, and implement a slice of functionality. � 

3. Requirements can change. An iterative process enables early feedback into the product 
and responding to this feedback is just an incremental change. 

� 

4. Develop use cases to ensure that every phase of the project refers back to what the users 
actually want. Provides visibility into the project. 

� 

5. Identify and mitigate all risks (Business, Project and Technical). � 

6. Define the deliverables and artefacts for each iteration. � 

7. Construct architecture to provide guidance and a blueprint for the developers to work 
from. 

� 

8. Model software visually using UML. Graphical building blocks communicate different 
aspects of your software far better than words in a text document. 

� 

9. Automate unit testing with industry standard tools such as JUnit/NUnit. � 

10. Strive for continuous, automated integration, through build to deployment, using industry 
standard tools such as Ant/NAnt. 

� 

11. Refactoring mechanisms enable features to be added whilst keeping the code simple. 
Automated unit testing ensures the refactoring doesn't break the existing code. 

� 

12. Clearly defined roles and responsibilities that don’t change whilst an iteration or phase is 
in process. 

� 

13. Prioritize requirements into immediate, short and long term goals. � 

14. Test cases and the appropriate level of: 

• Unit Testing 

• Functional Testing 

• Integrated Testing 

• Performance Testing 

• Stress Testing 

• User Acceptance testing 

 

15. Mentorship � 

16. Version Control of source, documents, test cases as well as third-party libraries. � 

17. Incident Tracking. � 

18. Code and design reviews. � 

19. Published Standards. � 

20. Investigate and Published dependencies. � 

21. Automated Build, structured build process. � 

22. Ownership of parts. Too many cooks can lead to over design or complexity, preferably 
one owner. 

� 
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Measure Checked 

23. Repeat refinement till all stakeholders have an acceptable level of comfort. � 

24. Deployment Strategy. � 

25. State Future Enhancements. � 

26. Reduce code churn, increase coverage. � 

  

Implementation  

  

1. Take the time to carefully name all classes, methods and variables. A carefully 
constructed name reduces the amount of commenting required - names should be self-
documenting. Develop naming conventions. 

� 

2. Strive for high cohesion and low coupling. The assignment of the correct responsibilities to 
the correct classes ensures high cohesion. Limiting knowledge or reliance from one class 
to another class where the interface or implementation is likely to change ensures low 
coupling. 

� 

3. Favour composition over inheritance. Inheritance breaks encapsulation and leads to a 
brittle implementation as the subclass depends on the implementation details of its super 
class. If the super class changes the subclass may break. 

� 

4. Design and develop logging guidelines. � 

5. Design and develop exception creation and handling guidelines. Document exception 
idioms such as "convert exceptions", "let exceptions propagate", "handle exceptions as 
early as possible" and "consider adding a throws clause". 

� 

6. Take the time to learn the tools at hand, such as your modelling tool, development 
environment, debugger, testing tool and profiling tool. 

� 

7. Code iteratively. At the end of each iteration consider refactoring mechanisms. This is 
preferable to a long waterfall type process. 

� 

8. The problem you are trying to solve may have been solved before. Consider various 
design patterns. 

� 

9. Know and use the libraries available to you. Library code is likely to be better than code 
you'd write yourself as economies of scale dictate that library code receives far more 
attention than the average developer written code. 

� 

10. Only optimize when necessary. Use profiling tools to ensure optimization is necessary. � 

11. Testing. � 

12. Encapsulate complexities and service specific functionality. � 

13. Runtime published metrics? � 

14. Configurability? � 

15. Ensure maintainability and extensibility of solutions, supporting developer focused roles 
and parallel construction and maintenance. 

� 

16. Messaging and Error Handling. � 

  

Metrics  

  

1. Few large classes versus more finely grained classes can be a measure of reusability or 
modularity. 

� 

2. Effective use of design patterns. Appropriate usage of Factory, Singletons etc. � 

3. Published Standards? � 

4. Appropriate use of public, private and protected methods. � 

5. Accountability is vital, as is the collection and analysis of event, log and auditing 
information. 

� 

Service Oriented Infrastructure  

Whilst working on New Horizon Book 2, we have struggled quite a bit in formulating or articulating a 
means by which one could grade System Qualities/Traits on to some form of Trade-off or Graded 
Matrix that would lead towards a design decision matrix that developers/designers could apply to 
any system so that they could at least ensure that their systems catered for future-proofing, as well 
as reducing the interoperability and integration requirements. The ultimate idea (thought process) 
here being that as each trait eventually becomes a widely accepted standard it could then be 
potentially be off-loaded to bespoke hardware in the future (very much as today we can off-load 
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SSL onto hardware and turn it off in software). The list of traits can be pretty extensive, but it can be 
coalesced down to some of the items mentioned in the table below.  

So we started thinking and relating this to the Indigo stack and naming it Service Oriented 
Infrastructure “SOI”. Then we start finding out that this term is already used in the industry. Some 
people say it is “The infrastructure required in order to effectively apply service orientation to an 
enterprise or large scale software component”. Most people shy away from this problem due to the 
sheer number of moving parts that it contains. Talk about how to lower the entry constraints and 
get what the client really wants: a way of understanding and integrating the newer technology.  
The way to do this should really be simplified; it all comes down to perspectives. 

Capabilities are arranged into hierarchical structures with each level being known as a generation. 
Normally one would start out with up to three generations within a given domain, SOI for instance, 
and then move on from there once the customer has deduced what they would like to see. 

Here is a list of the capabilities for each Generation/Grade. There are plenty more generations 
under Generation 3 items, but this is a pretty good first take, on what one would expect to see. So 
by looking at the matrix below you can see that at the bare minimum the entry point G1 requires 
that a System: 

• Be Available 

• Have Logging 

• Handle Exception Management 

To conform to a G2 generation you need G1 plus Auditing and Metrics, and so on. 

Service Grade G1 G2 G3 G4 

Availability Monitor that the service and client is it up 
and running and doing what it should be 
doing.  Are all the dependencies there 
(app service, rdms) 

 
   

Auditing Audit what is going on.  What does the 
request and response look like?  Who are 
the identities?  Go through and analyze 
what is there. 

 
 

  

Logging Storing the audited information, global, 
local, files, db.  SOAP envelopes  

   

Metrics General performance metrics.  A 
measure of performance. 

 
 

  

QoS Response time, timeouts, arranged with a 
SLA 

  
 

 

Mock Transactions Transaction that tests the services with 
artificial transactions to make sure 
services are meeting SLA. 

   
 

Exception Management Capturing all exceptions 
 

   

Authentication  
  

 
 

Versioning    
 

 

Data Security Transport and message level encryption 
and digital signatures 

  
 

 

Scalability Failover, Load Balancing 
   

 
Routing Message & Content Based 

   
 

Protocol Translation / Shaping    
 

 

Virtual Gateway  
   

 
SLA, Contracts  

  
 

 

Billing     
 

Table 6 - Service Grading 
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"What are the differences or similarities between SOA and SOI (I being Infrastructure)?" 

We found this to be an interesting question, because in our mind there was no such thing as 
Service-Oriented Infrastructure (as a formal term), since SOI in the SOA vernacular actually means 
Service-Oriented Integration.  

Doing some research we find that as it turns out SOI is also used to describe the term Silicon-On-
Insulator and now we have a third interpretation of SOI. We then spent some time “Googling” the 
term. It has not been an easy task to get a definitive definition of the term SO Infrastructure. Some 
attempts include a paper by Wei Li of the Royal Institute of Technology and a presentation by Alan 
Boucher of Intel which goes into more detail on their perspective of SOI.  

As we continued our research we discovered that there are two prevailing lines of thinking about 
SO Infrastructure, namely that it is hardware/network based and the other that it is software based. 
Network vendors and software vendors each seem to have their own definitions and approaches 
to SOA Infrastructure. 

Metagroup had this to say in their predictions for 2005/2006: 

"5. Platforms: By 2007, 30% of buyers will choose service-oriented infrastructure platforms - 

combinations of integration, data management, UI development, workflow, content 
management, and knowledge worker infrastructure services, as well as user management, 
security, runtime support, and a metadata repository - rather than buying individual 

infrastructure technology pieces. Independent platform components will remain viable, but 
new acquisitions will be pressured to demonstrate value as well as integration with other 

infrastructure. By 2009, most Global 2000 organizations will have invested in a service-
oriented architecture infrastructure platform, causing consolidation among and 
tremendous price pressure on best-of-breed components. IBM and Microsoft platforms will 

continue to lead, with Oracle closing the gap and SAP attracting increasing attention." 

You will note that their prediction makes no mention of network and hardware infrastructure. Even 
noted thought leaders like Dave Chappel view SO Infrastructure within the domain of software. 

Needless to say we are a little confused. Is it software or is it the network? Can it be both? If so, why 
has no one tried to reconcile the two? We must admit that we don't see the SO in SOI. What does 
the Infrastructure aspect add (on the network and virtualization layers) that is specific to SOA? In 
our mind SO Infrastructure (from the hardware/network point of view) refers to specialized services 
that focus on improving the operation, scalability, utilization, etc. of the network, storage and grid 
layer.  

 
Figure 58 - Conceptual SOA Layers 
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We interpreted Infrastructure in the SOA world as ESB, JMS engine, SOA Repository, Adapters, 
Wrappers, etc. When creating reference architectures or engaged in designing an SOA for 
customers we usually focus on everything above the OS layer. The diagram illustrates our view of 
the various SOA layers. Joseph Chiusano made a strikingly similar reference on the OASIS RM TC 
recently. 

However according to the hardware and network vendors the infrastructure should be … well, it 
should be the hardware infrastructure. In our opinion everything above the network layer is 
abstracted from the underlying hardware and network OS infrastructure. The software stack 
(everything from OS to Browser) is not aware of the physical network infrastructure (apart from that 
fact that it exists) and is not aware of the physical network topology, firewall configurations, etc.  

It is interesting to note that from a software only perspective, all this SO Infrastructure is provided to 
us by Microsoft in the form of WCF/Indigo. 

Cisco however has the following approach with their Application Infrastructure Services, which 
makes a lot more sense. We can see the value in what they are doing. Yet we don’t view this 
approach limited to or exclusively within the domain of SOA. Their plans to realize this strategy, is by 
the process of deploying Cisco Application-Oriented Networking (AON): 

“To deploy AON devices throughout its various hosted environments in three phases as follows: 

• Phase 1 (internal implementation) - Provide Web services security and management, and 
ON will provide common security mechanisms within the internal hosted environments. 

• Phase 2 (external implementation) - Provide security and management for external-facing 
Web services. Also, additional Cisco AON management and security capabilities will be 
deployed. 

• Phase 3 (external implementation) - Install an intelligent message-level router that 
complements B2B gateways to provide visibility into customer transactions (Table 1). 

• When it performs Web services security in Phase 1, Cisco AON will manage such functions as 

digital signature verification, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) termination, content inspection, 
message-based routing, and transaction logging. During Phase 2, Cisco AON will be 

deployed externally to secure and manage external-facing Web services. Along with the 
features in Phase 1, Cisco AON will perform protocol translation, message-level encryption 
and decryption, and service versioning. Today, to perform all of these security functions 

requires different tools, languages, and capabilities in each hosted environment.” 

Is Cisco a few steps ahead of us? Should we be watching their leadership? Does this mean that if 
we take the VCF/Indigo equivalent approach, that we will eventually be able to offload various 
aspects of the VCF stack onto hardware? 

We think these two different approaches to SOInfrastructure (and the fact that neither approach is 
well defined) is creating some confusion in the market about it’s within SOA.  

Taking a step back … understand the landscape and context 

Setting The “Context”  

“A frog found himself on a lily pad surrounded by alligators. If only I could hop far enough to clear the alligators and land on the 
next lily pad, he cried. Why don’t you just take off and fly? Said a voice. The frog looked up and saw a wise old owl sitting on a 
branch over-head. Just fly to the next lily pad, advised the owl. The frog got a running start, flapped his legs and came down 
right in the middle of the alligators. Stupid owl, he shouted, trying frantically to escape the hungry alligators, frogs can’t fly! 

That’s an implementation issue, said the owl. I just deal in concepts.” 

 

In this chapter, we will attempt to first set some context starting with a brief journey through some of 
the key challenges we typically face, followed by an approach to these challenges that will 
enable us to build robust and extensible distributed systems that will aim to delay, delegate or even 
avoid inter-operability issues. 

At the end of this prologue we depict a matrix that will summarize the most of the aspects or traits 
required based on varying criteria which one can then use as a checklist that is applicable to most 
software projects. 
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Fallacies of Distributed Computing 

Introduction 

In 1994, Peter Deutsch, well known author of Ghostscript, drafted 7 assumptions which architects 
and designers of distributed systems are likely to make, which if not addressed appropriately may 
prove wrong in the long run - resulting in all sorts of troubles and pains for the solution and architects 
who made the assumptions. In 1997 James Gosling added another such fallacy. The assumptions 
are now collectively known as the "The 8 fallacies of distributed computing": 

• The Network is reliable 

• Latency is zero 

• Bandwidth is infinite 

• The network is secure 

• Topology does not change 

• There is one administrator 

• Transport cost is zero 

• The network is homogenous 

We will expand on all these topics as they all relate to inter-operability as well. 

The Network is reliable 

For one, if your application is a mission critical 365x7 kind of application, you can just hit that failure -
and Murphy will make sure it happens in the most inappropriate moment. Nevertheless, most 
applications are not like that. So what's the problem? Well, there are plenty of problems:  

• Power failures, someone trips on the network cord, all of a sudden clients connect wirelessly, 
and so on.  

• If hardware isn't enough, the software can fail as well, and it does.  

• The situation is more complicated if you collaborate with an external partner, such as an e-
commerce application working with an external credit-card processing service. Their side of 
the connection is not under your direct control. 

• There are security threats like DDOS attacks and the like.  

What does that mean for your design? On the infrastructure side, you need to think about 
hardware and software redundancy and weigh the risks of failure versus the required investment.  

On the software side, you need to think about messages/calls getting lost whenever you send a 
message/make a call over the wire. For one you can use a communication medium that supplies 
full reliable messaging; WebsphereMQ or MSMQ, for example. If you can't use one, prepare to retry, 
acknowledge important messages, identify/ignore duplicates (or use idempotent messages), 
reorder messages (or not depend on message order), verify message integrity, and so on. 

One note regarding WS-ReliableMessaging: The specification supports several levels of message 
guarantee -- most once, at least once, exactly once and orders. You should remember though 
that it only takes care of delivering the message as long as the network nodes are up and running, 
it doesn’t handle persistency and you still need to take care of that (or use a vendor solution that 
does that for you) for a complete solution. To sum up, the network is Unreliable and we as software 
architect/designers need to address that. 

Latency is Zero 

Latency is how much time it takes for data to move from one place to another (versus bandwidth 
which is how much data we can transfer during that time). Latency can be relatively good on a 
LAN--but latency deteriorates quickly when you move to WAN scenarios or internet scenarios. 

Latency is more problematic than bandwidth. Here's a quote from a post by Ingo Rammer on 
latency vs. Bandwidth [Ingo] that illustrates this:  

"But I think that it’s really interesting to see that the end-to-end bandwidth increased by 

1468 times within the last 11 years while the latency (the time a single ping takes) has only 
been improved tenfold. If this wouldn’t be enough, there is even a natural cap on latency. 
The minimum round-trip time between two points of this earth is determined by the 

maximum speed of information transmission: the speed of light. At roughly 300,000 
kilometres per second (3.6 * 10E12 teraangstrom per fortnight), it will always take at least 30 
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milliseconds to send a ping from Europe to the US and back, even if the processing would 

be done in real time."  

You may think all is okay if you only deploy your application on LANs. However even when you work 
on a LAN with Gigabit Ethernet you should still bear in mind that the latency is much bigger then 
accessing local memory Assuming the latency is zero you can be easily tempted to assume making 
a call over the wire is almost like making a local calls--this is one of the problems with approaches 
like distributed objects, that provide "network transparency"--alluring you to make a lot of fine 
grained calls to objects which are actually remote and expensive (relatively) to call to. 

Taking latency into consideration means you should strive to make as few as possible calls and 
assuming you have enough bandwidth you'd want to move as much data out in each of this calls. 
There is a nice example illustrating the latency problem and what was done to solve it in Windows 
Explorer in http://blogs.msdn.com/oldnewthing/archive/2006/04/07/570801.aspx 

Another example is AJAX. The AJAX approach allows for using the dead time the users spend 
digesting data to retrieve more data - however, you still need to consider latency. Let's say you are 
working on a new shiny AJAX front end, everything looks just fine in your testing environment. It also 
shines in your staging environment passing the load tests with flying colours. The application can still 
fail miserably on the production environment if you fail to test for latency problems. Retrieving data 
in the background is good but if you can't do that fast enough the application would still stagger 
and will be unresponsive. 

You can and should use tools like Shunra Virtual Enterprise, Opnet Modeller, Charles and many 
others to simulate network conditions and understand system behaviour thus avoiding failure in the 
production system. 

In some cases using a Context Pattern that travels across tiers can help alleviate this problem. 

Bandwidth is infinite 

This fallacy, in our opinion, is not as strong as the others. If there is one thing that is constantly getting 
better in relation to networks it is bandwidth. However, there are two forces at work to keep this 
assumption a fallacy. One is that while the bandwidth grows, so does the amount of information we 
try to squeeze through it. VoIP, videos, and IPTV are some of the newer applications that take up 
bandwidth. Downloads, richer UIs, and reliance on verbose formats (XML) are also at work--
especially if you are using T1 or lower lines. However, even when you think that this 10Gbit Ethernet 
would be more than enough, you may be hit with more than 3 Terabytes of new data per day. The 
other force at work to lower bandwidth is packet loss (along with frame size). This quote which 
underscores this point very well:  

"In the local area network or campus environment, rtt and packet loss are both usually small 
enough that factors other than the above equation set your performance limit (e.g. raw 
available link bandwidths, packet forwarding speeds, host CPU limitations, etc.). In the WAN 

however, rtt and packet loss are often rather large and something that the end systems can 
not control. Thus their only hope for improved performance in the wide area is to use larger 
packet sizes. Let's take an example: New York to Los Angeles. Round Trip Time (rtt) is about 

40 msec, and let's say packet loss is 0.1% (0.001). With an MTU of 1500 bytes (MSS of 1460), 
TCP throughput will have an upper bound of about 6.5 Mbps! And no, that is not a window 
size limitation, but rather one based on TCP's ability to detect and recover from congestion 

(loss). With 9000 byte frames, TCP throughput could reach about 40 Mbps. 

Or let's look at that example in terms of packet loss rates. Same round trip time, but let's say 
we want to achieve a throughput of 500 Mbps (half a "gigabit"). To do that with 9000 byte 

frames, we would need a packet loss rate of no more than 1x10^-5. With 1500 byte frames, 
the required packet loss rate is down to 2.8x10^-7! While the jumbo frame is only 6 times 

larger, it allows us the same throughput in the face of 36 times more packet loss." 
[WareOnEarth]  

Acknowledging the bandwidth is not infinite has a balancing effect on the implications of the 
"Latency Is Zero" fallacy; that is, if acting on the realization the latency is not zero we modelled few 
large messages. Bandwidth limitations direct us to strive to limit the size of the information we send 
over the wire. The main implication then is to consider that in the production environment of our 
application there may be bandwidth problems which are beyond our control. And we should bear 
in mind how much data is expected to travel over the wire.  
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Another example are AJAX frameworks, quite often the whole Javascript based framework gets 
downloaded up front to the browser and we need to measure this using throttling and monitoring 
tools such as we mentioned in the section of Latency is Zero. 

The Network is Secure 

Statistics published at Aladdin.com shows that:  

"For 52% of the networks the perimeter is the only defence. 

According to Preventsys and Qualys, 52% of chief information security officers 

acknowledged having a "Moat & Castle" approach to their overall network security. They 
admitted that once the perimeter security is penetrated, their networks are at risk. Yet, 48% 
consider themselves to be "proactive" when it comes to network security and feel that they 

have a good grasp on their enterprise's security posture. 24% felt their security was akin to 
Fort Knox (it would take a small army to get through), while 10% compared their network 
security to Swiss cheese (security holes inside and out). The remaining 14% of respondents 

described their current network security as being locked down on the inside, but not yet 
completely secured to the outside. Preventsys and Qualys also found that 46% of security 
officers spend more than a third of their day, and in some cases as much as 7 hours, 

analyzing reports generated from their various security point solutions. "  

In case you just landed from another planet the network is far from being secured. Here are few 
statistics to illustrate that: 

• Through the continual 24x7 monitoring of hundreds of Fortune 1000 companies, RipTech has 
discovered several extremely relevant trends in information security. Among them: 

o General Internet attack trends are showing a 64% annual rate of growth 

o The average company experienced 32 attacks per week over the past 6 months 

o Attacks during weekdays increased in the past 6 months" [RipTech]. 

When trying to find some updated incident statistics, we came up with the following [CERT]:  

Note: Given the widespread use of automated attack tools, attacks against Internet-
connected systems have become so commonplace that counts of the number of incidents 

reported provide little information with regard to assessing the scope and impact of attacks. 
Therefore, as of 2004, we will no longer publish the number of incidents reported. Instead, 
we will be working with others in the community to develop and report on more meaningful 

metrics" (the number of incidents for 2003 was 137539 incidents...) 

Lastly Aladdin claims that the costs of Malware for 2004 (Viruses, Worms, Trojans etc.) are estimated 
between $169 billion and $204 billion. [Aladdin] The implications of network (in) security are obvious-
- you need to build security into your solutions from Day 1. Security is a system quality attribute that 
needs to be taken into consideration starting from the architectural level. There are dozens of 
books that talk about security. 

In essence you need to perform threat modelling to evaluate the security risks. Then following 
further analyses decide which risk are or should be mitigated by what measures (a trade-off 
between costs, risks and their probability). Security is usually a multi-layered solution that is handled 
on the network, infrastructure, and application levels. As an architect you might not be a security 
expert --but you still need to be aware that security is needed and the implications it may have (for 
instance, you might not be able to use multicast, user accounts with limited privileges might not be 
able to access some networked resource etc.) 

Topology does not change 

That's right; it doesn’t -- as long as it stays in the test lab. When you deploy an application into the 
big wild world (that is, to an organization), the network topology is usually out of your control. The 
operations team (IT) is likely to add and remove servers every once in a while and/or make other 
changes to the network ("this is the new Active Directory we will use for SSO ; we're replacing RIP 
with OSPF and this application's servers are moving into area 51" and so on). Lastly there are server 
and network faults which can cause routing changes. When you're talking about clients, the 
situation is even worse. There are laptops coming and going, wireless ad-hoc networks, new mobile 
devices. In short, topology is changing constantly. What does this mean for the applications we 
write? Simple. Try not to depend on specific endpoints or routes, if you can't be prepared to 
renegotiate endpoints. Another implication is that you would want to either provide location 
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transparency (e.g. using an ESB, multicast) or provide discovery services (e.g. a Active 
Directory/JNDI/LDAP). 

Another strategy is to abstract the physical structure of the network. The most obvious example for 
this is DNS names instead of IP addresses.  

An interesting example is moving from WS-Routing to WS-Addressing. In WS-Routing a message can 
describes it own routing path -- this assumes that a message can know the path it needs to travel in 
advance. The topology doesn't change (this also causes a security vulnerability -- but that's another 
story) where the newer WS-Addressing relies on "Next Hop" routing (the way TCP/IP works) which is 
more robust. Another example is routing in SQL Server Service Broker. The problematic part is that 
the routes need to be set inside service broker. This is problematic since IT now has to remember to 
go into Service Broker and update routing tables when topology changes. However, to mitigate 
this problem the routing relies on next-hop semantics and it allows for specifying the address by DNS 
name. 

There is one Administrator 

You may be able to get away with this fallacy if you install your software on small, isolated LANs (for 
instance, a single person IT "group" with no WAN/Internet). However, for most enterprise systems the 
reality is much different. 

The IT group usually has different administrators, assigned according to expertise -- databases, web 
servers, networks, Linux, Windows, Main Frame and the like. This is the easy situation. The problem 
occurs when your company collaborates with external entities (for example, connecting with a 
business partner), or if your application is deployed for Internet consumption and hosted by some 
hosting service and the application consumes external services (think Mashups). In these situations, 
the other administrators are not even under your control and they may have their own 
agendas/rules. At this point you may say "Okay, there is more than one administrator. But why 
should I care?" Well, as long as everything works, maybe you don't care. You do care, however, 
when things go astray and there is a need to pinpoint a problem (and solve it). For example, We 
recently had a problem with an ASP.NET application that required full trust on a hosting service that 
only allowed medium trust -- the application had to be reworked (since changing host service was 
not an option) in order to work. Furthermore, you need to understand that the administrators will 
most likely not be part of your development team so we need provide them with tools to diagnose 
and find problems. This is essential when the application involves more than one company ("Is it 
their problem or our's?"). A proactive approach is to also include tools for monitoring on-going 
operations as well; for instance, to allow administrators identify problems when they are small--
before they become a system failure. 

Another reason to think about multiple administrators is upgrades. How are you going to handle 
them? How are you going to make sure that the different parts of our application (distributed, 
remember?) are synchronized and can actually work together; for example, does the current DB 
schema match the current O/R mapping and object model? Again this problem aggravates when 
third parties are involved. Can your partner continue to interoperate with our system when we 
made changes to the public contract (in an SOA) so, for example, you need to think about 
backward compatibility (or maybe even forward compatibility) when designing interoperability 
contracts. To sum up, when there is more than one administrator (unless we are talking about a 
simple system and even that can evolve later if it is successful), you need to remember that 
administrators can constrain your options (administrators that sets disk quotas, limited privileges, 
limited ports and protocols and so on), and that you need to help them manage your applications. 

Transport cost is zero 

There are a couple of ways you can interpret this statement, both of which are false assumptions. 

One way is that going from the application level to the transport level is free. This is a fallacy since 
we have to do marshalling (serialize information into bits) to get data onto the wire, which takes 
both computer resources and adds to the latency. Interpreting the statement this way emphasizes 
the "Latency is Zero" fallacy by reminding us that there are additional costs (both in time and 
resources). The second way to interpret the statement is that the costs (as in cash money) for 
setting and running the network are free. This is also far from being true. There are costs -- costs for 
buying the routers, costs for securing the network, costs for leasing the bandwidth for internet 
connections, and costs for operating and maintaining the network running. Someone, somewhere 
will have to pick the tab and pay these costs. 
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Imagine you have successfully built Dilbert's Google-killer search engine [Adams] (maybe using 
latest Web 2.0 bells-and-whistles on the UI) but you will fail if you neglect to take into account the 
costs that are needed to keep your service up, running, and responsive (E3 Lines, data enters with 
switches, SANs etc.). The takeaway is that even in situations you think the other fallacies are not 
relevant to your situation because you rely on existing solutions ("yeah, we'll just deploy Cisco's HSRP 
protocol and get rid of the network reliability problem") you may still be bounded by the costs of 
the solution and you'd need to solve your problems using more cost-effective solutions. 

The network is homogeneous 

Most architects today are not naïve enough to assume this fallacy. Any network, except maybe 
the very trivial ones, is not homogeneous. Heck, even home networks might have a Linux based 
HTPC, a couple of Windows based PCs, a (small) NAS, and a WindowMobile 2005 device -- all 
connected by a wireless network. What's true on a home network is almost a certainty in enterprise 
networks. We believe that a homogeneous network today is the exception, not the rule. Even if you 
managed to maintain your internal network homogeneous, you will hit this problem when you 
would try to cooperate with a partner or a supplier. 

Assuming this fallacy should not cause too much trouble at the lower network level as IP is pretty 
much ubiquitous (e.g. even a specialized bus like Infiniband has an IP-Over-IB implementation, 
although it may result in suboptimal use of the non-native IP resources. It is worthwhile to pay 
attention to the fact the network is not homogeneous at the application level. The implication of 
this is that you have to assume interoperability will be needed sooner or later and be ready to 
support it from day one (or at least design where you'd add it later). Do not rely on proprietary 
protocols--it would be harder to integrate them later. Do use standard technologies that are widely 
accepted; the most notable examples being XML or Web Services. By the way, much of the 
popularity of XML and Web Services can be attributed to the fact that both these technologies 
help alleviate the affects of the heterogeneity of the enterprise environment. To sum up, most 
architects/designers today are aware of this fallacy, which is why interoperable technologies are 
popular. Still it is something you need to keep in mind especially if you are in a situation that 
mandates use of proprietary protocols or transports. 

Summary 

With almost 15 years since the fallacies were drafted and more than 40 years since we started 
building distributed systems – the characteristics and underlying problems of distributed systems 
remain pretty much the same. What is more alarming is that architects, designers and developers 
are still tempted to wave some of these problems off thinking technology solves everything. 
Remember that (successful) applications evolve and grow so even if things look Ok for a while if 
you don't pay attention to the issues covered by the fallacies they will rear their ugly head and bite 
you. Hopefully this section will provide some guidance on what to do to avoid their implications. 

Challenges 

• Versioning 

• Retain same message name 

• Different versions run side-by-side at different Endpoints 

o Methods cannot be confused, since both take different parameters 

o Allow for deprecation of versions gracefully 

• Namespace management 

• Error management 

• Operational management 

• Data Model Mismatch – Data Dictionary 

• Security 

• Extensibility 

Distributed Objects: Reminiscing 

SOA Timeline 

• Code re-use 

o Cut and paste 
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o Code Libraries and includes 

• Components 

o Assume objects would run in same address space and on the same platform (OS or 
runtime) 

o Stretch objects to span multiple processes on a given machine (COM and later .NET) 

o Stretched further by providing mechanisms that enabled components running on 
more than one machine to communicate (COM+ and later .NET Remoting). 

• Services 

These systems can exhibit extremely high levels of performance, security, reliability, and availability. 

However, while it is initially convenient to build systems using distributed components, this approach 
is often constrained by a number of factors, including: 

• Interoperability: Distributed component technologies today (regardless of vendor) rarely 
provide rich interoperability with other technologies or platforms.  

• Coupling & Autonomy: In systems built from distributed components, the components 
containing the data types and behaviours shared between callers and services must be 
installed on the server, as well as any callers of that server. This results in very tight coupling, 
which impacts:  

o Versioning: Tightly coupled, component-based systems are notoriously difficult to 
change and adapt to changing business requirements. If a change is required, the 
server and all clients must be updated atomically in order to avoid breakage.  

o Availability: Systems which are tightly coupled are often fragile and unable to 
gracefully handle failures  

• Transparency: Components which were not specifically designed to be distributed are 
unlikely to meet security, performance, scalability, and other requirements if they are 
distributed more broadly than they were designed to support  

Therefore, while distributed component technologies are a very powerful way to construct tightly 
coupled portions of your systems, they are not the most appropriate technologies to use when 
building distributed systems that must be interoperable and able to be quickly adapted to changes 
in the business requirements. 

Services 

Microsoft has been providing distributed component technologies ever since the introduction of 
DCOM in 1993, and we have worked with many customers, partners, and ISVs around the world. 
We have learned a great deal throughout this time in terms of how distributed systems should be 
built. Over the last several years we have been honing our approach to building distributed systems 
and have come to learn that in order to do so, a modified set of assumptions should be adopted:  

Instead of assuming the use of objects and scoping a system to the capabilities of a chosen 
platform, we should instead assume that we have no control over the applications and systems 
that we interact with. We should not assume that systems beyond our own will be running on the 
same machine architecture, operating system, platform, or developed using the same tools. In the 
future, we will assume that the world beyond our borders is a hostile, unreliable, insecure place, but 
that we will choose to cooperate with other systems that honour our agreed contracts, schemas, 
and policies:  

o Contract: Specifies what a service looks like, what operations the service provides, what 
Message Exchange Patterns (MEPs) the service's operations support (simplex, duplex, or 
request-reply) 

o Schema: Defines the data structures exchanged between services and callers when 
invoking operations on the service 

o Policy: States transport-oriented requirements such as what types of security, reliability 
guarantees, and transaction support are required  

 

These new assumptions led us to adopt and develop the notions that are encapsulated by the 
term "Service Orientation" (SO). SO encapsulates the principles and best practices necessary for 
building future distributed systems that avoid many of the problems inherent in today's distributed 
component technologies. 
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Software Projects – A Summary  

o Insist on a clear brief 

Something which could make you very unpopular with the client! A lot of inaccuracy in 
software projects can be avoided if we are clear about what we are setting out to achieve. 
This means that preparation of the brief in itself is a project, it means that we need to be 
thorough and ask many questions. Analysis and Discovery, clarity in objectives, content 
scope, overall design approaches, available resources, and so on, can go a long way in 
preventing future heartaches (yes, that's what they are!) for all concerned. If we don’t ask 
the questions and listen, we might easily miss the fact that even though the “short term” 
requirement is a smart client, what the client really requires in the “longer term” is a multi-
tiered or layered approach. We can still build one application initially where the layers exist 
but the glue between the layers are well defined by an external factory, but still shares the 
same address space. 

o Spend time on team orientation 

The team needs to share a commonality of purpose. They need to have clarity in the 
specific roles they will perform on each project. They need to "understand" and 
"appreciate" each other's roles, responsibilities, personalities, skills, and experience. So, we 
would spend a short time up front in having the team sit together in a sort of orientation 
program.  

o Build in more time for design 

Many a time, we succumb to the client's need to "see" something quickly--and they don't 
like seeing paper or mental prototypes! So, we cut short the initial design stage and jump 
right into production. The initial design and discovery stage needs to explore a variety of 
approaches using different prototypes, a variety of styles, user-interface philosophy and 
designs, media usage, etc. The eventual outcome of this stage would be the prototype (or 
many)--and this takes time. But, experience tells us that this is time well spent. It prevents 
eventual extensions of deadlines, frequent design changes, variation in content scope, and 
so on. Most importantly, it gives the project team confidence in what they are building. 
Rigor at the design stage is well worth everyone's time and effort. And maybe (just maybe), 
even the client will like you better at the end of it all! 

o Plan your test cases 

This is a good way of doing a sanity check as to whether all facets and functional and non-
functional permutations of the system lifecycle have been tested. 

o Manage complexity 

Many software projects have failed because they have failed to consider control of 
complexity as a key aspect of the architecture.  

Let’s face it if you were given unlimited time and money, and asked to build a space 
vehicle to fly to the outer limits of the galaxy, surely you would gather the greatest minds in 
the various disciplines required, explore and proto-type new concepts and refine proven 
solutions. 

o Use an efficient project execution model 

Over the years, many project execution models have evolved. We believe that your chosen 
model inherently lends itself to efficient processes and effective products within your 
organization. But, the problem is in motivating the team to follow it. At the start, we would 
thus customize the model to the requirements of each project. This could be done in the 
"orientation" session. 

o Build in frequent project reviews 

Have frequent project reviews which deal with team climate (along with progress, quality, 
and other such regular issues). The best teams are the ones where members feel 
comfortable in questioning, demanding, and challenging each other. And yet, they have 
basic trust and respect for each other. This is not as intimidating as it sounds. 

o Make quality assurance an ongoing process 

Build in a continuous process of quality assurance (formative evaluation) and then find the 
will and means to implement it!  
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o Take documentation seriously 

The fact of life is that the lifespan of systems can be long and people forget and people 
leave. We have learned over years that documentation of the initial vision and changes in 
design decisions, to program design, and to bug reports, is critical for handling eventualities 
and also for posterity. 

Design to program against an interface 

Programming against an interface gives you the consistent programming model across the various 
distributed platforms, but abstracting the code that creates the proxy is also critical to hide the .NET 
Remoting-isms from your client code as well.  Take for example the following line of C#  code: 

 
IHello proxy = (IHello)Activator.GetObject(typeof(IHello), "tcp://localhost/Hello.rem"); 

 

The use of the Activator class implies a specific distributed application stack so hiding that from 
your implementation will ease migration to alternate or future stacks with limited client impact.  The 
same holds true for the hosting code written to register objects and channels but this code is often 
already isolated in the service start-up routines (e.g. Main or OnStart for a service). 

The easiest way to abstract away the proxy generation code is to use a basic factory pattern on 
the client that creates the proxy classes.  This has the added advantage of enabling the developer 
to use pooling or handle lifetime issues but the core value for this conversation is the abstraction of 
proxy creation. 

Here is a simple example: 

 
public static class HelloClientProxyFactory 
{ 
    public static IHello CreateHelloProxy() 
    { 
      return (IHello)Activator.GetObject(typeof(IHello), "tcp://localhost/Hello.rem"); 
    } 
} 
  

 

As you migrate forward from .NET Remoting to other platforms (e.g., Indigo) this proxy factory can 
be updated and deployed to your clients enabling the client programming model to remain 
entirely unchanged but allow your developers to move to a completely different distributed 
application stack underneath, from where you are today, through Indigo and beyond. 

Design Decisions 
• Frameworks embody architecture 

• Patterns communicate design insight, they can also be identified as part of the refactoring 
exercise 

• Refactoring facilitates evolution and simplifies design by means of better abstractions. 
Feedback from refactoring should be given back to designers in order to consolidate the 
experience gained 

• Architecture emerges as a domain is explored 

• Design pervades the lifecycle, and the organization 

Design decisions can be influenced by many factors. In order to make matters more predictable, 
many architects look for clear-cut borderlines. How complex does my screen navigation have to 
be in order to justify a Front Controller as opposed to a Page Controller? How complex does my 
integration problem have to be to justify use of an EAI suite instead of hand wiring the solution? 
Invariably, the answer is "it depends". 

Finding more precise and repeatable ways to make design decisions seems to be the holy grail of 
software development productivity. Much like a novice developer expects clear-cut answers on 
questions like "should I use a factory?" or "is it worthwhile to extract a common base class?" Most of 
the time, the novice developer is frustrated that the master developer cannot give him a clear 
dividing line for such decisions, but instead mumbles "it depends", while having scratching his or her 
chin. Now what does it depend on? is surely the burning question on the novice developer's mind. 
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Every electrician can tell us that we need to use gauge 8 wire instead of gauge 10 if we have more 
than X amps of current going through the wire! Why can't we get such a book to make my 
software design decisions? The answer typically includes such things as how flexible the solution has 
to be, how much time is available, how fast must it perform etc. These criteria are the forces that 
form an important part of documenting design patterns. Though one force that is often not spelled 
out explicitly is: what has been done so far? Most decisions are neither made in a vacuum, nor 
made by a certain parameter exceeding a specific threshold, such as "if you have more than N 
many message transformations", you should use a message broker vs. point-to-point connections". 
These decisions depend very much on what you have done so far. Have you used a message 
broker everywhere else? Then it is probably reasonable to use one for only 3 applications. Have you 
built a sophisticated framework that lets you build point-to-point connections very easily? In that 
case using point-to-point connections for 4 applications might still be fine. The role of experienced 
developers also have a significant impact on design decisions, by use of prior knowledge/success 
and applying multiple minds to evaluate multiple options and select the design that fits best, 
reduces the risk of reliance on key developers or owners of specific classes. 

Basic Approach 

The basic tenets of a platform-based design methodology we have successfully used is:  

• The identification of design as a "meeting-in-the-middle process", where successive 
refinements/iterations of specifications meet with abstractions of potential implementations. 

• The identification of clearly defined layers where the refinement and abstraction process 
take place. The layers then support designs built upon them, isolating from lower-level 
details, but letting enough information transpire about lower levels of abstraction to allow 
design exploration with a fairly accurate prediction of the properties of the final 
implementation. 

The information should be incorporated in appropriate parameters that annotate design choices 
at the present layer of abstraction. These layers of abstraction are called “platforms” to stress their 
role in the design process and their solidity. 

Every pair of platforms, along with the tools and methods that are used to map the upper layer of 
abstraction into the lower level, is called a platform stack. 

Note that we can allow a platform stack to include several sub-stacks if we wish to span a large 
number of abstractions. Key to the application of the design principle is the careful definition of the 
platform layers. Platforms can be defined at several points of the design process. 

Some levels of abstractions are more important than others in the overall design trade-off space. In 
particular, the articulation point between system definition and implementation is a critical one for 
design quality and time. 

Once an architecture platform has been selected, then the design process consists of exploring the 
remaining design space with the constraints set by the platform. These constraints cannot only be 
on the components/services themselves but also on their communication mechanism. 

Design Tenets 

Once you realize that the goal of architecture is to reduce complexity, it becomes clear that 
the architect must focus as much on what to leave out of the software as on what to put in. 

Restrictions on communication among subsystems typically cannot be enforced automatically by 
standard software development tools. Conformance to architectural guidelines should therefore 
be a line item on the checklists used for detailed design and code reviews. Be aware, however, 
that developers who haven't worked on projects with well-developed architectures sometimes 
resist the restrictions the architecture places on their coding. 

Key mechanisms for coping with complexity are 

Abstraction  

Focus on important commonalities; the reduction of detail in order to reduce the number of 
entities, and the number of associations between those entities, which must be 
simultaneously considered. In OO terms this means producing a design that decomposes a 
solution space into a smaller number of discrete entities. Each entity should be readily 
comprehensible in isolation from the other design elements, to which end it should have a 
well defined and concisely state-able purpose. Each entity, be it a sub-system or class, can 
then be treated separately for purposes of development, testing and replacement.  
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In summary: 

• Abstraction focuses on important commonalities. 

• A good abstraction emphasizes the right detail. 

Layering 

Localization of data and separation of concerns are principles which lead to a well 
decomposed design. A key tenet here is to establish, if possible, the layering of the solution. 
Layering in itself does not imply that each layer runs in a different address space but merely 
that it is a logical separation of concern that can be governed by a well defined contract 
and should the need arise a layer can easily be extracted and moved around or for that 
matter wrapped for reuse in isolation. 

Managing Complexity with Architecture 

One of the key skills of any software architect is the management of software complexity. Of all 
nontrivial software systems, software complexity is one of the key characteristics that must be 
managed. Successful management of complexity leads to improvement in many system qualities 
such as its ability to be understood, maintained, and modified. 

Complexity is an interesting phenomenon because it arises from the aggregation of many small 
design decisions made over the entire life cycle of any system. For system-level interfaces, the 
effects of complexity are multiplicative because numerous parts of an integrated system are 
affected by each design addition. For example, it may seem very reasonable to add a few 
attributes and operators to a subsystem interface. If this uncoordinated practice is repeated on 
multiple subsystems, the result will be excessive complexity and brittle interdependencies. Another 
key factor is interpersonal: It is easier to reach consensus on design disagreements by adding 
complexity than by eliminating overlapping details. This is the chronic failing of formal standards 
groups that produce "designs by committee." 

Creating Complexity 

Many key qualities of software systems are directly related to complexity, including cost, 
maintainability, and extensibility. In practice, successful management of complexity is rare.  

Poor management of complexity has several causes, including: 

• Lack of priority.  
Many software practitioners do not appreciate how critically important management of 
complexity is to the success of any software architecture and system implementation. 

• Lack of architectural sophistication.  
Design patterns for managing complexity are not commonplace in software education, 
training, and practice. 

Many software projects fail to manage complexity because they do not consider control of 
complexity to be part of architecture. System-level design details are often delegated to multiple 
developers, who readily produce unique, uncoordinated designs. Other projects inherit excess 
complexity from the architecture of a proprietary product. Vendor architectures emphasize 
flexibility to satisfy the widest possible consumer market. For vendors, management of complexity 
has low priority, implicitly delegated to application developers. 

To successfully manage complexity, one must understand and apply a number of architectural 
options. The following sections summarize some of the key techniques for managing complexity in 
software architectures. 

For present purposes only, we have labelled these options in terms of familiar analogies. These 
architectural options are not exclusive. In each analogy, "it" refers to complexity: 

• Sweep “it” under a rug (encapsulation) 
• Hide “it” in a crowd (repository architecture) 
• Ignore “it” (horizontal architecture) 
• Slice “it” (layered architecture) 
• Dice “it” (vertical architecture) 

 

Complexity comprises implementation details derived from the domain and the technology. By 
managing complexity, these details can be reorganized in a beneficial way. By organizing 
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complex details, unnecessary dependencies and other factors that compromise system quality 
can be eliminated. 

Complexity Option 1: Sweep It under a Rug (encapsulate) 

 
Figure 59 - Encapsulation: "Sweep it under a rug" 

Encapsulation is an obvious way to hide implementation details behind an interface. As one of the 
fundamental properties of object-oriented environments, encapsulation unifies the software's data 
model and procedural model into object abstractions. 

Procedural Abstraction 

• Choose operations to be performed on the data 

• Implementation independent of data representation 

Encapsulation 

• Treat the data and operations as a single unit of organization (Classes, Class Instances) 

• Restrict external access to the internal data representation (request by message passing) 

 

 
Figure 60 - Encapsulation: "Gateway" 

Another example is that of a network gateway, it provides service connectivity even though the 
intermediate network does not support the protocols. Why is this possible? The fact that the 
gateway has been designed based on a layered approach and does not concern itself with inner 
layers. 

Encapsulation using language-specific mechanisms is not always as effective as might be hoped. 
When an implementation changes, there are unforeseen impacts on related objects, which must 
also be modified. Industrial-strength encapsulation, using a Domain Specific Language (DSL), is a 
way to increase the effectiveness of encapsulation. 
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Complexity Option 2: Hide it in a Crowd (repository) 

 

Figure 61 - Complexity: "Hiding in a crowd" 

One of the most effective ways to manage complexity is to use a repository architecture. In most 
cases, the repository is a database, but there are other forms, such as a blackboard. Repository 
architecture is a design pattern that is highly applicable to system-level architecture with 
documented benefits and consequences. It is interesting that many software architects and 
developers fail to utilize this pattern when appropriate, exposing large numbers of fine-grained 
object instances across system-level boundaries. 

A repository architecture manages complexity by consolidating access to many objects through 
query languages or accessor methods. One query-language statement can consolidate 
messaging to thousands of objects. An object or relational repository schema provides a common 
model and access protocol for management of large numbers of objects. 

This can be re-stated as follows: 

For each type of object that needs global access, create an object that can provide the illusion of 
an in-memory collection of all objects of that type. Set up access through a well-known global 

interface.  

A Repository provides an interface similar to a collection.  Objects can be added, removed, and 
searched for.  The Repository encapsulates the data access details behind its own intension-
revealing interface allowing the client to interact with the Repository as if it were interacting with an 
in-memory set, thereby encapsulating the actual storage and query technology.  The client 
interacts with the Repository in the language of the domain model. 

Typical repositories provides for: 

• A client can specify query criteria to find a single or set of objects. 

• Repositories can also provide summary information.   

• A repository can also provide hard-coded methods for common operations such as 
GetByID (GUID id).  

• Repositories provide only for aggregate roots that actually need direct access.  

• Keep the client focused on the model, delegating all object storage and access to the 
repositories. 
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Complexity Option 3: Ignore It 

 
Figure 62 - Complexity: "Ignore It" 

By ignoring nonessential differences among complex objects, the common interface abstractions 
that provide many benefits (e.g., interoperability, adaptability, substitutability, and isolation) can be 
defined. The concept of "common interface" has many synonyms in the software literature: design 
reuse, variation-centred design, standards, and so forth. As one of the authors of the first software 
design pattern book has quipped, "The structure of most design patterns is similar." A meta-pattern 
for this similar structure is the common interface. 

Because the modern languages support interfaces as a language feature, some software gurus 
are just discovering the benefits of common interfaces. Interfaces allow flexible substitution of 
multiple classes supporting a common interface protocol. Distributed object practitioners have 
enjoyed the benefits of language-independent common interfaces for years. 

1. Strict component boundaries: 

• Enforces Interfaces better than plain old OO. 

2. Scalable the interface can be implemented in-process or across machine boundaries. 

3. Not easy to generalize and collaborate 

• Interface development takes careful thought 

• Must work together (else Useless) 

• Everyone’s stuff has to fit! 

4. Big payoff ~ cooperate not compete 

5. Components interact through well-defined interfaces or ports. 

• A port is just a class or an interface. 

6. Components may provide ports and implement the class 

7. Ports, Interoperability and re-use 

• Ports define how components interact 
8. Generality, quality, robustness of ports is up to the designer/architect. 

• Any old interface is easy to create 
• Developing a robust domain “standard” interface requires more thought, effort and 

cooperation 
9. General “plug-and-play” interoperability of components requires multiple implementations 

conforming to the same interface 
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10. Interoperability mandates the use of “standard” interfaces 
• Typically “domain” specific 
• Standard need not imply  a formal process, may mean widely used 

11. Frameworks 

• The framework is usually a container which provides a means to hold components and 
compose them into applications 

• Framework should allow exchange of ports amongst components without exposing 
implementation details 

• Service Factories enable us to compose new applications 
• Framework may make themselves appear as components in order to connect to 

components in other systems 
• Future full flexibility through integration and interop 

12. Importance of provides/uses pattern of ports 

• Fences between components 
o Components must declare what they provide and what they use 
o Components cannot interact until ports are connected 
o No mechanism to call anything that is not part of a port 

• Ports preserve the possibility for high performance direct connection semantics, whilst 
still catering for distributed computing 

Complexity Option 4: Slice It (Horizontal Layering) 

 

Figure 63 - Complexity: "Slice It" 

A layered architecture defines levels of abstraction in a system, allowing application software to be 
isolated from low-level details. 

Layering defines sets of horizontal services with common interface abstractions. Multiple 
application objects and higher-level service objects reuse these services. Layering, as a basic form 
of software reuse, provides interoperability and portability benefits, in addition to managing 
complexity. 

Layering is a flexible concept that takes many forms. Layering is frequently applied in object 
wrapping, operating systems, networking, frameworks, standards profiling, and application 
architectures. 
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Complexity Option 5: Dice It (Vertical Layering) 

 
Figure 64 - Complexity: "Dice It" 

Layering defines horizontal interfaces and partitions that manage complexity. Definition of vertical 
partitions is also useful. Vertical partitions can isolate complexity into independent sub domains. 
Each sub domain can support unique vertical frameworks. Vertical dependencies can be limited 
to objects in the vertical partition. Cross-domain dependencies (such as interoperability) should be 
handled through horizontal interfaces. 

In practice, most systems contain many unique vertical interfaces. Good architecture has a healthy 
balance between horizontal and vertical interfaces. Without horizontal interfaces, vertical 
partitioning is ineffective. Horizontal interfaces enable vertical partitions to interoperate without 
unnecessary dependencies. 

So what does this mean? 

The best long-term answer to the inter-operability quagmire is to ensure that “we build the software 

to be intrinsically more inter-operable”. This does not mean that you need to re-invent the wheel 
(leave that to the domain specialists), but rather ensure that you focus in your domain and adopt 
appropriate frameworks that enable/empower your software to this embrace this paradigm. What 
we am really trying to say is that one needs to develop your software in the model that depicts the 
real essence of what you are trying to accomplish, think domain specific language. Now how do 
we get to do this today? 

• Layered Software 
Is where we focus on the domain that is pertinent at that level of abstraction. Very much as 
architects typically solve the problem at an abstract level and then delegate the details to 
the next team in the food chain. There are at least two kinds of layering: 

o Vertical -  
o Horizontal 

• Services 
In the past we developed applications as a collection of re-usable components. The critical 
aspect here is to consider a service in it’s essence form rather than whether it should be a 
Web Service or a call to an EJB. At the application level it really does not matter, what does 
matter is that we share a common dictionary, the same contract in terms of inputs, outputs 
and behavioural outcomes. SOA is about all the components that take the distributed 
solution and makes it scalable, reliable, manageable, monitorable and highly-available. 

• Behaviour treated as a variable 

Consider a person object; it contains the name, surname, birthday etc of a Person. If we 
place behaviour for the person object into the person object it becomes prohibitively 
difficult to reuse that behaviour, for a different person object for instance. If we wish to use 
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that behaviour we have to go via the Person object itself. It also means that we cannot 
change the behaviour without affecting the data. 

It is therefore better to create a data object which only contains the data associated with 
the Person and then another object which contains the behaviour associated with the 
person. 

So then you might be asking, doesn't that make the data object little more than a struct, a 
concept which was part of the procedural programming paradigm? You would be right, 
but then that begs the question, why is the OO paradigm better? 

The key to the OO paradigm is not that data can be associated with its behaviour but that 
behaviour can be treated as a variable. The strength of a variable is that it is exactly that, it 
can change, it can be assigned and it can therefore be moved around. Now with the OO 
model we can pass behaviour around like a variable is passed around. With the 
introduction of objects, which have behaviour (methods), we can now treat behaviour like 
we would treat a string for example. We can pass it in as a parameter for a method, we 
can change the behaviour as easily as changing a variables value. 

How is this achieved? It is achieved by using the "interface" paradigm.  

If you write an object which contains functionality associated with a Person object then you 
would create an interface with which this behaviour would know how to talk. Your person 
object would then implement that interface, and by so doing, would be able to be acted 
upon by the functionality you have created. 

Whether to separate behaviour from data is a decision that should always be looked at. 
Conjoining behaviour with data should only be done when the behaviour and data are 
tightly coupled. Making behaviour mobile is arguably the key advantage of the OO 
approach, and one that should be leveraged as much as possible 

Configuration 

 
Figure 65 - Configuration: Range of options 

Information = Data + Metadata + Context 

Data and metadata are the keys to enabling many exciting things: 

• Discovery  

• Reflection  

• Interoperability  

• Code and contract generation  

• Service factoring (lots more on this later)  

• … and much, much more … 

Back to basics 

When analyzing how to simplify the design of using contractual service objects. To use a service 
object, we first need to get a reference to it. Usually, this means creating it or getting an existing 
reference to a previously created object.  So, what do we need to create an object? We just need 
to call the adequate constructor with the adequate parameters. Any user of the library should be 
able to do that.  What if we could have factories do the same? Just new up objects calling the 
constructors with the required parameters. And better yet, what if we could do it without writing 
specific factory code for each object? Well, that's what “Dependency Injection” (DI) is all about.  
More about this in a minute… 
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Separating Configuration from Use 

Always provide a means to handle your configuration via a simple programmatic interface, then 
you can start treating different implementations such as a configuration file or service as optional 
features. These new optional implementations need only to ensure that they tie in to your published 
configuration API. 

The fundamental design principle here lies with the separation of interfaces from implementation. 
Do you wish to defer the choice of implementation class to particular deployments? If so consider 
using some form of plug-in implementation, ensuring that the assembly of the plug-ins is done 
separately from the rest of the application so that you can substitute different configurations easily 
for different deployments. 

Another solution is to make our Configuration objects collaborate with the factories in a generic 
way, so that the factories can get the appropriate parameters and call the right constructor on the 
feature objects without us having to write custom code for that. 

The key for our solution to work is to annotate the configuration elements with relevant metadata, 
this is typically achieved by what we call "Injection Parameter" attributes. These attributes/meta-
data enable the factories to know which constructor to use and how to acquire the parameters to 
call that constructor. This way, we only need a small injection engine that can interpret the 
attributes and fire the appropriate constructor lookup and parameter retrieval. 

Even better, the configuration objects are not constrained to be ConfigurationElements in the 
System.Configuration sense for the factories to work well with them. The only requirement is that 
they have the adequate attributes for the mechanism to work.  

One very important design guideline we imposed ourselves was that service objects should be 
completely unaware of configurations and factories. They should just do their job as per contract, 
as long as they were adequately constructed via either a container or a simple object assembler. 

Main concepts 

Factory Interfaces 

The first concept we define is the abstraction of "Factories". These abstractions are not coupled with 
the injection mechanism; they just define an API to create objects, whether using (DI) to do so or 
not. They are, however, used by the (DI) mechanism to get objects when required, as we'll see 
later. 

There are some different ways to ask a factory for an object: 

• To ask for the instance with a given name  

• To ask for the default instance  

• To give a configuration describing the instance we want the factory to build 

A concept that surfaces here is that of the need of a "configuration source".  

Injection attributes & configuration decoration 

Injection attributes are the way to indicate, in a configuration object, what constructor to use and 
how to get the parameters to call that constructor when creating the service object described by 
the configuration object. There are several predefined injection attributes covering all the cases we 
came across, but the concept is extensible to suit whatever needs surface in the future. Again the 
concept is simple: provide an argument to a constructor. These are class attributes, used to 
annotate the configuration types.  

This is how it looks: 
// Example 
// 
 
[InjectionAttributeA(0, typeof(SomeType1), [extra argument parameters])] 
[InjectionAttributeB(1, typeof(SomeType2), [extra argument parameters])] 
[InjectionAttributeC(2, typeof(SomeType3), [extra argument parameters])] 
 
public class MyObjectConfiguration 
{ 
… 
} 

The first attribute parameter is the position of the constructor argument defined by it. Of course, 
these have to be consecutive and non-repeating, zero starting ints. The second attribute 
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parameter is the declared type of the constructor argument. The rest of the parameters depend on 
the actual injection attribute. 

This specification will match to a constructor like: 
public class MyObject() 
{ 
    public MyObject(SomeType1 arg1, SomeType2 arg2, SomeType3 arg3) 
    { 
        … 
    } 
 … 
} 

(There’s no need for names to match in any way, it's just a naming convention) 

 Usually the arguments for the constructor will depend on the value of a property on the 
configuration object; however, some times they don't. That's the reason for the first classification for 
injection attributes: the ones that are related to properties in the configuration object and the ones 
that are not. 

 

Since the property related injection attributes are by far the most common, we'll focus on them. All 
of them share an attribute parameter that specifies the name of the property they should deal 
with. 

There are several interesting ways to deal with the properties of the configuration objects, and 
each has an injection attribute that represents that usage: 

• Value 

The simplest usage of a configuration property is to use its value as the constructor 
argument. This is usually the case for primitive types. The injection attribute used to specify 
this usage doesn't need further configuration.  

• Nested configuration 

In other cases the configuration object's aggregates a configuration object for another 
feature object type. In this case, we need a factory that can interpret this configuration. 
Not surprisingly, the injection attribute that represents this case needs a parameter to 
specify the factory type to use when getting the constructor argument. This is usually used 
with collections of configuration elements.  

• Reference 

It's very common for blocks to have named references to other blocks' feature objects; a 
usual case is a block object that uses a database. In this case the configuration object will 
have a string property representing the name of the referenced object. But we don't want 
the feature object we're configuring to get the name of the referenced object it needs, we 
want it to get the actual object! So we specify a reference usage that will take the value of 
the property and, assuming its value is a name, it will ask a suitable factory for the object 
with that name. So again we have to specify the factory we want to use to get this 
constructor argument. 

 Injection factories 

The interesting implementations of the factory interfaces are the ones that actually use the injection 
attributes to do the work for us. In fact, these implementations are built using .NET 2.0 generics, so 
this gives us a very convenient mix of abstraction and type safety. 

The basic implementation of these generic injection factories is: 

1. Get the configuration for the object to build. Depending on the overload called, this 
means:  

o Just use the configuration passed as an argument  

o Get the configuration from the configuration source based on a name  

o Do something else: get it from an unnamed configuration location, create a 
configuration based on pieces lying around. The possibilities are unbounded 

2. Extract the injection configuration from the configuration object, based on the injection 
attributes from the configuration object type.  
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3. Get the type of the object to build. This might be known in advance in some cases, but for 
factories of polymorphic hierarchies there's usually some piece of information in the 
configuration object to hint the type of feature object to create.  

4. Get the constructor of the object to build. This is just a matter of retrieving the constructor 
that matches the parameter types specified by the injection attributes.  

5. Get the constructor parameters to build the object. This involves both the injection 
configuration and the actual configuration object. For each parameter injection 
specification, the factory will get the corresponding constructor parameter in the way 
specified. Actually, lazy as it is, the factory will gently ask the injection specification to get 
the parameter on its behalf; this makes it possible to plug new parameter acquiring 
strategies very easily.  

6. Invoke the constructor with the arguments, and return it. 

This is the default implementation, and will usually be enough for most of the factories. Concrete 
factories that support named object access must override the configuration lookup method; this 
usually involves just getting some configuration object from the configuration source, but it might 
be more involved in some cases. 

Getting objects! 

After all this, how do we get to the actual objects? We have several options. 

We can ask the factory for the object with a given name: 

 
 MyObject object = myObjectFactory.Create(“myObjectName”); 

  

We can ask the factory to create the object with a given configuration: 

  
 MyObjectData data = new MyObjectData(); 
 data.PropertyA = XXX; 
 data.PropertyB = YYY; 
 ... 
 MyObject object = myObjectFactory.Create(data); 

  

Or we can just new up the object the old fashioned way: 

 
 MyObject object = new MyObject(XXX, YYY, ...); 

  

Once we have the object, we can make it work for us just like we did before. 
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“ioMatrix” – Tenets that are affected by or impact interop 

What Interoperability is not? 
The single buzzword "interoperability" has grown to encompass a broad range of problems and 
potential problems. Sadly, it is no longer a precise term. To address the various so-called 
"interoperability issues" and to solve problems, we must first break down this large set. In so doing we 
find that many issues are not fundamentally about interoperability over message content: some are 
more traditional enterprise integration problems, some are merely conventional. Reasonable 
expectations about Web-service interoperability can be set only after the range of true 
interoperability issues is understood. 

Let us consider a few simple, common problems encountered in Web-service development. We'll 
challenge each of these apparent interoperability problems and sift them out into a few different 
classifications, many of which are really solved problems from other domains. 

Is it about being Conventional? 

A colleague once pointed out an "interop problem" in an embryonic service design on which we 
were collaborating. We were building the service using Java, and so naturally had created an 
interface like this: 

 
public class Tracker 
{ 
   public StatusEnum checkStatus ( ID long ); 
   .. 
   private long partNumber; 
} 

 

This fellow was going to be responsible for client/peer software built in C#  for the .NET environment, 
and so he naturally found names like checkStatus and partNumber a bit jarring. He smilingly 
exclaimed, "We have our first interop problem!" 

In fact, he was only half-joking. Microsoft style, of course, differs from Java in use of upper vs. lower 
case, use of underscores, and so on, and after a while any developer begins to see current 
practice as the one true path. We've all been on the wrong side of this sort of thing at some point, 
and it's grating to say the least. Convention mismatches certainly have real costs. There can be 
small losses of productivity and even an upward trend in code bugginess, partly because 
developers are human and find habits hard to break, and even because tools can still get the case 
conversions wrong. 

Is this an interoperability problem? Most certainly it is not: no more than any matter of naming 
convention, no more than it would be had we chosen to call one of the methods status_check, or 
Neptune for that matter. In any distributed system, someone must name things. Often names are 
chosen by server-side developers, though sometimes not; the choice is made at a higher level, as a 
matter of business practice. Interoperability over names is achieved when a shared statement 
including those names is correctly observed by all parties -- even if some of the parties find the 
names awkward or dreadful. 

It is about Integration? 

As the previous section shows, multiple parties often face challenges in operating together, but not 
all such challenges fit the more narrow definition of "interoperability issues" within the Web-services 
realm. Another case in point is a company that is considering adherence to a new industry 
specification, spelled out precisely in WSDL. 

Between their own existing practice, potential cooperating businesses, and the standard itself, 
analysts observe a number of mismatches: over basic data types, structures, and interaction styles. 
Probably the simplest specific problem is the difference between the WSDL-described part number 
type and the fields the company currently holds in its databases: one is 8 characters and one is 6. 
This is mundane, perhaps, but is just the tip of an iceberg, and at any rate, surely such gritty 
challenges are at the heart of the Web-service interoperability problem? 
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Well, let's just say we're getting warmer. Yes, type mismatches are the stuff of interop failures. The 
question -- still, as with the naming-convention issue -- is, "Do these mismatches result from diverse 
mappings from a shared statement -- such as a common WSDL descriptor?" 

They do not. In other words, what we're seeing in this case is not a problem of interoperability, but 
of integration. Yes, the same gruesome beasts we've been fighting for all these years’ returns in a 
new disguise, and, in fact, our weapons will be the same ones. Part numbers don't line up? Well, 
somebody had better make them! The solution will likely be found at the business level first, and the  
technical level second. If anything, the implicit use of XML throughout the system offers a few new 
tricks to the traditional bag: 

• A business deal that subordinates one party's model to the other's -- where an industry-
standard WSDL is in play, this simply means retrofitting to the standard: 

 
Figure 66 - Interoperability: Retrofitting 

• Agreement at some scope that a given problem can be safely ignored -- maybe the 
received part numbers are only those generated by the company itself, and so it knows 
that the extra 2 characters are meaningless? 

 
Figure 67 - Interoperability: Ignoring the problem 

• A unilateral decision to "map it or wrap it" with an adapter component -- another traditional 
solution, but with XML in play the adaptation from one WXS type to another may be 
implemented succinctly using XSLT. 

 
Figure 68 - Interoperability: Map it or wrap it 

So what is it? 

Ultimately, as the Web services community has defined it, the problem of interoperability is 
bounded by WSDL itself. That is, the promise of interoperability is that two or more parties, working 
from a shared statement of message semantics, can arrive at working components that will reliably 
adhere to those semantics, and thus will function together. WSDL provides the means of expression 
for those shared statements. How the parties arrive at a shared statement is external to the question 
of interoperability -- the typical modes are: 
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Invention 

Service developer invents 
the message types and 

interactions, and clients 
read the resulting WSDL 

 
Figure 69 - Interoperability: WSDL Invention 

 

RFP 

Client defines 

requirements in WSDL, and 
services are built to those 

requirements (e.g. as 

attached to an RFP) 

 
Figure 70 - Interoperability: WSDL RFP 

 

Edict 

Industry consortium hands 

down edicts as WSDL 
descriptors, and individual 
businesses choose to play 

in the newly created 
space 

 
Figure 71 - Interoperability: WSDL Edict 

The very observant will note that to say the problem is bounded by WSDL 1.1 is to affirm that the 
solution defines the problem! This is certainly backwards, and challenges over what interoperability 
issues should be addressed by WSDL and WXS are healthy for everyone. Too, most languages right 
now cannot support every facet of WSDL or WXS, and so interoperability is an evolving concept 
that includes a slowly growing subset of these meta-languages. This is where agreements such as 
the WS-I Basic Profile are needed to hammer out an exact scope -- and to give it a name. 

RPC Interoperability 
Now let's consider some progressively harder classifications of true interoperability problems. With 
WSDL and WXS, and an abundance of tools that support them, passing and mutually 
understanding XML fragments is straightforward. This is all that's really needed for document-style 
services, and here (author cringes) the interoperability problem is more or less solved already. 
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Much thornier, but much more ardently sought, is the reliable use of XML to encode RPCs. RPC-style 
services are attractive because they offer to wrap existing distributed object systems such as 
DCOM and J2EE, and because they allow developers of new enterprise software to continue to 
think and work in terms of objects and components. The thorns start pricking when SOAP and XML -- 
the latter basically a data-oriented, not an object-oriented, language -- are asked to encode the 
sophisticated conversations common between enterprise software components. WXS is a 
wonderfully strong language, but it describes data, not behaviour. WSDL bends WXS to describe 
message semantics, but how can this quite simple language express all the runtime expectations 
common to .NET or Java objects in complex systems? 

Consider just a few key challenges: 

• Basic data binding is largely solved, but is not as simple as it might seem. Primitive numeric 
types don't line up perfectly between dominant languages, and so validation must be 
coded in tool-specific run-times or even application code. 

• Polymorphism is clearly desirable, but in the distributed case it requires dynamic class 
loading. Otherwise, every possible runtime type must be described in advance in the WSDL. 
Here we have both a tricky problem in the raw and a lack of a consensus choice of several 
possible solutions. 

• SOAP cannot naturally support remote object references. Developers accustomed to 
DCOM, CORBA, or EJB must either use proprietary IORs or do without. 

Thus if RPC-style interoperability is necessary for a certain development effort, it is wise to keep 
things as simple as possible. Many commercial tools offer solutions to some of the problems shown 
above, and others in the RPC area. Without a standard solution, though, one trades away 
interoperability (and possibly code portability) for richer semantics and ease of development -- not 
always, but usually a bad deal. 

Contexts 
So far we've avoided the dreaded state question, and assumed that each method invocation is 
made from a standing start. What about components that want sustained, stateful conversations? 
Without stateful services, semantics get awkward, transactions are impossible, and security 
credentials don't persist (without lower level assists such as HTTPS). 

State preservation and context propagation are common elements of nearly all efforts towards the 
next generation of the Web services architecture. To facilitate development of stateful service 
features, various specifications such as WS-Security and WS-Transactions define well-known SOAP 
headers to carry contextual information. When these various approaches are adopted as 
standards, interoperability over such features will be possible. 

In the meantime, those who can't do without are best advised to mimic the standards-in-waiting as 
closely as possible -- inside their own proprietary namespaces! Thus the architecture will be very 
closely aligned with the future, and when the time is right a switchover can be affected. Also, bear 
in mind that in keeping with the general "reader makes right" philosophy of SOAP, transitional 
endpoints and intermediaries can be written to accept either the proprietary or the standards-
based header for a given feature, so that both old and new messages can travel smoothly. 
Intermediaries, in fact, might be written to "tidy up" the header set en route: 

 
Figure 72 - Context: Reader makes right 

The importance of versioning and use of private namespaces to control alignment and ongoing 
migration is priceless. It looks like we will be doing legacy migration for a few years more, and the 
legacy is now going to be our particular versions of SOAP, WSDL and so on. 
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Interoperability 
Making two platforms interact is at once a simple and difficult problem. Simple, in that it's a fairly 
closed-requirements solution: if we can work out a few technical details, interaction is achieved. It's 
also fairly easy to achieve success--if they can talk, you did it, if not, there's still work to go. In fact, 
once you've worked out low-level issues like byte order, file/data format, and hardware 
compatibility, basic interaction between any two platforms is pretty straightforward. (As a matter of 
fact the Internet was built on this basis.)  

But the problem of integration still presents hardships, owing to the rich complexity of systems that 
build on these basic low-level concepts. Merely because we can exchange TCP/IP packets 
between a Windows machine and a Solaris server does not mean that getting .NET code to 
exchange data with a J2EE server will be easy--far from it. Numerous hazards lie in wait for the 
budding integration developer.  

Before we get too deep into the interoperability hazards, let's take a moment to revisit Enterprise 
Application Architecture in general, so as to get our bearings in the discussion to follow.  

Historically, we've preferred "n"-tier systems to client/server 2-tier ones, because of the increased 
scalability intrinsic to "n"-tier systems. An "n"-tier system can scale up to much higher user counts, 
due (among other things) to the shared database connections from a central middle tier to which 
clients connect.  

We also prefer the "n"-tier approach because it tends to allow for better separation of 
responsibilities in code: the presentation-layer code goes on the client tier, business logic goes on 
the middle tier, and data-access code (largely represented by SQL) goes on the resource tiers 
either on or behind the middle tier machines. 3-tiers, 3 layers, but not always mapped one-to-one.  

Drawing a distinction between the tiers and the layers is necessary for good interoperability 
between the platforms, because interoperability across layers is going to necessitate very different 
decisions than within layers. For example, if you have a Windows Forms .NET application that wants 
to display a Swing application as a child window, very different decisions are in order than if you 
want that same Windows Forms applications to talk to a J2EE back end. Web services might suffice 
for the second requirement; it'll be an unmitigated disaster if you use Web services for the first.  

Interoperability can take one of three possible shapes: in-proc, out-of-proc, and resource sharing. 
Of the three, resource sharing is perhaps the easiest to understand and recognize: using JDBC or 
ADO.NET, for example, a Java application can write data to a relational database that the .NET 
program can access via ADO.NET. The database access "layers" each deal with the necessary 
details to make the data comprehensible to the appropriate platform. The programmer is left free 
to focus on working with the data itself. Unfortunately, a great deal of time is consumed in the 
database, and trying to implement a short round-trip request/response cycle using an RDBMS is 
going to be difficult. Still, as an interoperability mechanism, it's by far the simplest and easiest 
approach to take, and as a result it is used for the vast majority of interoperability in production.  

In essence, we're exchanging data through some well-understood format and easily-accessible 
medium, in this case the relational database format described by SQL and a central database.  

We can however extend this raw data exchange in other ways. For instance we can leverage the 
world's most popular interoperable data format, "XML", as the format for data exchange and make 
use of a variety of different data stores as the medium through which the exchange takes place.  

For example, it's relatively easy to take an XML document and store it to the file system from a 
servlet application for a .NET application to come around and pick up via a file system watcher 
thread. Alternatively, thanks to the growing XML-in/XML-out capabilities of recent database 
releases, we can use the database as the exchange medium. Or anything else that's handy, for 
that matter; the key here is that the exchange format is XML data.  

This presents its own problems, by the way--XML doesn't deal well with certain aspects of the 
object-oriented nature of Java and/or C# /.NET programs, such as the ability of objects to create 
cyclical relationships and bidirectional associations. Imagine, for a moment, a Person class like 
such:  

 
public class Person  
{  
   private Person mother;  
   private Person father;  
   private ArrayList siblings;  
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   private Person spouse;  
   private ArrayList children;  
}  

 

While this looks relatively simple to serialize to XML in the simple cases, remember that objects have 
identity, which means that "Jack’s” wife could also be "Jack’s” sister in certain parts of the world. 
Serializing her twice in the XML document breaks object identity and creates further chaos.  

SOAP Section 5 of the 1.1 specification sought to correct for this lack, but forgot that not all 
platforms that can consume XML are object platforms--a good number of them lack any concept 
of object references whatsoever, in fact. For this reason, SOAP Section 5 encoding is deprecated in 
later Web services specifications, in favour of XML Schema Definitions (XSD) as a descriptive 
language for XML data. When building systems that will need to interoperate against any and all 
possible platforms, always start from schema definitions first, and build object definitions to match 
against them. Both .NET and Java have libraries and/or specifications to deal with this: the XSD.exe 
utility and XmlSerializer in .NET, the Java API for XML Binding (JAXB) in Java.  

This may all seem redundant--after all, who hasn't heard of XML as the data exchange format of 
choice? Take careful note, however, that we're talking about data exchange, not the use of XML 
as a communications stack, which of course brings us to the discussion of interoperability through 
Web Services as a Technology.  

Web Services were born from the basic desire to "replicate a RPC call stack in XML". At the time, it 
seemed natural enough: take the marshalled parameters from a remote call, and represent them 
using XML rather than a proprietary binary protocol, thus making it (theoretically) possible for other 
languages to consume that call without initially having to write a huge pile of parsing code.  

As time has progressed, so has the sophistication and scope of Web services. SOAP was rewritten to 
be a framing and extensibility specification, deferring all question of how to represent data to XSD. 
Description of Web services endpoints fell to WSDL. Discovery of services was left to UDDI. But within 
the last two years, things exploded in complexity; by latest count there are well over 30 
specifications from a variety of author entities (Microsoft, IBM and BEA being three of the largest 
sponsors) covering everything from binary attachments to business process flow. More are coming.  

More importantly, when Web services began to sweep the industry as the “Next Big Thing”, vendor 
toolkits began to offer extensions that allowed developers to start from the language interface and 
generate WSDL definitions to make it easy to reuse your existing technology investment by slapping 
angle brackets around the data travelling across the wire. Unfortunately, any out-of-process 
remoting API that suggests starting from a language-based interface (whether that be Java or C# ) 
should be taken with scepticism. Consider, for a moment, the following Java interface:  

 
 
public interface Calculator  
{  
   public BigDecimal add(BigDecimal lhs, BigDecimal rhs);  
}  

 

What, precisely, should an XML-marshalled BigDecimal instance be un-marshalled to in .NET?  

So often, demos done by vendors clearly prove that the product knows how to talk to the same 
vendor's product on the other side of the wire, but rarely if ever do they demonstrate working with 
another vendor's product.  

So, for example, an ASMX Web Methods Web service can easily declare itself as returning say a 
Hashtable, but once marshalled and sent across the wire, what format should it resemble in the 
J2EE space? While Java certainly has its own implementation of Hashtable, there's no love lost 
between them in implementation details. As a result, it's a fair bet (barring special code to the 
contrary), the .NET Hashtable will get rendered into a custom data format that has little to no 
bearing on the .NET Hashtable in widespread use.  

For these reasons, just as with data exchange using XSD, when writing WSDL-based services, always 
start with the "parts in the middle": in this case, the WSDL.  

What's worse, few if any of these Web service specifications have a concrete implementation to 
work with, and fewer still have any sort of "work history" (that is to say, beta-testing and/or field-use) 
behind them.  
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WS-Routing, for example, exists as an add-on to the Microsoft .NET Framework (Web Services 
Extensions 1.0), but as of yet no Java Web services software package currently has support for it. 
Neither Microsoft nor IBM or BEA has any implementation of WS-AtomicTransaction, and so on.  

More importantly, though, even a perfect Web services picture, still leaves the story incomplete. 
Web services intrinsically imply remote process communication--no WS-* specification currently 
describes a way for two platforms two coexist in the same process space, for example.  

(In point of fact, there's really very little that Web services could say; how do you mandate an in-
proc API for Python running in the same process as the CLR, or the JVM?)  

Interoperability within a given layer (presentation, business logic or data access) sometimes requires 
the ability to share data in the same process, yet all of the Web services space is focused on simply 
slinging angle brackets between endpoints across process boundaries.  

Making things even more interesting, interoperability at the resource tier--the database or the file 
system--is often "just enough" interoperability to make a system work without requiring a major 
investment.  

The most intrusive approach to interoperability is the in-process approach, where a single process 
hosts both the JVM and the CLR simultaneously. At heart, both managed environments consist of a 
set of DLLs (JVM.dll in the case of Java, mscoree.dll in the case of .NET), making it fairly trivial to 
create a single process hosting both. One simple way to do this in Java, for example, is to write a 
Java Native Interface-defined method using Microsoft's Managed C++: write the Java native 
method in the usual manner, generate the C header using java, then implement and compile the 
C++ code using the "/clr" switch. Because the JNI DLL is a managed code assembly, the .NET 
framework will automatically be loaded into the process, as usual, thus bringing both managed 
environments into the same process. Hosting Java from the CLR is a bit trickier, since it requires the 
explicit use of the JNI Invocation API, but again it's not rocket science.  

There's obviously more to the Web services story than what's been covered here; discussions of 
particular RPC toolkits and ORBs, messaging frameworks/utilities, SOAP, and more, all even before 
getting into the Web services discussion. And, what's more, variations and hybrid approaches are 
quite feasible: a JMS consumer pulling TextMessages out of a Queue that contain a SOAP packet 
which is delivered via MSMQ by doing JNI methods to Managed C++.... and so on.  

So for your next Java/.NET integration project bear in mind when considering your needs and 
options that many alternatives are available to you beyond the traditional; "Just set up a WSDL 
endpoint...." 

Indigo (WCF) 
Well, consider what Indigo is again. It is a technology that brings together a set of existing 
technologies. It provides a unified API model on top of a bunch of concepts and tools we already 
have. To put it another way, it lets us do what we can already do, but in a slightly more 
standardized manner. 

Today’s technologies are a mess. We have at least five different technologies for distributed 
communication (Remoting, ES, Web services, MSMQ and WSE). Each technology shines in different 
ways, so each is appropriate in different scenarios. This means that to be a competent .NET 
architect/designer you must know all five reasonably well. You need to know the strengths and 
weaknesses of each, and you must know how easy or hard they are to use and to potentially 
extend.  

We might even find that some parts of our application are n-tier, while others require SOA 
concepts. Due to the unified API, Indigo should allow us to actually do both where appropriate. 
Without irrational debates over protocol, since Indigo natively supports concepts for both n-tier and 
SOA. 

There are a lot of very hard problems to solve in distributed computing. Unfortunately our underlying 
communications protocols never seem to stay in place long enough for anyone to really address 
the more interesting problems. Instead, for many years now we’ve just watched as vendors reinvent 
the concept of remote procedure calls over and over again: RPC, IIOP, DCOM, RMI, Remoting, 
Web services, Indigo. 

This is frustrating. It is frustrating because we never really move beyond RPC. While there’s no doubt 
that Indigo is much easier to use and clearer than any previous RPC scheme, it is also quite true 
that Indigo merely lets us do what we could already do. 
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What I’m hoping (perhaps foolishly) is that Indigo will be the end. That we’ll finally have an IPC 
technology that is stable and flexible enough that it won’t need to be replaced so rapidly. And 
being stable and flexible, it will allow the pursuit of solutions to the harder problems. 

What are those problems? They include message and data semantics, distributed synchronization 
primitives and concepts. They include standardization and simplification of background processing 
– making it as easy and natural as synchronous processing is today. They include identity and 
security issues, management of long-running processes, simplification of compensating transactions 
and many other issues. 

Maybe Indigo represents the platform on which solutions to these and other problems can finally 
be built. Perhaps in another 5 years we can look back and say that Indigo was the turning point 
that finally allowed us to really make distributed computing a first-class concept. 
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Form Fulfils Promise 
The basic rule for any design is that “Form follows function". “If an object has to perform a certain 
function, its design must support that function to the fullest extent possible”. We propose a slight 
modification in that Form should not only follow function, but more importantly it should fulfil the 
expected promise. 

Now, let us take a look at some common abstractions and promises present in everyday life: 

 

What are these abstractions? 

• Instead of doing the switching of lines at an exchange you use a telephone and dial a 
number. 

• Instead of growing vegetables and milking cows yourself, you go to the supermarket. 

• Instead of going to a theatre play or produce a movie yourself you switch on the TV. 

Even though these "abstractions" might not perhaps be ideal, they do relate to real life needs that 
reduce both the time and effort required in achieving these goals. Making our lives easier and 
more productive is one of the intended consequences behind abstractions. 

So what are the promises these fulfil? 

• The phone promises a direct link and fluent conversation with your loved ones. With today’s 
mobile phones even "... wherever and whenever you like!" is appended to it. 

• The super markets promise fresh food and a huge choice almost 24 hours a day. 

• TV promises at least moving pictures - sometimes even matching your current mood. 

This all great, we love these abstractions and promises! We have become very used to their form. 
Maybe we even love their form, because they’re so easy to use. Their form therefore is a 
representation of their services and promises which we are very familiar with. In essence, whenever 
we encounter the “form”, we immediately associate it with a certain promise of fulfilment. 

Now, what happens, if the promise is not fulfilled? We are disappointed. If you want to talk to your 
friend on the phone to impart some exciting news and keep hearing just her answering machine, 
you get frustrated. If you go to the super market and they don’t stock the type of bread or beer 
you’re looking for, you are frustrated. If you switched on the TV and all you could see were 
interviews or stills of an exciting event, you’d be frustrated. 
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If some gadget or service does not keep its promise... you’d rather like to know in advance, so that 
you can switch to an alternative that’s perhaps better suited to what you want or at the very least, 
is available. 

 

• If communication via phone degrades to leaving messages on answering machines, you 
probably will resort to letters, faxes or emails as a means for asynchronous communication. 

• If a super market does not provide fresh food next to beer and next to magazines you 
probably prefer to get really fresh vegetables at a local farmers´ market with the added 
chance to actually bargain your price. 

• If a TV program deteriorates to pretty pictures, why not look at them in a nice book at any 
time and at any place and as often as you want? 

Letters, farmers/markets, and books hold different promises to phones, super markets, and TVs. So 
their form is different, they have evolved and have been optimized for the kind of services they 
offer at that appropriate level of context and abstraction. 

Why are we talking about phones, letters and books rather than talking about software? Because 
we believe in "form follows promise". What strikes us as odd is sometimes how little some 
development shops care about form when it comes to communication in today’s distributed 
software. 

Put it this way, if a subroutine call is the accepted “form” for fulfilling the promise of swift and 
synchronous execution of a request, then would it be wise to use this form if this promise could not 
be kept? 

We have to admit, for a long time we liked the programming model of .NET Remoting and RPC-
style Web services, or even the former DCOM. But just recently have come to the conclusion that in 
some cases using the syntax of subroutine calls is not appropriate whenever the promise that’s tied 
to it cannot be kept, i.e. when what happens under the hood is fundamentally completely 
different. 

We are not just talking about switching to message oriented "thinking" when designing distributed 
software but rather talking about the need for actually seeking the “appropriate” manifestations for 
communication. 

If you look at a phone or book you immediately know what kind of service you can expect from it. 
You also have a pretty clear idea as to the quality of the service. 
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Is RPC the right form?  
Well, this depends on context and promise fulfilment. What is a subroutine call like the following? 

 
 
int result= Calc( lhs, rhs); 
 

 

It is an abstraction and a promise! It is an abstraction of something like this in x86 notation. 

 
 
push lhs 
push rhs 
call 1234 
pop result 
 

 

The 3GL syntax hides all the low level details like allocating a stack frame, pushing actual 
parameters on the stack, jumping to the subroutines address, and later retrieving its result from the 
stack. Perhaps even no stack might be used at all! Maybe the parameters are passed in via 
registers. In order to productively solve our customer’s problem we don’t want to be concerned 
with all the nitty gritty detail which can be further complicated by needing to support this on 
multiple hardware and software platforms. 

The assumption is that the subroutine is a promise to return a result pretty fast. It says, "Hey, you’ll get 
the requested result in just a moment. I’ll be back in a hurry. It’s worthwhile to wait right here." This 
promise is implicit, it stems from our experience with such kind of subroutines. We will quickly 
become aware of the promise of speed whenever a subroutine takes an overly long time to return 
thus hampering the performance of your program. 

When you look at a subroutine call, though, you might have an idea of the service, the subroutine’s 
function - but nowadays you cannot really assume anything about the non-functional aspects of 
the service. We need to know: 

• Will it keep the promise of the subroutine call syntax and return immediately? 

• Will the service execute synchronously or asynchronously? 

• Will the service run in the same address space, on the same thread, or on a different 
machine in a far away country? 

• Can we be sure the request reaches the service at all? 

• Is the service available? 

• Can we be sure to receive the result, and is the result valid? 

By looking at the following statement: 

 
 
int result= myService.Calc( lhs, rhs); 
 

 

You can’t answer any of these questions. That’s what we find fundamentally wrong with today’s 
communication offerings - even with WCF. Because it does not really make a difference if we write 
the above or the following: 

 
 
RequestMessage request= new RequestMessage( lhs, rhs); 
ResponseMessage response= myService.Calc( request); 
int result= response.result; 
 

 

The latter form is only slightly different. It is still a subroutine call promising at least guaranteed, 
synchronous and immediate processing of my request. 

So what we recommend is that whenever the implied promise, of subroutine call syntax 
“guaranteed, synchronous and immediate processing” cannot be fulfilled by a service, then rather 
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not use the subroutine call syntax for communication. Why? You might ask? We would say it is a 
matter of trust. The less you can trust an environment, the more uneasy you feel - leading to 
paranoia in extreme cases. Trust is fundamental for well being, and trust starts with looking at 
something and immediately being able to identify its promise, categorize and infer its properties.  

Fundamental to our productivity and healthy communication is to be clear and outspoken. Say 
what you mean, make it obvious as to what you can and cannot do. This applies to any 
communication related with software. For example, everybody prefers to read and maintain 
understandable and informative subroutine names. 

If you subscribe to that, then you should understand why we think RPC remote (or non-stack based) 
communication mostly (or maybe even always) is bad for your health. It violates the above basic 
requirements for any communication because it suggests non-functional properties it mostly does 
not have. 

Interop in Time and Space (Collaboration Structures) 
If you steer a mars probe like Sojourner you don’t use a normal remote control joystick and controls. 
The (user) interface for communicating with a mars probe is fundamentally different from a user 
interface for controlling a toy car in front of you - because a signal roundtrip to/from Mars takes at 
least 6 minutes.  

Such a fundamental difference in communication is represented by a difference in how you 
deal/interface with the things to be controlled. Why not do the same in software development?  

Software development is so abstract we should grab any chance to make it more tangible. One 
such case is to code the communication between components and services in a different way 
when it is indeed fundamentally different to the traditional RPC style approach. 

Consider a subroutine call that is coded as follows: 

 
 
int result= Calculate (a, b); 
 

 

This suggests, that a service is guaranteed to be carried out immediately and synchronously by 
"someone you know and trust". So when Calculate has completed you know that “result” will have 
the answer.  

Now in the “SOA” world there are scenarios where this form of syntax is not appropriate, specifically 
when crossing boundaries. 

For these cases; don’t use the subroutine call syntax in cases where: 

• a service will not be carried out immediately, or  

• you don’t want to wait for the service to finish its work, or  

• you don’t know the service agent intimately (including where it resides), or  

• you have doubts the service is available right now at all. 

In addition there is one more premise for subroutine calls: You pretty much know exactly what 
service you need. So whenever you don’t know (or don’t want to know) what service or services 
should work on a piece of information, then you should not try to use subroutine calls. 

Ok, so what does this mean? To find out, we need to look at the two sides of a subroutine call, the 
caller and the callee, or client and service: 
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This is the usual case. Client and service know each other well and the usual "quality of service" 
(QoS) criteria are met; the service can fulfil the promise of direct subroutine call syntax. 

But this picture of harmony and simplicity should change, once the QoS fulfilment is not 
guaranteed. Once communication between client and service is not stack based or request/reply 
mode anymore, a chasm (warp hole) opens up between the client and the service: 

 

Trying to bridge this chasm using the same syntactic notational form of communication is no longer 
applicable. Whether the client and service are separated by a thread boundary, an AppDomain 
boundary, or a process boundary does not matter. In either case there needs to be some form of 
bridge to cross the chasm and this bridge should be obvious to anybody looking at your code.  

Hiding the bridge and thereby suggesting that "you can fully trust this subroutine service call and 
that it will fulfil its promise" would be self-deception to you and misleading to somebody else who 
needs to either maintain or extend your code. 

As a solution we propose to rather use a logical bridge to cross this chasm or at least to make the 
bridge very clear that it is used under the hood of any RPC-style remote service invocation anyway: 

 

Using the term "bridge" here, does not imply that we’re talking about the Bridge design pattern18. 
On the contrary: We do not want to hide the chasm behind layers of abstraction, even though the 
technical details of how the chasm is bridged are not important to client or service and should be 
hidden from them. 

                                                      
18 http://www.dofactory.com/Patterns/PatternBridge.aspx 
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If you prefer to think in patterns, we are instead talking about some form of the Mediator pattern19, 
i.e. an entity that "encapsulates how a set of objects interact/collaborate".  

In order to remain more general we call the "bridge" just a collaboration structure. It is code which 
helps to coordinate the work of client and service. Sometimes this Collaboration structure (or entity) 
can be small, other times it can be a large piece of infrastructure. The bottom line is that it means 
an indirection in the communication between client and service and it represents some kind of 
data structure. 

Now, how does a client change when a collaboration structure is introduced or just made more 
explicit? The client does not call the service directly anymore; instead it interacts with the 
collaboration structure: 

 
 
CalcRequest calcReq= new CalcRequest(a, b); 
calcCollabQueue.Enque ( calcReq, 
                        new CalcResponseHandlerDelegate(CalcResponseHandler) 
                      ); 
... 
void CalcResponseHandler(CalcResponse resp) { ... } 
 

 

From this code, you cannot assume, where and when the service will be fulfilling the request. It 
might run on a different thread or on a different machine - or even in the same thread as the caller. 
You just don’t know; and that is a good thing! It is the prerequisite for clean distribution of code. 

It might sound great, when .NET Remoting, Serviced Components and WCF tell you, "Hey, you can 
distribute your code transparently. A client does not need to see a difference between local and 
remote processing. All you need to do is to change the configuration." But that’s the song of 
Ulysses´ -- sirens! Don’t let yourself be lured into thinking that you don’t need to take into account 
"how far apart" client and service will live in the end. 

The contract between client and service who always will communicate locally needs to look 
different from a contract between client and service which only possibly might at some time in the 
future need to communicate remotely. 

To make this distinction clear, we are saying: Use ordinary subroutine calls to call local services. But 
always use indirect communication via a collaboration structure whenever a service today or at 

some time in the future cannot be called directly. Make the boundary between a client and 
service easy to see in your code. This helps to build trust in your code. It also makes it easier to 
maintain and evolve - even though it might mean that you need to write a little more code today. 

So far we’ve spoken about the client side of a subroutine call. But, what about the service side? 
What’s the promise of the subroutine definition syntax? 

 
 
int Calc(int a, int b) 
{ 
    int result; 
    ... 
    return result; 
} 
 

 

When writing such code you don’t think about whether the client waits for you to return a result or 
even if it is still alive at all. You just do whatever any service worker typically does: you fulfil the 
request as fast as possible. Whether you do that on your own thread or even on a different 
machine, is of no concern to you. The only thing that is guaranteed is that parameters will arrive on 
the stack and a result will be returned via the stack. Who calls the service and when, where the 
parameters/input come from, where the result/output goes to... all this, the service component 
does not and should not know about. 

 

                                                      
19 http://www.dofactory.com/Patterns/PatternMediator.aspx 
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A subroutine is like an event handler.  

It has no control over when it is called or who calls it, just like any button click event 
handler or a SQL Service Broker stored procedure. 

What does this mean for receiving service requests? Well, it does not necessarily need to have any 
impact on how a service receives and/or handles requests. When implementing the service you 
don’t need to see a collaboration structure, if a chasm needs to be bridged between you and 
your clients. Your service component can pretty much look the same whether it is called directly by 
a client or indirectly via a collaboration structure. For the latter case, all you need to do is register 
your service component with the collaboration structure. Your service then becomes a true event 
handler: 

 
 
calcCollabQueue.RegisterRequestHandler( typeof(CalcRequest) 
                                     , new RequestHandlerDelegate(Calc)); 
... 
CalcResponse Calc( CalcRequest req) { ... } 
 

 

Instead of giving up control and waiting for events your service could be written to be "self 
servicing", i.e. interacting with the collaboration structure directly to look for work. 

 
 
void Calc() 
{ 
    while(true) 
    { 
        CalcRequest req = calcCollabQueue.Dequeue(); 
        ... 
        CalcResponse resp = ... 
 
        calcCollabQueue.Reply(req, resp); 
    } 
} 
 

 

For the usual FIFO service request, this might not be the most intuitive way to go. Fulfilling requests 
coming in on a queue is the canonical example for event-driven programming. But who says 
collaboration structures need to be FIFO-based? FIFO is still about military-like orders: a client orders 
the fulfilment of a request - and the service better fulfil it as fast as possible. 
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But commands and orders are not the only way that results can be achieved. Since SOA places 
high value on autonomy, more peer like cooperation should depend on how software 
components/parts deal with each other. 
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Clients and Service could be viewed as grouped around common collaboration structures, acting 
more like peers or servants than true clients and services. A collaboration structure then becomes 
the mechanism through which each peer gets access to data to work on and insert results into. In 
the picture above all the services are being carried out asynchronously, its not a case of FIFO as far 
as each service is concerned, but rather how quick the driver can get serviced from arrival to 
departure from the pit stop. So the promise is a quick pit-stop, from the driver’s perspective he has 
arrived at a collaboration structure which will be based on the FIFO concept. What happens during 

the collaboration in terms of how many assistance and how fast they can achieve their promise is a 
delicate balance of efficient choreography and optimal use of specialized resources. 

 

So the bottom line is: 

• In the distributed software model clients and services communicate explicitly 
by using collaboration structures. It does not make any difference whether 
client and service are running on different threads or on different machines. 
Also try to foresee future changes, stay flexible. If in doubt go for collaboration 
structures.  

• Use event-driven programming, i.e. implement services as event handlers 
whenever possible, especially in FIFO scenarios. It’s a way of decoupling the 
service from the collaboration structure.  

• If communication between clients and services becomes more complicated 
or at least cannot be modelled using the FIFO pattern, switch to self-servicing 
services and let them access the collaboration structure explicitly. If in doubt 
do so, even if the collaboration structure still is a FIFO. 
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Interoperability Solutions 

J2EE to .NET 
As J2EE to .NET interoperability continues to become a higher priority for IT executives, a growing 
number of services firms are gaining first-hand experience in such projects.  

"In this space, we hear from our clients that major vendors are not offering enough Best 
Practices information, they are just defining the standards. So, Marlabs is documenting 

patterns and Best Practices for interop from our engagement experiences," Kutarahalli told 
IDN. 

The effort is attracting a lot of attention. "Third-parties have to come in as well to help articulate 
customer problems in a way that vendors can understand. So, for instance, we are trying to tell the 
vendor how the enterprise is writing the apps itself, and use different abstractions for business logic 
and app logic and in that way take these pieces and reuse them across a different platform," 
Kutarahalli said.  

Taking Interop from "Here" to "There" 

"Today’s enterprise applications are built in n-tiers that provide modularity and ease of 
maintenance," Business functionality across the traditional enterprise is broken into manageable 
modules and built using architectural frameworks like MVC (Model-View-Controller) and SOA 
(Service Oriented Architecture). This n-tier architecture lends itself to create integration and 
interoperability points.  

Key approaches to J2EE-to-.NET interoperability 

• A shared database; 

• Runtime bridges; 

• Message orientated middleware; 

• Integration brokers 

• XML-based web services.  

There are a number of ways in which you can implement J2EE to .NET interoperability, Each has 
particular advantages and disadvantages, and each works in some circumstances but not others. 

Shared database techniques often involve using some form of database independent connectivity 
API, such as ADO.NET or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to provide a level of abstraction from 
the database itself (usually SQL Server or Oracle). However, challenges with this technique involve 
generating an appropriate database schema that all applications can address. 

Runtime bridges are third-party solutions that provide interoperability between J2EE and .NET, so 
that Java classes appear as .NET classes and vice-versa. This allows you to use .NET Remoting as a 
communication method, with the Runtime Bridge handling the calls to the Java side. The two 
products in this area are JNBridgePro from JNBridge and Ja.NET from Intrinsyc. One could also use 
CORBA solution from MiddCor. This Object Request Broker (ORB) has been written in C#  and 
connects J2EE with the .Net world. MinCor.NET for J2EE has been developed entirely as managed 
code and can therefore be accessed by all .Net languages (C# , VB, C ++, etc.). 

Messaging offers an asynchronous mechanism for communicating between tiers, often based on 
MSMQ or IBM MQSeries. Messaging enables loosely coupled operation, particularly where you 
need more than just a one-to-one linkage between application components and Web services are 
not suitable. Messaging also supports transactions, security (encryption and authentication), 
tolerance for network outages, and recorded message delivery. However, messaging does not 
offer any form of synchronous operation and can cause issues with port assignments and firewall 
operation. 

Integration brokers go beyond point-to-point connections to provide end-to-end integration of 
applications, enabling the automation of critical business processes across an entire distributed 
application or enterprise. Typically built on a messaging framework, integration brokers are 
particularly important in environments that use trading partners within the application solution. 
Integration brokers also provide prefabricated application adapters, allowing multiple external 
components such as mainframe or third-party applications to interact with the integration broker as 
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either provider or consumer or both. Some leading integration broker products include IBM 
MQSeries Integrator, CommerceBroker, and Microsoft BizTalk Server. 

XML, Web services define applications that deliver a service (usually by exposing a programmatic 
interface) where you can either fulfil client requests directly or integrate the provider service with 
other Web services using Internet standards. External consumers or applications communicate with 
Web services by means of XML formatted messages, usually using XML over HTTP. Both .NET-based 
and J2EE-based applications can implement XML Web services.  

Interop Best Practices for Each Approach 

Following are some of the practices that are recommended while implementing interoperability 
between .NET and J2EE applications. 

In general, from the architecture perspective of .NET and J2EE 

• Divide a multi tiered application into three logical layer namely presentation, business and 
data/resource tier 

• Implement service interfaces that expose each tier’s façade through the interoperability 
mechanisms 

• Create interoperability adapters either for each service interface or for each use case 
depending on the level of fine control required 

• Provide multiple abstraction layers to ensure maximum flexibility for future developments 

When using Ja.NET to implement interoperability, recommended practice  

• Usage of binary protocol for .NET Remoting 

• Deploy WAR packages on the application server to access EJBs and JMS 

• Understand .NET Remoting to facilitate good design practice 

When using Web Service to implement interoperability: 

• Use simple data types so that it compliments each of the platform involved in 
interoperability 

• Base all data types on XSD data types so that this ensures that the data types is the complex 
data objects map to types in .NET Framework and Java 

• Separate out the data types from the proxy file and store them is a separate location. This is 
particularly useful when the .Net and the Java assemblies require a single XML namespace 
for all types 

When sharing data between ADO.NET and JDBC, it is recommended 

• To abstract database access code from the rest of the application  

• For ease of coding and consistency, a layer that abstracts the database code from the 
business logic should be implemented  
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Java and .NET platforms 

Introduction 

When it comes to interoperability between the Java and the .NET frameworks, there are a variety 
of existing solutions, some proprietary, some open source. 

Java/.NET Interoperability Options 

At a very high level, interoperability solutions can be divided into those that provide tightly coupled 
integration and those that provide loosely coupled integration. 

 
Figure 73 - Java/.NET Interoperability Options 

Loosely Coupled Integration 

Loosely coupled solutions are used for integrating systems that expose very coarse interfaces. 
Loosely coupled integration is usually straight forward, and easy to maintain, and because the 
interface between systems is very coarse, the absolute interoperability costs remain somehow low. 

The two alternatives currently available for loosely coupled integration are Web Services and 
Messaging. Web services is a very generic and expansible technology, but it yet has to mature, 
and due to the underlying transport being used (Http) it does not offer the performance that other 
alternatives provide. Additionally, web services interoperability between the Java and the .NET 
platform is far from being as straight forward as it may originally seem, due to significant differences 
in the implementation of the standard followed by the different vendors. Web services integration 
can solve specific interoperability problems, where only very simple interfaces, involving no 
complex types, are required, and there is no demand for high volumes. 
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Messaging is the best available interoperability mechanism for loosely coupled integration of 
systems generating high volumes of calls. Messaging integration can currently be achieved by 
using proprietary APIs from each Messaging Oriented Middleware (MoM) vendor. For example, IBM 
MQ Series can be used from its own API, made available to .NET clients, and also from the 
standards-based Java Messaging Service API. If you are not worried about vendor lock-in, using a 
MoM proprietary .NET API is the fastest way to go. However, in some cases, you may be looking at a 
messaging interoperability solution that is vendor independent. You have still two further 
alternatives in this case: 

• ActiveJMS makes the JMS API available to .NET client using a COM component. ActiveJMS 
leverages the integration the Microsoft .NET Framework has for reusing unmanaged COM 
components within managed code. Because of the legacy technology used in COM, this 
option only works on those Microsoft Windows versions where the .NET Framework is 
available. Furthermore, automatically wrapped COM components cannot be extended, 
meaning that client code cannot implement the interfaces provided by ActiveJMS, but 
only invoke them. ActiveJMS is however a simple and clean solution when multi-platform 
support is not required. 

• JMS.NET [Caffeine], a multi-platform binding of the JMS API made available to .NET clients. 
Instead of using Microsoft's COM technology, JMS.NET uses JNI.NET that relies on the 
"Platform Invoke" mechanism defined in the ECMA-standard for the CLR. JMS.NET works on 
all platforms where an ECMA-compliant CLR is available. This includes the platforms where 
Microsoft Rotor, Ximian Mono, Intel's OCR, and Portable .NET run. As of the time of writing 
Mono works on Alpha, Windows, Linux, HPPA, SPARC, s390, and on MacOS X. 

Tightly Coupled Integration 

Tightly coupled integration exposes APIs only available in one platform of the platforms. Frequently, 
projects require access to a particular API available in only one of the two platforms. Projects also 
require reusing solutions built for one platform in the other platform. For example, the original intent 
of the developers behind Caffeine was to make the Java Messaging Service (JMS) API available to 
.NET clients. While evaluating the possible approaches to follow, we concluded that in order to 
efficiently implement JMS.NET we required some low-level tight integration between the two virtual 
machines. We saw two possible approaches for implementing JMS.NET: 

• Generate .NET proxy classes for each Java class/interface in the JMS API, and Java peers 
for each .NET class/interface extending/implementing the JMS API. The .NET clients use the 
generate C#  proxies, while the Java runtime uses the generated Java peers. The reverse 
would apply while exposing a .NET API to the Java platform. We would then create Java 
proxies for the .NET API being exposed, and .NET peers to support the Java classes 
extending the proxies. 

• Transform the Java bytecode into Common Intermediate Language (CIL), and map the 
Java runtime to the Common Language Runtime. This is the approach followed by 
IKVM.NET. To allow interoperability in the reverse direction, we would transform CIL to Java 
bytecode. This is the approach followed by Visual MainWin for the J2EE platform. These 
solutions offer the best possible performance, and are ideal when one cannot afford the 
marshalling costs associated with the proxies and peers solutions. Bytecode transformation 
solutions are complex to implement because of subtle differences between the runtimes 
(see IKVM.NET weblog for details). 

• Proxies and peers solutions can be split into two further groups, those that work using inter-
process communication (IPC) mechanisms, and those that run both VMs within the same 
process (intra-process): 

• Proxies and peers via IPC (usually over the wire, exploiting .NET remoting mechanisms). 
These solutions serialize all data transferred between the VMs, hosted in different processes, 
and carry IPC and serialization costs. Solutions using this approach are Ja.NET, JNBridge, 
and iNET. As a side note, CORBA.NET, or Remoting.CORBA, is also a possibility here, as 
CORBA uses stubs and skeletons serving a similar objective as the proxies and peers solution 
described here. It may be seen as unfair to classify CORBA.NET as tightly coupled, because 
CORBA.NET could well be used (and _should_ be used) as a solution to integrate loosely 
coupled systems (using coarse APIs). 

• Proxies and peers running under the same process, through VM-level interoperability. This is 
the heart of Caffeine: instead of using the network to communicate between the VM 
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processes, one VM process serves as a host to the other VM. We avoid network latency and 
reduce marshalling. We have identified three different variants of this solution, based on 
what the host process is: JNI.NET, CLR4J, and MonoKaffe. JNI.NET and CLR4J address the 
"stock" VMs (run on any Java/.NET compliant VM), and MonoKaffe is a custom VM specially 
suited for interoperability. 

• JNI.NET. A .NET CLR process hosts a JVM. The launch and interaction with the JVM is done 
using a set of .NET bindings for the Java Native Interface (hence the name). A commercial 
(and proprietary) alternative to Caffeine JNI.NET is available in Codemesh JuggerNET. 

o CLR4J. A Java VM process hosts a CLR. The launch and interaction with the CLR is 
done using a combination of JNI and either managed C++ or Mono embedded API. 

o MonoKaffe, where a custom process launches both Mono and Kaffe. This solution 
can eventually do some bytecode modification on the fly, and ensure the least 
costs and higher performance. Obviously, this solution is not suited for other VMs 
than Mono and Kaffe. In a way, MonoKaffe can be considered as a hybrid VM 
running both CIL and Java bytecode. 

Target Usage Scenarios 

Each interoperability technology option has its realm of usage, integration effort and resulting 
performance. 

Messaging and web services are best suited to connect existing applications where it is possible to 
define a coarse interface between the systems being integrated. These solutions are however ill-
suited when trying to leverage an existing API present in the opposite platform, and completely 
inadequate for porting a complete existing application from one platform to the other. It is for 
these cases that tight integration solutions such as JNI.NET or CLR4J are better suited. 

A tight integration solution like CLR4J allows applications written for the .NET platform to run in a 
J2EE application server. A possible usage for JNI.NET is to expose an existing J2EE API, like the Java 
Messaging Service, to .NET clients. 

Finally, it is worth comparing the different solutions with the degree of coupling required and the 
performance targets in terms of volume of calls between the two platforms as illustrated. 

 

Suns Interoperability with WCF 
Sun's Java Web Services engineers (1) are working with Microsoft's Windows Communication 
Foundation (WCF) engineers (2) to ensure interoperability of enterprise features, such as security, 
reliable messaging, and atomic transactions. This is accomplished by implementing a number of 
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WS-* specifications and holding plugfests where Sun and Microsoft engineers work face-to-face 
testing our implementations of those specifications.  

From a functional point-of-view, the main interoperable features enabled by Project Tango are:  

• Bootstrapping communication  

• Optimizing communication  

• Enabling reliability  

• Enabling atomic transactions  

• Securing communication  

Project Tango is developed as open-source as part of the Glassfish (3) Community and it is 
delivered, integrated into the latest Web Services stack there. Sun plans to release Web Services 
Interoperability Technology (WSIT) products based on this stack. The WSIT functionality is delivered 
as plugins to Sun's JAX-WS (4) implementation, and the implementation code is here.  

(1) http://java.sun.com/webservices/ 

(2) http://windowscommunication.net/ 

(3) http://glassfish.dev.java.net/ 

(4) http://java.sun.com/webservices/jaxws/index.jsp 

(5) http://wsit.dev.java.net/ 

Choosing a Transport 

The Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) programming model separates the behaviour of 
endpoint operations from the transport mechanism that connects two endpoints.  This gives you 
flexibility when deciding how your services should be exposed to the network.  Transports and 
message encoders are pieces of WCF that sit below a service to provide connectivity.  This 
document discusses some of the characteristics you need to evaluate when choosing a transport 
and message encoding. 

In scenarios where you must connect to a pre-existing client or server, you may not have a choice 
about using a particular transport and message encoding.  However, WCF services can be made 
accessible through multiple endpoints, each with a different transport or message encoding.  
When a single selection does not cover the entire intended audience for your service, you should 
consider exposing your service over multiple endpoints.  Client applications can then choose the 
endpoint that is most favourable for them.  Using multiple endpoints allows you to combine the 
advantages of different transports and message encoders. 

Transports and Message Encoders 

In WCF, the transfer of data across a network requires the joint cooperation of a transport and 
message encoder. 

A message encoder converts a System.ServiceModel.Channels.Message to a serialized form.  This 
document covers the Text, Binary, and MTOM message encoders that are included in WCF.  The 
text message encoder supports both a plain XML encoding as well as SOAP encodings.  The plain 
XML encoding mode of the text message encoder is called the POX encoder to distinguish it from 
the text-based SOAP encoding. 

A transport sends the serialized form of the message to another application.  This document covers 
the HTTP, TCP, and named pipe transports that are included in WCF.  WCF provides several 
standard bindings that combine a transport, message encoder, and other options.  For instance, 
the BasicHttpBinding binding combines the HTTP transport with a text message encoder.  Similarly, 
the NetTcpBinding binding combines the TCP transports with a binary message encoder.  You are 
not limited to choosing a preset combination given by a standard binding. 
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Decision Points for Choosing a Transport 

The following table describes several decision points commonly used when choosing a transport. 
You should add new attributes and transports to this list as you identify them. The general process 
you should use is to identify the attributes that are important for your application, identify the 
transports that associate favourably with each of your chosen attributes, and then select the 
transports that work best with your attribute set. 

 

Attribute Description Favoured 
Transports 

Connectivity The connectivity of a transport reflects how capable the transport is at 
reaching other systems. The named pipe transport has very little reach; it 
can only connect to services running on the same machine. The TCP and 
HTTP transports both have excellent reach and can penetrate some NAT 
and firewall configurations. See documentation on Working with NATs and 
Firewalls for more details document for more details. 

HTTP, TCP 

Diagnostics Diagnostics allow you to automatically detect connectivity problems with a 
transport. The named pipe transport generally has easier to diagnose errors 
because both endpoints of the connection must be on the same machine.  
All transports support the ability to send back fault information that 
describes connectivity. However, WCF does not come with diagnostic tools 
for investigating network issues. 

 

Hosting All WCF endpoints need to be hosted inside of some application. IIS 6.0 and 
earlier only support hosting applications that use the HTTP transport. On 
Windows Vista, support is added for hosting all WCF transports, including the 
TCP and named pipe transports. See the documentation for Hosting in IIS 
and Hosting in WAS for more details. 

HTTP 

Inspection Inspection is the ability to examine messages during transmission. The HTTP 
protocol separates routing and control information from data, making it 
easier to build tools that inspect and analyze messages. The level of security 
used will impact whether messages can be inspected. 

HTTP 

Latency  Latency is the minimum amount of time required to complete an exchange 
of messages. All network operations have some latency, although this 
amount can be increased by the choice of transport. Using duplex or one-
way communication with a transport whose native message exchange 
pattern is request-reply, such as HTTP, can cause additional latency due to 
the forced correlation of messages. In this situation, consider using a 
transport whose native message exchange pattern is duplex, such as TCP. 

TCP, named 
pipe 

Security Security is the capability of protecting messages during transfer, either by 
supplying confidentiality, integrity, or authentication. Confidentiality protects 
a message from being examined, integrity protects a message from being 
modified, and authentication gives assurances about the sender or receiver 
of the message. WCF supports transfer security both at the message level 
and transport level.  Message security will compose with any transport as 
long as the transport supports a buffered transfer mode. The support for 
transport security will vary depending on the chosen transport.  The HTTP, 
TCP, and named pipe transports have reasonable parity in their support for 
transport security. 

All 

Throughput Throughput measures the amount of data that can be transmitted and 
processed in a specified period of time. Like latency, the throughput for 
service operations can be affected by the chosen transport. Maximizing 
throughput for a transport requires minimizing both the overhead of 
transmitting content as well as minimizing the time spent waiting for 
message exchanges to complete. Both the TCP and named pipe transports 
add little overhead to the message body and support a native duplex 
shape that reduces the need to wait for message replies. 

TCP, named 
pipe 

Tooling Tooling represents the support for a protocol by third-party applications for 
development, diagnosis, hosting, and other activities. There has been a 
particularly large investment in providing tools and software for working with 
the HTTP protocol. 

HTTP 
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Decision Points for Choosing a Message Encoder 

The following table describes several decision points commonly used when choosing a message 
encoder. You should add new attributes and message encoders to this list as you identify them. The 
general process you should use is to identify the attributes that are important for your application, 
identify the message encoders that associate favourably with each of your chosen attributes, and 
then select the message encoders that work best with your attribute set. 

Attribute Description Favoured 
Encodings 

Inspection Inspection is the ability to examine messages during transmission.  Text 
encodings, either with or without the use of SOAP, allow messages to be 
inspected and analyzed by many applications without the use of specialized 
tools.  Note that the use of transfer security, at either the message or transport 
level, will impact your ability to inspect messages.  Confidentiality protects a 
message from being examined and integrity protects a message from being 
modified. 

Text, POX 

Reliability Reliability is the resiliency that an encoding has to errors in transmission.  
Reliability can also be provided at the message, transport, or application 
level.  All of the standard WCF encodings assume that reliability is being 
provided at some other layer.  There is generally little ability for the encoding 
to recover from an error in transmission. 

 

Simplicity Simplicity represents with which encoders and decoders can be created for 
an encoding specification.  Text encodings are particularly advantageous for 
simplicity, and the POX encoder has the additional advantage of not 
requiring support for processing SOAP. 

POX 

Size The encoding size is the amount of overhead imposed on content by the 
message encoding.  The size of encoded messages is directly related to the 
maximum throughput of service operations.  Binary encodings are generally 
more compact than text encodings.  When message size is at a particular 
premium, you may consider additionally compressing the message contents 
during encoding.  However, compression adds additional processing costs 
for both the message sender and receiver. 

Binary 

Streaming Streaming allow applications to begin processing a message before the 
entire message has arrived.  Effectively using streaming requires that the 
important data for a message be available at the beginning of the message 
so that the receiving application does not need to wait for it to arrive.  
Moreover, applications that use streamed transfer must organize data in the 
message incrementally so that the content does not have forward 
dependencies.  In many cases, there is a trade-off between being able to 
stream content and having the smallest possible transfer size for that content. 

 

Tooling Tooling represents the support for an encoding by third-party applications for 
development, diagnosis, and other activities.  There has been a particularly 
large investment in providing tools and software for working with messages 
encoded in the POX format. 

POX 
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Unforeseen events? 

What about Errors? 

In one of the discussions on the MSDN Architecture Forum someone mentioned that when a service 
invocation results in an exception his company standard is to: 

• Log the error before exiting the service  

• Create a new SOAP error (exception) with minimal info ("The requested service failed") and 
that error includes (innerException) the original error (This way, if someone receives my error 
and they are not familiar with my errors - they will get a simple SOAP error. If they are familiar 
with my error, they will have the ability to inspect it further) 

We think this is this is the very distinct anti-pattern of how to do SOA. 

Let’s look at few reasons why: 

• Log the error 

That is fine and everything - maybe it will help during the post mortem, but the operations 
department should also be notified somehow, otherwise you have a dead service there 
and no one knows. 

• "exiting the service” 

Services shouldn't fail - a failed service can mean a lost business opportunity.   When you 
can't service the requests, you should at least be able to keep the "well known end-point" 
up and running and let everyone know that the service is, well, "out of service - be back in 
XYZ". The preferable solution is to still  be able to queue incoming  requests and handle them 
later (this may not be possible if part of the policy (or SLA) for the service is to react within 
few seconds, but again, in many other circumstances it is very plausible. 

• SOAP Exception 

Why through a SOAP exception - the protocol/communication worked fine...  

• "...(innerException) the original error" 

Do not expose internal implementation out side of the service - only what's in the contract - 
in other words don't, just don't bubble exceptions out of your service.  

What should we do if an error occurs: 

• Define the possible subsets of errors this service can return as part of the contract SLA so that 
consumers can cater for them. It is the responsibility of the service to contractually return an 
error code as agreed on by the contract. 

• Log the error with enough information with the appropriate error code. The logged error 
code and any additional internal information such as stack traces can be logged on the 
service side so that somebody can resolve the error. 

• Process any SLA directives such as raising alerts 

• This appropriate error code is returned to the consumer. 

• As a service you do not have the right to raise a transport (infrastructure in case of layered 
software) error (you are not the owner/implementer of the transport), these should only be 
raised by the transports or infrastructure layers themselves. Transport errors will allow 
consumers to manage what alternative steps to take, either by means of : 

o Retries 

o Alternate routing 

o Queuing 

o Notification to the end user that the call failed and that they should try again later. 

• Do not expose internal implementation details to the outside world, what would be returned 
is a well defined error code. (It is very easy to make, what seems like, a small concession on 
the purity of your service, but your SOA concept and loose coupling specifically can 
deteriorate very rapidly on even the smallest compromises) 
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Moving Lots of Data 
What are the problems? 

• Bandwidth Utilization 

Sending gigabytes of data means lots of bandwidth usage. While that may not be a 
problem if it happens infrequently on a 100 Mbit or 1 Gigabit LAN, it definitely is an issue 
when bandwidth is scarce and/or is being paid for. In interop scenarios, where messages 
are encoded as text XML, the encoding of binary data using Base64 exacerbates the 
problem because it inflates the size by 1/3. There are three solutions to this problem 
depending on your scenario. 

o First, compression could really help especially if the data is text or gets encoded as 
text (using Base64). Compression/decompression can be implemented using a 
custom WCF encoder/decoder (and IIS 6 offers built-in response compression).  

o Second, you can avoid using text encoding when interop is not required. WCF 
provides a binary encoding which is far more bandwidth-efficient than the text 
encoding especially when sending binary data.  

o Third, if you want interop and you need to send large binary content, you can use 
MTOM which allows you to send the binary content outside of the SOAP envelope 
(as a separate part of a multi-part MIME message) without Base64 encoding it. 

• Memory Utilization 

By default, Indigo buffers messages to support protocols like WS-ReliableMessaging and WS-
Security that require buffered messages. For extremely large messages this can lead to out-
of-memory conditions especially on servers that try to send or receive multiple of those 
messages simultaneously. Fortunately, WCF supports streaming on HTTP, TCP, and Named 
Pipes allowing you to send infinitely large messages without hitting out-of-memory 
exceptions (actually, message size is constrained to Int64.MaxValue or 
9,223,372,036,854,775,807 but hopefully that's infinite as far as your app is concerned). 

• Recovery from Failures 

So what happens if half way through sending your 4GB stream the TCP connection fails? 
Well, your app must catch the exception and recover. If the other side has been processing 
the stream as it receives it (e.g. saving it to disk) you may be able to have the sending app 
coordinate with the receiving app to figure out what was the last received byte and restart 
from there. 

• Reliable Messaging 

Another alternative is to use Reliable Messaging to recover from connection failures. RM will 
detect the failure and automatically re-establish a connection and resend the failed 
message. The problem here is that when you're streaming, the entire stream is one message 
so resending means basically starting over. Another problem, is that RM requires buffering 
(so it can resend on failure) so it doesn't work with streaming! The solution is to use chunking. 
This is where the sending application divides up the 4GB file into say 1 million messages 
each 4KB in size and sends them in buffered mode. The receiving application reconstitutes 
the file by appending all 1 million messages to form the original 4GB file. Here, RM buffers 
only a few of the 4KB messages at a time. In case of a failure, RM will automatically resend 
the 1 or few failed messages. The chunking/dechunking functionality can be encapsulated 
in a general purpose chunking channel that lets the applications program against a Stream 
and handles the chunking under the covers. This is what my sample chunking channel from 
PDC does. Note that because of the chunking and the protocol overhead added by RM, 
the resulting throughput is expected to be lower than direct streaming. However, you are 
getting reliability which comes in handy when the connection fails especially when you're 
almost done sending the 4GB and don't want to start all over! 

Recommendations: 

• Use binary encoding if you have WCF on both sides or MTOM if you need interop.  

• Consider compression if you are forced to use text encoding or if the data itself is highly 
compressible (e.g. large text data). 
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• Use streaming, or if you want reliability, use chunking. One restriction to keep in mind is that 
to stream, there can be only one parameter (or return value, depending on which direction 
you're streaming) and it must be of a type that derives from System.IO.Stream. 

The Indigo Approach 

Interoperability By Design 

I've always felt that the heart of Indigo is its contract system.  

Architecturally, the contract system is the "type system" in Indigo and gives us a runtime-neutral way 
to think about both structural and behavioural types. 

We have two kinds of contracts:  

• DataContracts describe structured values (including messages); 

• ServiceContracts describe message exchange patterns. 

When users first start playing with Indigo, there are two common approaches to the system: those 
that want to trace a message exchange from the “top” (by building a Service), and those that 
want to start at the “bottom” (by tracing the Message as it enters the system and makes its way up 
to the typed ServiceMethod). Those in the latter camp generally start by hunting for transports, 
which put your messages on the proverbial wire.  

A few notes about transports in Indigo 

Transports need to be considered in the greater context of a binding. A binding is simply an 
ordered list of binding elements. There are binding elements for reliability, security, transaction flow, 
and transports.  

When we talk about a transport (such as HTTP), you will most likely to be interfacing with it through 
its binding element (e.g. HttpTransportBindingElement).  

Indigo includes 4 transports in the Community Tech Preview:  

• HTTP (for cross machine interoperable messaging)  

• TCP (for cross machine Indigo to Indigo messaging)  

• Named Pipes (for on machine Indigo to Indigo messaging)  

• MSMQ (for queued messaging)  

Transports are responsible for encoding+transmitting messages (on Send/Request), and 
receiving+decoding messages (on Receive/ReceiveReply). Indigo is architected so that transports 
can delegate the task of translating between a Message and a byte array to an encoder.  

Indigo includes 3 encoders: Text, Binary, and MTOM (SOAP Message Transmission Optimization 
Mechanism). Each encoder is associated with an implementation of XmlReader and XmlWriter, as 
well as a SOAP version. By default, HTTP uses the text encoder, and TCP/Named Pipes use the 
binary encoder. However, an Indigo transport can be used with any encoder (either built-in or 
custom).  

The combinatory possibilities involved in constructing a binding can be staggering, so Indigo 
includes a small number of predefined bindings that you can use for most common scenarios. The 
documentation gives a good high-level overview of what scenario each binding is intended for 
and the various tradeoffs inherent in using each one. Each predefined binding has a transport 
binding element associated with it, though it may only expose a subset of the properties available 
directly on the transport binding element itself.  

While Indigo at its core is “transport agnostic” there are of course implications to choosing each 
transport. Up next, I’ll discuss what some of these implications are in a home networking scenario.  

Cake 

Indigo is constructed with layering as a central design principle. This means that in essence Indigo is 
actually a collection of sub-frameworks, each of which can be supplemented by ISV code (or 
replaced completely for that matter). Each framework is defined by two things:  

1. Fundamental unit(s) of data  

2. Transformations that can be applied to said data  

Which (as you might be thinking) is another way of saying an object is defined by its members and 
its methods. This is true, but it’s more difficult (but very important) to stay focused on consistent 
pivots when constructing clean frameworks. 
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Indigo is built around the concept of a Message object. The structure of a Message object loosely 
represents a SOAP envelope, and consists of two distinct parts: the message’s body and an 
extensible collection of headers. The body is application-defined data, and headers are 
added/processed by infrastructure (and can also be used by the application). Access to a header 
or the body is achieved through XmlReader, as it contains structured data. It is this structured 
primitive which is the core of Indigo’s power (and which departs from the classic networking 
primitive of a byte array). It allows for extensible, interoperable protocols to be built, and for data 
contracts to be established.  

At a high level, Indigo consists of two larger frameworks: the Typed Layer, and the Channel Layer. 

 

Figure 74 - WCF Typed and Channel Layer 

The fundamental unit of data for the Channel Layer is Message. Channels are used to Send and 
Receive Messages. Channels come in two forms: Transport Channels and Layered Channels.  

Transport Channels perform the actual send/receive of the Message to a network resource, 
including any necessary serialization.  

Layered Channels perform a function based on the Message passed in, and then delegate further 
modification and transmission to their Inner Channel. So as you can see, even within a layer we 
have layers. Some examples of Layered Channels include Protocol Channels that use Message 
headers and infrastructure Messages to establish a higher-level protocol (such as WS-
ReliableMessaging), and Reshaping Channels for changing the Message Exchange Pattern (such 
as converting an underlying [Send Channel, Receive Channel] pair into a Duplex Channel).  

Message is a very flexible object, but to fully utilize it requires knowledge of Infosets and XML. What 
most developers instead will likely interface with is the Typed Layer. The fundamental unit of data 
for the Typed Layer is a CLR class. In the Typed Layer you create CLR objects that implement 
Services and Typed Proxies. The Typed Layer converts parameters and return values into Message 
objects and method calls into Channel calls. In this way, the Typed Layer builds on the functionality 
of the Channel Layer, and can transparently leverage any changes/improvements made to 
Channels. 
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Contract 

Why bother with a contract? 

The concept of a contract is not a new one, predating the age of information technology. The 
contract defines the formalities of “where to go”, “how to get there” and “how to communicate” 
with an entity, normally referred to as a service in our context.  

For example … when a traveller arrives at an airport, armed with luggage, identification, flight 
details and a ticket reference number the standard procedure is to report at check-in, handover 
the identification and luggage receive a boarding pass and finally head for the boarding gate. 
The standard procedure is the contract for the transaction in a given context, which would not go 
down well within the context of one of our national airline carriers where one has to first collect a 
ticket with the reference number, before queuing at check-in.  

A contract produces a formalised environment which is needed to deliver the value adds such as 
improved development environments and experience, as well as an ability to utilize code 
generators and early binding and validation concepts which all rely on a known environment, a 
known context and therefore a formalised contract. At the same time the contract, however, 
impacts on the flexibility which is viewed as a good thing by the procedural personalities and as a 
negative thing by the entrepreneurs. 

Looking at the Service ABC 

Basics 

In the context of this topic two types of contracts are important. The syntactic contract defines the 
plumbing of an application programming interface (API), data structures and messages in terms of 
types and signatures.  

 
Figure 75 - Syntactic Contract 

The other type of contract is the semantic contract, which includes a formalised description of the 
normal, error and exceptional behaviour. 
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While the syntactic contract is enforceable through tools and strong typing, a semantic 
contract is not enforceable.  

Extensive unit, integration and exceptions tests have been and will continue to be a 
crucial component of any solution.  

With encapsulation, specialisation and service based packaging the semantic contract 
is becoming the greatest concern in terms of service oriented architectures (SOA) and 
service based solutions.  

As indicated in the previous illustration each contract is normally accompanied by policies. Both 
will be explored in more detail, however, a contract normally resembles the formal and cast-in-
stone design time definition of a service, while the policies defines everything of the service 
behaviour that can be changed at runtime through configuration.  

SLE and SLA are sycophantic twins 

On more abstracted level, the contract maps the service level expectation (SLE) to the service 
level agreement (SLA). The latter is the service level we have become accustomed to over the 
years and which is diligently enforced by the technical and service solution models and defines 
“how” the service is available. The former is probably the more important one and usually ignored 
or unknown service level, which defines exactly what the consumer is expecting and typically 
defines “what” service is expected. 

 
Figure 76 – SLE versus SLA 

The illustration shows that a typical service delivery is sub divided into three unique modelling areas, 
namely the client/consumer business model defining the expectations, the service model defining 
the contract and the technical model which typically defines the service interface and technical 
implementation of the service.  

The business model (context) right … understand it! 

The Service Level Expectation (SLE) is defined by the business, the consumer, the client and overall 
the king. While most solutions seem to be built from the right to the left or occasionally from the 
middle to the right, it is important to realise that we are servicing a business need and must 
therefore start the lifetime of any solution with the service level expectations (SLE). The expectations 
and business model areas must be agnostic of the technology, the host and the technical 
implementation of the SLE, to ensure that flexibility is maintained.  

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is enforced through the syntactic and semantic contracts, 
shown as the service model area, and implemented by the technical solution, shown as the 
technical model area.  

Ideally we should have a harmonious relationship between SLE and SLA, but as it is currently not 
possible to formally define both the syntactical and the semantic contracts it is important to supply 
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complete documentation as the provider and perform extensive testing to validate the contract as 
the consumer. 

 
Figure 77 - Service Level Expectation versus Service Level Agreement 

If SLE and SLA are not in line, we end up with a regular scenario as shown in the illustration of the 
business stakeholder expecting one thing and the solution team delivering something completely 
different. 

Standards such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL), which we would prefer being 
truncated to Service Description Language (SDL), currently only defines the structure of messages 
and signatures of interfaces, leaving the interaction and behaviour contracts open to 
interpretation based on the accompanying documentation or additional information contained in 
WSDL. 

The ABC … 

 

As introduced on page 66, the service ABC defines the “where”, the 
“how” and the “what” of each service.  

The A for Address defines the address of “where” an endpoint can be 
located, using a Globally Unique Location Identifier, such as: 
http://x.com/y/endpoint. The “A” is thus comparable to writing the 
destination address on the front of an envelope and the originating 
address on the back of the envelope. 

The B for Binding defines “how” to talk to an endpoint, specifying 
communication stack specification. The “B” equates to the choice of 
delivery channel that our envelope could utilize to transfer the envelope 
and content from origin to destination, such as surface mail, air mail, 
sea mail, registered mail or door-door delivery. 
The C for Contract defines “what” is exposed by the syntactical 
interface of “operations” and “methods”. The “C” defines the 
contractual aspects of posting the letter such as the standard letter sizes 
and the process of depositing the letter in a letter box. 
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Context, Contract or Policies? 

 

When defining any contract the following checklist should be consulted: 

� What interaction will the service have with other services and consumers? 

� What context information must be managed and passed between process boundaries? 

� What messages are needed for the communication between process boundaries? 

� What information and data entities, if any, must be exchanged between process 
boundaries? 

� Do we have too many contracts, which impacts manageability, or too few, which typically 
results in dependencies being lost. 

� Do the contracts and interfaces have meaningful names? If not, re-think the contract. 

� Do we have a chatty contract (ideal for low bandwidth environments) or do we combine 
messages into one consolidated message (ideal for good bandwidth environments)? 

Design Time Contract 

When designing a system we must continuously think about the SLE and match the individual 
expectations to technical implementations. It is imperative that a clear contract is defined; with 
concise messages and that the design is continuously reviewed by peers for technical input and by 
the business stakeholders. If the final contract cannot be understood by a business person the 
contract is not good and probably needs a serious overhaul. 

The contract is part of a service framework and the request, response and core agent are oblivious 
of the engine room, the plumbing. 

Runtime Contract (Policy) 

The contract does not only consist of the syntactic interface, but instead has a life of its own.  

The contract defines everything there is to know about the behaviour of a service and the 
interaction between the consumers and other services. 

In the context of this service, policies are referred to as state information and behaviour that can 
be changed at runtime, without an expensive and often impossible service restart.  

 

Context belongs to the domain of the infrastructure designers and the application 
analysts and designers should stay clear of the context. SOAP headers, for example, are 
exclusively reserved for the infrastructure, not for application designers or developers. 

Runtime Context (State/Scenario) 

Is an automobile travelling at 80km/h driving too fast? Well, if the car and driver happen to drive 
through a peaceful road, filled with energetic children then the 80km/h are probably too high and 
deserve a spot fine. If, however, the car and driver are sitting in a rocket propelled test vehicle on 
the verge of breaking the land speed record then the 80km/h are definitely too low and deserve 
some damage control.  

The “context” of these two environments is different and therefore a different state, scenario and 
rules, applicable to the given context, are applied.  When we refer to the context we are therefore 
not only referring to the service interface, but also to policies, special behaviour, environment 
settings and the syntactical interface contract. 

Service Contracts 

There are obviously numerous types of contracts and within the “context” of this section we are 
referring to service contracts, in other words, we are referring to the semantic behaviour and 
syntactic definition of a facility providing a service to consumers. Normally the contract resides in 
the domain of the solution designer. 

Like the emergency services delivering a specialised service to the public in need, a software 
service delivers a specialised service to other services, consumers, robots (BOT) and all the other 
entities drifting around in the information technology sphere. 
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Clemens Vasters published the acronym PEACE in one of his Really Simple Syndication (RSS)20 feeds, 
which breaks down into Policy-Based Behaviour, Explicit Boundaries, Autonomy and Contract 
Exchange. PEACE is a great grouping of the core service oriented architecture tenants. But what 
does it actually mean? 

The core objectives for services must be the design of explicit boundaries, discrete and 
autonomous entities, composable communication, message oriented data exchange and policy 
enforced compatibility.  

� Boundaries must be clearly visible and demarcated, While explicit boundaries and clearly 
demarcated areas define areas of responsibility and ownership, it is important to note that 
boundaries are expensive in the context of service oriented architectures. 

� Discrete and autonomous services share no resources and are loosely coupled entities 
which in theory are interchangeable with other services without impacting consumers of 
other services. The spider-web of complexity seen in most systems will disappear as 
architecture is re-engineered and cleaned up … but will reappear over time as processes 
are distributed over boundaries, with associate contract enhancements. 

� Composable communication, such as SOAP based communication, ensures adherence to 
open standards and flexibility for future extensions. The future drive must be to enable 
services and consumers to communicate through a variety of protocols, breaking the tight 
coupling generated by SOAP based web services and the proxies generated based on the 
web service description language of each service contract. Microsoft Windows 
Communication Platform, alias Indigo, operates in this specific environment and allows an 
invocation of a service independent of the underlying channels and protocols. 

� Message oriented data exchange, with flexible and extensible schemas, promote flexibility 
and delegation of services, such as orchestration, piping and asynchronous processing. 

WS Standards 

Some of the common WS standards have been explored on page 47. The ones that are assisting us 
with the issue of quality of service, adherence of a service level agreement (SLA) and thus a 
fulfilment of a service level expectation (SLE) include WS-Security, WS Reliable Messaging and WS 
Transactions. 

� WS-Security … relies on predefined trust relationships, using security models, such as 
Kerberos and X509. Within the scope of WS-Security multiple standards such as WS-
SecureConversations, WS-Trust implement the concept of a Security Token Service, while 
WS-Federation introduces a single virtual security domain for multiple organisations. 

� WS-Reliable Messaging … becomes a vital artefact when communication extends multiple 
boundaries, especially if it includes the Internet domain. Enterprise services require a level of 
assurance that the breakage of connections, failures of message delivery, duplication of 
message deliver and sequencing of messaging are handled and managed by the core 
frameworks such as Microsoft WCF. 

� WS-Transactions … address some of the issues around mechanisms to initiate, conclude and 
agree on the outcome of multi-message and multi-service tasks.  The challenging, yet 
fascinating concept of transactions will be covered in more detail on page 161, whereby 
relevant WS standards to be considered include WS-Coordination, WS-BusinessActivity and 
WS-AtomicTransaction. 

The WS standards mentioned are just a few of the artefacts which minimise the overhead of 
development needed to provide the necessary technology to guarantee a predefined quality of 
service. It is imperative that these standards are seen as just another set of beneficial contracts and 
that standard tools supporting these standards are used to simplify and abstract the usage thereof.   

Verbose or Generic interface or mix thereof? 

Now that the basic environment and the supporting technology has been taken care of the next 
question is what type of interface (syntactic contract) should be chosen. The options are vast and 
we will briefly delve only into three basic types: generic, verbose and hybrid. 

                                                      
20 http://staff.newtelligence.net/clemensv/SyndicationService.asmx/GetRss 
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Figure 78 - Verbose Interfaces 

The most frequently used interface style is the “verbose” interface, where each parameter is 
defined and typed separately.  

While the readability of this style is excellent, the drawback becomes apparent when a third 
parameter needs to be added to some or all of the methods. Once clients have bound to the 
published interface this trivial request would be a code and consumer breaking change. Even 
though the parameters are normally serialised and transformed into messages, i.e. SOAP messages, 
on the wire the overall flexibility is impacted severely and the consumers are tightly coupled to a 
formal contract. 

 
Figure 79 - Generic Interfaces 

The other side of this extreme is to define an interface with one or more methods that receive a 
message and respond with a message for all services as shown above. Instead of being restricted 
to using standard and custom data types like double and integer, the interface is based on flexible 
and extensible messages. While the schema of these messages is crucially important, we have the 
flexibility and freedom of changing the schema of the messages without breaking the syntactic 
contract. 

While flexibility is improved, we loose substantial readability of the interface and the versioning 
challenges are delegated from the interface to the message schema. 

By keeping the downstream service generic as well, the messages can be passed down the call 
chain without the need for internal conversion or marshalling. In essence the core entry service, in 
our case the “CAL” service should accept any message, determine the next course of action and 
delegate to more specialised services based on the schema and content of the message. In 
essence the core service converts the interface of the core class into another more specialised 
interface that is expected by the consumer and defers the decision of which class to instantiate to 
subclasses. This introduces the commonly used adapter, factory and immersion of control patterns, 
which we will investigate on pages 153 and 155 respectively. 
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By implementing the generic core service interface we are therefore able to implement message 
schema changes without breaking the syntactic contract. In essence we are implementing a 
complex message router that allows an extension of the message schema over multiple versions of 
the schema, each potentially with its own implementation. While the thought of a polymorphic 
service enters our OO minds at this stage, it is important to hide the implementation details from the 
consumer and to defer the polymorphic debate to another era. 

 
Figure 80 – Hybrid Interfaces 

While the generic interface is the most flexible, it is the least readable and probably the most 
complex to implement. The verbose interface is the exact opposite, namely the least flexible and 
the most readable, which raises the question if we cannot actually have both flexibility and 
readability. 

The proposed hybrid interface brings the best of both worlds by breaking the core service interface 
into generic interfaces per more generalised service types as shown.  Instead of only having one 
abstract method “Calculate”, the interface defines a generic method per service, i.e. “Add” for 
the addition service and “Sub” for the subtraction service. The use of method overloading is not 
possible with current service tools and technologies, however, by using a message based 
approach we can re-use the same method whether we are adding integers, doubles, strings or 
spaceships for that matter. The service is contractually stating that it will delegate the addition to 
service X when it received message A1 and to service Y if it receives message A2. 

 
Figure 81 – Message Routing Rules 
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Each specialised service could be just another router, giving us endless flexibility by delegating the 
message to a service based on schema, obviously handling and rejecting unrecognised or invalid 
schemas. 

The hybrid interface obviously impacts the flexibility by improving the readability, leaving the 
choice of which receives more priority to the designer of the contract. Which is the better is 
probably a thesis on its own, involves emotional debates and workshops and is therefore out of 
scope at this stage.  

Patterns 

When talking contracts and especially when getting to the design of contracts the concept of 
patterns emerges.  

Patterns pre-date IT 

Most of us actually think and communicate in terms of pictures and patterns, without really thinking 
about what we do intuitively and why, which is a topic that is better covered in a brain surgeon’s 
thesis than this book. What is important to realise, however, is that patterns have been used long 
before information technology started using it as part of pattern-based designs. In fact 
environments such as music, textiles, civil engineering, architecture and the military have been 
using patterns for centuries.  

During basic training and again in non-commissioned officer training in the military we were 
bombarded with ways of acting and reacting to various patterns of attack and offence, from large 
unit orchestrations down to the individual unit members. The objective of this bombardment was 
not for the instructors to hear themselves scream all day, but to ensure that every individual 
‘instinctively’ knew what their responsibility and actions are in a specific scenario. What we were 
using were ‘patterns’, similarly to some textile pattern which allows the tailor to produce a specific 
garment instinctively without having to really think about it. 

 
Figure 82 - Ralf's "It is hard to be humble" Sasol Tigers executing a ‘pattern’ 
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As shown in the illustration the world of acrobatic flying is complex, fast and filled with patterns … 
each manoeuvre is carefully orchestrated and executed in the air. The patterns used in any of the 
industries all have three common objectives and benefits: 

• Predictability 

• Risk mitigation 

• Productivity 

Back in our world of software and systems engineering, applying pattern-based design and 
development introduces the same benefits. 

Effective pattern adoption 

The world of patterns can be a daunting concept for both newcomers and experienced 
information technologists once we implicitly start looking at patterns, rather than using them 
instinctively.  

Patterns consist of essential components such as a name for easy identification, a recurring 
problem and context addressed by the pattern, a solution or template that the pattern applies and 
the pros and cons of applying the pattern. As with textile patterns it must be easy to find a pattern, 
identify a pattern, understand a pattern and to know where and how to apply the pattern 
effectively. 

The formalisation is probably the main stumbling block of the adoption of patterns as they are often 
viewed as unnecessary formalisations, standards and an unnecessary overhead. It is only when the 
users realise that patterns are based on experience and define proven techniques, which the initial 
overhead is well worth the pain and effort. 

As with patterns in acrobatic flying, design patterns guarantee nothing … they are not “silver 
bullets”. Predictability, risk mitigation and productivity is rarely guaranteed when introducing 
patterns, unless they are understood, adopted and used as one of many tools. The community 
needs to be excited about the patterns, which is something that can only be created and nurtured 
by peer-review and peer-information-sharing initiatives. 

Integration patterns 

Most solutions typically start off as standalone entities, with no business need to communicate with 
or be consumed by other solutions. With the advent of the internet and global networks most, if not 
all solutions, are eventually faced with the need to communicate with another solution to 
exchange and/or process information. The need for integration has introduced concepts such as 
connections, adapters, buses, brokers and channels which are “recurring” systems and solutions to 
problems that occur over and over in the enterprise environment. 

The latter sentence identifies that we therefore have the concept of specialised enterprise patterns 
focused on the integration space, in other words we have “integration patterns” that describe the 
services and components required to provide seamless, consistent and device-independent 
interoperability. The core objectives of integration patterns include: 

• Explicit boundaries, 

• Autonomous services, 

• Shared schema and contract, not implementation and 

• Service compatibility based on policy. 

An example, ADO.NET, which we will delve into in later sections, has introduced seamless 
integration with the .NET Framework, based on integration design patterns and offers seamless 
integration with data base management systems including SQL Server and Oracle. 
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Two typical integration topology patterns in the integration space are the “hub & spoke” and the 
“message bus”, plus a hybrid option that takes advantage of both models. 

Model Hub& Spoke (or Message Broker) Message Bus 

Overview • Applications interact with the hub 
through adapters, which are deployed 
on the hub. 

• Hub manages routing, mapping and 
tracking of messages between 
applications. 

• Network of message-processing 
functionality interlinked with common bus-
specific protocol. 

• Routing between nodes typically done by 
proprietary bus protocol and format 

Illustration 

  
Advantages • Provides strong total cost of ownership 

by reducing add and remove 
connections and central 
management. 

• Connections reduced to linear factor. 

• High-throughput capabilities, scalability 
and backup nodes. 

Challenges • Scalability limited 

• Single point of failure 

• Multiple spoke and hubs address 
above disadvantages, but complicate 
management 

• Tracking and monitoring complex 

• High cost and management 

Table 7 - integration models 

The “Hybrid” model combines the best of both worlds using hub-like properties such as adapters, 
transformation, tracking and management; using bus-like internal architecture and the concept of 
a message box / store for state and configuration. 

Design Patterns 

Design patterns are a description of a set of interacting classes that provide a framework for a 
solution to a generalized problem in a specific context or environment. These patterns make design 
processes cleaner and more efficient, are well suited for object oriented languages such as C++, 
Java and C#  and are time and field tested templates for objects, promoting productivity. 

Probably the best reference is the book “Design Patterns, by Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides”, 
often also referred to as the GoF (Group of Four) book. The GoF book categorises design patterns 
into three main purpose categories namely creational, structural and behavioural. The following 
table briefly compares these categories, plus the architectural category we added. 

� Creational patterns are concerned with the creation of objects and often defer part of the 
object creation to sub classes. Examples: Singleton and factory. 

� Structural patterns deal with the composition of objects. Structural class patterns are 
concerned with inheritance, while structural object patterns are concerned with the 
assembly of objects. Examples: Façade, Decorator, Composite, Adapter and Proxy. 

� Behavioural patterns deal with the way that objects interact with each and who tasks are 
performed by objects that one single object cannot deal with. Example: Command, State, 
Strategy, Template and Visitor. 

� Architectural patterns deal with the way solution architectures are composed and how 
objects within a solution cooperate. Example Pipes and Filters. 

 

Refer to the following developer readiness program quick reference posters for a 
summarised view of some of the common patterns: 

� 0022 Patterns 1 
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� 0024 Patterns 2 

� 0204 Best Practices Patterns 2 

� 0204 Best Practices Patterns Hub & Spoke Message 

� 0204 Best Practices Patterns Integration 

Three design patterns which are relevant when looking at service contracts and the design of the 
contract implementation framework are the adapter, the factory and the immersion of control 
patterns.  

Adapter 

The Gang Of Four (GoF) defined the Adaptor pattern as follows in their book "Design Patterns” 
Gamma et al., Addison-Wesley, ISBN:0-201-63361-2” - “Convert the interface of a class into another 

interface clients expect. Adapter lets classes work together that couldn't otherwise because of 
incompatible interfaces.” 

 
Figure 83 – Adapter 

As shown in the cartoon we conceptually have a client/consumer and a service provider. As both 
are incompatible endpoints an adapter exposes a familiar interface (sales person) to the 
client/consumer, who communicates with the service provider on its own terms. The 
client/consumer therefore has no insight of the actual service implementation, which could 
potentially be a team of pit droids using hammers and chisels. 
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Abstract Factory 

The Gang Of Four (GoF) defined the Abstract Factory pattern as follows in their book "Design 
Patterns” Gamma et al., Addison-Wesley, ISBN:0-201-63361-2” - “Provide an interface for creating 
families of related or dependent objects without specifying their concrete classes.” 

 
Figure 84 – Factory 

The factory pattern provides the means to instantiate a class without having to worry about or 
needing to know how the object is created. As shown by the cartoon we typically  go to a factory 
to order a complex object, such as a VW Beetle or Space Fighter, only to get preoccupied with 
another activity until the factory notifies that the object of choice has been created as requested. 

 

 

Refer to Service Factory on page 331, which shows a simple factory based pattern using 
.NET reflection. 
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Inversion of Control Pattern 

The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/, defined the Inversion of Control 
pattern as follows: “Inversion of Control refers to a parent object controlling a child object.” 

Looking at the cartoon the Inversion of Control (IoC) is a pattern to separate functionality from 
objects, allowing new implementations to replace the current functionality.  

The sycophantic secretary abstracts the functionality of managing and arranging the normal day-
day activities from the manager, while utilising other factories to assist her and in addition to 
abstract their implementation of functionality from her. The concept is that we could replace her or 
any of her helper factories with other entities implementing the same functionality and adhering to 
the same contract.  

 

 
Figure 85 - Inversion of control 
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Versioning … a fallacy? 

Versioning is probably one of the greatest challenges and until it becomes easy to apply and 
enforce it will be an ongoing struggle to invite designers and developers to embrace the concept. 
As with concepts such as signed code and contract-before-code, versioning is not receiving core 
focus by current tools, is fairly complex and thus frowned upon by the development community 
which is usually focused on reacting to business requirements and squeezed into time boxed 
delivery schedules.  

Is this really the case and is versioning therefore an impossible dream or fallacy? 

No, it is possible to introduce simple and effective versioning with services and ensure that the 
objectives of service versioning can be achieved. 

A solid versioning strategic ensures that forward and backward compatibility, as well as extensibility 
are viable. The deployment of newer versions of solutions is a normal and regular event to 
continuously add business value to existing solutions. This evolution of solutions brings challenges in 
terms of backward and forward compatibility, whereby the former is the more common challenge. 

 
Figure 86 - Backwards Compatibility 

To ensure backward (��������) compatibility, i.e. the ability for services to support both current and 
older clients, a service must preserve existing contracts, while extending the service frontier with 
new contracts. 

 
Figure 87 - Forwards Compatibility 

Forward (��������) compatibility is the less common yet far more challenging compatibility to support. 
The consumer is capable of interacting with services that are hosting the current contract or 
services that are based on later versions of the contract, resulting in unknown features. A consumer 
that is forward compatible compensates for unknown features and message schemas, by either 
ignoring or compensating for the unknown extensions. 

Extensibility, as outlined elsewhere in this book, allows for future growth, continuously adding new 
features and functionality, without impacting current consumers and implementations of a service. 
[MessageContract(WrapperElementNamespace = “ http://www.bbd.co.za/Sample/2005/10 ")] 
public  class  CalculationRequestMessage 
{ 
   … 
} 

When enhancing interface methods the change is regarded as a breaking change and requires a 
new version and implementation of the service interface. 
[ServiceContract(CallbackContract = typeof (ICalculationResult),  
                 Namespace = " http://www.bbd.co.za/Sample/2005/10 ")] 
public  interface  ICalculationRequest 
{ 
   … 
} 
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As seen in the previous code snippets the naming convention is the same, namely a unique URL, 
followed by the date on which the interface or structure was published. A version number could 
optionally be added to the version to make it more explicit. 

What about interoperability? 

When designing a syntactic contract, in particular an interface, it is important to define the 
technology and interoperability requirements of the context. For example, assuming a Microsoft 
technology context, there are a number of choices to be made as shown in the decision chart 
below: 

 
Figure 88 - Microsoft interface decision chart 

If the service interface is to be consumed by both Microsoft and non-Microsoft consumers the 
chosen data types must be as generic and standard as possible. In other words, the least common 
data types must be used, ensuring that all consumers will understand and be in a position to 
interact using the contract. 

If, however, the service interface will be consumed only by Microsoft consumers, the contract can 
potentially contain .NET specialised data types, such as typed datasets. While the more specialised 
data types limit interoperability, they potentially enhance the developer productivity and richness 
of the consuming tiers. 

As shown the recommended service façade caters for all variety of contexts, from the generic to 
the fully encompassing, but technology specific service interface (syntactic contract), ensuring 
that interoperability and functionality within technology environments is achieved. 

What comes first … code or contract? 

Once we have defined all of our contracts, one either starts creating the XML and WSDL definitions 
and then generates code, commonly known as contract first, or create the contract WSDL from 
code. 
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The three options are: 

� Contract first, which requires a good understanding of XML and WSDL. With this 
recommended option code is generated after the contract has been fully defined. 
However, current tools are not fully integrated with integrated development environments 
and the world of XML is error prone. 

� Code first, which means that the first step is to create the solution interface code and 
thereafter generate the contract definitions, i.e. WSDL, from the code. 

� Hybrid approach, uses tools such as schema editors to create the error prone XML, 
interfaces are implemented generating code and finally, as with code first, we generate 
the WSDL from the code base. 

Which is the correct option is a lengthy debate and it has been decided to mark the selection 
topic out of scope, to be discussed and debated at some other time. Probably the correct answer 
is actually that it depends largely on the organisation, its preferences and the levels of XML skills 
within the development team. 

Wrap-Up of contracts 

Without contracts the consumers would have a tough time understanding what they can do with a 
set of services. It is important to ensure that: 

� Contracts remain explicit and that the consumer makes no assumptions - ever. 

� Contracts are designed to last. 

� Contracts are flexible, well documented and intuitive. 

� Contracts must have a meaning … if you cannot name it is not worth a contract. 

 
Figure 89 - Software Factories Vision 

Software Product Lines (SPL), Software Factories, Guidance Automation Toolkit (GAT) and Domain 
Specific Languages will improve the design time environment for analysts, designers and 
developers. Unfortunately these technologies are still in their early stages and standards are only 
just being defined. Until the concrete slate has settled and solidified, the technologies are merely a 
vision of what might evolve with today’s and tomorrow’s design and development environment. 
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Those developing reusable and public domain frameworks must seriously consider patterns, 
models, tools and contracts as outlined in this section to ensure future proofing and 
competitiveness. 
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Transactions 

Centralised Environments 
Transactions refer to the coordination of a series of tasks and operations and the agreement of 
parties on the outcome as a single unit of work, ensuring consistency and reliability regardless of 
environment and stability of the environment.  

 
Figure 90 – ACID 

The ACID acronym is often used to define the basic pillars of a transaction.  

A tomicity The unit of work either succeeds completely or fails with all tasks undone. 

C onsistency The unit of work produces consistent results. 

I solation The series of tasks and their interim results within the unit of work are not 
visible to other tasks. 

D urability The result of a unit of work is never lost. 

Transactions are further sub-divided into local and distributed transactions. With local transactions 
the series of tasks the scope of the transaction spans a single transaction-aware resource, such as a 
database management server, while a distributed transaction scope spans, multiple transaction-
aware resources such as database management servers, such as SQL and Oracle, and queue 
servers, such as MQ-Series and MSMQ. 
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Figure 91 – Transactions 

 

A typical example of a transaction is the business process of transferring funds from one 
account to another, which has the basic requirements that the outcome must be 
consistent, that both the debit and credit tasks must either succeed or fail and that the 
interim results are not visible to other business processes.  

 

If our bank deducts funds from our savings account and never credits our transaction 
account due to a failure would result in disapproval by us, while the bank would quickly 
go out of business if the credit task succeeds, while the debit fails. The transaction is the 
coordination around the single unit of work (transfer of funds) and ensures that all tasks 
(credit and debit) either complete successfully or are all aborted and rolled back 
(undone) if necessary.  
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Distributed Environments 
Transactions in distributed environments are affected by additional factors such as network 
connectivity, heterogeneous operating systems, other distributed solutions and the latency of 
networks and solutions, and thus the need for long running transactions. It is not our intention to 
delve into any of the technical plumbing such as transaction coordinators, coordination services, 
phase-Zero protocol or any of the other related nuts and bolts that make distributed transactions 
work. Instead we want to focus on the concepts and decide whether distributed transactions are 
feasible and if yes, what options are available to us. 

As shown in the following cartoon the distributed world introduces unknown territories that are 
beyond our control and introduce immense complexity into the context of transactions. For 
example we need to honestly question: 

• Who are the services we are talking to?  

• What service level delivery do the services comply with?  

• Will the services participate correctly in a distributed transaction scope? 

• Will the services recover correctly when a transaction scope is marked as suspect or failed? 

Looking at one of the core concepts of distributed and service oriented systems, namely 
autonomy, there is no concise answer to the set of questions … which is reason for concern. 

 
Figure 92 – Transactions in the Enterprise 

 

When we are confronted by distributed environments and the need for transactions we 
need to seriously reconsider the design and consider that:  

• The best distributed transactions are those we do not implement! 

• Transactions in the distributed and service oriented environment need to be 
minimised or avoided all together! 

The following illustration shows a typical scenario consisting of a number of well behaved services 
(A, B, C and D) communicating through a synchronous channel. A distributed transaction scope, as 
demarcated by transaction scope 1, is a feasible technical challenge. As soon as we include 
service E, the environment reverts back to a challenge, because extending a transaction across an 
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asynchronous channel introduces the possibility of long running transactions and the mystery of 
how the overall transaction scope will ever know when to commit or abort. While many 
technologies allow the inclusion of asynchronous channels, others will not allow it other than by 
disabling checks explicitly, as is the case with Windows Communication Foundation (WCF).  

 
Figure 93 – Transaction Scope 

 

Craig McMurtry compared the action of disabling the check which keeps Indigo from 
letting us attempt to extend a transaction scope across an asynchronous channel to 
taking the brakes off your car. 

We would go one step further by saying that by including service (E) as shown, we are 
removing the backup computer in the space shuttle, the brakes and navigational 
equipment, after which we cross our fingers and hit the launch button, sending the 
astronauts on a journey of pre-programmed doom. 

Conclusions … do not include asynchronous channels in a transaction scope! 

 

 
Figure 94 – Transaction Compensation 
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A common approach of distributed transactions is to use a concept known as compensating 
transactions. In the illustration “Figure 94 – Transaction Compensation” we once again have the 
common business problem of transferring funds from account (A) to account (B).  

Assuming that the amount is debited from account (A) and then credited to account (B), we result 
in a successful scenario and commitment of the transaction, signalling a successful flow of funds 
from one account to another. 

If, however, the debit from account (A) succeeds and the credit to account (B) fails, we are stuck 
with a failed transfer and an inconsistency in state. In this case, using compensating transactions, 
we can handle the anomaly in one of two ways … whereby there are other options not covered 
herein: 

1. The solution programmatically credits account (A), therefore undoing the debit. Obviously if the 
credit fails, the solution is faced with an interesting recovery challenge. 

2. The solution logs the failure and submits the error for manual intervention. This option is often 
more suitable to business, as business users understand the business context and recovery 
process far better than computers acting on a limited and predefined set of recovery criteria. 

WS-Transaction 
The WS* standards are looking at providing a solution to the rarely achieved dilemma of enterprise 
and distributed solution transactions. The WS-Transaction protocol leverages the context 
management framework provided by WS-Coordination, creating a transaction context and 
augmenting the activation and registration services. 

Our conclusion on transactions 
• When a solution requires transactions, return to the whiteboard and determine if transactions 

are crucial to the solution. If yes, consider middleware solutions such as BizTalk or CORBA, which 
are geared for long-running distributed transactions and therefore offer more reliable solutions, 
than custom code. 

• Transaction scope should not span services; else we will loose the atomicity of services.  

• Service oriented solutions are not suited for automatic rollback and thus ideal candidates for 
compensating transactions. 
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A hypothetical solution step-by-step, based on en/ioMatrix 
It is important to note that the overall context of this hypothetical solution is to create a companion 
solution used to demonstrate the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), codenamed Indigo, 
as well as demonstrating topics such as “Integration Patterns”. Therefore the solution uses a mix of 
features to demonstrate concept, rather than to demonstrate a best-breed service oriented 
solution and design thereof. 

A final view of the hypothetical solution 
The following illustration depicts the hypothetical solution discussed in this section, which we will be 
implementing to some degree in subsequent sections. 

 
Figure 95 - Final view of the solution 
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Figure 96 - Hypothetical Solution Matrix 
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enMatrix 

 
Figure 97 - Hypothetical Solution Matrix - enMatrix 

No Artefact Description 

1 Grading G1-G4 As previously outlined the generation / grading defines the minimal 
enterprise solution services that need to be implemented. As we are 
producing a hypothetical solution we are selecting specific services, rather 
than striving for any specific grade. 

3 Logging Logging is performed via an asynchronous message queue and submitted 
to the DebugView trace utility. 

4 Exception Management Exceptions, including custom WCF faults, are issued by the service and 
trapped by the consuming application. 

7 Authentication Authentication is based on integrated Windows Authentication. 

9 Digital Signatures Requests to the subtraction service are protected using X.509 certificates. 

11 SLA, Contracts The calculator service implements a calculation contract, defined with 
data, service and message contracts. 

 

ioMatrix 

 
Figure 98 - Hypothetical Solution Matrix - ioMatrix 

No Artefact Description 

1 Interoperability We need to investigate and decide on the technologies which our solution 
needs to integrate and interoperate with. 

2 Microsoft In terms of our hypothetical solution we are demonstrating the 
interoperability of WCF with other Microsoft technologies, such as MSMQ. 

7 COM, COM+ COM interoperability is focusing on integration with a COM+ Application. 

9 MSMQ MSMQ is used to perform asynchronous, message based logging. 
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Contract 

 
Figure 99 - Hypothetical Solution Matrix - Contract 

No Artefact Description 

1 Service Contract As shown, most if not all contract artefacts must be considered and 
implemented. There are no shortcuts! 

2 Schematic In terms of the schematic contract, concerned with the behaviour, we 
need to consider service level expectations and agreements, as well as 
service behaviour. 

The schematic contract can be visualised as the “what”, which is usually 
defined by the business analysts and architects. 

3 Service Level Expectation The consumer of this solution expects to see the various artefacts of a 
service oriented solution implemented in a companion solution, 
demonstrating the “how to” and the “capabilities”, rather than functional 
business requirements. 

4 Service Level Agreement The service level agreement meets the expectations by implementing all 
expected demonstrations, including different channel protocols, channel 
security, interoperability with legacy services, policy based services and 
usage of state of the art technologies and standards such as WS-* standards 
and Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) technologies. 

5 Behaviour The behaviour is split into normal behaviour and error/exception 
management. 

6 Normal Normal behaviour is based on web service consumers and a calculation 
web service, which uses the inversion of control (IOC) pattern to delegate 
calculation processing to other services. 

7 Error/Exception The error conditions and exceptions are handled using standard exception 
handling mechanisms. If 'calculation service' traps all exceptions, then it logs 
the information and passes the error code and description back to the 
consumer in the response message, thus hiding the sensitive information 
such as the exception stack trace. 

A custom exception is implemented across the Division channel, 
demonstrating the extensibility of the WS-* standards and associated 
technologies such as WCF using custom faults. 

8 Syntactic The syntactic contract can be viewed as the “how”, defined and 
implemented by the technical analysts and developers. This contract 
defines the standards, the transactions, and the interface style and revisits 
the ABC. 

9 ABC A: Address … each address is based on the channel type, i.e. IP addresses 
for the TCP based channels and legacy addresses for channels such as the 
MSMQ and COM+ channels. 

B: Binding … the solution demonstrates the use of various bindings such as 
HTTP, TCP, HTTP with X.509, COM+, MSMQ, as well as Duplex, One-Way and 
Two-Way communication. 

C: Contract … see point (11): Style. 

10 Standards…WS-* The solution is compliant with the WS Basic Profile 1.1 specification. 

11 Style To demonstrate the readability of verbose interfaces and the flexibility of 
generic interfaces, the solution implements both types, thus presenting a 
hybrid view. The calculation services all implement the verbose interface, 
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while the calculator and logger service both use the generic approach. 
Note that the calculator service forwards the request and response 
messages to the logger service “as is”, demonstrating the ability to forward 
generic interface request messages from one service to another, without 
the need for expensive conversion and translation logic. 

12 Transactions See “Transaction” on page 170 for details. 

Table 8 - Hypothetical Solution: Contract Artefacts 

Transaction 

 
Figure 100 - Hypothetical Solution Matrix - Transaction 

No Artefact Description 

1 Transaction Requirements Although Service Level Expectations “expect” transactions, they are 
technically not required and probably add an overhead, rather than 
processing benefit to the solution.  

2 Atomic The decision was made to implement ATOMIC transactions, similar to 
traditional ACID transactions. In both scenarios where transactions are used 
they are of short duration and thus appropriate. 

Transaction Scope: Calculator and Logger 

The channel from the Calculator to the Logger is an asynchronous channel 
and therefore it is not viable to include this transaction scope in any overall 
business process and associated transaction scope. The scope is limited to 
the calculator and logger participants, ensuring that en-queued messages 
are transmitted if the overall transaction is completed successfully, or de-
queued automatically if the transaction fails. The transaction is therefore 
established with the MSMQ channel service and not with the Logger service. 

Transaction Scope: Calculator and Multiplication 

Unlike the Logger Transaction Scope, this transaction scope spans across 
the calculator and the multiplication participants, including the endpoints 
and the TCP channel. The transaction is established by the calculator 
service and its scope is propagated to the multiplication service.  

• If any error occurs within the multiplication service the transaction is 
aborted. 

• If any error occurs after a successful multiplication service request, 
the transaction is also aborted. However, the multiplication service 
is not notified, unless it registers and participates with protocols such 
as 2PC (two-phase commit) or the OutcomeNotification protocol. If 
the multiplication service needs to “rollback”, participation in such 
protocols, or a compensating transaction would be needed. 

4 WS-Transaction Both transaction scopes are implemented using a WS-Coordination 
coordinator supporting WS-Transactions, ensuring compliance with WS-* 
standards, as well as the Basic Profile Specification. 

Table 9 - Hypothetical Solution: Transaction Artefacts 
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So what happened to Interoperability? 

The story within a story of a mislead probe 
Those who are wondering what the question to the answer 42 could have been, are probably also 
wondering what happened to the core topic of “interoperability” in this book up to and including 
this page. It is a good question and one that even we, the authors, were pondering over when we 
reached this point and therefore it warrants a brief detour and explanation. 

Hypothetical instruction heard in the coffee and tea area on the 3rd floor of an information 
technology company located somewhere on planet Earth on the African continent, far south from 
the equator … “analyse, design and develop a probe which will take our team to Pluto”. What 
emerged from that statement which was made as an experiment has grown an idea which will 
probably feed the next book, focused at the pitfalls, the nuggets and the recommendations 
around software development life cycles and methodologies. 

But we have deviated yet again … back to the coffee and tea area, filled with programmers, 
developers, analysts, technical leads and software architects, most of whom were passionate 
space flight hobbyists, fans of the Firefly TV series and members of a unit striving for perfection in the 
wonderful world of information technologies and associated solutions. 

Analyse, design and develop a probe which will take our team to Pluto 

The Pluto team immediately cleaned the whiteboard and started to design the quickest way to 
“Pluto” and a probe to take them all from Earth to “Pluto”.  

 

To spare you from the lengthy debates and technical jargon thrown around, we can summarise 
that the team ended with a perfectly looking probe, obviously influenced by the Firefly, and a 
scientific 8-year journey plan to “Pluto”. 

The realisation that the solution is not perfect … it does not meet business requirements 

When the statement was followed by a question as to “whether the team would approach Mount 
Pluto from the North or the West” the enthusiasm and passion evaporated with a snap as everyone 
eventually realised that the “context” of the problem statement had been lost or rather ignored. 

 

From Nevada to Pluto in 16 years, costing a gazillion nuggets and probably creating one of the 
worst return trips and home coming receptions imaginable. 

Conclusion … the answer to where interoperability has gone  

Disregarding the fact that we would have endured crammed conditions in deep space for 8 years, 
only to realise the mistake and spending another 8 years returning home, the team developed a 
mission plan (project plan) and a probe (solution).  

Simple … but what about interoperability? 
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Throw a magnifying glass over the probe and you will see heterogeneous systems connecting to 
each other, communicating with each other and delivering services to each other. While the tough 
exoskeleton shell delivers protection, the oxygenated atmosphere in the probe is generated by 
oxygen generators, which in turn obtain their energy from a nuclear reactor and the solar panels 
reaching into dark space. Each of these systems is unique; each has a unique interface used by the 
astronauts, the onboard computers and other systems. The more we increase the magnification the 
more we encounter smaller and smaller systems coexisting with others. 

If any one system fails, no matter how small and insignificant it may be, it will impact the 
heterogeneous environment within which it exists. The initial design, the quality of implementation 
and the ability to maintain each system for the trip of 16 years, will decide the future of the 
passengers. 

In fact, what the team has done, is to worry about and to address interoperability by building the 
probe, with all its gadgets, systems and services. In the same vein, this book has covered some of 
the fundamentals of the tools and technologies used in information technology to create 
connected and communicating systems, as well as the concepts and recommended steps from a 
more holistic architectural view. 

So why should we care about interoperability in the first place? 
Service orientation focuses on independence and loose-coupling, but usually there is no mention 
made of interoperability. Although you could argue that the tenets of service orientation don't 
necessarily require interoperability, we strongly feel that it is intrinsically tied to this paradigm and is 
nonnegotiable in the real world. 

It was this lack of interoperability, mind you, that prevented component technologies from keeping 
up with the Internet and Web advancements. It was this lack of interoperability that motivated the 
need for something better than traditional component development, leading to a focus on 
services built with Web-based technologies (Web services). It is also the lack of interoperability that 
hurt enterprises more than anything else in their efforts to build flexible systems that last. 
Interoperability is absolutely necessary to achieve more integration and less renovation. 

Indeed, interoperability is a fundamental factor in building long-lasting distributed systems. 
Coalitions like the WS-I have been formed with the specific goal of helping to ensure 
interoperability. Interoperability must not be forgotten, but rather used to enhance the flexible 
abstractions of service orientation. 

Conclusion 

 

Integration and good design, have they reduced complexity? These past chapters have been an 
important object lesson. As a mountain is conquered one step at a time so the project has been 
solved one page at a time, but that is not the lesson. Just as when the mountain top is reached the 
going becomes easy and the air crisp and clear and you can see forever, so the details of the 
project have become clear and the way forward is easy. How important it has been to push the 
design through to completion and not to have stopped part way through when it was all 
complexity and very little was clear.  

A good design needs to be completed to realise its full value. 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� Signatures 
  - Think of the wire format … what will the message look like on the wire 
  - Choose generic and standard types for optimal interoperability 
  - Share schemas between services and consumers, never types  

� Methods  
  - Use Document Literal encoding, with SoapParameterStyle.Bare with .NET 
  - Use wse:action, i.e. WS-Addressing. Where possible 

� Contracts 
  - Keep the contracts explicit and make no assumptions 
  - Design and build contracts to last 
  - Ensure that contracts are disposable 
  - Ensure that the contract can be named 
  - Consider flexibility versus readability 
  - Version structures, messages and interfaces 
      http://www.company.co.za/Project/YYYY/MM/DD[/VERSION] 

� Transactions 
  - The best distributed transactions are those we do not implement! 
  - Avoid transactions in the distributed and service oriented environment! 
  - Avoid including asynchronous channels in transaction scopes! 

� Service PEACE21 
  - Policy-Based Behaviour 
  - Explicit Boundaries 
  - Autonomy 
  - Contract Exchange 

� SOA 
  - Understand your business objectives and define success  
  - Define your problem domain  
  - Understand all application semantics in your domain  
  - Understand all services available in your domain  
  - Understand all information sources and sinks available in your domain  
  - Understand all processes in your domain  
  - Identify and catalogue all interfaces outside of the domain that you must leverage  
    (services and simple information) 
  - Define new services and information bound to those services  
  - Define new processes, as well as services and information bound to those  
    processes 
  - Select your technology set 
  - Deploy SOA technology 
  - Test and evaluate 

� Interoperability Guidance 
  - Embrace 
  - Basic Profile (BP) conformance 
  - .NET 2.0 is BP conformant by default 
  - Use SOAP 1.1 
  - KISS - Keep Interoperable Schemas Simple 
  - Avoid 
        RPC/Encoded as not BP compliant 
        SOAP Extensions - harder to migrate 

� WSE to WCF Interoperability Guidance 
  - Embrace 

                                                      
21 Acronym by Clemens Vasters 
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  - The ASMX guidance 
  - Use WSE 3.0 for wire level interoperability with WCF 
  - HTTP transport 
  - Turnkey Security Scenarios and policy (WSE 3.0) 
  - MTOM (WSE 3.0) 
  - Avoid 
        TCP transport for interoperability 
        Custom transports 
        DIME (WSE 2.0) 
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5   

22 

   
The longest journey begins with one step and step by step the journey  is completed 

Technology Journey 
Simplified 
 

Objectives … brief excursions of: 

� Interoperability in the User Interface 

� .NET and Win32 Interoperability  

� COM, COM+ and .NET Interoperability   

� Web Services and Web Service Extensions   

� Database access and integration  

� .NET Remoting and IIOP  

 

 

                                                      
22 Artwork by Alexander Schaub. 
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Introduction 
At last we have arrived at the part of the book that turns the theory into practice. Many developers 
can only really understand when they get to the 'hands on' part of training. It is here that the 
'broken telephone' type problems are solved and we find out for ourselves what it's all about. 

This section focuses on a step-by-step “how to” usage of some of the commonly used technologies 
in the interoperability space. The purpose is to introduce the interoperability basics of each 
technology and provide a step-by-step checklist that can be used by new developers or those 
who leave behind certain technologies, only to be confronted again with the interoperability issues 
at a later stage. 

The topics covered, listed in no specific order of priority or importance, include: 

• .NET and Win32 interoperability see page 177 

• COM, COM+ and .NET Interoperability  see page 178 

• Web Services and Web Service Extensions see page 195  

• Database access and integration  see page 209 

• .NET Remoting and IIOP   see page 215 

 

Code in this section complies with our best practices and naming conventions, but 
excludes typical XML based inline documentation. This was a compromise to ensure that 
we can include most of the code applicable to the topic, without blowing the size of the 

section out of proportion. 
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.NET and Win32 Interoperability 
We will not delve deeply into this interoperability, but as there is a wealth of functionality hidden 
within the Windows SDK (Win32) we must mention the .NET and Win32 interoperability. While other 
interoperability are typically seamless two way integrations, this interoperability is geared at .NET to 
Win32 interoperability only, i.e. for the managed .NET environment to utilise services within Win32 
and not vice versa 

The System.Runtime.InteropServices is the key namespace which enables the interoperability and is 
commonly referred to as platform invocation (PInvoke). 

The following “simple” example shows .NET C#  managed code accessing Win32 APIs: 
using  System; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Windows.Forms; 
using  System.Runtime.InteropServices; 
using  System.Reflection; 
using  System.Security.Principal; 
using  System.Threading; 
 
class  Interoperability 
{ 
#if  _WIN32 
 //[DllImport("user32.dll", EntryPoint="MessageBoxA")] 
 //static extern int MsgBox(int hWnd, string msg, string caption, int type); 
 // -- or -- 
 // CharSet.Ansi will result in a call to MessageBoxA 
 // CharSet.Unicode will result in a call to MessageBoxW 
 [DllImport("user32.dll", CharSet=CharSet.Ansi)] 
 static extern int MessageBox(int hWnd, string msg, string caption, int type); 
  
 [DllImport("Advapi32.dll", CharSet=CharSet.Ansi)] 
 static extern bool GetUserName( StringBuilder lpBuffer, ref int nSize); 
#endif 
 public  static  void  Main()  
 { 
        // Get version 
        Assembly DLLAssembly = Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly(); 
        string    sVersion   = DLLAssembly.GetName().Version.ToString();    
        // Win32 Way 
#if  _WIN32 
  StringBuilder text = new StringBuilder(255); 
  int nSize = 255; 
  GetUserName ( text, ref nSize ); 
  MessageBox( 0, "Win32 Ver: " + sVersion, "Goodbye " + text.ToString(), 0); 
#else 
        // .NET Way 
        MessageBox.Show ( ".NET Version= " + sVersion, 
                          "Goodbye " + WindowsIdentity.GetCurrent().Name,  
                          MessageBoxButtons.OK ); 
#endif 
 } 
} 

The DllImportAttribute we believe are the most important are: 

Attribute Meaning 

CallingConvention Defines the calling convention used when passing arguments. The default is 
__stdcall. 

CharSet Defines how strings arguments are marshalled, i.e. ANSI or UNICODE, with the 
former being the default. 

EntryPoint Defines the string name or ordinal number of the actual function to be called. 

ExactSpelling Defines whether or not to match the name of the function with the name as 
specified. If specified we must remember that Win32 API have an ANSI and a 
UNICODE specific API, i.e. MassageBoxA and MessageBoxU. 

SetLastError Defines whether the caller wants to be able to call Marshal.GetLastWin32Error() to 
establish if a Win32 error was encountered during the Win32 call. 

Table 10 - DllImportAttributes 

We admit that the shown example is pretty trivial and that the “.NET Way” is probably far more 
effective in production, however, it hopefully shows the power of this PInvoke interoperability. 
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COM, COM+ and .NET Interoperability  
Interestingly Microsoft states on their COM website that new development should be done with 
.NET, not COM, yet confirm on the same site that support for COM and COM+ are included in the 
new age operating system Longhorn. We are convinced that due to the commercial investment in 
COM, it being an integral part of the operating system and offering a seamless integration 
between .NET and COM, the COM and COM+ technologies will remain with us for a long, long 
time. 

Whether or not we should be using COM or .NET is beyond the scope of this book, other than 
stating that we should be using the correct technology for the correct task and not to force a 
square peg into a round hole just for the sake of different technology. 

In this section we will briefly explore the interoperability between .NET and COM, i.e. a .NET 
managed object calling an unmanaged COM component, the interoperability between COM 
and .NET and finally have a quick look at developing a managed component utilising the 
Enterprise Services (commonly known as COM+ Services). 

The simple solution we are looking at is as shown: 

 
Figure 101 - Hypothetical .NET and COM Interoperability Prototype 

Component Technology Used What are we showing? 

Client Application .NET, Console, C#  
.NET � COM interoperability 

Division Component COM, C++, ATL 

Logging Component 1 .NET, Class Library, C#   COM � .NET interoperability 

Logging Component 2 .NET, COM+, C#  
COM+ Enterprise Services 

“Pooled” component 

Table 11 - .NET and COM Interoperability solution components 

.NET and COM interoperability 

 
Figure 102 -.NET - COM Interoperability 

The runtime callable wrapper (RLW) is a proxy which is responsible for a transparent communication 
between .NET objects and COM objects. Whenever a COM type is instantiated an instance of the 
RLW is instantiated and is put in charge of the relationship between the calling .NET object and the 
called COM object, for the duration of the lifetime of the COM object. 

The basic involved in a .NET and COM relationship steps, as shown in the previous illustration,  are as 
follows: 
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1. Develop a COM component and generate the type library, using the Visual Studio IDE or 
tools such as MIDL. 

2. The utility TLBIMP is used to extract the type library information and generate the proxy 
required in the .NET managed environment. See page 181 for an extract of the generated 
code. 

3. Reference and instantiate an instance of the generated proxy. 

4. Make a call to the proxy, which in turn will make a call to the unmanaged COM object via 
the runtime callable wrapper (RLW). 

The following table shows the mapping between .NET and COM IDL types: 

.NET Type System.* What is it 
really? 

Limit  COM IDL Type 

Boolean 8-bits  true | false � � VARIANT_BOOL 

Byte 8-bits 0…255 � � byte 

DateTime   � � DATE 

Decimal 128-bits 1.0x10-28 … 7.9x1028 � � DECIMAL 

CURRENCY 

Double 64-bits 5.0x10-324 ...1.7x10308 � � double 

Guid 128-bit unique 
number 

 � � GUID 

Int16 16-bits -32,768 ... 32,767 � � short 

HRESULT 

Int32 32-bits -2,147,483,648 ... 2,147,483,647 � � long 

int 

Int64 64-bits -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 ... 
9,223,372,036,854,775,807 

� � hyper 

IntPtr 32-bits  � � void* 

Object   � � IUnknown* 

IDispatch* 

SByte 8-bits -128 ... 127 � � char 

small 

Single 32-bits 1.5x10-45 ... 3.4x1038 � � float 

String UNICODE string  � � BSTR 

LPSTR 

UInt16 16-bits 0 ... 65,535 � � wchar_t 

unsigned short 

UInt32 32-bits 0 ... 4,294,967,295 � � unsigned long 

unsigned int 

UInt64 63-bits 0 ... 18,446,744,073,709,551,615 � � unsigned hyper 

type[]   � � SAFEARRAY 

Table 12 - .NET and COM IDL type marshalling 

Develop the COM Division Component 

CDivision.cpp 
// Division.cpp : Implementation of CDivision 
 
#include  "stdafx.h" 
#include  "Division.h" 
#include  ".\division.h" 
 
// CDivision 
STDMETHODIMP CDivision::Divide(LONG numerator, LONG denominator, LONG* result) 
{ 
    // The try...catch is going to raise some serious eye brows, however, 
    // breathe in deep and exhale slowly ... we are merely trying to show  
    // "simple" interop. 
    try 
    { 
        // Division by zero should result in a S_FALSE 
        *result = numerator / denominator; 
    } 
    catch  (...) 
    { 
        return  S_FALSE; 
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    } 
    return  S_OK; 
} 

 

 
Figure 103 - Demo Solution UML Class Diagram 

CDivision.h 

Note that we specified to use attributes, not a separate IDL file, which is why the following code 
was generated for us: 
// Division.h : Declaration of the CDivision 
 
#pragma  once 
#include  "resource.h"       // main symbols 
 
// IDivision 
[ 
    object, 
    uuid("D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815"), 
    dual,    helpstring("IDivision Interface"), 
    pointer_default(unique) 
] 
__interface  IDivision : IDispatch 
{ 
    [id(1), helpstring("method Divide")]  
                       HRESULT Divide([in]  LONG numerator,  
                                      [in]  LONG denominator,  
                                      [out] LONG* result); 
}; 
 
 
// CDivision 
[ 
    coclass, 
    threading("apartment"), 
    vi_progid("DemoDivision.Division"), 
    progid("DemoDivision.Division.1"), 
    version(1.0), 
    uuid("65F014FE-20A3-46EA-92B1-2AAD7C9A8F97"), 
    helpstring("Division Class") 
] 
class  ATL_NO_VTABLE CDivision :  
    public  IDivision 
{ 
public : 
    CDivision() 
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    { 
    } 
 
    DECLARE_PROTECT_FINAL_CONSTRUCT() 
 
    HRESULT FinalConstruct() 
    { 
        return  S_OK; 
    } 
     
    void  FinalRelease()  
    { 
    } 
 
public : 
 
    STDMETHOD(Divide)(LONG numerator, LONG denominator, LONG* result); 
}; 

Use TLBIMP to generate the metadata 

After building the Division COM component, we can TLBIMP on the infamous command line: 
tlbimp  demodivision.dll /out:democomproxy.dll 

By running this utility we were rewarded with the following proxy code, which was reverse 
engineered using the Reflector utility from http://www.aisto.com/roeder/dotnet: 
namespace  democomproxy 
{ 
      [ ComImport , CoClass ( typeof ( CDivisionClass )),  
                  Guid ( "D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815" )] 
      public  interface  CDivision : IDivision  
      { 
      } 
 
      [ ComImport , Guid ( "65F014FE-20A3-46EA-92B1-2AAD7C9A8F97" ),  
                  TypeLibType ( 2),  
                  ClassInterface ( 0)] 
      public  class  CDivisionClass : IDivision , CDivision  
      { 
            // Methods  
            [ MethodImpl ( MethodImplOptions . InternalCall , 
                        MethodCodeType =MethodCodeType . Runtime ),  
                        DispId ( 1)] 
            public  virtual  extern  void  Divide([ In ] int  numerator,  
                                              [ In ] int  denominator,  
                                               out  int  result); 
      } 
 
      [ ComImport , Guid ( "D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815" ), TypeLibType ( 4160 )] 
      public  interface  IDivision 
      { 
            [ MethodImpl ( MethodImplOptions . InternalCall , 
                        MethodCodeType =MethodCodeType . Runtime ),  
                        DispId ( 1)] 
            void  Divide([ In ] int  numerator, [ In ] int  denominator, out  int  result); 
      } 
} 

For those who prefer intermediate language (IL): 
.namespace  democomproxy 
{ 
    .class  public  interface abstract auto ansi CDivision 
                            implements  democomproxy.IDivision  
    { 
        .custom  instance  void  
                [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComImportAttribute :: .ctor () 
        .custom  instance  void   
         [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices. 
                                  CoClassAttribute :: .ctor ([ mscorlib ] System.Type ) =  
                                 ( type( democomproxy.CDivisionClass ) ) 
        .custom  instance  void     
         [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices. 
                                  GuidAttribute :: .ctor ( string ) =  
                                 ( string( "D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815" ) ) 
    } 
 
    .class  public  auto ansi CDivisionClass 
           extends  object  
           implements  democomproxy.IDivision , democomproxy.CDivision  
    { 
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        .custom  instance  void   
           [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComImportAttribute :: .ctor () 
        .custom  instance  void   
           [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.GuidAttribute :: .ctor ( string )  
            = ( string( "65F014FE-20A3-46EA-92B1-2AAD7C9A8F97" ) ) 
        .custom  instance  void   
           [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.TypeLibTypeAttribute :: .ctor ( int16 )  
            = ( int16( 0x0002 ) ) 
        .custom  instance  void   
           [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.ClassInterfaceAttribute :: .ctor ( int16 ) 
            = ( int16( 0x0000 ) ) 
        .method  public  specialname  rtspecialname  instance   
                void  .ctor()  runtime managed internalcall  
        { 
        } 
 
        .method  public  hidebysig  newslot  virtual  instance   
                void  Divide([ in ] int32  numerator, [ in ] int32  denominator,  
                            [ out ] int32 & result)  runtime managed internalcall  
        { 
            .custom  instance  void  
               [ mscorlib ] System.Runtime.InteropServices.DispIdAttribute :: .ctor ( int32 )  
                  = ( int32( 0x00000001 ) ) 
            .override  democomproxy.IDivision :: Divide  
        } 
    } 
    … truncated for the sake of forest conservation … 

… and while we are having fun, lets include the same in Delphi … 
unit  democomproxy; 
interface  
type  
[ ComImport , CoClass ( typeof ( CDivisionClass )), 
            Guid ( 'D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815' )] 
            public  CDivision = interface  ( IDivision ) 
end ; 
 
[ ComImport , Guid ( '65F014FE-20A3-46EA-92B1-2AAD7C9A8F97' ),  
            TypeLibType ( 2), ClassInterface ( 0)] 
public  CDivisionClass = class  ( IDivision , CDivision ) 
      // Methods  
      [ MethodImpl ( MethodImplOptions . InternalCall ,  
                  MethodCodeType =MethodCodeType . Runtime )] 
      public  constructor  Create;  
      [ MethodImpl ( MethodImplOptions . InternalCall ,  
                  MethodCodeType =MethodCodeType . Runtime ),  
                  DispId ( 1)] 
      public  procedure  Divide([ In ] numerator: Integer ;  
                              [ In ] denominator: Integer ;  
                              [ Out ] var  result: Integer ); virtual;   
end ; 
 
[ ComImport , Guid ( 'D09DB5F4-2A85-4868-B731-550D3BE75815' ),  
            TypeLibType ( 4160 )] 
public  IDivision = interface  
      // Methods  
      [ MethodImpl ( MethodImplOptions . InternalCall ,  
                  MethodCodeType =MethodCodeType . Runtime ), DispId ( 1)] 
      procedure  Divide([ In ] numerator: Integer ;  
                       [ In ] denominator: Integer ;  
                       [ Out ] var  result: Integer ); 
end ; 
implementation 
end . 

Develop the .NET Managed Client 

We could use the generated proxy, or simply add a reference to the registered COM component 
type library … we chose the latter, producing the following test code: 
using  System; 
 
namespace  DemoConsole 
{ 
    class  DemoConsoleClass 
    { 
        [STAThread] 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
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                // .NET to COM Interability 
                int  denominator = 2; 
                int  numerator   = 4; 
                int  result      = 0; 
                DemoDivision.CDivisionClass demoDivide =  
                                                new DemoDivision.CDivisionClass(); 
                demoDivide.Divide ( numerator, denominator, out  result ); 
                Console.WriteLine ( "Divide {0} by {1} results in {2}", 
                                    numerator, denominator, result ); 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception ex ) 
            { 
                // Oh no, we need to debug again ... 
                Console.WriteLine ( "Serious error encountered, another  
                                             late night ... {0}", 
                                     ex.Message ); 
            } 
                             
            // Wait for user to close app 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Test 

Running the test program, which is a result of intensive analysis, design, development and unit 
testing efforts, we will note that 4/2 results in 2. This result is probably not that exciting; however, the 
easy and seamless interoperability between .NET and COM does deserve a round of applause. We 
advise that you refer to literature and MSDN for a more in depth journey and a list of interoperability 
issues that need to be taken cognisance of, for example, marshalling rules and limitations, 
VARIANTS, threading models.  
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COM and .NET interoperability 

 
Figure 104 - COM - .NET Interoperability 

At first glance the .NET to COM interoperability using the runtime callable wrapper appears to be 
the only real interoperability need as most solutions are on an evolutionary track. In reality, 
however, we often find that sections of solutions are enhanced, while others are left “as is”, either 
because of budget constraint, no business value in an upgrade or simply because most of us have 
learnt that “if it works, leave it”. 

If we want to utilise enhancements implemented by managed code, from an unmanaged code 
base, we can work together with the COM callable wrapper, which is a special proxy that 
transforms .NET requests into requests that are understandable by COM. 

The basic steps of this magical journey are as follows: 

1. Develop a .NET component and ensure than the ComVisible attribute is set to true. This 
attribute controls accessibility of an individual managed type or member, or of all types 
within an assembly, to COM.  

 

If you are developing a .NET component that will never be exposed to COM, 
ensure that you set this to false. 

2. Use TLBEXP to create a proxy for the unmanaged environment, including the type library. 
The regasm utility is then used to add the metadata within an assembly and add the 
necessary entries to the registry, which then allows COM clients to create and utilise the .NET 
component via this proxy. 

3. Reference and instantiate an instance of the proxy, which in turns instantiates the .NET 
component and establishes the communication channel. 

4.  Make a call to the proxy, which in turn will make a call to the managed .NET object via the 
COM callable wrapper (CCL). 
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Figure 105 - Demo Solution UML Class Diagram 

 

Develop the .NET Component 

Firstly we create a very rudimentary logging component, using .NET and C# . Note that the code is 
trying to show the bare minimum and you will be better off considering the Enterprise Library for 
comprehensive and production strength logging services.  

The code does, however, implement and demonstrate the IDisposable pattern, which is a very 
important .NET development pattern which is often ignored or implemented incorrectly. Take note 
of the destructor and the Dispose methods, remembering that the destructor should only be 
defined and implemented in conjunction with the IDisposable interface. Failure to follow this rule 
results in objects hanging around the managed heap for far too long, wasting valuable memory 
and processing resources. 
using  System; 
using  System.IO; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Reflection; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
 
namespace  DemoLogger 
{ 
    // interface should be in a seperate assembly 
    public  interface  IDemoLogger 
    { 
        void  LogToFile ( string  logMessage ); 
    } 
 
    public  class  DemoLogger : IDemoLogger, IDisposable 
    { 
        private  string        constructorString = string .Empty; 
        private  FileStream   file              = null ; 
        private  StreamWriter stream            = null ; 
         
        // Default constructor 
        public  DemoLogger() 
        { 
            constructorString = @"c:\temp\" + System.Guid.NewGuid().ToString() + ".txt"; 
            file = new FileStream( constructorString,  
                                   FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write, FileShare.None ); 
            stream = new StreamWriter( file ); 
        } 
         
        ~DemoLogger() { Dispose ( false ); } 
         
        public  void  Dispose() { Dispose( true ); } 
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        protected  virtual  void  Dispose( bool  disposing)  
        { 
            if  (disposing) GC.SuppressFinalize( this ); 
            if  ( null  != stream ) stream.Close(); 
            if  ( null  != file   ) file.Close(); 
        } 
 
        public void  CloseFile () { Dispose( true ); } 
         
        public  void  LogToFile ( string  logMessage ) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                stream.Write ( logMessage ); 
                stream.Write ( Environment.NewLine ); 
                stream.Flush (); 
            } 
            catch   
            { 
                Debug.WriteLine ( "LogToFile Abort" ); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

Generate and register the type library in one step 

We could update the registry manually or use the tlbexp utility to export a type library from the 
managed assembly. To save time, we will use the regasm utility to perform the creation of the type 
library and the registration thereof in one simple step, namely: 
D:\BBD\Working\IndigoBook\COMdotNETInterop\DemoLogger\bin\Debug> REGASM demologger.dll 
/tlb:demologger.tlb /codebase  
Microsoft (R) .NET Framework Assembly Registration Utility 1.1.4322.573 
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation 1998-2002.  All rights reserved. 
 
Types registered successfully 
Assembly exported to 
'D:\BBD\Working\IndigoBook\COMdotNETInterop\DemoLogger\bin\Debug\demologger.tlb', and the 
type library was registered successfully 

Unless you register the managed assembly in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC), you must specify 
the /codebase option, which adds a codebase value under the InProcServer32 subdirectory for 
each class type that will point to the specific location of the managed assembly. 

 

Creates a Codebase entry in the registry. The Codebase entry specifies the file path for 
an assembly that is not installed in the global assembly cache. You should not specify this 
option if you will subsequently install the assembly that you are registering into the global 
assembly cache. The assemblyFile argument that you specify with the /codebase option 
must be a strong-named assembly23. 

If we use OleView.exe we can investigate the generated IDL file: 
// Generated .IDL file (by the OLE/COM Object Viewer) 
//  
// typelib filename: demologger.tlb 
 
[ 
  uuid(D090B4A2-14E3-3AE0-9E35-4DF023C3FF3D), 
  version(1.0), 
  helpstring("Demo code"), 
  custom(90883F05-3D28-11D2-8F17-00A0C9A6186D, DemoLogger, Version=1.0.0.0,  
         Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=17b1ded3eac7aaca) 
 
] 
library DemoLogger 
{ 
    // TLib :      
    // TLib : Common Language Runtime Library : {BED7F4EA-1A96-11D2-8F08-00A0C9A6186D} 
    importlib("mscorlib.tlb"); 
    // TLib : OLE Automation : {00020430-0000-0000-C000-000000000046} 
    importlib("stdole2.tlb"); 
 
    // Forward declare all types defined in this typelib 
    interface IDemoLogger; 
    interface _DemoLogger; 

                                                      
23 Extract from Microsoft MSDN Library 
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    [ 
      odl, 
      uuid(BD4EFD2F-B369-3EDE-9EB5-BA496CB112B7), 
      version(1.0), 
      dual, 
      oleautomation, 
      custom(0F21F359-AB84-41E8-9A78-36D110E6D2F9, DemoLogger.IDemoLogger)     
 
    ] 
    interface IDemoLogger : IDispatch { 
        [id(0x60020000)] 
        HRESULT LogToFile([in] BSTR logMessage); 
        [id(0x60020001)] 
        HRESULT CloseFile(); 
    }; 
 
    [ 
      uuid(CCAC3010-DC40-30EE-B38C-651E49BFFE3D), 
      version(1.0), 
      custom(0F21F359-AB84-41E8-9A78-36D110E6D2F9, DemoLogger.DemoLogger) 
    ] 
    coclass DemoLogger { 
        [default] interface _DemoLogger; 
        interface _Object; 
        interface IDemoLogger; 
        interface IDisposable; 
    }; 
 
    [ 
      odl, 
      uuid(DBF2FB20-3F32-3CB4-8E4A-A746A8DBE183), 
      hidden, 
      dual, 
      oleautomation, 
      custom(0F21F359-AB84-41E8-9A78-36D110E6D2F9, DemoLogger.DemoLogger)     
 
    ] 
    interface _DemoLogger : IDispatch { 
    }; 
}; 

Call .NET Managed Object from C++ based COM Component  

Back in the world of unmanaged C++ we use the # import statement to incorporate information 
from the type library and convert the information into C++ classes, mostly describing the COM 
interfaces. 
#import  "demologger.tlb" raw_interfaces_only named_guids no_namespace 

Figure 106 – Import Type Library in StdAfx.h 

We then update the Division component to instantiate and call the DemoLogger after making the 
complex division calculation on our behalf. Contrary to standards, mandates and policies we 
implement a very simple error checking harness, simply returning a S_TRUE if we are happy and a 
S_FALSE if we happen to be unhappy, using the debugger to track down any gremlins … of which 
there were many. 
// Division.cpp : Implementation of CDivision 
 
#include  "stdafx.h" 
#include  "Division.h" 
#include  ".\division.h" 
 
// CDivision 
STDMETHODIMP CDivision::Divide(LONG numerator, LONG denominator, LONG* result) 
{ 
    // The try...catch is going to raise some serious eye brows, however, 
    // breathe in deep and exhale slowly ... we are merely trying to show  
    // "simple" interop. 
    try 
    { 
        DWORD   hResult    = 0; 
          
        // Division by zero should result in a S_FALSE 
        *result = numerator / denominator; 
         
        // log using .NET Interop 
        CComPtr<IDemoLogger> pILogger; 
        bstr_t bstrMessage = "Hello from COM to .NET"; 
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        hResult = pILogger.CoCreateInstance ( CLSID_DemoLogger, 
                                              NULL, 
                                              CLSCTX_SERVER ); 
        if  ( 0 == hResult ) pILogger->LogToFile ( bstrMessage ); 
        else                return  S_FALSE; 
             
        // We are done 
        pILogger->CloseFile(); 
        pILogger = NULL;  
    } 
    catch  (...) 
    { 
        return  S_FALSE; 
    } 
    return  S_OK; 
} 

 

 

When the smart pointer to the logger proxy is released, the Dispose() method in the .NET 
class is not called automatically, nor is the garbage collector forced to run. The only 
“simple” way we could resolve this problem (which results in the .NET objects hanging 
around for an extensive period of time) is to create a closure method in the .NET 
component (CloseFile), which in turn calls Dispose. 

Test 

If we re-run the managed test console application we will once again be witness that 4/2=2, but 
more importantly will find a file in c:\temp that contains the test message we passed to LogToFile(). 
The amazing journey from managed code to unmanaged code, back to managed code was 
therefore completed successfully. 
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.NET and COM+ (Enterprise Services) 
Calling an unmanaged COM+ component needs the same interoperability steps as documented 
under “.NET and COM interoperability” on page 178. We will therefore not repeat the similar 
process of interoperability with COM, but instead explore how we can develop a managed 
component living within and utilising the COM+ services. As mentioned previously this specific 
sample will utilise object pooling, which is one of the options mentioned on our quick reference 
poster “0016 dotNET - COMPlus  Poster”. 

Develop the .NET Component using COM+ Enterprise Services 

Creating the Managed Component utilising Component Services 

The following code implements the extremely rudimentary logger component, hosted within COM+ 
and utilising the Enterprise Services. Note that Microsoft has once again used a variety of names for 
the same technology. We started with Microsoft Transaction Service (MTS), the incomplete 
predecessor of COM+. Then followed COM+, to be renamed to Enterprise Services and more 
recently the term COM+ Component Services has also started to make the rounds. 

Let us explore the sample code … 

Area of interest Explanation 

System.EnterpriseServices Namespace provides .NET objects with access to COM+ services. 

System.Runtime.InteropServices Namespace provides a variety of members that support COM 
interoperability and platform invoke services. 

Assembly: ApplicationName Defines the name of the COM+ application. 

Assembly: ApplicationActivation Defines whether components in the assembly run in the creator's process 
or in a system process. 

Assembly: ApplicationID Defines the application ID (GUID) for the application. 

interface An interface typically defines a contract which an 
class/component/service must implement. In our case we created both 
the interface and class in the same assembly for clarity. In production 
interface definitions should be hosted in separate assemblies from the 
interface implementation class(es). 

GuidAttribute Defines an explicit System.Guid suppressing the automatic GUID 
generation. 

ClassInterface Defines the type of class interface to be generated for a class exposed to 
COM, supporting options AutoDispatch, AutoDual or None. 

JustInTimeActivation Turns just-in-time (JIT) activation on or off 

Transaction Defines the type of transaction that is available to the attributed object. 

EventTrackingEnabled Enables event tracking for the component. 

ObjectPooling Enables and configures object pooling for the component. 

ServiceComponent Base class of all classes using COM+ services. 

override void Construct() Performs the construction of an object, given an administratively supplied 
constructor string that allows control of the parameters used in the 
creation of the object. 

override void Activate() Performs context-specific initialization whenever it is activated and is 
called by the COM+ run-time environment before any other methods are 
called on the object. 

override void Deactivate() 

 

Performs cleanup required before the object is recycled or destroyed 
and is called by the COM+ run-time environment whenever an object is 
deactivated. 

override bool CanBePooled() Notifies the COM+ run-time environment whether or not the object can 
be pooled for reuse when it is deactivated. 

Table 13 - .NET COM+ Component Code Explanation 
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Figure 107 - Demo Solution UML Class Diagram 

 
using  System; 
using  System.EnterpriseServices; 
using  System.Runtime.InteropServices; 
using  System.IO; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Reflection; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
 
[assembly: ApplicationName("DemoESLogger")] 
[assembly: ApplicationActivation(ActivationOption.Server)] 
[assembly: ApplicationID("8A2DF2F7-59C0-4995-B1AF-0CD59037F5E4")] 
 
namespace  DemoESLogger 
{ 
    // interface should be in a seperate assembly 
    public  interface  IDemoESLogger 
    { 
        void  LogToFile ( string  logMessage ); 
    } 
 
    [GuidAttribute("27442305-F0B5-478e-A39B-A2B6956658DB")] 
    [ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.AutoDual)] 
    [JustInTimeActivation] 
    [Transaction(TransactionOption.Supported)]      // share transaction if we have one 
    [EventTrackingEnabled( true )] 
    [ObjectPooling( true ,10,100)]                    // minimum 10 and max 100 objects 
    public  class  DemoESLogger : ServicedComponent, IDemoESLogger 
    { 
        private  string        constructorString = string .Empty; 
        private  FileStream   file              = null ; 
        private  StreamWriter stream            = null ; 
         
        // Constructor expecting constructor string 
        protected  override  void  Construct ( string  ctorString ) 
        { 
            constructorString = @"c:\temp\" + System.Guid.NewGuid().ToString() +  
                                 "-" + ctorString + ".txt"; 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "Ctor String: " + constructorString ); 
        } 
         
        // Default constructor 
        public  DemoESLogger() 
        { 
            constructorString = @"c:\temp\" + System.Guid.NewGuid().ToString() + ".txt"; 
            Debug.WriteLine ( " Ctor: " + constructorString ); 
        } 
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        //IObjectControl interface 
        protected  override  void  Activate() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "Act Start: " + constructorString ); 
            file = new FileStream( constructorString,  
                                   FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write, FileShare.None ); 
            stream = new StreamWriter( file ); 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "Act OK: " + constructorString ); 
        } 
         
        protected  override  void  Deactivate() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "DeAct Start: " + constructorString ); 
            if  ( null  != stream ) stream.Close(); 
            if  ( null  != file   ) file.Close(); 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "DeAct OK: " + constructorString ); 
        } 
         
        protected  override  bool  CanBePooled() 
        { 
            return  true ;                            // base.CanBePooled (); 
        } 
              
        // Actual Method 
        // We could use the attribute [AutoComplete], but will hand craft the try-catch 
        // and associated transaction logic for the demo. 
        public  void  LogToFile ( string  logMessage ) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                stream.Write ( logMessage ); 
                stream.Write ( Environment.NewLine ); 
                Debug.WriteLine ( "LogToFile Commit" ); 
                ContextUtil.SetComplete(); 
            } 
            catch   
            { 
                Debug.WriteLine ( "LogToFile Abort" ); 
                ContextUtil.SetAbort(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

 “Happy” and “Done” Bits 

COM+ components, just as was the case with its MTS predecessors, set two bits, namely happy and 
done, during their lifetime, indicating whether the object is happy to commit or abort, and whether 
or not the object instance can be destroyed. These bits can be set in a number of ways, giving the 
developers a vast variety of options. Note that in our code we chose the SetComplete|Abort 
option, but in production code would probably opt for the [AutoComplete] attribute for clarity. 

Option Happy Bit ☺☺☺☺ Done Bit 				 

[AutoComplete] attribute and no exception thrown in method 
 
 

[AutoComplete] attribute and an exception thrown in method � 
 

IObjectControl.SetComplete 
 
 

IObjectControl.SetAbort � 
 

IObjectControl.DisableCommit � � 

IObjectControl.EnableCommit 
 � 

IContextState.SetActivateOnReturn(true) � 
 

IContextState.SetActivateOnReturn(false) � � 

IContextState.SetMyTransactionVote(TransactionVote.Commit) 
 � 

IContextState.SetMyTransactionVote(TransactionVote.Abort) � � 

Table 14 – Happy and Done Voting Bits 

Create and register COM+ Application 

Once we have completed the code and have achieved a successful build, we can use the 
REGSVCS utility to create the COM+ application and register the component as shown. 
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Figure 108 - REGSVCS registration of COM+ Application and Component 

 
Figure 109 - COM+ Application as registered by REGSVCS 

Ensure that you either configure the COM+ Application to be in-process, without application 
security check, or configure valid roles as documented on MSDN Library. Windows 2003 and 
Windows XP SP2 have introduced security enhancements which impact especially Server 
Applications with security authorization enabled. 

Call COM+ Component from console test program 

We then reference the managed assembly DemoESLogger and add the instantiation and method 
call test code as shown below. 
using  System; 
 
namespace  DemoConsole 
{ 
    class  DemoConsoleClass 
    { 
        [STAThread] 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                // .NET to COM Interopability 
                int  denominator = 2; 
                int  numerator   = 4; 
                int  result      = 0; 
                DemoDivision.CDivisionClass demoDivide =  
                                           New DemoDivision.CDivisionClass(); 
                demoDivide.Divide ( numerator, denominator, out  result ); 
                Console.WriteLine ( "Divide {0} by {1} results in {2}", 
                                    numerator, denominator, result ); 
                                     
                // .NET to COM+ Interoperability 
                DemoESLogger.DemoESLogger logger1 = new DemoESLogger.DemoESLogger(); 
                DemoESLogger.DemoESLogger logger2 = new DemoESLogger.DemoESLogger(); 
                logger1.LogToFile ( "test string 1" ); 
                logger2.LogToFile ( "test string 2" ); 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception ex ) 
            { 
                // Oh no, we need to debug again ... 
                Console.WriteLine ( "Serious error found, another late night ... {0}", 
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                                    ex.Message ); 
            } 
                             
            // Wait for user to close app 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Test 

Now for the real fun. To test, we make use of both the Visual Studio and the DebugView utility from 
www.sysinternals.com, which will be used to capture the debug output from the Demo COM+ 
Server Application. 

Start the COM+ Application without specifying a Constructor string 

First we do not specify a constructor string and then start the DemoESLogger application. As shown, 
COM+ activates the application and pools the minimum number of objects. The DebugView log 
shows that only the constructors are called at this point. 

 
Figure 110 - COM+ Server Application Activated 

00000000  0.00000000 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\730c5878-ef26-4c11-9e73-9980aea401fd.txt  
00000001  0.00221844 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\c8eeb66c-e0fd-43a3-bb74-95aeaa8e2eff.txt  
00000002  0.00236315 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\e724bc16-cfce-497d-9857-cdf31728917e.txt  
00000003  0.00353257 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\03c66080-556c-4021-865a-bf075630ce0c.txt  
00000004  0.00367617 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\a40b8cda-e231-4f8a-a132-2a51dc545a2f.txt  
00000005  0.00540655 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\de2b90b9-51bf-4647-a3b0-7ac5e6134e10.txt  
00000006  0.00555909 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\0af10b46-0245-4c94-8919-542a6f027ad4.txt  
00000007  0.00827954 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\968cf2da-2e88-4cdc-a801-07cfbd2f2198.txt  
00000008  0.00844800 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\bf7b6476-f8ee-44bb-8e17-2bcb8ecb83b8.txt  
00000009  0.00867345 [2072] Ctor: c:\temp\20c7f58a-42a4-470a-bf64-840cbc8d8063.txt  

Start the COM+ Application with a specified Constructor string 

When we enable the constructor string and define the constructor string as “COOL”, both the 
default constructor and the Construct() method are called by COM+. The Construct() method is 
supplied with the configured constructor string, namely “COOL” as shown.   
00  0.00000000  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\b9386724-7061-4800-93c4-2c6c508b8de0.txt   
01  0.00345547  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\4374465d-c107-4e81-a516-1b69d9b728c5-COOL.txt  
02  0.00367868  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\77b0d121-412c-41f4-bafb-d4175a9a7519.txt   
03  0.00429021  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\81327957-dda7-47cb-ab25-dd4655bf8198-COOL.txt 
04  0.00443660  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\8bfea01a-0f9c-4ced-82dd-c3b3651c564d.txt   
05  0.00453046  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\55adf805-215f-4a61-86f0-8fb1b77d0e12-COOL.txt  
06  0.00529648  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\107bc897-06f2-479a-9979-18fa3e67ae2e.txt   
07  0.00538337  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\7659030b-ce16-4e1f-804c-7a0b35a339fe-COOL.txt  
08  0.00597981  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\b01e0602-503c-437c-8cbc-95fb2b7c4387.txt   
09  0.00607452  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\124abbad-028d-43d1-9de1-2ea88975004f-COOL.txt  
10  0.00622062  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\e79366a0-693d-440a-91bc-ec7c6285e5b7.txt   
11  0.00629773  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\d52a33ef-f048-47f8-ac58-1359c389d27a-COOL.txt  
12  0.00639914  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\45574a5d-5da2-420e-a447-589b46a5e598.txt   
13  0.00686959  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\208c10c4-3648-46c6-9d97-f221a0d5de82-COOL.txt  
14  0.00792000  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\4ca4d616-4761-4ab0-ae57-e4ab650281ab.txt   
15  0.00838179  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\9c907ef0-cb35-4b94-813b-346b81392f11-COOL.txt  
16  0.00853963  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\8c54b7ce-b15b-4bb4-b350-eaf33723616a.txt   
17  0.00862735  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\0d27cfe6-ef9f-4cf3-82d1-1651e702e1c6-COOL.txt  
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18  0.00876620  [1500] Ctor: c:\temp\dc47223a-f88a-4451-8ed8-6970998243b3.txt   
19  0.00884442  [1500] Ctor String: c:\temp\b071d13b-ccfe-405c-bead-ab61bd341020-COOL.txt  

Run Test Application 

 
Figure 111 - COM+ Server Application Component Activity 

00  0.00000000  [1500] Act Start: c:\temp\b071d13b-ccfe-405c-bead-ab61bd341020-COOL.txt  
01  0.00069646  [1500] Act OK: c:\temp\b071d13b-ccfe-405c-bead-ab61bd341020-COOL.txt   
02  2.52997658  [1500] Act Start: c:\temp\0d27cfe6-ef9f-4cf3-82d1-1651e702e1c6-COOL.txt  
03  2.62350494  [1500] Act OK: c:\temp\0d27cfe6-ef9f-4cf3-82d1-1651e702e1c6-COOL.txt   
04  4.30639732  [1500] LogToFile Commit  
05  4.31142086  [1500] DeAct Start: c:\temp\b071d13b-ccfe-405c-bead-ab61bd341020-COOL.txt  
06  4.31519257  [1500] DeAct OK: c:\temp\b071d13b-ccfe-405c-bead-ab61bd341020-COOL.txt  
07  5.35922666  [1500] LogToFile Commit  
08  5.35931131  [1500] DeAct Start: c:\temp\0d27cfe6-ef9f-4cf3-82d1-1651e702e1c6-COOL.txt  
09  5.36270001  [1500] DeAct OK: c:\temp\0d27cfe6-ef9f-4cf3-82d1-1651e702e1c6-COOL.txt 

When we run the test application we notice that 2 objects are used from the pool. When the 
object is pulled from the pool, COM+ calls the Activate() method. When the component sets the 
“happy” and “done” bits and returns control, COM+ calls the Deactivate() method and eventually 
returns the objects to the pool of objects. 

We hope that this simple example has shown that the usage of Enterprise Services is fairly straight 
forward and the interoperability between .NET and COM+ seamless. 
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Web Services and Web Service Extensions   
Web services have unfortunately been presented as the “silver bullet” to interoperability in 
heterogeneous environments. While web services are one of the technologies that allow us to 
connect heterogeneous environments and systems it is far from being the “beginning of the end” 
and often complex to implement where security and “openness” is required. 

In this section we will briefly explain the implementation of a web service as a façade using Visual 
Studio out-of-the-box and then adding a level of security using the web service extensions. 

The solution we will implement looks as follows: 

 
Figure 112 - Web Service Facade Solution 

Web Service Vanilla 

Add Class 

The first class library assembly we develop is an interface assembly, defining the ISimpleMaths 
interface. We package it in a separate assembly due allow more fine grained distribution of 
assemblies, which is predominantly useful when working with remote objects and interfaces, i.e. 
when using .NET Remoting. In this case it is a slight overkill, but then most best practices are best in 
some places and questionable in others. 
using  System; 
 
namespace  Book.WebServiceFacade 
{ 
 public  interface  ISimpleMaths 
 { 
     int  Operation ( int  argumentOne, int  argumentTwo ); 
 } 
} 

The next class library assembly is the addition class, which implements the ISimpleMaths interface. 
As shown, this class contains no rocket science either. 
using  System; 
 
namespace  Book.WebServiceFacade 
{ 
 public  class  Addition : ISimpleMaths 
 { 
        public  Addition () {} 
         
        #region  ISimpleMaths Members 
 
        public  int  Operation( int  argumentOne, int  argumentTwo) 
        { 
            return  argumentOne + argumentTwo; 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
    } 
} 
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Web Service Façade 

Using the Visual Studio IDE we then create a ASP.NET Web Service, exposing the Façade class as a 
service and mapping the addition method to a service operation. Note the areas marked in bold 
which indicates the areas in the wizard generated code we changed. We basically instantiate an 
instance of the addition class, call the operation method and return the result to the caller.  
using  System; 
using  System.Collections; 
using  System.ComponentModel; 
using  System.Data; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.Web; 
using  System.Web.Services; 
 
namespace  Book.WebServiceFacade 
{ 
 [WebService(Description="Simple Web Service Facade Demonstration.", 
                  Namespace="http://demofacade/")] 
 public  class  Facade : System.Web.Services.WebService 
 { 
  public  Facade() 
  { 
   //CODEGEN: This call is required by the ASP.NET Web Services Designer 
   InitializeComponent(); 
  } 
 
  #region  Component Designer generated code 
   
  //Required by the Web Services Designer  
  private  IContainer components = null ; 
     
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
  ///  the contents of this method with the code editor. 
  ///  </summary> 
  private  void  InitializeComponent() 
  { 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Clean up any resources being used. 
  ///  </summary> 
  protected  override  void  Dispose( bool  disposing ) 
  { 
   if (disposing && components != null ) 
   { 
    components.Dispose(); 
   } 
   base .Dispose(disposing);   
  } 
   
  #endregion 
 
  [ WebMethod(Description="Simple Addition Service")]  
  public  int  Addition ( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo ) 
  { 
      Addition addition = new Addition(); 
      return  addition.Operation( valueOne, valueTwo ); 
  }  
 } 
} 

If we run (F5) the Web Service project, we are confronted with a web service help page, describing 
the web service and each of the operations that are implemented.   
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Figure 113 - Web Service Facade: WSDL Magic 

The actual magic used to create this help page is the Windows Service Description Language 
(WSDL) protocol which is used to query the web service details and produce the description as 
shown. If you are more of a Web Service Discovery Language (DISCO) person, simply append 
?DISCO to the URL and you will be rewarded with: 

 
Figure 114 - Web Service Facade: DISCO Magic 

But there is more … if we select an operation in the WSDL help file, we find samples of the wire 
format and a description of the selected operation. The test section allows us to test the method, if 
located on the local host and using standard and simple argument types. 
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Figure 115 - Web Service Facade: Test Magic 

Although it will never replace standard calculators, we can use this help page to perform simple 
addition tests, for example proving beyond any doubt that “1+2=3”. 

 
Figure 116 - Web Service Facade: Test Results Magic 
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Console Test Client 

The simplest client to develop is a console based client, which contains a web reference to the 
web service, instantiates the web service via the generated proxy class and calls the web service 
addition operation.  

 

The creation and consumption of an ASP.NET web service is very simple as shown and is 
suitable for most intranet service facades. However, when we are working with sensitive 
data, require authorisation or publish the web service on the internet it is essential that 
we design for reliability and especially security. It is at this point when web service 
extensions come in very handy, unless you believe that success is measured by the 
amount of code statements written… 

Although the generated proxy object is beyond the scope of this document, we urge you to have 
a look at the generated proxy code (Reference.cs in our case), which you will locate in your 
solution explorer under web references as shown: 

 
Figure 117 - Web Reference Proxy 
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using  System; 
 
namespace  TestConsole 
{ 
    class  TestClass 
    { 
        [STAThread] 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            FacadeService.Facade facade = new FacadeService.Facade(); 
             
            Console.WriteLine ("Adding 1 and 2 results in ... {0}", 
                                       facade.Addition(1,2) ); 
             
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

But what about heterogeneous interoperability? 

What we have shown so far is the seamless integration and interoperability between different .NET 
assembly models, whereby we could have used different development tools for each step. 

Web Service Extensions 

What are Web Service Extensions? 

Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE) is a .NET class library for building Web services 
implementing latest web service standards such as WS-Security, WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust, 
WS-Policy, WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-Addressing, and WS-Attachments. WSE allows you to add these 
capabilities at design time using code or at deployment time through the use of a policy file, 
simplifying the development of the plumbing normally needed to add support for any of the WS 
standards. 

In this section we will make a brief detour through the WS-Security standard, demonstrating how to 
authorize access to a Web service method based on a UsernameToken used to sign the SOAP 
message. When a SOAP message is received and the UsernameToken authentication is enabled, 
WSE authenticates the SOAP message sender, calling the Win32 API lsaLogonUser with the user 
name and password contained within the UsernameToken that signed the SOAP message. If 
successful, WSR assigns the Principal property of the UsernameToken with the principal representing 
the authenticated user. 

  

While our first book “.NET Enterprise Solutions … Best Practices for the Connoisseur” demonstrated 
the use of Web Service Enhancements 1.0 in the web service adapter developed as part of the 
companion solution, we will utilise the WSE Settings 2.0 configuration utility which is installed as part 
of the WSE 2.0 installation and integrated with the Visual Studio IDE and then implement WSE using 
code, not policies, to demonstrate the difference and similarity in terms of the WSE plumbing. 

Enhance the web service façade 

The basic steps we need to implement are as follows: 

1. Using the WSE configuration tool, we enable WSE for the service project. The utility sets up 
the references for us and includes additional configuration options which we are blatantly 
ignoring for this demo to minimise the noise. 
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Figure 118 - WSE Configuration Tool 

2. Implement helper functions that validate the SOAP message and the username token. Most 
of these functions are well documented in the WSE sample code base, from where we 
loaned the code (VerifyMessageParts, GetSigningToken and CheckSignature) we inserted. 

3. Implement token manager class (CustomUsernameTokenManager), which we again 
loaned from the WSE sample code. 

4. Configure the token manager, using the configuration tool as shown: 
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Figure 119 - WSE Configuration Tool: Security 

5. Call the validation code from each operation. 

6. Test the new service using the “unchanged” client. The test fails as expected, as the client 
has not yet implemented WSE and all requests are rejected with an exception as shown: 

 
Figure 120 - WSE Exception: Incorrect SOAP header 

We have revised the service façade accordingly: 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections; 
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using  System.ComponentModel; 
using  System.Data; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.Web; 
using  System.Web.Services; 
using  System.Security.Principal; 
 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2; 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security; 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security.Tokens; 
 
namespace  Book.WebServiceFacade 
{ 
    [WebService(Description="Simple Web Service Facade Demonstration.",  
                             Namespace="http://demofacade/")] 
    public  class  Facade : System.Web.Services.WebService 
    { 
        public  Facade() 
        { 
            //CODEGEN: This call is required by the ASP.NET Web Services Designer 
            InitializeComponent(); 
        } 
         
        #region  WSE Sample Helper Code – Refer to WSE 2.0 Sample Code 
        private  void  VerifyMessageParts(SoapContext context) … 
        private  SecurityToken GetSigningToken(SoapContext context) … 
        private  bool  CheckSignature(SoapContext context, MessageSignature signature) … 
        #endregion 
         
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Helper method which validates the SOAP context and the user token 
        ///  </summary> 
        private  void  ValidateWSE() 
        { 
            // Verify that request is a valid SOAP request 
            if  (RequestSoapContext.Current == null )  
               throw  new ApplicationException("Request is not a valid SOAP request!"); 
 
            // Check if the soap message contains all the required message parts 
            VerifyMessageParts( RequestSoapContext.Current ); 
 
            // Check if the Soap Message is correctly signed 
            UsernameToken usernameToken = GetSigningToken(RequestSoapContext.Current)  
                as  UsernameToken; 
            if  ( usernameToken                == null   
             ||  usernameToken.PasswordOption == PasswordOption.SendPlainText ) 
                throw  new SecurityFault(SecurityFault.FailedAuthenticationMessage,  
                                        SecurityFault.FailedAuthenticationCode); 
        } 
 
        #region  Component Designer generated code 
         
        //Required by the Web Services Designer  
        private  IContainer components = null ; 
                 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
        ///  the contents of this method with the code editor. 
        ///  </summary> 
        private  void  InitializeComponent() 
        { 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Clean up any resources being used. 
        ///  </summary> 
        protected  override  void  Dispose( bool  disposing ) 
        { 
            if (disposing && components != null ) 
            { 
                components.Dispose(); 
            } 
            base .Dispose(disposing);         
        } 
         
        #endregion 
 
        [WebMethod(Description="Simple Addition Service")] 
        public  int  Addition ( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo ) 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine (  
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                string .Format( "CalcFacade::Add pre-WSE  ... {0}+{1} ... called by {2}", 
                                valueOne, valueTwo, WindowsIdentity.GetCurrent().Name )); 
            // Check WSE protcol  
            ValidateWSE(); 
             
            Debug.WriteLine (  
                string .Format( "CalcFacade::Add post-WRE ... {0}+{1} ... called by {2}", 
                                valueOne, valueTwo, WindowsIdentity.GetCurrent().Name )); 
             
            Addition addition = new Addition(); 
            return  addition.Operation( valueOne, valueTwo ); 
        } 
    } 
} 

The UsernameTokenManager class, again on loan from the WSE sample code, is used to parse 
UsernameToken security tokens within incoming SOAP messages. WSE provides a default 
implementation that authenticates all received UsernameToken security tokens against a Windows 
account, calling the Win32 LogonUser function for this authentication. If successful, a Windows 
principal is assigned to the Principal property of the UsernameToken. 

  

When using the default UsernameTokenManager on Windows XP and Windows 2000, the 
user account that the ASPNET account runs under must be given the Log on locally 
permission as WSE calls the LogonUser() API.  

/*================================================================================ 
  File:      UsernameTokenManager.cs 
 
  Summary:   This is a sample which allows the user to send a message to a Web 
             service that has been signed with a username and password. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This file is part of the Web Services Enhancements 2.0 for Microsoft .NET Samples. 
 
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
 
This source code is intended only as a supplement to Microsoft Development Tools 
and/or on-line documentation.  See these other materials for detailed information 
regarding Microsoft code samples. 
 
This sample is designed to demonstrate WSE features and is not intended  
for production use. Code and policy for a production application must be  
developed to meet the specific data and security requirements of the  
application. 
 
THIS CODE AND INFORMATION ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
================================================================================*/ 
 
using  System; 
using  System.Xml; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.Security.Permissions; 
 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security; 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security.Tokens; 
 
namespace  UsernameSignCodeService 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  By implementing UsernameTokenManager we can verify the signature 
    ///  on messages received. 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <remarks> 
    ///  This class includes this demand to ensure that any untrusted 
    ///  assemblies cannot invoke this code. This helps mitigate 
    ///  brute-force discovery attacks. 
    ///  </remarks> 
    [SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.Demand, 
                                 Flags=SecurityPermissionFlag.UnmanagedCode)] 
    public  class  CustomUsernameTokenManager : UsernameTokenManager 
    { 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Constructs an instance of this security token manager. 
        ///  </summary> 
        public  CustomUsernameTokenManager() 
        { 
        } 
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        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Constructs an instance of this security token manager. 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="nodes"> An XmlNodeList containing XML elements from a  
        ///  configuration file. </param> 
        public  CustomUsernameTokenManager(XmlNodeList nodes) 
            : base (nodes) 
        { 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Returns the password or password equivalent for the username provided. 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="token"> The username token </param> 
        ///  <returns> The password (or password equivalent) for the username </returns> 
        protected  override  string  AuthenticateToken( UsernameToken token ) 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine ( string .Format( "CUTM::AuthenticateToken ... {0}:{1}", 
                                             token.Username, token.Password ) ); 
         
            // This is a very simple manager. 
            // In most production systems the following code 
            // typically consults an external database of (username,password) pairs where 
            // the password is often not the real password but a password equivalent 
            // (for example, the hash of the password). Provided that both client and 
            // server can generate the same value for a particular username, there is 
            // no requirement that the password be the actual password for the user. 
            // For this sample the password is simply the reverse of the username. 
            byte [] password = System.Text.Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes( token.Username ); 
 
            Array.Reverse( password ); 
 
            return  Convert.ToBase64String( password ); 
        } 
    } 
} 

In terms of the web.config file we have extracted the changes and are now showing the areas 
within the configuration file that have not been changed by WSE. 
<?xml  version ="1.0"  encoding ="utf-8"?> 
<configuration > 
  < configSections > 
    < section  name="microsoft.web.services2"   
             type ="Microsoft.Web.Services2.Configuration.WebServicesConfiguration,  
                   Microsoft.Web.Services2, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
                   PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"  /> 
  </ configSections > 
  < system.web > 
    … 
    < webServices > 
      < soapExtensionTypes > 
        < add  type ="Microsoft.Web.Services2.WebServicesExtension,  
                   Microsoft.Web.Services2, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,  
                   PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"  priority ="1"  group ="0"  /> 
      </ soapExtensionTypes > 
    </ webServices > 
  </ system.web > 
  < microsoft.web.services2 > 
    < diagnostics > 
         < detailedErrors  enabled ="false"  /> 
    </ diagnostics > 
    < security > 
      < securityTokenManager  type ="UsernameSignCodeService.CustomUsernameTokenManager,  
                                  CalculationFacade"   
                             xmlns : wsse="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis- 
                                         200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd"   
                            qname="wsse:UsernameToken"  /> 
    </ security > 
  </ microsoft.web.services2 > 
</ configuration > 

Enhance the console client 

The basic steps we need to implement are as follows: 

1. Again we use the WSE configuration tool to enable WSE for our client project. 

2. Update the proxy to reference Microsoft.Web.Services2, to support the WSE extensions. 

3. Add the logic required to setup the web service proxy to handle the WSE extensions for us. 
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4. Test again and as shown in the following illustrations of the debug trace activity and a peek 
on the network, we now have a successful communication: 

 
Figure 121 - Facade Service Test Client - Debug Trace 

 
Figure 122 - Facade Service Test Client – Network Trace 

We have revised the console client accordingly: 
using  System; 
using  System.Threading; 
 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security; 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security.Tokens; 
using  Microsoft.Web.Services2.Security.X509; 
 
namespace  TestConsole 
{ 
    class  TestClass 
    { 
        static  void  AddWSE( ref  FacadeService.Facade facadeProxy) 
        { 
            // This is the security token which will be used by the service proxy 
            UsernameToken token; 
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            // Determine what the password to use. 
            // In this sample, the correct password is simply the username reversed. 
            // Using the true password is also not advised: a password equivalent 
            // (for example, the SHA1 hash of the true passsword) is likely to be 
            // preferable although this may also be subject to certain forms of attack. 
 
            bool  useCorrectPassword = false ; // change to false, and the call will fail 
 
            string  username      = Environment.UserName; 
            byte [] passwordBytes = System.Text.Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes( username ); 
            Array.Reverse( passwordBytes ); 
 
            if  ( useCorrectPassword ) 
            { 
                string  passwordEquivalent = Convert.ToBase64String( passwordBytes ); 
                token = new UsernameToken( username, passwordEquivalent,  
                                           PasswordOption.SendNone ); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                token = new UsernameToken(username, "BadPassword",  
                                          PasswordOption.SendNone); 
            } 
 
            // Add the signature element to a security section on the request 
            // to sign the request 
            facadeProxy.RequestSoapContext.Security.Tokens.Add( token ); 
            facadeProxy.RequestSoapContext.Security.Elements.Add(  
                 new MessageSignature( token ) ); 
 
            // Set the TTL to one minute to prevent reply attacks 
            facadeProxy.RequestSoapContext.Security.Timestamp.TtlInSeconds = 60; 
             
#if  DEBUG 
            facadeProxy.Timeout  = Timeout.Infinite; 
#endif 
        } 
     
        [STAThread] 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                FacadeService.Facade facade = new FacadeService.Facade(); 
                 
                TestClass.AddWSE ( ref  facade ); 
                 
                Console.WriteLine ("Adding 1 and 2 results in ... {0}",  
                                    facade.Addition(1,2) ); 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception ex ) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine ( ex.ToString() ); 
            } 
             
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Be careful when making changes to the generated proxy, because every time the proxy is 
regenerated by the IDE your changes will be lost. If you are planning to make significant changes 
to the proxy, we recommend that you follow the adapter approach as introduced in the book 
“.NET Enterprise Solutions … Best Practices for the Connoisseur”. 
namespace  TestConsole.FacadeService { 
    using  System.Diagnostics; 
    using  System.Xml.Serialization; 
    using  System; 
    using  System.Web.Services.Protocols; 
    using  System.ComponentModel; 
    using  System.Web.Services; 
     
     
    ///  <remarks/> 
    [System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThroughAttribute()] 
    [System.ComponentModel.DesignerCategoryAttribute("code")] 
    [System.Web.Services.WebServiceBindingAttribute(Name="FacadeSoap",  
                                                    Namespace="http://demofacade/")] 
    public  class  Facade : Microsoft.Web.Services2.WebServicesClientProtocol  { 
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        ///  <remarks/> 
        public  Facade() { 
            //this.Url = "http://localhost/CalculationFacade/Facade.asmx"; 
            this .Url = "http://10.3.1.78/CalculationFacade/Facade.asmx"; 
        } 
… remainder is unchanged  

In a nutshell 

We have seen that we can add security to our web service, using the Web Service Enhancements, 
and are in a position to tighten security as much as is probably ever needed. The good news about 
WSE is that it implements the open web service specifications, which is paramount to seamless 
interoperability. The bad, or rather not so good, news is that as shown in our “simple” example the 
process of implementing WSE is not trivial. 

For more information on these specifications, please refer to the following sites: 

Specification  XML namespace  

WS-Security http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd 

WS-SecurityPolicy http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/secext 

WS-SecureConversation http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/04/sc 

WS-Trust http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/04/trust 

WS-Referral http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2001/10/referral 

WS-Addressing http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing 

WS-Policy http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy 

WS-Attachments http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/06/dime/soap 

Table 15 - WS-Specifications 
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Database access and integration 

Database Interoperability 

Introduction 

At a first glance this section looks out of place … "what has database access and especially 

ADO.NET to do with interoperability?" … an interesting question, one which we have not fully 
answered ourselves and will keep both the reviewers of this book and the readers puzzled. 

Probably the most often used road of interoperability is communication with and usage of 
database management systems, where lots of promises have been made and lots of pain 
experienced by solution developers. How can we possibly create a solution that integrates with any 
database out there and interoperates with its management system in a loosely coupled manner? 

This section briefly introduces ADO.NET, the data access technology in the .NET framework, which 
delivers tools that allow us to create more flexible and less coupled solutions that need to 
communicate with a database service. The remainder of the section explores how this technology 
can be used to write database interoperable code.  

Overview 

Dataset 

A dataset is an in-memory representation of data. It can be thought of as a mini relational 
database system as it contains table's schema, relationships and data. Datasets are disconnected; 
they have no connection to an underlying database in-fact it has no knowledge about the 
database. This fact allows developers to code against a dataset without any knowledge about the 
underlying RDBMS. 

Data providers are responsible for mapping the data types in the dataset to data type in the 
RDBMS. The following table list the classes in a dataset. 

Class Description 

DataSet Simple in memory relational database system, containing all the other classes 

DataTable In-Memory table containing data columns that makeup the schema 

DataRow Row of data 

DataColumn Schema of a column in the DataTable containing: Type, Name, DefaultValue etc. 

DataRelation Relationship between two tables.  

Constraint Constraints for a data column these include: Uniqueness and ForeignKey 

Table 16 - Classes in a dataset 

Data Providers 

Data providers are all the components that are needed to connect and manipulate a database.  
They are created for every database type i.e. SqlClient is used to connect to a Microsoft SQL Server 
7.0 or higher database while OracleClient is used to connect to Oracle 8i or higher. 

The table below lists the important classes that a provider provides. 

Class Description 

Connection Physical connection to underlying database 

Command A command that must be executed against connection. This can be SQL 
Statement or Stored Procedures. 

DataReader Fast forward, read-only stream of data from a data source. 

DataAdapter Bridge between a dataset and database. It contains the four commands needed 
for CRUD operations: Select Update, Insert and Delete. 

Table 17 - Classes of a provider 
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Abstract Class 

Providers in ADO.NET version 1 and 1.1 implemented the IDb* interfaces (IDbConnection, 
IDbCommand, IDbParameter etc.) in version 2 providers inherits from the Db* base classes.  A new 
namespace System.Data.Common was introduced that contains the abstract base classes. The 
abstract base classes now implement the IDb* interfaces whilst the providers inherit from the base 
classes (this ensures compatibility with legacy code.) 

Using the abstract base class approach the following code can be written: 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Data.Common; 
… 
DbConnection connection = new SqlConnection(); 
connection.ConnectionString =  
    "Data Source=(local);Initial Catalog=AdventureWorks;Integrated Security=True"; 
connection.Open(); 
… 
connection.Close(); 
… 

Factories 

ADO.NET implements the factory pattern. This pattern allows a developer to create a provider at 
run-time without knowing the type of provider during development. A new class 
DbProviderFactories creates an object that inherits from DbProviderFactory based on the invariant 
name (fully qualified type name) of the required provider. 

DbProviderFactory is an abstract base class that exposes methods to create commands, 
connections, data adapters and parameters of the correct type. The following sample creates 
opens a connection using the factory method. 
using System.Data.Common; 
… 
DbProviderFactory providerFactory =   
 DbProviderFactories.GetFactory("System.Data.SqlClient"); 
 
DbConnection connection = providerFactory.CreateConnection(); 
connection.ConnectionString =  
 "Data Source=(local);Initial Catalog=AdventureWorks;Integrated Security=True"; 
connection.Open(); 
… 
connection.Close(); 
… 

Connection String Configuration 

Application requires that database connection information not be hard coded into the 
application, but soft changeable via configuration. This information is usually stored in the 
application configuration file (App.Config) under application settings. 

In .NET 2 a new configuration section was added to store this type of information namely 
ConnectionStrings. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration> 
  <connectionStrings> 
    <add name="AdventureWorksDB"  
 providerName="System.Data.SqlClient"  
       connectionString="Data Source=(local);Initial Catalog=AdventureWorks;Integrated 
Security=True" /> 
 </connectionStrings> 
</configuration> 

This configuration information can be retrieved at runtime using the ConfigurationManager class in 
the System.Configuration namespace. The following sample reads the configuration and uses the 
DbProviderFactory to open a database connection. 
using System.Configuration; 
using System.Data.Common; 
… 
ConnectionStringSettings connectionSettings = 
 ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["AdventureWorksDB"]; 
 
DbProviderFactory providerFactory =   
 DbProviderFactories.GetFactory(connectionSettings.ProviderName); 
 
DbConnection connection = providerFactory.CreateConnection(); 
connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString; 
connection.Open(); 
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… 
connection.Close(); 
… 

 

By default new projects do not have a reference to the System.Configuration 
assembly, it must be added manually. 

Connection String Builder 

A connection string is exactly what the word implies a string containing the information needed to 
connect to a specific database. This string is passed into the connection class for the specific 
provider. This string contains a name value pair separated with semicolons as the example below 
shows. 
Data Source=(local);Initial Catalog=AdventureWorks;Integrated Security=True 

The main problem with connections strings is that every provider requires a different set of values 
and the only way to build the string up is using examples, cut and paste, or to delve through the 
documentation of provider. Other problems include escaping of reserved characters and incorrect 
spelling of keywords. ADO.NET 2 added a new class that allows a programmer to build a 
connection string programmatically by setting the properties of the class. Providers inherit from the 
base class DbConnectionStringBuilder and then extend it with properties that are specific to the 
database. The example below creates a connection to a SQL Server database. 
… 
SqlConnectionStringBuilder connectionStringBuilder = new SqlConnectionStringBuilder(); 
 
connectionStringBuilder.InitialCatalog = databaseName; 
connectionStringBuilder.IntegratedSecurity = true; 
connectionStringBuilder.DataSource = server; 
connectionStringBuilder.MaxPoolSize = 10; 
connectionStringBuilder.MinPoolSize = 5; 

Commands 

This class encapsulates a command that must be executing against the database. This could be a 
stored procedure or a text statement with or without named parameters. It provides three methods 
to execute against the database. 

Method Description 

ExecuteNonQuery Executes a query that does not return any rows. The number of rows affected 
by the statement is returned. This query would typically be a Delete or Update 
statement. 

ExecuteReader Executes a query that returns more than one value. It can return more than 
one result set. This is typically used when doing Select statements. 

ExecuteScalar Executes a query that returns a single scalar value. This method would typically 
be used when doing an Insert or Select statement that returns the identity of 
the new row or a single value like the number of rows (COUNT) matching 
criteria. 

Table 18 - Command class execution types 

The following example shows how to create the connection using the factory and then using the 
factory to create the command and parameters. Lastly it calls the ExecuteReader method and 
loops through the result using a DataReader.  
… 
ConnectionStringSettings connectionSettings = 
  ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["AdventureWorksDB"]; 
 
DbProviderFactory providerFactory = 
 DbProviderFactories.GetFactory(connectionSettings.ProviderName); 
 
DbConnection connection = providerFactory.CreateConnection(); 
connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString; 
    
connection.Open(); 
 
//Create The Command 
DbCommand command = providerFactory.CreateCommand(); 
command.CommandType =  CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
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command.CommandText = "uspGetManagerEmployees"; 
command.Connection = connection; 
 
//Create the command and add it to the parameter colleciton 
DbParameter managerId = providerFactory.CreateParameter(); 
managerId.DbType = DbType.Int32; 
managerId.ParameterName = "@ManagerID"; 
managerId.Value = 21; 
command.Parameters.Add(managerId); 
 
//Execute the datareader 
using (DbDataReader reader = command.ExecuteReader(CommandBehavior.CloseConnection)) 
{ 
  int colFirstName = reader.GetOrdinal("FirstName"); 
 int colLastName  = reader.GetOrdinal("LastName"); 
 Console.WriteLine("FirstName, LastName"); 
 while (reader.Read()) 
 { 
  Console.WriteLine("{0}, {1}",  
       reader.GetString(colFirstName),  
     reader.GetString(colLastName)); 
 } 
} 
… 

GetSchema 

The GetSchema method on an open connection can be used to retrieve data source information 
about the underlying database. This information can then be used to adjust the stored procedure 
parameters or in-line SQL statements to support the underlying database.  

The example below retrieve's this information and displays it to the console. 
ConnectionStringSettings connectionSettings = 
  ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["AdventureWorksDB"]; 
 
DbProviderFactory providerFactory = 
  DbProviderFactories.GetFactory(connectionSettings.ProviderName); 
 
using (DbConnection connection = providerFactory.CreateConnection()) 
{ 
  connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString; 
  connection.Open(); 
 
  DataTable table =connection.GetSchema(DbMetaDataCollectionNames.DataSourceInformation); 
  foreach (DataColumn col in table.Columns) 
  { 
     Console.WriteLine("{0}: {1}", col.ColumnName, table.Rows[0][col]); 
  } 
} 

The method take a string parameter as an input, this parameter can be one of the 
DbMetaDataCollectionNames enumerator or a collection name that is supported by the underlying 
data provider. A list of collection names can retrieve by calling the method using the 
DBMetaDataCollectionsNames.MetaDataCollections. 

The second parameter is a list of restrictions. These restrictions are filtering criteria and are 
dependant on the first parameter. This method could potentially be used to adjust the database 
code to interact with the underling provider. 
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Figure 123 - Database schema information 

Writing Database Interoperable Code 

Introduction 

ADO.NET abstracts most of the problems associated with writing database interoperable code. 
Datasets abstracts the underlying database completely and allows code to be database agnostic.  
Data Providers are responsible for mapping between CLR data types and database data types 
and is responsible for all communication with the underlying RDBMS. Both of these allow developers 
to take a database agnostic view. However there are still some areas where developers must take 
care when developing code that must work against databases from different vendors.   

Two of the main difference between Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle are detailed below and after 
the problem section we introduce two possible solutions. 

Parameter Markers 

Parameter markers differ across the different providers. Microsoft SQL Server use the "@" character 
to indicate a parameter: 
SELECT Id, Name FROM Person WHERE Id=@ID 

Oracle use the ":" character for parameters: 
SELECT Id, Name FROM Person WHERE Id=:ID 

OleDB use the "?" character and is positional: 
SELECT Id, Name FROM Person WHERE ID=? 

Intrinsic Functions 

ADO.NET does not implement a standard query language. SQL statements are given to the 
underlying database to parse and execute. This is a problem when dealing with database intrinsic 
functions like SUBSTRING/SUBSTR or GETDATE/SYSDATE as is shown in the samples below. 

Microsoft SQL Server 
SELECT ID, Name FROM Person WHERE SUBSTRING(Name,1,1) ='A'  
SELECT TransactionID, PaymentDate WHERE PaymentDate > GETDATE() 

 

Oracle 
SELECT ID, Name FROM Person WHERE SUBSTR(Name,1,1) ='A'  
SELECT TransactionID, PaymentDate WHERE PaymentDate > SYSDATE 

Solution 1 - Stored Procedures 

The use of stored procedures usually opens a can of worms with valid arguments on both sides of 
the debate. Stored procedures can be used to abstract the implementation away from the code 
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into the database. The obvious benefit of this is that it allows for database intrinsic function to be 
used. 

This is not the silver bullet solution as it suffers from a couple of serious short-comings: 

� Implied Interface - An interface is implied with the method signatures without any way of enforcing 
the interface across different databases. 

� Double Effort - The same stored procedures must be created for every database that’s targeted this 
increase the effort for development, testing and maintenance. 

It's also important to note that parameter names differs and should be adjusted for the different 
vendors. 

Solution 2 - Enterprise Libraries 

Data access application block from Microsoft Enterprise Library, covered elsewhere, deals with 
parameter name differences and data type conversions.  This application block provides supports   
Microsoft SQL Server (2000 or later), Oracle 9i. For any other database a GenericDatabase wrapper 
is provided that uses the specific provider internally.   

The code snippet below uses Microsoft Enterprise Library to execute a stored procedure and return 
a dataset. This code snippet will work against Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle. 
public DataSet GetProductsInCategory(int Category) 
{ 
       // Create the Database object, using the default database service. The 
      // default database service is determined through configuration. 
     Database db = DatabaseFactory.CreateDatabase(); 
 
            string sqlCommand = "GetProductsByCategory"; 
      DbCommand dbCommand = db.GetStoredProcCommand(sqlCommand); 
 
     // Retrieve products from the specified category. 
    db.AddInParameter(dbCommand, "CategoryID", DbType.Int32, Category); 
 
      // DataSet that will hold the returned results   
    DataSet productsDataSet = null; 
 
     productsDataSet = db.ExecuteDataSet(dbCommand); 
 
  // Note: connection was closed by ExecuteDataSet method call  
 
  return productsDataSet; 
} 

Enterprise Libraries does not deal with difference in SQL implementation or Intrinsic functions and 
the guidance from the documentation suggests to use stored procedures and if ad-hoc SQL is 
required to stick to ANSI standard SQL. 
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.NET Remoting and IIOP   
This section explores how to leverage the power of .NET remoting to achieve interoperability 
between .NET remoting applications and existing CORBA / IIOP applications.  

• What is CORBA / IIOP? 

• Bridging the divide. 

• Example. 

• Pitfalls 

• Conclusion. 

Firstly, what is CORBA / IIOP? 

CORBA is an industry standard distributed computing architecture defined by the Object 
Management Group (OMG). CORBA is based on a standard is Interface Definition Language that is 
used to define the interface through which two distributed objects will use to communicate. IDL is 
not specific to any programming language, and idl compilers are used to convert IDL into 
programming language specific code. 

After the first version of CORBA was published in 1991, many vendors implemented the CORBA 
architecture using their own proprietary transport protocol. This lead to CORBA becoming a 
standard distributed computing architecture, but there was no guaranteed interoperability 
between CORBA implementations supplied by different vendors. The OMG group then defined the 
Internet Inter ORB (IIOP) protocol. With the release of CORBA 2.0 in 1996 all vendors had to 
implement the IIOP protocol to be CORBA 2.0 compliant. This step achieved interoperability 
between CORBA implementations supplied by different vendors.  

Bridging the divide 

The task of achieving interoperability between CORBA / IIOP and .NET remoting applications is 
greatly simplified by the loose coupling of message and transport layers in the .Net remoting 
architecture. This feature of the .Net Remoting architecture allows for the development of 
pluggable custom message sinks and transport channels. Programmers are therefore free to 
implement remote method calls, as if they were method calls on local objects, totally independent 
of the underlying transport protocol. This is exactly how interoperability is achieved between .Net 
remoting and CORBA / IIOP applications. There are currently two open source implementations of 
CORBA / IIOP channels that have achieved .Net remoting to CORBA / IIOP interoperability with 
great success.  

• Remoting.CORBA (http://remoting-corba.sourceforge.net/) 

• IIOP.Net   (http://iiop-net.sourceforge.net/) 

Accessing an IIOP object from .NET remoting is no different to accessing any other .Net remoting 
object, with the exception of the following additional steps. 

• Convert the CORBA IDL into a .Net software interface. 

• Register the IIOP remoting channel with the .Net remoting framework. 

Looking at an example 

The following example illustrates how to convert a CORBA IDL that defines a simple calculator 
interface, into a .NET C#  interface.  The C#  code snipped also shows how to access the CORBA 
IIOP service that expose the interface defined in the IDL via C#  code. 
Calculator.idl 
Module computing 
{ 
 Interface Calculator 
 { 
  AddInt(in int a,in int b,out int result); 
 } 
} 

 
Calculator.cs  
using System; 
using Remoting.Corba; 
using Remoting.Corba.Channels.Iiop; 
using System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels; 
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namespace Computing 
{ 
    public Interface Calculator 
    { 
        AddInt(int a,int b,out result); 
    } 
 
    public class Client 
    { 
        public SetupIIOPChannel() 
        { 
            IiopClientChannel clientChannel =  
                (IiopClientChannel)ChannelServices.GetChannel("CLIENTIIOP"); 
            if (clientChannel==null) 
            { 
                clientChannel = new IiopClientChannel("CLIENTIIOP",1); 
                ChannelServices.RegisterChannel(clientChannel); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public TestAdd() 
        { 
            Calculator calc  = (Calculator)  
                                 Activator.GetObject(typeof(Calculator), 
                                           ”corbaloc:iiop:1.0@host:port/calculator”);  
            int result = 0; 
            calc.AddInt(1,1,out result); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Pitfalls 

There are some minor pitfalls that should be noted. 

• With the Remoting-Corba Channel when complex structures are used as interface 
parameters, the amount of custom marshalling code that needs to be written to support 
non standard type parameters, nested arrays, or structures, could become a significant 
coding overhead.  

• It is very important to remember to specify the [MTAThread] attribute and not the 
[STAThread] attribute for applications that use the IIOP remoting channel. The IIOP channel 
is multithreaded and relies on Asynchronous socket IO. Not specifying [MTAThread] will 
cause memory and handle leaks. 

Conclusion 

Accessing existing CORBA/IIOP services from .Net applications are no different to accessing a .Net 
remoting object, with the exception of having to configure a suitable IIOP channel as the transport 
channel. This clearly demonstrates the flexibility and power of decoupling the remote message and 
transport layers in the .Net remoting architecture design. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this section we became quite involved with the mix and match of various technologies and 
associated interoperability.  

The .NET �� COM, COM and �� .NET and .NET �� COM+ and .NET Web Services sections 
showed these well-defined services are used to host business objects and even data access 
objects in the middle tiers. We introduced the Enterprise Services and Interoperability namespaces, 
which deliver an easy to use and a comprehensive set of interoperability services. 

While the bulk of this chapter focused on the cohesive interoperability of Microsoft technologies, 
the bonus of interoperability between Microsoft and non-Microsoft presents an interesting concept 
i.e. the ability to interoperate and integrate with other environments. This supports our drive to 
convince technology users to adopt a mixed technology and platform strategy, rather than 
engaging in technology-turf-debates, which are both costly and counterproductive. The 
advantage is that comprehensive and seamless interoperability enables us to retain investments in 
solutions, even if the platforms and/or technologies differ. 

We have scratched at the tip of the integration and interoperability options iceberg. After writing 
this section we have realised that the possibilities are endless, however, the effort involved is still 
substantial and counterproductive in places and this leads us to ask if there is perhaps an easier 
route.  

Let us now return to Microsoft Indigo and investigate how it addresses interoperability and 
integration …  

Technology Rating … at a glance 
We rated the technologies as follows, in terms of developer usability, productivity and 
interoperability, based on the research and experience in the trenches. It is our personal opinion 
and should therefore be used with a “pinch of salt”. 

Technology Developer 
Usability 

Developer 
Productivity 

Interop. 
Microsoft 

Interop. 
Open 

Interoperability in the User Interface ��		☺☺ ��		☺☺ ��		☺☺ ��		☺☺ 

.NET and Win32 Interoperability  ��					☺☺ ��					☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ �����		☺☺ 

COM, COM+ and .NET Interoperability   ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��					☺☺ 

Web Service ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Web Service Extensions ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��					☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Table 19 - Technology Rating ... at a glance 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� NET to COM 
- Code unmanaged component. 
- Generate managed proxy using tlbimp. 
- Instantiate proxy and call object methods. 

� COM to .NET 
- Code managed component. 
- Generate and register type library using regasm, also defining /codebase or  
  placing assembly in GAC. 
- # import the type library in C++ or reference accordingly in other tools 
- Instantiate and make calls to proxy. 

� COM+ 
- Use GuidAttribute to ensure that Regsvcs.exe will not auto generate GUIDs, which typically 
  breaks client code. 
- COM cannot access static members, so try and avoid static members. 
- COM cannot interact with .NET class constructors, so try and avoid parameterised 
  constructors.  

� COM/COM+ Interoperability 
  - Consider calling the Dispose method when you complete ServiceComponent objects 
    to avoid possible deadlocks on multithreaded applications because of asynchronous 
    cleanup of component references. 
  - Consider making use of 
    System.Runtime.InteropServices.Marshal.ReleaseComObject(objref) to release  
    Enterprise Services objects. This method call forces the wrapper to release the reference 
    and ensures that the wrapper is freed up when garbage collection occurs. Otherwise it is 
    possible for an object activation to remain alive indefinitely 
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6   
   

Some journeys are best completed in a jet plane 

Indigo24 in Easy Steps 
 

Objectives … brief excursions of: 

� Introduction to Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) 

� Indigo step-by-step 

� Indigo Interoperability (Web Service, Console, Service, TCP, HTTP) 

� Indigo Integration  (MSMQ, COM+) 

                                                      
24 Official product name is Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). 
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Introduction 
The products of our technology are simply a reflection of design, style, the quality of our tools and 
the skill to use them. It is in the nature of mankind to strive to improve on past accomplishments, 
never to be satisfied with current achievements, but to ever push the boundaries of excellence 
further forward. With this in mind this section is focused primarily on a step-by-step “how to” usage 
of Indigo in a Microsoft development environment, but also introduces some of the core processes 
and models created with the new Visual Studio Team System modelling tools. 

 

Refer to our quick reference poster “0202 Microsoft Team System.vsd” for one of many 
possible step-by-step project processes (iterations) using Visual Studio Team System 
(VSTS). 

 

This book only “skims the top of the WCF ice berg” and we recommend that you read 
the book “Presenting Microsoft Communication Foundation : Hands-on Programming 
by Craig McMurtry, Marc Mercuri” for a more in-depth look at this exciting technology. 

The following table lists all of the primary artefacts which we will introduce as part of this section 
and the associated companion solution: 

Page Artefact 

 

231 Internet Information Service Host 

259 Windows System Service Host 

241, 
247, 
252, 
259 

Windows Application Host 

259 One-Way Communication 

241, 
247, 
252, 
259 

Two-Way Communication 

231 Duplex Two-Way Communication 

259 X509 Certificate 

231 User Authentication 

231, 
241, 
259 

HTTP Communication Channel 

247, 
252 

TCP Communication Channel 

259 MSMQ Interoperability 

252, 
267 

Transactions 

247 Custom Faults 

241, 
247, 
252 

Service Behaviour 

276 COM+ Interoperability 

241, 
247, 
252, 
259, 
276 

VSTS Modelling 

Table 20 - Introduction Artefacts Reference Table 
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Indigo step-by-step 

Basic Steps 

 
Figure 124 - Indigo Basic Steps 

As outlined in previous sections services expose their services through explicit interfaces. Throughout 
the rest of this document we will construct each service of the companion solution as shown in the 
illustrating by: 

1. Defining the data contract of messages exchanged with the service. 

2. Defining the service interface exposed by the service 

3. Defining the service metadata, i.e. address, binding and contract information, in the XML 
based configuration file. 

4. Implement the service framework and relevant business logic. 

We are hoping that future Indigo BETAs and the Indigo production release will ship with 
configuration tools, similar to the Web Service Enhancement (WSE) tools and Visual Studio IDE 
project wizards that will simplify the manual and error/developer prone tasks. 

In the interim we have included the relationship of service oriented and object oriented entities, as 
well as the Indigo attribute applicable: 

Service Oriented Entity Object Oriented Entity Attribute 

Service contract interface ServiceContract 

Service operation method OperationContract 

Implementation class class ServiceBehavior 
Derive from service contract interface 

Implementation method method OperationBehavior 

Data contract class, member DataContract, DataMember 

Message contract interface Data contracts: MessageContract 

Members: MessageHeader, MessageBody 

Table 21 - Indigo Attributes 

Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) Creating Playing Ground 
For those of us who have watched Visual Studio emerge from the early Windows 3.1 days in the 
early 90’s, remembering the crude 1.0 release and how excited we were to move from the 
command line to the first integrated development environment (IDE), the Visual Studio Team 
System represents an immensely huge leap forward. What analysts, developers and testers have at 
their disposal today in an integrated environment was beyond the biggest dreams of any of us. 

It is, however, important to realise that Visual Studio Team System and any other similar solution is 
neither the silver bullet, nor the final solution. All integrated and extensible life-cycle tools solutions 
simplify our daily lives, but all are still suffering from the age old “garbage in garbage out” 
phenomena. 

Visual Studio Team System introduces a consolidated status view for all stakeholders, from sponsor 
to end-user. The days of development cloaking the overall solution progress, or quality assurance 
disguising the count of bugs, or code churn are on the verge of being a gremlin of the past. The 
common look-and-feel for all stakeholders in the form of Visual Studio and SharePoint Services may 
prove challenging to those not accustomed to these environments, but in the long-term will deliver 
immense productivity improvements. 

The first step of any VSTS solution is the creation of a team project. The core decisions we need to 
make during the project creation include: 

• Define project name, which cannot be changed without immense effort … so choose 
wisely. 
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• Decide on software development lifecycle methodology, for example MSF Agile.  

• Decide whether to create a source control repository or defer the creation. 

We then need a pinch of patience as the creation can and usually takes a few minutes. The 
creation is based on the selected methodology template, which defines which work items and 
documents are to be created for the new project and defines the overall flow and some 
dependencies of tasks. 

To explore the selected process methodology, in our case MSF Agile, right click the project in the 
team explorer and select the project workspace. We are beamed over to Share Point Services, 
which is displayed through an embedded browser within the Visual Studio IDE, and can explore the 
relevant process methodology as shown. 

 
Figure 125 - VSTS Agile Process 

Part of the project creation is the creation of work items. These are nothing new, but make it really 
easy for all stakeholders to complete their parts of the project, by working through the work items 
one by one, thus avoiding the normal questions by project teams, such as: 

• What is the process? 

• What documents must I complete? 

• Did we do a design? 

• Do we have coding standards? 

• … Etc. 

Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) projects are based on work … “those who have closed all of their 
allocated items raise your hands … so that we can allocate more”. Through the use of an add-in, 
VSTS integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Excel, which we used to create a simple list of work items 
for the companion solution as shown.  A similar type of integration is also offered by Microsoft 
Project. 
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Figure 126 - VSTS Work Items as viewed in Microsoft Excel 

 
Figure 127 - VSTS Work Items as viewed in Visual Studio Team Client 

The defined work items are not what we would typically define for a production-style solution 
project. However, we wanted firstly to create a very simple companion solution, and secondly did 
not want to distract from the Indigo topic, by making use of a complete and typically complex 
project lifecycle and associated work items. 
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Figure 128 - Check-In Policies 
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The last settings we changed after the team project was created, was to define the checkin 
policies. As shown code can only be imported to the source control depository once the code 
builds, once both a code and security reviewer has had a look and only if the code is associated 
with a work item. The options of policies are endless; however, once again we want to keep it 
simple. 

Introducing our demo solution 
Although the Microsoft Ascend workshops were extremely interesting, the solutions demonstrated in 
both the Whidbey and Indigo sessions were immensely complex. The result was that when the 
wheels finally fell off during the workshop, we battled to locate the problems as no-one had a clear 
picture of the actual solution. We therefore decided to design and develop a companion solution 
that can be visualized and therefore allowing us to focus on the core topic, namely Indigo.  

So what is the companion solution?  

Imagine a calculator which we are exposed to in our daily life and imaging that the various 
calculations, i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are individual services connected 
by clear pipelines. Each service will be designed as a web service, system services or console 
applications, using Indigo as the glue to tie them all together seamlessly. 

 
Figure 129 - Companion Solution in a "nutshell" 

The following sketch was already mentioned in the Integration Patterns sections and covers our 
envisaged companion solution. What we find both intriguing and exciting is that the latest Microsoft 
WCF samples are based on a ‘very’ similar calculator concept which we originally designed and 
developed using BETA-1 of Indigo. It proves that this solution has found acceptance and 
demonstrates the technology concepts without the unnecessary complexity. 
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Figure 130 - Solution Sketch on the whiteboard 

Step 8 on our team system quick reference poster indicates that we need to complete the Logical 
Datacenter model, an event which is usually only considered during deployment. The Logical 
Datacenter model ensures that the solution designed and developed will most likely deploy 
seamlessly, without the “oops” and “oh dear” one normally encounters during deployments, by 
designing the solution based on the data centre model and associated constraints.  

This is normally a 1-2 day workshop during which the infrastructure team and the project lead 
workshop define the logical model of the datacenter. The workshop typically defines artefacts, 
such as the logical datacenter boundary (physical, security, communication etc.), or security, also 
known as a zone.  These parameters are defined specifically through the use of Logical Datacenter  
Zones, Logical Hosts, Connections between Hosts, and Host/Zone Endpoints  in the Logical Data 
Centre. We spent a few hours in a small meeting room with a huge whiteboard and the resultant 
datacenter diagram can now be re-used in other projects and providing a developer’s 
perspective of the infrastructure. 
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Figure 131 - Companion Solution Logical Data Centre Model (VSTS) 

The next step is to define the application model, which defines and visualizes the services, public 
interfaces and connectivity making up our companion solution. 

 

 
Figure 132 - Companion Solution Application Model (VSTS) 

The system model defines a specific configuration of our application, which due to its small size and 
specific requirements is a match of the actual application diagram. In production solutions we 
typically would define more than one system model defining specific configurations, such as teller 
and back office configurations. 
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Figure 133 - Companion Solution System Model (VSTS) 

The deployment model is probably one of the most important work items of any solution. It defines 
the deployment of applications based on the data centre and system diagram of previous steps. 
Instead of realizing that a specific zone will not allow .NET remoting when deploying, we can 
validate the solution and its deployment before designing any class and writing a single line of 
code. 
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Figure 134 - Companion Solution Deployment Model (VSTS) 

The final designer, the Class Modeller, is used to design and visualize the classes making up the 
various applications which we defined in the Application Model. Unlike tools such as Visio, the class 
modeller is a visual reflection of the code and therefore fully synchronized with the code at all 
times. It is important to note that any changes made either in the diagram or code editor update 
the code base. We will introduce the class models with each part of the system we will be 
developing during the remainder of this section. 

Now that we have covered a fair area of the Visual Studio Team System process, we can finally 
switch to what most of us are most passionate about and what this section is all about.  Are we all 
ready and excited to explore the world of  writing code,  and more importantly,  Indigo code? 

 

 

 

Please note that code included in this section had all XML comments removed to reduce 
space. We have also kept the error handling to an absolute minimum to reduce the noise 
around the actual code of interest. 

Please refer to the companion solution for the documented code. 
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The Indigo companion solution was originally developed using the Indigo BETA-1 and 
migrated to WinFX BETA2 February CTP,  and Visual Studio 2005 Team Suite. We also 
installed the COM+ hot fixes from 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=32187993-4736-4A06-97C7-
1282B67E3137&displaylang=en.  

 

 

 

For the sake of good order please note: The companion solution developed in this section 
probably violates naming conventions and definitely violates best practices in terms of 
object orientation, abstraction and a number of other principles which most of us take for 
granted. 

WHY … you may ask?!? 

We are trying to produce concise sample code that focuses on specific technology 
issues, preferably consolidating the entire code of essence in one file on one page. 
Hence you will find private methods where one would typically abstract the logic into by 
separate classes and the easy to understand “switch” statement instead of a factory. 
While this concept may make a few of us shake in our boots, it ensures that we can focus 
on the few lines of Indigo magic and not have to page between reams of code and 
between files. 

 

 

If you are running the Windows Firewall you will need to enable the programs and ports 
before running the solution. 

• Open the Windows Firewall Control Panel applet 

o Add each program developed during the course of this solution. 

o On the Exceptions tab, click Add Port. 

� Repetitively add a name, the listed port numbers and select the 
TCP option and the My Network (subnet) only option. 

� Ports: 8010, 8012, 8014, 8080, 8090, 8099, 8589 

• Click OK to close the firewall applet. 

WARNING: Making the above changes affects the security of your system! We 
recommend that you operate in a virtual machine environment and reverse the above 
changes once you are done with the solution. 
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Calculator Web Service Façade 

Basic Steps 

1. Create the data, interface and message contracts 

2. Create App.Config file, defining the Address, Binding and Contract Information (ABC) 

3. Create Class Library containing service code 

4. Create SVC file needed to publish as Web Service in IIS 

5. Test service 

6. Create consumer (test) application 

7. Backup Source Code 

Service Façade 
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1. Data, Interface and Message Contracts 

The first service to implement, as illustrated in the following class diagram, is our Calculator service, 
implementing the ICalculationRequest interface. The Debug* methods are private and used only to 
send a sign of life to the active debugger monitor, when requests are received by the calculator. 

 
Figure 135 - Service Façade Class Model (VSTS) 

Indigo is an add-on to the .NET Framework Class Library 2.0 and to take advantage of the Indigo 
services we need to add a reference to System.ServiceModel.dll, which contains the Indigo classes. 
We then need to implement the Indigo ABC … Address, Binding and Contract. Our service will 
commit to the contract, whereby the contract is the least flexible, is to be regarded as immutable 
and should not be changed once published. 

The [ServiceContract] and [OperationContract] attributes, defines in the System.ServiceModel 
namespace, specify which parts of our contract is the service contract and which parts are 
operations. As we need to implement a duplex communication channel, the ICalculationRequest 
interface has a CallbackContract attribute, which defines which interface will be implemented by 
the caller for call-back. 
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The [MessageContract] and [MessageBody] attributes decorate the class and define how an 
instance of the class is represented to the outside world and how they are expressed in XML Infoset 
format, whereby the serialization is accomplished by the new XMLFormatter class. 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Text; 
 
// Indigo Service Contract Decoration 
using System.ServiceModel; 
 
// Indigo Companion Solution 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Runtime.Serialization; 
 
// Indigo Service Contract Decoration 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
 
// Indigo Companion Solution 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    #region  Enumerations 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Calculation Request Enumeration 
    ///  </summary> 
    public  enum CalculationRequestType 
    { 
        Add, 
        Subtract, 
        Multiply, 
        Divide, 
        Square 
    }  
    #endregion 
 
    #region  Interface Definitions 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Calculation Service Request Interface 
    ///  </summary> 
    [ServiceContract(CallbackContract = typeof ( ICalculationResult ),  
                     Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" )] 
    public  interface  ICalculationRequest 
    { 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Calculation request, passing calc request which defines values and operation 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="request"></param> 
        [OperationContract(IsOneWay = true )] 
        void  Calculate ( CalculationRequest  request ); 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Debugging ping of service method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="caller"> caller id </param> 
        ///  <returns> Hello + caller id </returns> 
        [OperationContract(IsOneWay = false )] 
        string  Ping( string  caller); 
    } 
    #endregion  
 
    #region  Message Definitions 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Request Service Message 
    ///  </summary> 
    [MessageContract()] 
    public  class  CalculationRequest 
    { 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  int  valueOne; 
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        [MessageBody] 
        public  int  valueTwo; 
 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  CalculationRequestType  calculationRequestType; 
 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  Guid  messageID; 
    } 
 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Response Service Message 
    ///  </summary> 
    [MessageContract()] 
    public  class  CalculationResponse 
    { 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  int  valueResult; 
 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  CalculationRequestType  calculationRequestType; 
 
        [MessageBody] 
        public  Guid  messageID; 
    }  
    #endregion 
} 

2. Address, Binding and Contract Information (ABC) 

As we are going to host this service in Internet Information Server (IIS), we must name the following 
configuration file as web.config. Take note of the <system.serviceModel>, <services> and <service> 
and <endpoint> elements, which define the fundamentals of address, binding and contract of the 
service. As we are implementing a duplex communication channel, we must specify 
wsProfileDualHttpBinding. The contractType defines which interface the service implements and in 
which assembly the interface is implemented. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
 
  <system.serviceModel> 
    <!--  Service Configuration --> 
     <services > 
      < service  name=" Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.Calculator " > 
         < endpoint 
             address =" http://LocalHost/CalculationService/CalculationService.svc " 
             binding =" wsDualHttpBinding " 
             contract =" Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationRequest " /> 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
    <system.web> 
        <compilation  debug ="true"  /> 
    </ system.web > 
</ configuration > 

3. Service Code 

As we have defined the contract up to this point, it is time to implement the actual logic within the 
service. Unfortunately the remainder of the solution is obviously not available at this stage, which is 
why you will find a horrible switch statement in the Calculate method, implementing an interim 
calculator. We will replace this switch statement during the course of the remainder of this section, 
as and when we implement the remaining Indigo services. 

 

Take note of the code at the beginning Calculate() method, which uses the 
“OperationContext.Current.ServiceSecurityContext” to obtain the credentials of the 
calling program. 
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The switch in this demo code breaks extensibility and flexibility, but is the easiest option for 
demo code with the least noise and fluff. Normally we should consider a functoid pattern 
or a service factory as documented on page 331, but for the sake of clarity we will resort 
to the switch statement. 

 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.Transactions; 
using  System.ServiceModel.Channels; 
using  System.Security.Principal; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Calculation Service implementing ICalculationRequest 
    ///  </summary> 
    public  class  Calculator : ICalculationRequest 
    { 
        public  Calculator() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine( "Calculator Facade Constructor" ); 
        } 
 
        #region  Debug Logging 
 
        private  void  DebugLogRequest(CalculationRequest request, string  userID) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "Request ID:{0} Action:{1} ValueOne:{2} 
                                          ValueTwo:{3} User:{4}" , 
                                          request.messageID, 
                                          request.calculationRequestType.ToString(), 
                                          request.valueOne, request.valueTwo, 
                                          userID); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
        } 
 
        private  void  DebugLogResponse(CalculationResponse response) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "Request ID:{0} Action:{1} Result:{2}" , 
                                        response.messageID, 
                                        response.calculationRequestType.ToString(), 
                                        response.valueResult); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  troubleshooting 
        public  string  Ping( string  caller) 
        { 
            return  "Hello "  + caller; 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  ICalculationRequest Members 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Calculation request 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="request"> Calculation Request Message </param> 
        public  void  Calculate(CalculationRequest request) 
        { 
            // Who is the user 
            string  userID = OperationContext.Current 
                                            .ServiceSecurityContext.WindowsIdentity.Name; 
            WindowsIdentity  identity = WindowsIdentity .GetCurrent(); 
            Debug.WriteLine( "User: "  + identity.Name); 
 
            // Log release 
            this .DebugLogRequest(request, userID); 
 
            // New response object 
            CalculationResponse response = new CalculationResponse(); 
            response.messageID = request.messageID; 
            response.calculationRequestType = request.calculationRequestType; 
            response.faultDetected = false ; 
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            response.faultMessage = string .Empty; 
 
            // Interim processing ... this will move toy other indigo services 
            try 
            { 
                switch  (request.calculationRequestType) 
                { 
                    case  CalculationRequestType.Add: 
                        response.valueResult = request.valueOne + request.valueTwo; 
                        break ; 
                    case  CalculationRequestType.Subtract: 
                        response.valueResult = request.valueOne - request.valueTwo; 
                        break ; 
                    case  CalculationRequestType.Multiply: 
                        response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueTwo; 
                        break ; 
                    case  CalculationRequestType.Divide: 
                        response.valueResult = request.valueOne / request.valueTwo 
                        break ; 
                    case  CalculationRequestType.Square: 
                        response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueOne; 
                        break ; 
                    default : 
                        throw  new Exception ( "The operation is not implemented." ); 
                } 
            } 
 
            // Debug log 
            this .DebugLogResponse(response); 
 
            // Get callback interface and return the result 
            ICalculationResult callback =  
                           OperationContext.Current 
                                           .GetCallbackChannel<ICalculationResult>(); 
            callback.Result(response); 
        } 
        #endregion 
    } 
} 

4. SVC File Definition 

To be able to host the service in Internet Information Service (IIS) we must add a .svc file to the 
virtual directory, which identifies the services that IIS is to activate in response to requests directed 
toward the virtual directory. 
<%@ServiceHost language=c# Debug="true"  
   service="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.Calculator" %> 
<%@Assembly Name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.CalculationService" %> 

5. Test the service 

The easiest way to test the service at this stage is to navigate to 
http://localHost/CalculationService/CalculationService.svc, which will bring up the following HTML 
page confirming that there were no compile errors:  
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Figure 136 - Service Facade WSDL 

 

By default the development environment creates all assemblies in bin\debug or 
bin\release. If you create a virtual directory pointing to the project directory, remember 
to change the assembly output path to bin for both debug and release builds, otherwise 
the assemblies cannot be found and loaded.  

Test Client 

6. Consumer test Application 

 
Figure 137 - Test Client Class Model (VSTS) 

The test client implements the ICalculationResult interface, which is needed when the calculator 
service makes a call-back. The test client creates a duplex communication channel and a service 
site in the Initialise() method, hosting the call-back interface, then calls the Calculate() method to 
perform a simple addition. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
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using  System.ServiceModel; 
using  System.Configuration; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    public  class  CalculationClient  : ICalculationRequestCallback 
    { 
        #region  ICalculationRequestCallback Members 
        public  void  Result( CalculationResponse  valueResult) 
        { 
            Console .WriteLine( ">>CallBack<< Calculation Type:{0} ID:{1}  
                                Result:{2} Fault:{3}" , 
                                valueResult.calculationRequestType.ToString(), 
                                valueResult.messageID, 
                                valueResult.valueResult, 
                                valueResult.faultDetected 
                                      ? valueResult.faultMessage : "NoError" ); 
            Console .WriteLine(); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        public  void  Initialise () 
        { 
            InstanceContext context = new InstanceContext( this ); 
            proxy = new CalculationRequestProxy (context, 
                                                "WSDualHttpBinding_ICalculationRequest" ); 
            string  tempResult = proxy.Ping( "Indigo" ); 
            Console .WriteLine( "Ping() response: {0}" , tempResult); 
        } 
 
        public  void  TestCalculator( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo,  
                                   CalculationRequestType  type) 
        { 
            // Wait until user terminates program 
            Guid  messageID = Guid .NewGuid(); 
            Console .WriteLine( "Issued calculation request type:{0}, valueOne:{1}, 
                               valueTwo:{2} and ID:{3}" , 
                               type.ToString(), 
                               valueOne, 
                               valueTwo, 
                               messageID); 
 
            // Call calculation 
            proxy.Calculate(type, messageID, valueOne, valueTwo); 
        } 
 
        // Private Fields 
        private  CalculationRequestProxy  proxy; 
    } 
 
    class  Program 
    { 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            // Create an instance of the calculator 
            CalculationClient  client = new CalculationClient (); 
            client.Initialise(); 
            client.TestCalculator(4, 2, CalculationRequestType .Add); 
            client.TestCalculator(4, 2, CalculationRequestType .Subtract);  
            client.TestCalculator(4, 2, CalculationRequestType .Multiply); 
            client.TestCalculator(4, 2, CalculationRequestType .Divide); 
            client.TestCalculator(4, 0, CalculationRequestType .Divide); 
            client.TestCalculator(4, 0, CalculationRequestType .Square); 
             
            // Wait for user to terminate 
            Console .WriteLine( "<ENTER> to terminate program" ); 
            Console .ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 Finally we need to inform the client of the complete interface of the service, the address and 
binding information in its configuration file. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8"?> 
<configuration > 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < client > 
      < endpoint   
          name="WSDualHttpBinding_ICalculationRequest"  
          address ="http://localhost/CalculationService/CalculationService.svc" 
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          bindingConfiguration ="WSDualHttpBinding_ICalculationRequest" 
          binding ="wsDualHttpBinding" contract ="ICalculationRequest" /> 
    </ client > 
    < bindings > 
      < wsDualHttpBinding > 
        < binding  name="WSDualHttpBinding_ICalculationRequest"  
                 clientBaseAddress ="http://localhost:8099/CalculationClient/"> 
        </ binding > 
      </ wsDualHttpBinding > 
    </ bindings > 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
</ configuration >  

When we run this simple test client, we will note the outgoing calculation request and the call-back 
from the service with the result. 

 
Figure 138 - Test Client Console Output 

The Debug View output clearly shows that the service was able to identify the user credentials of 
the consuming test application. 

 
Figure 139 - Service Debug Output 

Wrapping up by using VSTS Source Control 

7. Secure Source Code 

Although not part of the scope of this book or this section, we feel strongly about securing our code 
in source control, which gives us the opportunity to quickly introduce the VSTS Source Control 
interface. 

Looking at the solution view, we notice the “Add Solution to Source Control” option. Selecting this 
will mark our code ready for import.  

 
Figure 140 - VSTS Source Control: Importing Code 
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By right clicking the solution again and selecting “Check in” we will be prompted by a number of 
check-in policies, for example ours insists on a clean build, a related work item and information on 
the code, security and performance reviewers, before even considering moving our data into 
source control. This allows the project management to strive for a level of quality code being 
imported into source control. We state a “level” as the importer can still introduce the Garbage-In-
Garbage-Out (GiGo) phenomena by selecting overrides or specifying garbage information. 

 

The only way around this at the moment is to introduce human eye verification, by 
means of which we regularly verify information captured by the team and manage 
the team accordingly. 

 
Figure 141 - VSTS Source Control: CheckIn 

Once the check-in is complete, we can use the Source Control Explorer to view the structure of our 
source control depository. As we are working on a companion solution for this book, we decided 
against implementing a version based structure, but instead to just import the solution “as is” into 
source control. 
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Figure 142 - VSTS Source Control: Client Window 

Right, now that our code is secure, we can commence to the next phase of our companion 
solution. 

 
Figure 143 - Companion Solution Status (Facade) 
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Addition Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Update contract 

2. Create Addition Service Class 

3. Update console program class 

4. Generate proxy and config file 

5. Update  calculator facade 

6. Test service 
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Now that we have a fully functional service façade and consumer test program, we can 
commence to replace the interim calculation code with calls to the envisaged calculation 
services.  

The first service we implement is the addition service, which has the core requirements to: 

• communicate using HTTP 

• be based on a simple console host application 

• implement service behaviour (singleton) 

• add two integers together 

 
Figure 144 - Addition Service Class Model (VSTS) 
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Once again we are choosing to break the extensibility to demonstrate the technology 
features within minimal fluff, specifying explicit methods with explicit arguments, i.e. 
Add(valueOne, valueTwo), rather than using a the more generic approach of 
implementing a Calculate() method with a request message argument as in the main 
service. 

 

1. Update Contracts 

To begin we enhance the contracts assembly to include the ICalculationAdd interface, which is no 
different to the previous contracts, other than that we define the Add method not to be a OneWay 
method call. 
///  <summary> 
///  Calculation Add Service Request Interface 
///  </summary> 
[ ServiceContract (Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationAdd 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Addition method 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be added </param> 
    ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be added </param> 
    ///  <returns> result of the addition of value one and two </returns> 
    [ OperationContract (IsOneWay = false )] 
    int  Add( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo); 
}  

2. Addition Service Configuration and Service Class 

After the contract we define the address and binding information in the application configuration 
file.  

<?xml  version =" 1.0 "  encoding =" utf-8 "  ?> 
<configuration  xmlns ="http://schemas.microsoft.com/.NetConfiguration/v2.0"> 
  < appSettings > 
    <!--  use appSetting to configure base address provided by host --> 
    < add  key ="baseAddress" value ="http://localhost:8010/AdditionService" /> 
  </ appSettings > 
   
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < services > 
      < service      
            name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.AdditionService"> 
        < endpoint 
            binding  ="basicHttpBinding" 
            contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationAdd" 
            behaviorConfiguration ="" > 
        </ endpoint > 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
</ configuration > 

To implement the base code for the addition service we use the IDE console application wizard, 
creating a console application named Addition. 

Next we implement the actual AdditionService class, which implements the ICalculationAdd 
interface. Take note of the [ServiceBehaviour] attribute, which we use to define a “singleton” 
instance mode. This ensures that the framework will create only one instance of the addition 
service class, which will be shared by all consumers. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    [ServiceBehavior(InstanceContextMode=InstanceContextMode.PerSession)] 
    class  AdditionService  : ICalculationAdd 
    { 
        public  AdditionService() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine ( "AdditionService.AdditionService Constructor"  ); 
        } 
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        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Addition method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be added </param> 
        ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be added </param> 
        ///  <returns> result of the addition of value one and two </returns> 
        public  int  Add( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format ( "{0} {1}+{2}" ,  
                                          "AdditionService.Add()" , 
                                          valueOne, valueTwo); 
            Debug.WriteLine ( debug ); 
            return  (valueOne + valueTwo); 
        } 
    } 
} 

3. Update console program class 

As we are using a console application as host, we do not have to define a SVC file. Instead we 
update the main program class file to instantiate the service host and to open the communication 
channels. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    class  Program 
    { 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                // Get base address from app settings in configuration 
                Uri  baseAddress =  
                         new Uri ( ConfigurationManager .AppSettings[ "baseAddress" ]); 
 
                using  (ServiceHost serviceHost =  
                               new ServiceHost( typeof ( AdditionService ), baseAddress)) 
                { 
                    serviceHost.Open(); 
                    Console .WriteLine( "Addition service up and running." ); 
                    Console .WriteLine( "Press ENTER to shut down service." ); 
                    Console .ReadLine(); 
                } 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception  ex) 
            { 
                Console .WriteLine(ex); 
                Console .ReadLine(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

4. Generate proxy and configuration file 

While we could once again code the service site and channel creation, as done in the consumer 
test program, we will take the easier route by creating a proxy and the configuration file using the 
svcutil utility. 

We run the following on the command line: 

  Svcutil http://localhost:8010/AdditionService /out:additionproxy.cs /config:addition.config 

The utility runs as shown, contacts the service, extracts the WSDL information and generates the 
proxy and the configuration files. 
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Figure 145 – SvcUtil Utility Generating Proxy – Addition Service 

The following code is auto-generated by svcutil proxy generation utility and defines the service 
proxy … 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
// <auto-generated> 
//     This code was generated by a tool. 
//     Runtime Version:2.0.50727.42 
// 
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if 
//     the code is regenerated. 
// </auto-generated> 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
[System.ServiceModel.ServiceContractAttribute 
       (Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationAdd 
{ 
  [System.ServiceModel.OperationContractAttribute( 
          Action= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution/ICalculationAdd/Add" ,     
          ReplyAction= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution 
                                           /ICalculationAdd/AddResponse" )] 
  int  Add( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo); 
} 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationAddChannel  : ICalculationAdd , 
System.ServiceModel.IClientChannel 
{ 
} 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
public  partial  class  CalculationAddProxy  : 
System.ServiceModel.ClientBase< ICalculationAdd >, ICalculationAdd 
{ 
     
    public  CalculationAddProxy() 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationAddProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationAddProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName, string  remoteAddress) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationAddProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName, 
                               System.ServiceModel.EndpointAddress remoteAddress) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationAddProxy(System.ServiceModel.Channels.Binding binding,  
                              System.ServiceModel.EndpointAddress remoteAddress) :  
            base (binding, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  int  Add( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
    { 
        return  base .InnerProxy.Add(valueOne, valueTwo); 
    } 
} 
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The following configuration file is auto-generated by the svcutil proxy generator utility.  
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8"?> 
<configuration > 
    < system.serviceModel > 
        < bindings > 
            < basicHttpBinding > 
                < binding  name="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" 
                    bypassProxyOnLocal ="false" 
                    hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                    maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize ="65536" 
                    messageEncoding ="Text" textEncoding ="utf-8" transferMode ="Buffered" 
                    useDefaultWebProxy ="true"> 
                    < readerQuotas  maxDepth ="2147483647"  
                                  maxStringContentLength ="2147483647" 
                                  maxArrayLength ="2147483647"  
                                  maxBytesPerRead ="2147483647" 
                                  maxNameTableCharCount ="2147483647" /> 
                    < security  mode="None"> 
                        < transport  clientCredentialType ="None"  
                                   proxyCredentialType ="None" 
                                   realm ="" /> 
                        < message  clientCredentialType ="UserName"  
                                 algorithmSuite ="Default" /> 
                    </ security > 
                </ binding > 
            </ basicHttpBinding > 
        </ bindings > 
        < client > 
            < endpoint  address =http://localhost:8010/AdditionService  
                      binding ="basicHttpBinding" 
                      bindingConfiguration ="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd"                   
                      contract ="ICalculationAdd" 
                      name="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" /> 
        </ client > 
    </ system.serviceModel > 
</ configuration > 

5. Update calculator façade 

We include the proxy code in the addition service project and add the configuration to the 
addition service application configuration file. Now that we have the proxy for the addition service, 
we can replace the interim addition code with a call to the addition service, using the Http 
endpoint and binding, as shown.  
case  CalculationRequestType .Add: 
     #if  NOSERVICES 
     response.valueResult = request.valueOne + request.valueTwo; 
     #else 
     / / Use HTTP channel 
     CalculationAddProxy  proxyA = new  
            CalculationAddProxy ( "BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" ); 
     response.valueResult = proxyA.Add(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
     #endif 
     break ; 

6. Test Addition Service Class 

To test the changes we must run the addition service from the command line or using the Windows 
Explorer or making use of the “Multiple Startup Projects” feature of Visual Studio, after which we can 
run the consumer test program. As shown the addition service constructor is called when the first 
request is received and not on subsequent service calls, which confirms the singleton service 
behaviour we defined. 

 
Figure 146 - DebugView of test with addition service 
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Figure 147 - Companion Solution Status (Addition) 

As shown we have now implemented two Indigo services, one based on the web service and the 
other on a simple console application host, and the consumer test application. Let’s proceed to 
the next service, the division service. 
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Division Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Update contract, including custom fault 

2. Create Division Service Class 

3. Update console program class 

4. Generate proxy and config file 

5. Update calculator façade 

6. Test division service 
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The next service we implement is the division service, which needs to implement the following 
features: 

• communicate using TCP 

• be based on a simple console host application 

• implement service behaviour (per call) 

• divide two integers 

• implement a custom fault (trap and report division by zero) 

 
Figure 148 - Division Service Class Model (VSTS) 
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1. Update contract, including custom fault 

The contract is the first change we apply to the contracts assembly, defining the ICalculateDivide 
interface. Note that we indicate that the method Divide() could result in a custom fault of type 
CalculatorFault, which we will define hereafter. 
///  <summary> 
///  Calculation Divide Service Request Interface 
///  </summary> 
[ ServiceContract (Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationDivide 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Division method 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be added </param> 
    ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be added </param> 
    ///  <returns> result of the addition of value one and two </returns> 
    [ OperationContract (IsOneWay = false )] 
    [ FaultContract ( typeof ( CalculatorFault ))] 
    int  Divide( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo); 
} 

We then add a new region called Custom Faults and add the CalculatorFault class. Note that we 
must define the [DataContract] and the [DataMember] attributes, add a reference to the 
System.Runtime.Serialization assembly and include (using) the System.Runtime.Serialization 
namespace. 
#region  Custom Faults 
///  <summary> 
///  Custom Calculator Fault 
///  </summary> 
[DataContract(Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution/Faults" )] 
public  class  CalculatorFault 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Fault Message 
    ///  </summary> 
    [DataMember] 
    public  string  errorMessage; 
} 
#endregion 

The CalculationResponse message needs to be updated to include a faultDetector indicator, used 
to indicate if the response defines a fault (=true) or a calculation result (=false), a faultMessage 
string which will be used to define the fault message in case of a fault. 
///  <summary> 
///  Response Service Message 
///  </summary> 
[MessageContract()] 
public  class  CalculationResponse 
{ 
    [MessageBody] 
    public  int  valueResult; 
    [MessageBody] 
    public  CalculationRequestType  calculationRequestType; 
    [MessageBody] 
    public  Guid  messageID; 
    [MessageBody] 
    public  bool  faultDetected; 
    [MessageBody] 
    public  string  faultMessage; 
}   

Once again we have simple service, which implements a TCP endpoint, as defined in the division 
service app.config file. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
 
  < appSettings > 
    <!-- use appSetting to configure base address provided by host -->  
    < add  key ="baseAddress" value ="net.tcp://localhost:8014/DivideService" /> 
  </ appSettings > 
 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < services > 
      < service  name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.DivideService" 
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               behaviorConfiguration ="DivideServiceBehavior"> 
        <!-- use base address provided by host -->  
        < endpoint  binding ="netTcpBinding" 
                  bindingConfiguration ="BindingDivide"  
                  contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationDivide" /> 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
 
    < bindings > 
        
  <!-- Following is the expanded configuration section for a NetTcpBinding. 
      Each property is configured with the default values, except the securityMode 
      which has been set to None. 
      See the TransportSecurity, and WSSecurity samples in the 
      NetProfile/Tcp directory to learn how to configure these features. --> 
      < netTcpBinding > 
          < binding  name="BindingDivide"  
                   hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                   maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                   maxConnections ="10"                                        
                   portSharingEnabled ="false"> 
          < reliableSession  enabled ="false" 
                           ordered ="true"/> 
          < security  mode="Transport" > 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="Windows" protectionLevel ="EncryptAndSign"/> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
      </ netTcpBinding > 
    </ bindings > 
 
    < behaviors > 
      < behavior  name="DivideServiceBehavior" 
                returnUnknownExceptionsAsFaults ="true" > 
      </ behavior > 
    </ behaviors > 
 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
 
</configuration> 

2. Create division service class 

To implement the base code for the division service we use the IDE console application wizard, 
creating a console application named Divide. 

The code areas of interest are the inclusion of the System.Runtime.Serialization namespace needed 
for the DataContract serialization of the custom fault, the [ServiceBehavior] attribute which defines 
a “Per Call” instance mode and check for valueTwo being equal to zero. The former ensures that 
an instance of this service class is creates with each request received, while the latter traps a 
division by zero and throws a custom fault. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
using  System.Runtime.Serialization; // Needed for DataContract 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    [ServiceBehavior(InstanceContextMode = InstanceContextMode.PerCall)] 
    class  DivideService  : ICalculationDivide 
    { 
        public  DivideService() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine( "CalculationService.DivideService Constructor" ); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Division method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be added </param> 
        ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be added </param> 
        ///  <returns> result of the addition of value one and two </returns> 
        public  int  Divide( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "{0} {1}/{2}" , 
                                          "DivideService.Divide()" , 
                                          valueOne, valueTwo); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
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            if  (valueTwo == 0) 
            { 
                CalculatorFault  fault = new CalculatorFault (); 
                fault.errorMessage = "Cannot Divide by Zero (0)" ;  
                throw  new FaultException< CalculatorFault >(fault); 
            } 
            return  (valueOne / valueTwo); 
        } 
    } 
} 

2. Update console program class 

The program class is updated the same way as the program class for the addition service as 
documented on page 243. 

4. Generate proxy and configuration file 

We generate the proxy code and service configuration file using the svcutil utility, as described on 
page 244, and replace the provisional division code a call to the division service, using the Tcp 
channel. 

 
Figure 149 – SvcUtil Utility Generating Proxy – Division Service 

5. Update calculator facade 

Note the catch() statement, which catches custom fault and updates the response message 
accordingly. 
// Interim processing ... this will move toy other indigo services 
try 
{ 
    switch  (request.calculationRequestType) 
    { 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Add: 
              #if  NOSERVICES 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne + request.valueTwo; 
              #else 
              // Use HTTP channel 
              C alculationAddProxy  proxyA = new 
                    CalculationAddProxy ( "BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" ); 
              response.valueResult = proxyA.Add(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
              #endif 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Subtract: 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne - request.valueTwo; 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Multiply: 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueTwo; 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Divide: 
              #if  NOSERVICES 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne / request.valueTwo; 
              #else 
              //Use TCP channel 
              CalculationDivideProxy  proxyD = new 
                    CalculationDivideProxy ( "NetTcpBinding_ICalculationDivide" ); 
              response.valueResult = proxyD.Divide(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
              #endif 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Square: 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueOne; 
              break ; 
         default : 
              throw  new Exception ( "The operation is not implemented." ); 
     } 
 
} 
catch  (FaultException<www.bbd.co.za.IndigoCompanionSolution.Faults. 
                                                            CalculatorFault> fault) 
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{ 
      Debug.WriteLine(fault.Detail.errorMessage); 
      response.faultDetected = true ; 
      response.faultMessage  = fault.Detail.errorMessage; 
} 

6. Test the division service 

Finally we run the addition and division, as well as the consumer test program.  

 
Figure 150 - Companion Solution Status (Division) 

While the addition service implemented the HTTP channel, the division service implements the TCP 
channel by using a different configuration. We could switch either to http or visa versa by simply 
changing the configuration. We have also seen how simple it is to implement a custom fault. Next 
on the menu is another simple service, which looks at transactions. 
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Multiplication Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Update contract 

2. Create Multiplication Service Class 

3. Update console program class 

4. Generate proxy and config file 

5. Update calculator facade 

6. Test service 
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The next service we implement is the multiplication service, which needs to implement the following 
features: 

• communicate using TCP 

• be based on a simple console host application 

• implement service behaviour (per call) 

• multiply two integers 

• implement a transaction scope 

In Section “Technology Chatter” on page 70, we introduced the lightweight transaction manager 
introduced by the .NET framework. The multiplication service will utilise this transaction manager to 
demonstrate the basic concepts of the transaction manager and the simplistic usage, although it is 
important to note that the usage of transactions is superfluous in this scenario and serves only as an 
example.  
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Figure 151 - Multiplication Service Class Model (VSTS) 

1. Update contract 

The first change is the addition of the ICalculationMultiply interface to our contracts assembly. 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Calculation Multiply Service Request Interface 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///   
    //ProtectionLevel = "Sign", 
    [ServiceContract(Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , 
                     ProtectionLevel = System.Net.Security. ProtectionLevel .Sign)] 
    public  interface  ICalculationMultiply 
    { 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Multiplication method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be added </param> 
        ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be added </param> 
        ///  <returns> result of the addition of value one and two </returns> 
        [OperationContract(IsOneWay= false ,  
                    ProtectionLevel=System.Net.Security. ProtectionLevel .EncryptAndSign)] 
        [TransactionFlow(TransactionFlowOption.Mandatory)] 
        int  Multiply( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo); 
    } 

The multiplication service app.config file is similar to the addition and divide configuration files, 
however, we add binding information to indicate that the information about the transactional 
context flows with invocations of the service’s methods. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
 
  < appSettings > 
    <!-- use appSetting to configure base address provided by host --> 
    < add  key ="baseAddress" value ="net.tcp://localhost:8012/MultiplyService" /> 
  </ appSettings > 
 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < services > 
      < service  behaviorConfiguration ="MultiplyServiceBehavior"  
               name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.MultiplyService"> 
        < clear  /> 
        < endpoint  bindingConfiguration ="BindingMultiply" 
                  binding ="netTcpBinding"  
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                  contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationMultiply"> 
        </ endpoint > 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
 
    < bindings > 
 
      <!-- Following is the expanded configuration section for a NetTcpBinding. 
      Each property is configured with the default values, except the securityMode 
      which has been set to None. 
      See the TransportSecurity, and WSSecurity samples in the 
      NetProfile/Tcp directory to learn how to configure these features. --> 
      < netTcpBinding > 
          < binding  name="BindingMultiply"  
                   hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                   maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                   maxConnections ="10"                                        
                   portSharingEnabled ="false" 
                   transactionFlow ="true"> 
          < reliableSession  enabled ="false" 
                           ordered ="true"/> 
          < security  mode="Transport"> 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="Windows" protectionLevel ="EncryptAndSign" /> 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="Windows" algorithmSuite ="Default" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
      </ netTcpBinding > 
    </ bindings > 
 
    < behaviors > 
      < behavior  name="MultiplyServiceBehavior" 
                returnUnknownExceptionsAsFaults ="true" > 
      </ behavior > 
    </ behaviors > 
 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
 
</configuration> 

2. Create multiplication service class 

To implement the base code for the division service we use the IDE console application wizard, 
creating a console application named Divide. 

Again we chose the “PerCall” instance mode, use the [DeliveryRequirements] to define the 
transactional binding requirements for the MultiplyService class, and the [OperationBehavior] 
attribute to indicate auto enlisting and auto completion of the transaction for our Multiply() 
method. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    [DeliveryRequirements(RequireOrderedDelivery= true )] 
    [ServiceBehavior(InstanceContextMode = InstanceContextMode.PerCall)] 
    class  MultiplyService  : ICalculationMultiply 
    { 
        public  MultiplyService() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine( "CalculationService.MultiplicationService Constructor" ); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Multiplication method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be multiplied </param> 
        ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be multiplied </param> 
        ///  <returns> result of the multiplication of value one and two </returns> 
        ///  <remarks> Method auto enlists on the flowed tx and auto completes </remarks> 
        [OperationBehavior(TransactionScopeRequired = true ,  
                           TransactionAutoComplete = true )] 
        public  int  Multiply( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "{0} {1}*{2}" , 
                                          "MultiplicationService.Multiply()" , 
                                          valueOne, valueTwo); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
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            return  (valueOne * valueTwo); 
        } 
    } 
} 

3. Update console program class 

The program class is updated the same way as the program class for the addition service as 
documented on page 243. 

 
Figure 152 – SvcUtil Utility Generating Proxy – Multiply Service 

4. Generate proxy and configuration file 

When we launch the Multiplication service to be able to generate the proxy and config 
information using the svcutil utility we may be notified that WS-AtomicTransactions are not enabled 
as shown in the following screen dump. 

 
Figure 153 - Error when WS-AtomicTransactions are not enabled 

If this error is raised, we run xws_reg –wsat+ on the command line to enable the WS-
AtomicTransactions protocol and re-run the service.  Thereafter we generate the proxy code and 
service configuration file using the svcutil utility, as described on page 244, and replace the 
provisional multiplication code a call to the multiply service, using the Tcp channel. 

5. Update calculator facade 

In addition we instantiate a transactionscope, indicating that on each façade request we require 
a new transaction scope, calling tx.Complete() if we reach the end of the switch statement which 
indicates that everyone has the “happy” bit set and that the transaction can be committed.  
// Interim processing ... this will move toy other indigo services 
try 
{ 
    switch  (request.calculationRequestType) 
    { 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Add: 
              #if  NOSERVICES 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne + request.valueTwo; 
              #else 
              // Use HTTP channel 
              C alculationAddProxy  proxyA = new 
                    CalculationAddProxy ( "BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" ); 
              response.valueResult = proxyA.Add(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
              #endif 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Subtract: 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne - request.valueTwo; 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Multiply: 
              #if  NOSERVICES 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueTwo; 
              #else 
              //Use TCP channel 
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              CalculationMultiplyProxy  proxyM = new  
                    CalculationMultiplyProxy ( "NetTcpBinding_ICalculationMultiply" ); 
              response.valueResult = proxyM.Multiply(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
              #endif 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Divide: 
              #if  NOSERVICES 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne / request.valueTwo; 
              #else 
              //Use TCP channel 
              CalculationDivideProxy  proxyD = new 
                    CalculationDivideProxy ( "NetTcpBinding_ICalculationDivide" ); 
              response.valueResult = proxyD.Divide(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
              #endif 
              break ; 
         case  CalculationRequestType .Square: 
              response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueOne; 
              break ; 
         default : 
              throw  new Exception ( "The operation is not implemented." ); 
     } 
 
} 
catch  (FaultException<www.bbd.co.za.IndigoCompanionSolution.Faults. 
                                                            CalculatorFault> fault) 
{ 
      Debug.WriteLine(fault.Detail.errorMessage); 
      response.faultDetected = true ; 
      response.faultMessage  = fault.Detail.errorMessage; 
} 

Note that the app.config file of the façade service has been updated to include the multiplication 
service configuration. 

 

Take some time to explore the generated config files, which are consolidated in the 
web.config file and not, for example, that data on the wire is signed and encrypted by 
default, i.e. defaultProtectionLevel="EncryptAndSign". 

<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    <!--  Service Configuration --> 
    < services > 
      < service  name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.Calculator"> 
         < endpoint 
          address ="http://LocalHost/CalculationService/CalculationService.svc" 
          binding ="wsDualHttpBinding" 
          contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationRequest"/> 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
 
    <!--  ENDPOINT configuration ================================================== --> 
    < client > 
      < endpoint  name="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" 
                address ="http://localhost:8010/AdditionService" 
                bindingConfiguration ="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" 
                binding ="basicHttpBinding" contract ="ICalculationAdd" /> 
      < endpoint  name="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationDivide" 
                address ="net.tcp://localhost:8014/DivideService" 
                bindingConfiguration ="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationDivide" 
                binding ="netTcpBinding" contract ="ICalculationDivide" /> 
      < endpoint  name="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationMultiply" 
                address ="net.tcp://localhost:8012/MultiplyService" 
                bindingConfiguration ="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationMultiply" 
                binding ="netTcpBinding" contract ="ICalculationMultiply" /> 
    </ client > 
 
    <!--  BINDING configuration ======================================= --> 
    < bindings > 
 
      < netTcpBinding > 
        < binding  name="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationDivide" transactionFlow ="false" 
                 transactionProtocol ="OleTransactions"  
                 hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                 listenBacklog ="10" maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                 maxConnections ="10" maxReceivedMessageSize ="65536"> 
          < readerQuotas  maxDepth ="2147483647" maxStringContentLength ="2147483647" 
              maxArrayLength ="2147483647" maxBytesPerRead ="2147483647"  
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              maxNameTableCharCount ="2147483647" /> 
          < reliableSession  ordered ="true" inactivityTimeout ="00:10:00" 
              enabled ="false" /> 
          < security  mode="Transport"> 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="Windows" protectionLevel ="EncryptAndSign" /> 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="Windows" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
 
        < binding  name="NetTcpBinding_ICalculationMultiply" transactionFlow ="true" 
                 transactionProtocol ="OleTransactions"  
                 hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                 listenBacklog ="10" maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                 maxConnections ="10" maxReceivedMessageSize ="65536"> 
          < readerQuotas  maxDepth ="2147483647" maxStringContentLength ="2147483647" 
                 maxArrayLength ="2147483647" maxBytesPerRead ="2147483647"  
                 maxNameTableCharCount ="2147483647" /> 
          < reliableSession  ordered ="true" inactivityTimeout ="00:10:00" 
                 enabled ="false" /> 
          < security  mode="Transport"> 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="Windows" protectionLevel ="EncryptAndSign" /> 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="Windows" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
      </ netTcpBinding > 
 
      < basicHttpBinding > 
        < binding  name="BasicHttpBinding_ICalculationAdd" bypassProxyOnLocal ="false" 
            hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" maxBufferSize ="65536" 
            maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize ="65536" 
            messageEncoding ="Text" textEncoding ="utf-8" transferMode ="Buffered" 
            useDefaultWebProxy ="true"> 
          < readerQuotas  maxDepth ="2147483647" maxStringContentLength ="2147483647" 
              maxArrayLength ="2147483647" maxBytesPerRead ="2147483647"      
              maxNameTableCharCount ="2147483647" /> 
          < security  mode="None"> 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="None" proxyCredentialType ="None" 
                realm ="" /> 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="UserName" algorithmSuite ="Default" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
    </ bindings > 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
</ configuration > 

6. Test the multiplication service 

Finally we run the addition, the divide and the multiply services, and then execute the consumer 
(test) program. The following screen dump shows: 

• Successful addition 

• Successful Multiplication 

• Successful Division 

• Successful trapping of division by zero, which raises the custom fault. 

 
Figure 154 - Test Results 

We can now proceed to the subtraction, squaring and logging services, after which our 
companion solution will be complete. 
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Figure 155 - Companion Solution Status (Multiply) 
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Subtract Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Update contract 

2. Create Service Framework and Installer 

3. Add subtraction class 

4. Register certificates 

5. Create configuration 

6. Install Service 

7. Launch service and generate proxy and config file 

8. Update calculator facade 
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The next service we implement is the subtraction service, which needs to implement the following 
features: 

• communicate using HTTP 

• be based on a windows system service 

• implement service behaviour (per call) 

• subtract two integers 

• implement X509 message certificate security 

The subtraction and addition services are practically identical, with the exception of the relevant 
host. While we use a console based host for most other services for simplicity, we will implement a 
windows system service based host.  
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Figure 156 - Subtraction  Service Class Model (VSTS) 

 

What is a system service? Windows services run as background processes and do not 
have a user interface. Windows services are ideal for background service tasks, 
especially for tasks that do not require any user interaction. Unlike other hosts, a system 
service can be configured to be automatically started by the operating system at start-
up, requiring no logon by an interactive user. 

 

If two services communicate and one or both are hosted in IIS, you need to store the 
certificate in the LocalMachine store location not in the CurrentUser. You also need to 
ensure that both services access to the private keys associated with their certificates.  

The serviceCredentials behaviour configuration allows one to define a service certificate 
used by a client to authenticate the service and provide message protection. The 
clientCredentials behaviour allows the definition of a certificate to present to a service to 
authenticate the client and provide message protection. 

1. Update contracts 

As always the first thing we need to do first is to update the contracts assembly, defining the 
ICalculateSubtract interface: 
///  <summary> 
///  Calculation Subtract Service Request Interface 
///  </summary> 
[ServiceContract(Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution")] 
public  interface  ICalculationSubtract 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Subtraction method 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be Subtracted </param> 
    ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be Subtracted </param> 
    ///  <returns> result of the Subtraction of value two from one </returns> 
    [OperationContract(IsOneWay = false )] 
    int  Subtract( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo); 
} 
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2. Create service framework 

We then implement the system service host using the Visual Studio IDE Service wizard, which 
creates a basic service framework for us. We add the installer class to the service, configure the 
properties of both the service and the installer and implement the OnStart() and OnStop() methods, 
after which the mystery of the system service is over and done with.  

Unlike in earlier eras, the development of a system service is no longer a rocket science, although 
the planning and designing effort is the same and should not be underestimated for production 
ready system services. 

 

Refer to our quick reference poster “0012 CSharp Service Poster” for a step by step flow 
of creating s system service, installer and service business code. 

using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.ComponentModel; 
using  System.Data; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.ServiceProcess; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
using  System.Configuration; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    public  partial  class  SubtractServiceMain  : ServiceBase 
    { 
        public  SubtractServiceMain() 
        { 
            InitializeComponent(); 
        } 
         
        protected  override  void  OnStart( string [] args) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                // Get base address from app settings in configuration 
                Uri  baseAddress =  
                    new Uri ( ConfigurationManager .AppSettings[ "baseAddress" ]); 
 
                serviceHost = new ServiceHost( typeof ( SubtractService ),baseAddress); 
                serviceHost.Open(); 
                Debug.WriteLine( "Subtraction service up and running." ); 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception  ex) 
            { 
                Debug.WriteLine( "Subtraction Service STARTUP failure: "  + ex.ToString()); 
            } 
        } 
 
        protected  override  void  OnStop() 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                serviceHost.Close(); 
                serviceHost.Dispose(); 
                Debug.WriteLine( "Subtraction service stopped." ); 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception  ex) 
            { 
                Debug.WriteLine( "Subtraction Service STOP failure: "  + ex.ToString()); 
            } 
        } 
 
        #region  Members 
        private  ServiceHost serviceHost; 
        #endregion 
    } 
} 

3. Add subtraction service class 

The subtraction service class code could be a straight copy of the addition service class, with the 
exception of the minus (-) replacing the plus (+) sign. 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
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using  System.Diagnostics; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    [ServiceBehavior(InstanceContextMode = InstanceContextMode.Shareable)] 
    class  SubtractService  : ICalculationSubtract 
    { 
        public  SubtractService() 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine( "SubtractService.SubtractService Constructor" ); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Subtract method 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="valueOne"> value one to be subtracted </param> 
        ///  <param name="valueTwo"> value two to be subtracted </param> 
        ///  <returns> result of the subtraction of value two from one </returns> 
        public  int  Subtract( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
        { 
            Debug.WriteLine( "Called by: "  + 
                             ServiceSecurityContext.Current.PrimaryIdentity); 
                             
            string  debug = string .Format( "{0} {1}-{2}" , 
                                          "SubtractService.Subtract()" , 
                                          valueOne, valueTwo); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
            return  (valueOne - valueTwo); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Now that the coding is complete we register and install the service using the .NET framework 
InstallUtil.exe utility. Once registered, we can start the service using the Services manager or running 
“net start subtractservice” on the command line. 

4. Register certificates 

The explanation, even an overview, of X.509 certificates is definitely beyond the scope of this 
document and we suggest that you explore other supporting documentation, such as Microsoft 
Development Network (MSDN). 

Using the certificate creation tool we generate X.509 certificates for the scope of this companion 
solution, creating a public and private key pair for digital signatures and storing them in a 
certificate file. The tool associates the key pair with a specified publisher's name and creates an 
X.509 certificate that binds a user-specified name to the public part of the key pair. The file 
Certificates.bat in the Certificates directory of the companion solution generates two keys: 
CertMgr.exe -del -r LocalMachine -s My -c -n CalculatorServer 
 
CertMgr.exe -del -r LocalMachine -s My -c -n CalculatorServices 
 
makecert -n "CN=CalculatorServer" -pe -sr localmachine -ss My -a sha1 -sky exchange 
 
makecert -n "CN=CalculatorServices" -pe -sr localmachine -ss My -a sha1 -sky exchange 
 
for /F "delims=" %%i in  
    ('FindPrivateKey.exe My LocalMachine -n "CN=CalculatorServer" -a') do  
    (cacls.exe "%%i" /E /G "NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE":R) 
 
for /F "delims=" %%i in  
    ('FindPrivateKey.exe My LocalMachine -n "CN=CalculatorServices" -a') do  
    (cacls.exe "%%i" /E /G "NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE":R) 
 
for /F "delims=" %%i in  
    ('FindPrivateKey.exe My LocalMachine -n "CN=CalculatorServer" -a') do  
    (cacls.exe "%%i" /E /G "ASPNET":R) 
 
for /F "delims=" %%i in  
    ('FindPrivateKey.exe My LocalMachine -n "CN=CalculatorServices" -a') do  
    (cacls.exe "%%i" /E /G "ASPNET":R) 
pause 

As the client is a web service, running under the ASPNET user credentials on XP, we must also give 
the account access to the private key file; else we will spend yet another frustrating debugging 
session … which we did initially.  
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Figure 157 - Certificate Store 

Ensure that the certificates are included in both the “Local Computer – Personal” and especially 
the “Local Computer – Trusted People” hive as shown. If they are missing in the latter, the security 
token will not be available and the authentication will fail when the subtract service is called. 

5. Create server configuration 

The server configuration is again basically the same as the addition service configuration with 
additional sections, as indicated in bold that are concerned with the x509 certificates. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
  < appSettings > 
    <!--  use appSetting to configure base address provided by host --> 
    < add  key ="baseAddress" value ="http://localhost:8090/SubtractService" /> 
  </ appSettings > 
 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < services > 
      < service  behaviorConfiguration ="SubtractServiceBehavior" 
               name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.SubtractService"> 
        < endpoint  address ="http://localhost:8090/SubtractService"  
                  behaviorConfiguration ="SubtractServiceBehavior" 
                  binding ="wsHttpBinding" bindingConfiguration ="BindingSubtract" 
                  contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationSubtract" /> 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
 
    < bindings > 
      < wsHttpBinding > 
        <!--   
        This configuration defines the security mode as Message and  
        the clientCredentialType as Certificate. 
        --> 
        < binding  name="BindingSubtract"> 
          < reliableSession  enabled ="true"/> 
          < security  mode="Message" > 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="Certificate" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
      </ wsHttpBinding > 
    </ bindings > 
 
    < behaviors > 
      < behavior 
         name="SubtractServiceBehavior" 
         returnUnknownExceptionsAsFaults ="true" > 
        <!--   
        The serviceCredentials behavior allows one to define a service certificate. 
        A service certificate is used by a client to authenticate the service and provide  
        message protection. 
        This configuration references the "localhost" certificate installed during the  
        setup instructions. 
        --> 
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        < serviceCredentials > 
          < serviceCertificate  findValue ="CalculatorServices"  
                              storeLocation ="LocalMachine"  
                              storeName ="My"  
                              x509FindType ="FindBySubjectName" /> 
          < clientCertificate > 
            < authentication  certificateValidationMode  = "PeerOrChainTrust" /> 
          </ clientCertificate > 
        </ serviceCredentials > 
      </ behavior > 
    </ behaviors > 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
  < system.web > 
    < compilation  debug ="true" /> 
  </ system.web > 
</ configuration > 

6. Install Service 

We can now install the service as a system service, by calling the InstallUtil utility: 
Installutil.exe   
     C:\Working\SubtractService\bin\Debug\Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.SubtractService.exe 

This launches the installer and in our case prompts for the service credentials. Note that if you wish 
to use a local account, i.e. local administrator, you can specify the username as ".\administrator", 
whereby the "." in front of the slash indicates local security database to be referenced. 

7. Proxy and Calculation Client 

The proxy for the subtraction service class is generated using the svcutil utility once the service has 
been started, exactly the same way as the proxy was generated for the addition service. 

 
Figure 158 – SvcUtil Utility Generating Proxy – Subtract Service 

We need to update calculation service web.config file using the configuration file generated. For 
the sake of tree preservation we are only showing the changes and replacing everything else with 
the …omitted… token: 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    …OMMITTED.. 
    <!--  ENDPOINT configuration =============================================== --> 
    < client > 
       …OMMITTED.. 
      < endpoint  name="WSHttpBinding_ICalculationSubtract" 
                address ="http://localhost:8090/SubtractService" 
                binding ="wsHttpBinding" 
                bindingConfiguration ="WSHttpBinding_ICalculationSubtract" 
                behaviorConfiguration ="ClientCertificateBehavior" 
                contract ="ICalculationSubtract"> 
                < identity > 
                  < dns  value ="CalculatorServices" /> 
                </ identity > 
      </ endpoint > 
    </ client > 
 
    <!--  BINDING configuration ============================================= --> 
    < bindings > 
      < wsHttpBinding > 
        < binding  name="WSHttpBinding_ICalculationSubtract" bypassProxyOnLocal ="false" 
                 transactionFlow ="false" hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                 maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize ="65536" 
                 messageEncoding ="Text" textEncoding ="utf-8" useDefaultWebProxy ="true"> 
          < readerQuotas  maxDepth ="2147483647" maxStringContentLength ="2147483647" 
                 maxArrayLength ="2147483647" maxBytesPerRead ="2147483647"  
                 maxNameTableCharCount ="2147483647" /> 
          < reliableSession  ordered ="true" inactivityTimeout ="00:10:00" 
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                 enabled ="true" /> 
          < security  mode="Message"> 
            < transport  clientCredentialType ="None" proxyCredentialType ="None" 
                 realm ="" /> 
            < message  clientCredentialType ="Certificate" negotiateServiceCredential ="true" 
                 establishSecurityContext ="true" /> 
          </ security > 
        </ binding > 
    </ bindings > 
 
    < behaviors > 
      < behavior  name="ClientCertificateBehavior"> 
        < clientCredentials > 
          < clientCertificate  findValue ="CalculatorServer"  
                             storeLocation ="LocalMachine"  
                             storeName ="My"  
                             x509FindType ="FindBySubjectName" /> 
          < serviceCertificate > 
            <!--  Setting the certificateValidationMode to PeerOrChainTrust means that if  
                 the certificate is in the user's Trusted People store, then it will be  
                 trusted without performing a validation of the certificate's chain -->  
            < authentication  certificateValidationMode  = "PeerOrChainTrust" /> 
            < defaultCertificate  findValue ="CalculatorServices"  
                                storeLocation ="LocalMachine"  
                                storeName ="My"  
                                x509FindType ="FindBySubjectName" /> 
          </ serviceCertificate > 
        </ clientCredentials > 
      </ behavior > 
    </ behaviors > 
 
  </ system.serviceModel > 
</ configuration > 

8. Update calculator facade 

The last change is to update the calculator façade code to call the subtraction service, instead of 
doing the subtraction itself. 
case  CalculationRequestType.Subtract: 
     #if  NOSERVICES 
     response.valueResult = request.valueOne - request.valueTwo; 
     #else 
     / / Use HTTP Channel and Certificates 
     CalculationSubtractProxy  proxyS = new 
           CalculationSubtractProxy ( "WSHttpBinding_ICalculationSubtract" ); 
     response.valueResult = proxyS.Subtract(request.valueOne, request.valueTwo); 
     #endif  
     break ; 
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Figure 159 - Companion Solution Status (Subtract) 

This service probably resulted in the least coding and most frustration around the configuration, 
especially certificates. There is the hope that future configuration tools will resolve the error prone 
environment and manual effort in terms of getting the configuration sorted out correctly. Any error 
in configuration will usually result in security violations and two services that will not communicate 
with each other. 

Before we tackle the COM+ interoperability, let’s briefly explore MSMQ interoperability and the 
implementation of a very rudimentary logger service. 
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Logger Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Update contract 

2. Create Logger Service Class and Configuration 

3. Generate proxy and config file 

4. Update calculator facade 

5. Test service 
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The next service we implement is the logger service, which needs to implement the following 
features: 

• communicate using MSMQ 

• be based on a simple console host application 

• log received information to Debug namespace 

• implement a transaction scope 

In previous sections we covered what many believe to be legacy systems, i.e. COM, COM+ and 
MSMQ. In reality, all of the latter are part of the operating, development and production systems 
and are unlikely to disappear in any too near distant future. In fact the investment in production 
systems will most likely ensure that these technologies not only remain with us for a very, very long 
time, but will also be enhanced further.  

To start off with we will have a quick look at just how easy it is to use MSMQ as the transport channel 
between two Indigo services. We could have decided to develop the endpoint services as a 
native MSMQ service and interoperated seamlessly using Indigo, but to drive the Indigo message 
home we will use two Indigo endpoints and MSMQ as the connecting pipeline. 

 
Figure 160 - Logger Service Class Model (VSTS) 
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1. Update contract 

As always we start at the beginning or in terms of the ABC at the end, namely the Contract, by 
adding the ICalculationLogger interface to our contracts assembly. 
///  <summary> 
///  Logging Request Interface 
///  </summary> 
[ServiceContract(Namespace = "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution")] 
public  interface  ICalculationLogger 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Log Request Method 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <param name="request"> request message to be logged </param> 
    [OperationContract(IsOneWay = true )] 
    void  LogIncomingRequest(CalculationRequest request); 
 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Log Response Method 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <param name="response"> response message to be logged </param> 
    [OperationContract(IsOneWay = true )] 
    void  LogOutgoingResponse(CalculationResponse response); 
} 

2. Create logger service class and configuration 

The interface will win no purity or beauty contest, however, it demonstrates that we can pass a 
message, defined using a message contract, via a “legacy” transport channel. Note that all 
methods are defined as “OneWay”. If you by accident omit the attribute or mark one as “TwoWay” 
the service initialisation code will be doomed before it is in a position to service any incoming 
requests. 

Next we create the service configuration file, which defines the queue name and the ABC 
(address, binding and contract) of the logger service. Take note of the “baseAddress” which 
defines the address used to listen for WS-MetaDataExchange requests, useful to generate a proxy 
for the client as we will see at a later stage. 

Once again we are expression our hope that Indigo will ship with comprehensive configuration 
tools and wizards, because the manual generation of these files error prone and due to the 
immense features of Indigo we are probably missing out on many interesting and at times essential 
features by hand crafting the XML content. 
<?xml  version ="1.0" encoding ="utf-8" ?> 
<configuration > 
  < configSections > 
  </ configSections > 
  < appSettings > 
    <!--  use appSetting to configure MSMQ queue name --> 
    < add  key ="queueName" value =".\private$\LoggerServiceQueue" /> 
    < add  key ="baseAddress" value ="http://localhost:8016/LoggerService" /> 
  </ appSettings > 
  < system.serviceModel > 
    < services > 
      < service   
        name="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.LoggerFramework.LoggerService"> 
        <!--  Define NetMsmqEndpoint --> 
        < endpoint  address ="net.msmq://localhost/private/LoggerServiceQueue" 
                  binding ="netMsmqBinding" 
                  bindingConfiguration ="TransactedBinding"  
                  contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationLogger" /> 
        < endpoint  address ="http://localhost:8589/CalculatorLogQueue/LoggerService" 
                  binding ="basicHttpBinding" 
                  bindingConfiguration ="BindingQueue" 
                  contract ="Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution.ICalculationLogger" /> 
      </ service > 
    </ services > 
 
    < bindings > 
      < netMsmqBinding > 
          < binding  name="TransactedBinding"> 
            < security  mode="None"/> 
          </ binding > 
      </ netMsmqBinding > 
      < basicHttpBinding > 
        < binding  name="BindingQueue" 
                 hostNameComparisonMode ="StrongWildcard" 
                 receiveTimeout ="00:10:00" 
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                 sendTimeout ="00:10:00" 
                 openTimeout ="00:10:00" 
                 closeTimeout ="00:10:00" 
                 maxBufferSize ="65536" 
                 maxBufferPoolSize ="524288" 
                 transferMode ="Buffered" 
                 messageEncoding ="Text" 
                 textEncoding ="utf-8" 
                 bypassProxyOnLocal ="false" 
                 useDefaultWebProxy ="true" > 
          < security  mode="None" /> 
        </ binding > 
      </ basicHttpBinding > 
    </ bindings > 
 
    < behaviors > 
      < behavior  name="MatchAllEndpointBehavior" /> 
      < behavior  name="QueueServiceBehavior" 
                returnUnknownExceptionsAsFaults ="true" > 
      </ behavior > 
    </ behaviors > 
 
  </ system.serviceModel  > 
 
</configuration> 

 

Security is enabled by default with the NetProfileMsmq binding transport and the 
authentication mode is set to Windows and the protection level is set to Sign. For MSMQ to 
provide the authentication and signing feature, the machine must be part of a domain, 
else the error “User's internal message queuing certificate does not exist” can be 
encountered … it kept us busy for quite a while when we developed this companion 
solution. 

If you are operating in a workgroup or disconnected from the domain, turn off transport 
security by setting the authentication mode and protection level to none as shown in the 
application configuration file. It is important that the configuration on both the server and 
the client is updated. 

The next step is to implement the logger service and we have decided to implement the main and 
the service code. As mentioned we have consolidated the service class and program class in one, 
check for the queue and create if it does not exist, then we define the address used to listen for 
WS-MetaDataExchange requests and finally create the ServiceHost, before listening patiently for 
incoming requests. 

The implementation of the ICalculationLogger interface simply uses the Diagnostic namespace to 
write the log messages which we will trap with DebugView. 

 
using  System; 
using  System.Configuration; 
using  System.Messaging; 
using  System.ServiceModel; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
 
namespace  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution 
{ 
    // Service class which implements the service contract. 
    // Added code to write output to the console window 
    public  class  LoggerService  : ICalculationLogger 
    { 
        // Host the service within this EXE console application. 
        public  static  void  Main() 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                // Get MSMQ queue name from app settings in configuration 
                string  queueName = ConfigurationManager .AppSettings[ "queueName" ]; 
 
                // Create the transacted MSMQ queue if necessary. 
                if  (! MessageQueue .Exists(queueName))  
                     MessageQueue .Create(queueName, true ); 
 
                // Create a ServiceHost<T> for the CalculatorService type. 
                Uri  baseAddress =  
                    new Uri ( ConfigurationManager .AppSettings[ "baseAddress" ]); 
                using  (ServiceHost serviceHost =  
                       new ServiceHost( typeof ( LoggerService ),baseAddress)) 
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                { 
                    // Open the ServiceHost to create listeners and start  
                    // listening for messages. 
                    serviceHost.Open(); 
 
                    // The service can now be accessed. 
                    Console .WriteLine( "The calculator logger service is ready." ); 
                    Console .WriteLine( "Press <ENTER> to terminate service." ); 
                    Console .WriteLine(); 
                    Console .ReadLine(); 
 
                    // Close the ServiceHost to shutdown the service. 
                    serviceHost.Close(); 
                } 
            } 
            catch  ( Exception  ex) 
            { 
                Debug.WriteLine(ex); 
            } 
        } 
 
        #region  ICalculationLog Members 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Log the incoming request 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="request"> Request message to be logged </param> 
        public  void  LogIncomingRequest( CalculationRequest  request) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "Logger Service {0}:{1}:{2}:{3}" , 
                                          request.messageID.ToString(), 
                                          request.calculationRequestType, 
                                          request.valueOne, 
                                          request.valueTwo); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Log the outgoing response 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="response"> Response message to be logged </param> 
        public  void  LogOutgoingResponse( CalculationResponse  response) 
        { 
            string  debug = string .Format( "Logger Service {0}:{1}:{2}:{3}:{4}" , 
                                          response.messageID.ToString(), 
                                          response.calculationRequestType, 
                                          response.valueResult, 
                                          response.faultDetected, 
                                          response.faultMessage); 
            Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
} 

3. Generate proxy and configuration code 

To generate the proxy, we need to start the logger service. Once started, the queue will be 
created by the service, as a private transactional queue as shown: 
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Figure 161 - Logger Service Private Queue 

The proxy is generated using the svcutil.exe tool again, but this time we will generate it using the 
/typedMessages argument. 

 

Svcutil.exe http://localhost:8589/CalculatorLogQueue/LoggerService 
                  /out:loggerproxy.cs /config:logger.config /typedMessages 

 
Figure 162 – SvcUtil Utility Generating Proxy – Logger Service 

The resultant proxy is slightly different from the others we have generated. We recommend that you 
experiment with the various options offered by svcutil, because there is lots of mysterious power in 
the inconspicuous utility. 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
// <auto-generated> 
//     This code was generated by a tool. 
//     Runtime Version:2.0.50727.42 
// 
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if 
//     the code is regenerated. 
// </auto-generated> 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
[System.ServiceModel.MessageContractAttribute()] 
public  class  CalculationRequest 
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{ 
 [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
    Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=0)] 
    public  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType  calculationRequestType; 
 [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
    Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=1)] 
    public  System. Guid  messageID; 
 [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
    Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=2)] 
    public  int  valueOne; 
 [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
    Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=3)] 
 public  int  valueTwo; 
     
 public  CalculationRequest() 
 { 
 } 
     
 public  CalculationRequest(Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType  
                           calculationRequestType, System. Guid  messageID,  
                           int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
   { 
        this .calculationRequestType = calculationRequestType; 
        this .messageID = messageID; 
        this .valueOne = valueOne; 
        this .valueTwo = valueTwo; 
   } 
} 
 
[System.ServiceModel.MessageContractAttribute()] 
public  class  CalculationResponse 
{ 
     
    [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
       Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=0)] 
    public  Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType  calculationRequestType; 
     
    [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
       Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=1)] 
    public  bool  faultDetected; 
     
    [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
       Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=2)] 
    public  string  faultMessage; 
     
    [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
       Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=3)] 
    public  System. Guid  messageID; 
     
    [System.ServiceModel.MessageBodyAttribute( 
       Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" , Order=4)] 
    public  int  valueResult; 
     
    public  CalculationResponse() 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationResponse(Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType 
                               calculationRequestType, bool  faultDetected,  
                               string  faultMessage, System. Guid  messageID,  
                               int  valueResult) 
    { 
        this .calculationRequestType = calculationRequestType; 
        this .faultDetected = faultDetected; 
        this .faultMessage = faultMessage; 
        this .messageID = messageID; 
        this .valueResult = valueResult; 
    } 
} 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
[System.ServiceModel.ServiceContractAttribute( 
   Namespace= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationLogger 
{ 
   // CODEGEN: Generating message contract since the operation LogIncomingRequest is  
               neither RPC nor document wrapped. 
  [System.ServiceModel.OperationContractAttribute(IsOneWay= true , 
     Action= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution/ 
                             ICalculationLogger/LogIncomingRequest" )] 
  void  LogIncomingRequest( CalculationRequest  request); 
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  // CODEGEN: Generating message contract since the operation LogOutgoingResponse is  
              neither RPC nor document wrapped. 
  [System.ServiceModel.OperationContractAttribute(IsOneWay= true , 
     Action= "http://www.bbd.co.za/IndigoCompanionSolution/ 
                                  ICalculationLogger/LogOutgoingResponse" )] 
   void  LogOutgoingResponse( CalculationResponse  request); 
} 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
public  interface  ICalculationLoggerChannel  : ICalculationLogger , 
System.ServiceModel.IClientChannel {} 
 
[System.CodeDom.Compiler. GeneratedCodeAttribute ( "System.ServiceModel" , "3.0.0.0" )] 
public  partial  class  CalculationLoggerProxy  : 
System.ServiceModel.ClientBase< ICalculationLogger >, ICalculationLogger 
{ 
     
    public  CalculationLoggerProxy() 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationLoggerProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationLoggerProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName,  
                                  string  remoteAddress) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationLoggerProxy( string  endpointConfigurationName, 
                                  System.ServiceModel.EndpointAddress remoteAddress) :  
            base (endpointConfigurationName, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    public  CalculationLoggerProxy(System.ServiceModel.Channels.Binding binding,  
                                  System.ServiceModel.EndpointAddress remoteAddress) :  
            base (binding, remoteAddress) 
    { 
    } 
     
    void  ICalculationLogger .LogIncomingRequest( CalculationRequest  request) 
    { 
        base .InnerProxy.LogIncomingRequest(request); 
    } 
     
    public  void  LogIncomingRequest(Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType   
                                   calculationRequestType, System. Guid  messageID,  
                                   int  valueOne, int  valueTwo) 
    { 
        CalculationRequest  inValue = new CalculationRequest (); 
        inValue.calculationRequestType = calculationRequestType; 
        inValue.messageID = messageID; 
        inValue.valueOne = valueOne; 
        inValue.valueTwo = valueTwo; 
        (( ICalculationLogger )( this )).LogIncomingRequest(inValue); 
    } 
     
    void  ICalculationLogger .LogOutgoingResponse( CalculationResponse  request) 
    { 
        base .InnerProxy.LogOutgoingResponse(request); 
    } 
     
    public  void  LogOutgoingResponse(Bbd.IndigoCompanionSolution. CalculationRequestType   
                                    calculationRequestType, bool  faultDetected,  
                                    string  faultMessage, System. Guid  messageID,  
                                    int  valueResult) 
    { 
        CalculationResponse  inValue = new CalculationResponse (); 
        inValue.calculationRequestType = calculationRequestType; 
        inValue.faultDetected = faultDetected; 
        inValue.faultMessage = faultMessage; 
        inValue.messageID = messageID; 
        inValue.valueResult = valueResult; 
        (( ICalculationLogger )( this )).LogOutgoingResponse(inValue); 
    } 
} 
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4. Update calculator facade 

Finally we implement the client code in the calculator service, replacing the in place logging with 
calls to the logging service. 
#region  Debug Logging 
 
private  void  DebugLogRequest ( CalculationRequest  request, string  userID ) 
{ 
    string  debug = string .Format( "Request ID:{0} Action:{1} ValueOne:{2}  
                                  ValueTwo:{3} User:{4}" , 
                                  request.messageID, 
                                  request.calculationRequestType.ToString(), 
                                  request.valueOne, request.valueTwo, 
                                  userID); 
    Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
    try 
    { 
        using  ( TransactionScope  tx =  
           new TransactionScope ( TransactionScopeOption .Required)) 
        { 
            CalculationLoggerProxy  proxy =  
               new CalculationLoggerProxy ( "NetMsmqBinding_ICalculationLogger" ); 
            proxy.LogIncomingRequest(request); 
            tx.Complete(); 
        } 
    } 
    catch  ( Exception  ex) 
    { 
        Debug.WriteLine( "Fatal error while logging: "  + ex.ToString()); 
    } 
} 
 
private  void  DebugLogResponse( CalculationResponse  response) 
{ 
    string  debug = string .Format( "Request ID:{0} Action:{1} Result:{2}" , 
                                response.messageID, 
                                response.calculationRequestType.ToString(), 
                                response.valueResult); 
    Debug.WriteLine(debug); 
    try 
    { 
        using  ( TransactionScope  tx =  
           new TransactionScope ( TransactionScopeOption .Required)) 
        { 
            CalculationLoggerProxy  proxy =  
               new CalculationLoggerProxy ( "NetMsmqBinding_ICalculationLogger" ); 
            proxy.LogOutgoingResponse(response); 
            tx.Complete(); 
        } 
    } 
    catch  ( Exception  ex) 
    { 
        Debug.WriteLine( "Fatal error while logging: "  + ex.ToString()); 
    } 
} 
#endregion 

5. Test logger service 

Testing the complete solution so far gives us the following DebugView, which shows the calculations 
and the asynchronous logging calls. 

 

Note the inconspicuous tx.Complete() statement in the previous code. If you forget this 
statement, as we did, you will be surprised why no messages appear in the queue, as we 
did. 

The resulting DebugView output clearly shows that we are making progress. 
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Figure 163 - Logger Service DebugView Test Output 

 
Figure 164 - Companion Solution Status (Logger) 

As shown we are nearly done with our companion solution, whereby the interoperability with 
MSMQ was seamless if not transparent. 
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Square Service 

Basic Steps 

 

1. Create and configure COM+ Application 

2. Create COM+ Web Service Facade 

3. Create COM+ Indigo Proxy 

4. Update calculator facade 

5. Test service 
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1. Create and configure COM+ Application 

There are a number of ways that Indigo can interoperate with COM+ and we will choose a 
hypothetical COM+ Library Application, which contains the final Square service. Although we 
develop this application and service within as part of this companion solution, the COM+ 
application typically exists as part of an existing business solution. 

Using Visual Studio 2005, we develop an ATL COM Component. 
// SquareComponent.cpp : Implementation of CSquareComponent 
 
#include  "stdafx.h" 
#include  "SquareComponent.h" 
#include  ".\squarecomponent.h" 
 
 
// CSquareComponent 
 
 
STDMETHODIMP CSquareComponent::SquareValue(LONG valueToSquare, LONG* squareResult) 
{ 
    OutputDebugString ( "COM+ Square Component: SquareValue() waking up" ); 
    *squareResult = valueToSquare * valueToSquare; 
    OutputDebugString ( "COM+ Square Component: SquareValue() going back to sleep" ); 
    return  S_OK; 
} 

We then create a COM+ application and drag/drop the component DLL in the COM+ application, 
which registers the component and configures the COM+ application for us. 
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Figure 165 - IndigoComPlusCompanionServices COM+ Application 

To test the COM+ application and square component we develop a simple test application. While 
this step can be avoided, it is best to test the COM+ environment and then bolt on the Indigo 
services, else we will be looking for a needle in the Swiss Alps if something goes wrong. 
#define   _WIN32_WINNT 0x0400 
#include  "Windows.h" 
#include  <atlbase.h> 
#include  <comdef.h> 
 
#import  "c:\\temp\\SquareService.dll" raw_interfaces_only named_guids no_namespace 
 
int  _tmain( int  argc, _TCHAR* argv[]) 
{ 
    // Initialise stuff 
    HRESULT hr = ::CoInitializeEx ( NULL, COINIT_MULTITHREADED ); 
    if  ( S_OK != hr ) OutputDebugString ( "Cannot initialise COM aborting test" ); 
    else 
    { 
        do 
        { 
            // Test Stuff 
            CComPtr<ISquareComponent> pITest; 
            hr = pITest.CoCreateInstance ( CLSID_SquareComponent, NULL, 
                                           CLSCTX_SERVER ); 
            if  ( 0 == hr ) 
            { 
                OutputDebugString ( ">>>>>>>>>>>>> MAKE A CALL <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<" ); 
                long  result = 0; 
                pITest->SquareValue(4, &result); 
                long  test = result; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                  OutputDebugString ( "Cannot init COM Component ... aborting test" ); 
                  break ; 
            } 
            // We are done 
            pITest = NULL;       
            break ;       
        } while  ( true  ); 
        OutputDebugString ( ">>>>>>>>>>>>> TEST STOPPED <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<" ); 
    } 
    return  0; 
} 

2. Create COM+ Indigo Façade 

First we need to create a virtual directory IndigoComplusServices, whereby this name has no 
specific meaning and could be renamed to any other suitable name. Then we create the COM+ 
Indigo Web Service façade using the ComSvcConfig.exe utility as shown. 
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Figure 166 - Creating the COM+ Indigo Service Façade 

When we peek into the virtual directory we created we notice that the utility generated a SVC file 
and web.config file on our behalf. 

 
Figure 167 - Indigo COM+ Web Service Façade 
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Again we can right click the .svc file and select Browse, to retrieve the WSDL contract information: 

 
Figure 168 - Indigo COM+ Web Service Façade WSDL Contract Information 

 

3. Create COM+ Indigo Proxy 

 
Figure 169 - COM+ Indigo Proxy Generation 

Using the svcutil, as many times before, we generate a proxy for communication with the COM+ 
Web Service façade and by specifying the endpoint which implements the WS-MetadataEchange 
binding, allowing us to retrieve the necessary information to be able to generate the proxy and 
configuration file. 

4. Update calculator façade 

Finally we update the calculation service façade. 
case  CalculationRequestType.Square: 
     #if  NOSERVICES 
     response.valueResult = request.valueOne * request.valueOne; 
     #else 
     //Use Web Service Facade 
     SquareComponentProxy  proxySQ = new 
           SquareComponentProxy ( "WSHttpBinding_ISquareComponent" ); 
     response.valueResult = proxySQ.SquareValue(request.valueOne); 
     #endif  
     b reak ; 
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5. Test service 

Now we can run the final test, which runs through all of the tests and services, including out latest 
squaring addition. The following DebugView results show only the last few log entries, including the 
square entries 37-42. 

 
Figure 170 - Square Service Test Results 

 
Figure 171 - Companion Solution Status (Square) 

Before we close the curtains on the companion solution, let us briefly look interesting utilities which 
ship with the latest WinFX SDK. 
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Indigo Fx Tools 
There are a number of tools that ship with WinFX for Indigo and we are “assuming” that these will be 
enhanced and that new tools will be added. 

Overview of main tools 

Utility Executable Overview 

Service Model Metadata Utility Tool  Svcutil.exe  Service proxy generator. 

Data Contract Tool  DC.exe  Used to expose common language 
runtime (CLR) type definitions as type 
definitions in external non-CLR type systems 
and generate CLR types based on type 
definitions in external non-CLR type 
systems. 

Find Private Key Tool  FindPrivateKey.exe  Retrieves the private key from a specified 
store for X509 certificates. 

COM+ Service Model Configuration Tool  ComSvcConfig.exe  Expose COM+ interfaces as Web services. 

Configuration Editor  SvcConfigEditor.exe  A GUI tool that creates and modifies 
configuration settings for "Indigo" services. 

TraceViewer Tool  
SvcTraceViewer.exe  

View, group, and filter trace messages 
generated by services framework. 

Table 22 - Indigo Tools Overview 

ComSvcConfig.exe 
The COM+ Service Model Configuration command-line tool allows us to configure the application 
interfaces that will be exposed as Web services. We used this tool to define the interface fronting 
the square service on page 277. 

 

You need to have administrative rights to use this utility. 

The utility allows us to configure interfaces that are to be exposed, using the “COM+ hosting” and 
the “Web hosting” mode. 

COM+ hosting mode 

To use this mode, which will use the COM+ hosting mode and requiring explicit application 
activation, run the utility using add and the /hosting:complus option, as shown in the following 
example. 
ComSvcConfig.exe  /install /application:IndigoComPlusCompanionServices 
/contract:SquareService.SquareComponent.s,ISquareComponent /hosting: complus  /mex 

Web hosting mode 

To use this mode, which will use the Web hosting mode, run the utility using add and the 
/hosting:complus option, as shown in the following example. The service will be web hosted and 
automatically activated as required, however, the COM+ application needs to be configured to 
run as a Library application. 

 

While the documentation we are using states that the COM+ application needs to be 
configured as a library application, we also managed to run the solution with a server 
application. 

ComSvcConfig.exe  /install /application:IndigoComPlusCompanionServices 
/contract:SquareService.SquareComponent.s,ISquareComponent /hosting: was 
/webDirectory:IndigoComplusServices /mex 

Note that in both examples we used the /mex option, which adds a Metadata Exchange (MEX) 
service endpoint that uses the same transport to the default service configuration to support clients 
that want to retrieve a contract definition from the service. 
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Other options include query and remove, whereby you can obtain further information on these 
options and others by running ComSvcConfig.exe /?. 

SvcConfigEditor.exe 
This configuration editor allows administrators to configure the Indigo environment without having 
to battle their way through XML files. IT is an extensive editor that has proven an invaluable asset 
when investigating new configuration options.  

 
Figure 172 - SvcConfigEditor utility in action – General Configuration 

 
Figure 173 - SvcConfigEditor utility in action – Configuring Tracing for SvcTraceViewer 
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SvcTraceViewer.exe 
This tool will excite network sniffers, troubleshooters, developers and researchers alike, because it 
gives an insight into the inner world of the Indigo framework. 

The tool allows us to view end-to-end (E2E) diagnostic traces produced by the .NET Framework's 
XmlWriterTraceListener, allowing us to diagnose, repair, and investigate issues with Indigo services.  

By adding the following configuration to the calculator consumer test program we produced a 
mountain range of trace items … highlights that “verbose” is probably not the right option to start 
with. 
<system.diagnostics> 
    <sources> 
        <source name="E2e" switchValue="Verbose"> 
            <listeners> 
               <add name="sdt"  
                   type="System.Diagnostics.XmlWriterTraceListener"  
                   initializeData= "SdrConfigExample.e2e" /> 
            </listeners> 
         </source> 
    </sources> 
</system.diagnostics> 

 

 
Figure 174 - SvcTraceViewer utility in action – Activity View 
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Figure 175 - SvcTraceViewer utility in action – Graph View 
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Basic Bindings Summary 
The bindings define the communication mechanism used when communicating with an endpoint, 
indicating how to connect to an endpoint. There are generally three aspects to a binding:  

1. Protocol stack … Defines the message security, reliability, or context flow settings. 

2. Transport … Defines the underlying transport protocol to use (i.e. TCP or HTTP). 

3. Encoding … Defines the encoding to use for messages (i.e. Text/XML, Binary, or MTOM) 
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Table 23 - Indigo Basic Bindings Summary (Options in bold are defaults) 
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Can we host two service interfaces at the same time? 

 

If you have the common scenario of a service offering multiple service contracts, you 
can host each service contract in a separate host and generate client proxies per 
contract, rather than a proxy including all service contracts. 

The service host would “hypothetically” look like: 
static  void  Main( string [] args) 
{ 
    // Contract Calculator 
    NetTcpBinding  bindingCalculator = new NetTcpBinding (); 
    Uri  uriCalculator = new Uri ( "http://localhost:8089/Calculator/" ); 
    ServiceHost  hostCalculator = new ServiceHost ( typeof ( ICalculator ), 
                                                 uriCalculator); 
    hostCalculator.AddServiceEndpoint( typeof ( ICalculator ),  
                                      bindingCalculator,  
                                      uriCalculator); 
    hostCalculator.Open(); 
 
    // Contract Complex Calculator 
    BasicHttpBinding  bindingComplexCalculator = new BasicHttpBinding (); 
    Uri  uriComplexCalculator = new Uri ( "http://localhost:8090/ComplexCalculator/" ); 
    ServiceHost  hostComplexCalculator = new ServiceHost ( typeof ( IComplexCalculator ), 
                                                        uriComplexCalculator); 
    hostComplexCalculator.AddServiceEndpoint( typeof ( IComplexCalculator ),  
                                             bindingComplexCalculator,  
                                             uriComplexCalculator); 
    hostComplexCalculator.Open(); 
} 

Then we use svcutil to generate a proxy per service contract: 

SvcUtil.exe http://localhost:8089/Calculator /out:calculatorproxy.cs /config:calculator.config 

SvcUtil.exe http://localhost:8090/ComplexCalculator  

                   /out:complexcalculatorproxy.cs /config:complexcalculator.config 

The options are endless … 
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Conclusion 

 

In this section we covered the world of Indigo, illustrating the comprehensive interoperability, 
enhanced development environment and to a large extent the “ease of use” when implementing 
services using the Indigo framework. 

It has once again been forcefully demonstrated, as we have indicated throughout this book, that 
flexibility comes at the cost of complexity, but integration is the counter-measure that hides the 
complexity and provides the manageability. 

The technology review at a glance as below would have been far more positive if the 
development environment would offer the equivalent of the Web Service Enhancement (WSE) 
configuration tools. Until these are released with the production version of Indigo, we are faced 
with creating and tweaking XML based configuration files, which can range from simple to hair-
raisingly complex files. The Configuration Editor (SvcConfigEditor.exe) adds immense value and 
simplifies the XML journeys. 

Once again we have scratched at the tip of the integration and interoperability option iceberg 
using Indigo, however, we should by know realise the comprehensive support of the WS-* 
standards, the vast support for interoperability and most importantly the simplicity of developing 
services. 

In the following chapter as we have done so often in this book we once again push the 
boundaries, not of technology this time, but in the extremely important area of expertise; that of 
architecture. Perhaps the most complex of all our tasks is to integrate our solution into an 
organisation.  If we plan for this in our design from the outset, we will have a much greater chance 
of success in the end. 

Technology Rating … at a glance 
We rated the various aspects of the Indigo technologies as follows, in terms of developer usability, 
productivity and interoperability, based on the research and experience in the trenches. It is our 
personal opinion and should therefore be used with a “pinch of salt”. Note that we have not 
included any rating for “Open Interoperability” as these findings were not available at the time we 
finalised this section. 

Technology Developer 
Usability 

Developer 
Productivity 

Interop. 
Microsoft 

Internet Information Service Host ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Windows System Service Host ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Windows Application Host ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

One-Way Communication ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Two-Way Communication ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Duplex Two-Way Communication ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

Username and Password Token ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

X509 Certificate ��					☺☺ ��					☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

User Authentication ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

HTTP Communication Channel ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

TCP Communication Channel ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

MSMQ Interoperability ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

COM+ Interoperability ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ ��		☺☺☺☺☺ 

 Table 24 - Technology Rating ... at a glance 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� Indigo References 
- System.Runtime.Serialization … needed to serialise structures, i.e. DataContract 
- System.ServiceModel … home of Indigo service classes 
- System.Transactions    … transaction support delivered by the framework 

� Intellisense in Configuration File 
<configuration xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/.NetConfiguration/v2.0"> 
- Adding the following attribute to the App.Config configuration file enables intellisense. 

� Tools 
 - Service Model Metadata Utility Tool (Svcutil.exe)  
 - Data Contract Tool (DC.exe) 
 - Find Private Key Tool (FindPrivateKey.exe) 
 - Xws Registration Tool (xws_reg.exe) 
 - Credential Manager Tool (IndCred) 
 - COM+ Service Model Configuration Tool (ComSvcConfig.exe) 
 - Configuration Editor (SvcConfigEditor.exe) 
 - TraceViewer Tool (SvcTraceViewer.exe) 

� Key Attributes 
- [ServiceContract(Session=true|false),CallbackContract=typeof(…)] 
- [ServiceBehavior(InstanceMode=InstanceMode.Singleton)] 
- [BindingRequirements(RequireOrderedDelivery=true|false)] 
- [OperationContract(IsOneWay=true|false,IsInitiating=true|false,IsTerminating=true|false)] 
- [TransactionFlow(TransactionFlowOption.Allowed)] 
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7   

   
Its not what we know its where we know to find it. 

Reference Blueprints & 
Building Blocks 
 

Objectives 

� Introduce the Microsoft Development Reference Architecture (EDRA) 

� Introduce the Connected Services Architecture (CSF) 

� Introduce the Enterprise Libraries, a Microsoft open source community initiative 
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Introduction 
We take communication to another level. As technology has grown so the methods of defining 
systems have needed to change. IT has been integrated more and more into the enterprise and 
the demands of this integration has led to the growth of its own and related architectures. The 
concept and use of a framework for the modelling of a multi dimensional system has proved 
increasingly useful. In the organization of complex technologies, in planning and in integration it 
has become almost indispensable. Its value is as much in that it represents structure as that it 
assumes depth of multiple levels. Even so we should never expect the framework or its cells to be 
rectangular or of equal importance. 

In this chapter we introduce concepts with both structure and depth and these extend the 
principle that integration limits or contains the complexity. 
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EDRA 

Introduction 
The Enterprise Developer Reference Architecture (EDRA) started under the code name of 
ShadowFax (the white horse in the Lord of the Rings).  It was intended to be the core sample 
application which would ship with Visual Studio 2005 to replace Duwamish Books, since many large 
enterprise solutions where built on top of this inappropriate architecture.  The intention was further 
that it would be an excellent example sample enterprise application, of how to create a large 
enterprise size application following best practices.  Previous releases of Visual Studio had shipped 
with simplistic samples which developers had used to springboard larger applications with 
disastrous results.  These simplistic samples had short comings in that the architectures where not 
suitable to scale to enterprise level applications.  The ShadowFax team therefore set out to create 
a common framework from what they had seen many large Microsoft customers do over and over 
in different industries. 

Writing a framework like EDRA is however no simple task, as is the task of using a framework like 
EDRA.  If the application you are trying to develop is sufficiently large then the exercise of learning 
the EDRA may pay dividends.  If the application will never be large and integrated then the EDRA 
should not be considered.  The application in question must also be functionally large. 

So why is the EDRA interesting in the integration space?  The EDRA provides an excellent example 
of a message based service orientated architecture.  It is a real implementation of the core 
development framework and has also gone so far as to implement a Reference implementation of 
a fictitious banking solution known as Global Bank.  This implementation provides a reference 
implementation against which other solutions can be modelled.  The EDRA also separates out 
transport and operational aspects from the core business flow.  Like any integration solution it is by 
no means simple, but rather shows the true complexity required in order to achieve simple 
architectural goals. 

Background 
 

The EDRA hopes to achieve what many large organizations use application frameworks for: 
• Productivity. Typically, a framework standardizes the way in which a class of problems is 

solved and removes the need to start at the beginning each time a developer needs to 
solve a problem. 

• Time to market. Development teams are more productive because they need to develop 
and test only code that is related to business requirements. 

• Predictability. Reusable, tested solutions based on a predefined architecture reduce risk 
and increase the predictability of the development process and of deployed systems. 

 
The EDRA provides developers with the Enterprise Development Application Framework.  
Unfortunately this acronym heaven does nothing to make this complex framework any easier to 
understand.  The Enterprise Development Application Framework (EDAF) is the actual framework on 
which all enterprise business solutions are built.  This framework incorporates handler 
implementations that can be declaratively configured to address cross-cutting concerns, including: 

• Authentication. The framework can support Windows authentication as well as custom 
authentication. 

• Authorization. Handlers facilitate Windows authorization as well as custom authorization. 
• Event publishing. Handlers support publication of asynchronous notifications. 
• Duplicate message detection. Handlers provide support for idempotent messaging. 
• Request timeout management. The framework provides a standard means of enforcing 

timeouts across transports. 
• Atomic and compensating transaction support. Transactions ensure consistency and 

integrity of data. 
 
As a reference architecture the EDRA is there to provide an example of how an enterprise solution 
of a large size and scale should make use of the best known patterns to address this kind of 
solution.  The EDAF depicted in “Figure 176 - Layered Software Pattern of the Enterprise 
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Development Reference Architecture” provides a domain specific, partially complete application 
framework that is intended to be the springboard to allow business solutions to built. 
 

 
Figure 176 - Layered Software Pattern of the Enterprise Development Reference Architecture 
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The architecture allows for the introduction of a cross-cutting concern like authentication without 
affecting the core business functionality.  By separating the operation requirements and the 
business implementations these aspects can be developed independently.  Since the architecture 
makes use of message based interfaces which are independent of the source it succeeds in 
implementing a loosely coupled solution.  The architecture also allows the adopter to choose 
whether to follow a white box executable model or a black box executable model as is discussed 
in more detail in the Section on Setting up a Simple Authentication Web Application on page 293. 

The EDAF provides two main tiers in the framework.  They are the Service Interface and Service 
Implementation.  From an implementation point of view these two tiers are identical.  They differ 
only in the type of Handlers that should be implemented in the particular tier.  Each tier contains a 
configurable pipeline.  The pipeline represents a chain of components that each request passes 
through.  Each Handler has access to the service request message on the inbound flow and the 
service request and response message on the outbound flow.  Adaptors are used to place request 
messages into the pipeline and send a response back to the transport when a response is received 
from the pipeline. 

Installing and using EDRA 
Installing EDRA has become significantly easier than it was in the early days when it was first 
released.  A Wizard interface that sets up your project for within the Visual Studio environment 
makes it easier to start a new framework solution.  Don’t be fooled though.  An in-depth 
understanding of what is being created for you and how the different pieces interact is required 
before you can start to develop on this framework. 

EDRA and Application blocks 

It must be noted that the ShadowFax initiative was started before the Patterns and Practices 
Enterprise Library initiative was started.  As an unfortunate consequence EDRA still makes use of the 
early application blocks, which suffer from difficult configuration via finicky large XML configuration 
files.  Unfortunately EDRA really highlights the difficulty and complexity involved when setting up 
very simple functionality, by manually editing configuration files.  As an example to add a helper 
class you need to modify the configuration as follows: 
<helper name="CoreBankBackendDatabaseHelper" 

type="Microsoft.ReferenceArchitecure.Services.Support.Core.Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PulbicKeyToken=cc09e4155ca97ff1" isReuasable="true"> 

 <configuration ConnectionString="Initial Catalog=CoreBankingApplication;Data 
Source=localhost;user id=workshop;Password=workshop"/> 

</helper> 

EDRA requires a deep understanding of the underlying architecture in order to implement simple 
functionality.  There is therefore a large steep learning curve to get anything simple to work on the 
EDRA framework. 

Setting up a Simple Authentication Web Application 
Any Web application solution would start by a developer creating a simple web page that allows 
the user to authenticate them selves in order to access the system.  While EDRA comes with a 
number of Wizards which are intended to make installation and configuration of your solution easy.  
For the beginner user of the framework these wizards appear to make the creating the solution 
easier, since the core solution structure is created for you, see “Figure 177 - Structure of a white box 
EDAF solution”.  However an extensive deep understanding of design and architectural 
segregation is required to make head or tail of this highly complex solution which is created for you.   

In running the template wizard you have the option of choosing either a white box solution or a 
black box solution.  The white box solution comes with two further choices of either creating a C#  
solution or a Visual Basic .NET project.  The entire EDAF is written in C# , so if you would like an easy 
way to distinguish your code from the framework, this may be an option.  Consider carefully though 
if this will really be a benefit.  The black box solution removes all the EDAF source code out of your 
solution. This is both good and bad.  Your compile times are much shorter, but you now can no 
longer debug into the EDAF framework code.  The choice of white box or black box is therefore 
highly dependant on your situation with no obvious winner. 

An EDAF project typically consists of six top-level projects and one folder, see “Figure 177 - Structure 
of a white box EDAF solution”.  The Enterprise Template creates some of these projects, others you 
will need to create yourself.  The Business Layer contains business entities, services and interface 
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transports.  The business entities would contain domain models, while the services folder would 
contain individual business services and the transport interfaces would be used to interact with 
these services.  The Common project is not created by the template but is required by all solutions 
to contain common logic used across the various layers.  The PostBuildCommands project is the last 
project built and all it does is deploy the assemblies to the appropriate folders and update the 
configuration files.  Remember that the Deploy.wsf file which is called when this project is built must 
be updated whenever you add new services and transports so that these are deployed to the 
appropriate folders.  

The Enterprise Template project named Reference Architecture CS contains all the pre-Enterprise 
library application blocks as well as the EDAF.  The EDAF is divided into multiple folders: framework, 
pipeline, support, tools, and transports. This structure makes it easy to find various components 
based on where they fit into the overall design.  The Resource Layer is a project that contains two 
folders.  The DataAccess folder is used for data access projects that provide separation between 
business objects and the database. The ServiceAgents folder is used to hold service agent projects. 
Service agents provide operations that can be used to directly access internal services or interact 
with external third-party services. 

By default the template creates a TestHarness project which allows you to ensure that the base 
architecture is functioning correctly.  While this may be useful to start off with, you will typically want 
to create a more meaningful test harness within your application which tests more than just the 
core application framework.  In general therefore this project is removed.  It is a good idea to 
create an Enterprise Template project to host your user interface project like the UserInterface 
project depicted in “Figure 177 - Structure of a white box EDAF solution”. 

Finally there is a Solution Items folder which contains all the miscellaneous items used by the entire 
solution.  Typically this consists of configuration files and script files associated with your solution. 
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Figure 177 - Structure of a white box EDAF solution 
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Now let’s take a quick look at an example where we go through the steps required to implement a 
simple web authentication capability making use the EDAF: 

1. The ServicesReferenceArchitecture.config file needs to be edited. 

2. A connection provider string class needs to be created to read the config. 

3. A CoreBankingBackend application needs to be created next in the resource layer inside 
which a class is created to deal with the specifics required for an AuthenitcateUser class 
which receives the request object for a logon and calls a stored procedure to validate the 
users provided credentials. 

4. Create the Stored Procedure in the database to check the user’s credentials. 

5. Next you need to create a HomeBankingMessage project and create a 
AuthenticateUserRequest class. 

6. The EDRA business action wizard can now be used to create the business action. 

7. The code, which is by no means complicated just very verbose, for the execute method 
now needs to be written to process the request call the AuthenticateUser class created 
earlier. 

8. Another ERDA wizard is now used to expose the AuthenticateUser service. 

9. Now the Web user interface needs to be implemented.  The complexity here is unchanged 
from any normal Web Application. 

10. The Web user interface makes use of the AuthenticateUser service by referencing the Web 
Service. 

11. Another 10 odd lines are required in the Web Solution to now effectively consume, call the 
server and process the result, over and above the normal user interface code. 

One huge frustration after this process is completed and it does not work, is that debugging is 
entirely non-trivial.  Since there is no easy way to separate the EDRA plumbing from your code, it is 
really difficult to find bugs.  Bugs may also be in the configuration and therefore getting code to run 
can be very challenging. 

Conclusion 
The EDAF is a complex application framework which allows developers to code against the vision 
of the EDRA team.  While tools like Visual Studio and languages like the .NET suite continue to be 
extended to meet the demands of all users, it is only when complex message interactions are used, 
that it becomes clear that the current toolset and languages still lack some fundamental 
capabilities.  This can be seen when populating request and response objects.  This is a clumsy 
operation that requires new instances of the request and response objects to be created.  Each 
object then needs to have a number of properties set.  Finally the actual call is made followed by a 
further interrogation of the response object to establish what properties where set on this object.  
This means that a previously simple Remote Procedure Call (RPC) which in one line achieved what 
now takes 10 to 15 long complex lines of code using the EDAF framework.  The only saving grace 
here is that with the current Intellisense capabilities this task is made slightly easier.  However 
development is error prone and cumbersome.   

It is at this point that I question the ability of the current languages and tools to truly support the 
message based loosely coupled interactions that the EDRA is promoting.  Some hope is on the 
horizon with the likes of Microsoft’s strategic direction to provide the infrastructure for Domain 
Specific Languages and the Software Factories.  In the future I hope that we will move to 
environment where creation of pipelines will be as simple as dropping a new pipeline item onto my 
canvas in Visual Studio.  Developing a solution using EDAF should provide the developer with a 
graphical environment which would look similar to “Figure 176 - Layered Software Pattern of the 
Enterprise Development Reference Architecture” on page 292. By setting some properties for each 
handler and joining them to a pipeline all the necessary configuration files should be updated 
automatically.  This vision may seem a little too simplistic, but if large enterprise solutions are to be 
delivered quickly in the future then we need to better leverage off the capabilities of rich 
development environments with powerful user interfaces.  When the learning curve is short and the 
results powerful, the adoption of this kind of technology in the integration space will be automatic. 
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Connected Services Framework (CSF) 

 

As mentioned throughout this book, the core tenets of a service 
oriented architecture range from explicit boundaries to single signon as 
shown on the left. 

While each tenant appears to be relative simple and straightforward to 
implement, we find that we often re-design and re-develop one or 
more of these basic services which is resource intensive, costs time and 
money and results in a maintenance nightmare of many services 
delivering the same fundamental service over time. 

What we need are reference architectures such as the enterprise development reference 
architecture (EDRA) to guide us through the best practices and approaches of developing solution 
architectures. While these reference architectures deliver an invaluable guidance, they are often 
limited to whitepapers, whiteboard sessions and sample solutions that are too complex to untangle 
and use as a blueprint for a new solution. 

What we really need is a framework and foundation which we can use as a base, delivering basic 
services as mentioned above and allowing us to rapidly build new service oriented solutions without 
having to worry about creating the base plumbing before focusing on what really counts … the 
business services. 

Overview 
Welcome to the Microsoft Connected Services Architecture (CSF), an integrated, server-based 
software solution for building and managing services using a service-oriented architecture (SOA).  
The solution allows the creation of composite services using Web Services and delivers “out-of-the-
box” identity management, profile management, Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 
(UDDI) integration, and service isolation services. 

While Microsoft is currently gearing the solution at the telecommunication, media and 
entertainment services, we believe that although the value-add services are tightly coupled with 
these vertical business environments, the core services of the solution are vertical business 
environment agnostic and therefore reusable in any business environment pursuing service oriented 
architectures. 

 

Although we are presenting CSF as a feasible framework in any business 
environment, you must contact your local Microsoft representative before 
considering the solution in environments other than the telecommunication, media 
or entertainment sectors in terms of availability and support.  

The Basics 

The illustration “Figure 178 - Connected Services Framework (CSF)” on page 299 depicts our view of 
the Connected Services Framework which manages service invocation and coordination, 
orchestration and core element services.  

In the centre lies the heart of the Connected Services Framework, which we will explore in some 
detail in a minute, is surrounded and accessible via standard web service interfaces, 

The services surrounding the Connected Services Framework are what make the solution business 
environment specific. In terms of the telecommunication, media and entertainment sectors the CSF 
solution includes business support systems (BSS), operational support systems (OSS) and value add 
productivity services, such as billing, messaging and short message service (SMS) services. Custom 
solutions, such as the hypothetical smart client, as shown in the illustration, can rapidly and easily 
integrate and interoperate with the Connected Service Framework via the clearly defined web 
services interfaces. 

BSS Integration 

The business support service (BSS) integration service enables services to integrate with business 
support systems such as the billing system in the operator’s network. We are not considering the BSS 
services and integration as part of the core framework and are thus not covering this topic in any 
further detail. 
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OSS Integration 

The operational support services (OSS) integration introduces the ability to control and manage 
services in Connected Services Framework execution environment. Although the management of 
any SOA solution is a fundamental requirement, it is beyond the scope of this introduction to the 
base CSF services and therefore not covered in any further detail. Refer to 
http://www.microsoft.com/csf  for more detailed information. 

Supporting products and technologies 

 

The Microsoft Connected Services Framework is based on some the following standard products 
and technologies, reusing an already solid framework of services: 

.NET Framework Language-neutral development and high-
performance execution environment. 

Active Directory Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory 
service that manages identity data. 

Application Centre Server Deployment platform for scalability and management 
of multiple servers. 

BizTalk Server Service orchestration platform. 

Enterprise Instrumentation Framework  Flexible environment for the collection and 
management of events generated by Connected 
Services Framework services. 

Microsoft Identity Integration Server Integration of identity data from heterogeneous 
identity repositories creating a virtual unified directory.  

Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) Distributed monitoring and administration service for all 
the services.  

SQL Server Database management server to provide the data 
services for Connected Services Framework.  

In addition the Analysis Services are used for data 
analysis, Accelerator for Business Intelligence provide 
templates and tools  to create multidimensional 
representations of data to support data mining and 
Notification Services provide event collection, 
generation, formatting and distribution mechanisms for 
the notification engine. 

Windows Management Instrumentation Interface supporting monitoring and administration by 
external systems. 

Windows Server Server platform for all the services, supporting 
standards such as authentication and privacy 
management, including Kerberos, Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) and X.509 certificates. 
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CSF Core Architecture 

 
Figure 178 - Connected Services Framework (CSF) 

E.L. Services 

The illustration shows four core services, namely caching, exception management, configuration 
and logging/instrumentation, which are not part of the core CSF services.  

CSF Core Services 

 

The Connected Services Framework Development Guide covers each of the core 
services in great detail and introduces sample solutions. 

Session Management 

Session is managed by an intermediary WSE Web service, often referred to as a web service router. 
The session service ensures that message routing can be configured in “soft” manifest configuration 
files and that no web service needs to know about or communicate with any other web service 
directly. This enforces loose coupling, modularity and rapid service construction and 
interoperability. 

 
Figure 179 - Service Message Flow 

The illustration shows the Session service and three services which have no knowledge of each 
other. Service A sends a request to Service B, while Service C optionally intercepts the response 
from Service B back to Service A. 
<csfse:Routes> 
    <csfse:Route> 
       <csfse:Criteria>(MESSAGE EQ 'A')</csfse:Criteria> 
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         <csfse:Destination>ServiceB[http://www.bbd.co.za/Test/Process] 
         </csfse:Destination> 
       </csfse:Route> 
    <csfse:Route> 
    <csfse:Route> 
 <csfse:Criteria>(ACTION EQ 'C')</csfse:Criteria> 
 <csfse:Destination>ServiceA[http://www.bbd.co.za/Test/Response] 
       </csfse:Destination> 
 <csfse:Intercept>InterceptService[HandleResponse]</csfse:Intercept> 
    </csfse:Route> 
</csfe:Routes> 

CSF is based on configuration, configuration and more configurations. At a first glance this looks like 
a complex environment to maintain, however, once one realises the loosely-coupled service 
environment, managed by configuration or manifest files as above, the true power of the 
framework becomes apparent. 

To ensure that a request is passed from service A to B and the response from B to A, without the 
shown interception, simply remove the intercept line as shown in bold in the previous sample. 
Without any code recompilation, the session can be recreated and voila, the request flows without 
interception, demonstrating the power of the manifest. 

Identity Management 

The Identity Manager provides a WSE interface to Active Directory and Microsoft BizTalk Single-Sign 
On (SSO).  

 

Note that future releases of CSF will utilise the Host Integration Server for the Single Sign-
On (SSO). 

Service Catalogue 

The Service Catalogue provides a WSE interface to UDDI 2.0, which stores service description 
information in a central location. 

 

Refer to http://uddi.org for further information on UDDI. 

The primary use of the service catalogue is for providing Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) given 
service UUIDs.  

The recommended best practice is to store the physical service URI in the Service Catalogue and 
retrieve it using a well known UUID, decoupling the service URI from the consumer and allowing a 
switch from one service to another by merely changing the configuration. 

Profile Management 

The Profile Manager component provides a WSE interface to Active Directory, BizTalk orchestration 
and user-service mapping. The idea is for each service to create a user profile for each user, for 
solutions to use this profile for delivery of other services and for the profile management block to supply 
pointers to this information. 

Resource Management 

Resource management deals with the definition of and enforcement of resource constraints such 
as reservation and throttling. 

Standard Business Events 

As most OSS/BSS applications will not necessarily be compliant with a SOA/WSE Web Service 
environment the standard business events layer provides a layer of abstraction, consisting of 
specialized reusable service logic that is built to interface with specific OSS/BSS or back-office 
systems.  

An overview of CSF Framework development 

The SDK 

The Connected Services Framework includes templates and plug-ins for Microsoft Visual Studio, 
enabling the development of composite service solutions.  
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Step-by-step Web Service consumer calling a CSF Service 

 

 

// STEP:1 – Inherit from the WSE SoapService Class 
public sealed class CSFTestApplication : SoapService  {…} 
 
// STEP:2 – Create a CSF consumer class in calling method 
string target = string.Format( 
        "http://{0}/ServiceCatalog/ServiceCatalogConnector.ashx", 
        System.Net.Dns.GetHostName()); 
Uri targetUri = new Uri(target); 
Uri sourceUri = new Uri(sourceUri); // get sourecUri from config 
ServiceCatalogClient catalog =  
        new ServiceCatalogClient( sourceUri,  
                                  sourceUri,  
                                  targetUri); 
catalog.UserName     = "testuser@bbdnet.co.za"; 
catalog.UserPassword = "noway"; 
 
// STEP:3 – Create a message object and set fields 
ServiceCatalogGetUris uriMsg = new ServiceCatalogGetUris(); 
uriMsg.RequestContext = 9B4E064C-4E42-4244-A3AD-5F0CFD9C4388"; 
string[]uuids         = new string[1]  
                         {"42249a22-d74c-44be-ab12-6aa00be4f6ce"}; 
uriMsg.ServiceUuids   = uuids; 
 
// STEP:4 – Send Message to connector 
// Note  that most CSF calls are asynchronous  
catalog.GetServiceUris(getUrisMessage); 
 
// STEP:5 (TYPE A) – Process asynchronous response 
[SoapMethod( ServiceCatalogAction.GetServiceUrisResponse )] 
public void GetServiceUrisResponse(ServiceCatalogGetUrisResponse 
                                          serviceCatalogResponse) 
{ 
 foreach (string s in serviceCatalogResponse.ServiceUris) 
 { 
  ProcessUri(s); 
 } 
} 
 

// STEP:5 (TYPE A) – Process asynchronous response 
[SoapMethod(" Receive ")] 
protected override void Receive(SoapEnvelope envelope) 
{ 
  try 
  { 
      string action = envelope.Context.Addressing.Action.Value; 
      if(action == "GetServiceUrisResponse") 
      { 
          ServiceCatalogGetUrisResponse serviceCatalogResponse = 
               (ServiceCatalogGetUrisResponse) 
                  envelope.GetBodyObject( 
                           typeof(ServiceCatalogGetUrisResponse)); 
          foreach (string s in serviceCatalogResponse.ServiceUris) 
          { 
              ProcessUri(s); 
          } 
      } 
  } 
  catch(SystemException ex) { … } 
} 
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Enterprise Libraries 

Introduction 
Why is Enterprise Library important to achieve a successful integration project?  Without solid base 
libraries to easily deal with aspects such as configuration and logging, solving interoperability issues 
is hard.  Take the simple example of knowing exactly what data is being sent and received; good 
logging is essential.  Configuration must be outside the code, but providing complex configuration 
files with no user interface doesn’t address the configuration problem.  Keeping the configuration 
out of the code does at least address the issue of not requiring code changes and recompiles to 
be made to change settings.  Logging and Tracing are essential when setting up or problem solving 
an integration solution.  There are a number of other Enterprise Library Application Blocks that will 
be discussed in this chapter.  Each of these contributes to writing consistent easy to use and 
interoperable code.  By using the Enterprise Library Application Blocks to develop an integrated 
application, some of the plumbing tools are provided and the developer can focus on the task of 
ensuring that the business logic integration and transformation works as required.  This does not 
constrain a solution, like a framework does in terms of forcing a particular paradigm on the 
application.  It needs to be taken into account that the Enterprise Library can only deal with  
aspects of the solution which are developed using Microsoft .NET code on the Windows platforms.  
Configuration and logging in other environments should make use of the similar principals and tools 
if they are available, since having excellent tracing and tracking in the place where this is no 
problem serves no purpose. 

History of application blocks and the road to the Enterprise Library 
A couple of years ago Microsoft started an initiative that was both foreign and exciting.  They 
formed a “Patterns and Practices” group - highly skilled Microsoft staffers who were tasked by 
Microsoft with making coding easier for developers, for free.  When the Patterns and Practices 
team released something they called “application blocks”, everyone gasped at the concept of 
doing database access in “one line of code” - at least this was the marketing line.  Here was a fully-
coded set of classes for good database access that removed some of the unnecessary cut-and-
paste coding that every developer had simply accepted as normal.  It came as a full install, with 
some documentation to boot. 

The application block that generated the largest following was the Data Access Application Block.  
However, a large number of application blocks have actually been released to date, dealing with 
topics such as logging, configuration, profiling and security to name just a few.  Anyone who has 
used more than just the Data Access Application Block will have noticed that these blocks have 
been developed by different teams without common approaches.  The approach of each block 
therefore differs greatly and therefore each block required users to learn new techniques and 
approaches to make use of these libraries.  This in itself is counter productive if a library is to be 
easily used as plumbing and quickly adopted.  The configuration of these application blocks was 
also difficult.  To configure each block, one or more large XML files had to be manually edited.  This 
is anything but simple or error-free as any developer who has used these early application blocks 
will attest to.  With the application blocks there where also dependencies between application 
blocks, which forced the use of dependant application blocks that the core application did not 
require or use.  The lack of consistency in the approach to the blocks meant that implementing 
some of the application blocks tended to be an onerous task.  Finally there is also the issue of 
upgrade paths for particular blocks.  If a particular project team has spent lots of time and money 
implementing a particular application block then it is not acceptable that when a new version of 
the block is released that all code that uses the block needs to be rewritten. 

These are just some of the shortcomings that the Enterprise Library Patterns and Practices team 
attempted to look at addressing with the release of Enterprise Library 1.0.  This library contains 
redesigned versions of many of the popular application blocks, as well as some new ones, building 
them into one coherent package that was designed for extensibility as well as simplicity.  On the 
issue of the upgrade path, no simple upgrade path was provided for users of the existing 
application blocks.   

Much of what the first release of the Enterprise Library revolves around is a new front-end 
application, the Enterprise Library Configuration tool, which allows for the configuration of any 
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application blocks to be set up using the standard windows drag-and-drop approach.  The 
released version 1.0 is a simple .NET application that allows the user to manipulate the applications 
configuration file, by representing the application blocks in a tree view.  For each item in the tree 
view there is a corresponding property grid, giving the user access to configure each individual 
aspect for the particular application block.  In future releases of the Enterprise Library it is planned 
to integrate this configuration tool directly into the Visual Studio .NET environment.  This will certainly 
ease the tool swapping currently required.   

The Enterprise Library configuration tool over and above making it easy and simple to capture 
configuration information also has elementary error checking.  Like in a development environment, 
when certain properties are not correctly entered or drop down options are not selected, errors are 
displayed to the user.  The configuration can only be successfully saved once all errors have been 
fixed.  

 
Figure 180 - Enterprise Library Configuration tool 

The runtime configuration portion of the Enterprise Library has retained a similar runtime engine to 
read and process the configuration files as used in previous application block architectures.  The 
runtime uses a caching approach to only read the configuration file once, in order to serve up the 
application configuration to consumers of the configuration.   

The power Enterprise Library configuration tool lies in the easy ability to update the configuration of 
application after it has been deployed into production and till it matures till the end of the solution’s 
life.  The Enterprise Library removes the configuration of the application, out of the application into 
a separate configuration file.  During the life of the application the environment it operates in will 
typically change many times.  By keeping the configuration out of the application this will in many 
cases mean that changes to the environment can be effected without any changes to the 
application.  The implications of this are positive and large.  The operations area now therefore has 
the flexibility to make changes to their environment to run each application in the most flexible and 
appropriate way possible.  By not releasing new versions of the software, there is no overhead of 
time spent making development changes to the application, regression testing to ensure that 
functionality still works as expected.  Also by providing the configuration tool and not manually 
editing complex xml files by hand, potential future runtime issues are prevented.  Changes to these 
complex files may involve a configuration setting that is only used under certain specific conditions.  
If this setting is faulty, this will not be evident at start-up.  Further, operational requirements to trace 
and fault find particular issues in a production environment require the ability to, from a course 
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down to granular level, switch on and off specific tracing capabilities.  In a production environment 
it is essential that tracing is off by default, but if detailed tracing can be turned on for specific 
functionality in the application, this can greatly reduce wasted time in honing in on particular 
problems. 

There are a number of application blocks which make up the Enterprise Library.  The following 
sections will look at going through each of the blocks in a logical order to introduce how each 
block can ease the exercise of making your integration experience a more pleasant and successful 
one. 

 
Figure 181 - Enterprise Library 1.0 
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Configuration Application Block 

Summary of Block 

The configuration application block is the most fundamental block that is used by all other blocks.  
It is therefore essential to come to terms with the configuration block before looking at any other 
application blocks.  The block abstracts all configuration aspects into one layer that then 
consistently deals with persistence of the configuration to the physical storage.  The physical 
storage can be anywhere, ranging from xml application configuration files to local databases. 

What does the Configuration Application Block do 

The Configuration Application Block provides a simple generic way to access configuration for the 
solution being developed.  The simplest application of this Block is to create a class, which 
encapsulates the configuration of the system.  This class is then populated by calling the 
Application Block.   As shown in the diagram a Transformer can be configured to transform the 
data typically into XML.  The Storage Provider which is also configured in the configuration tool 
defines how the configuration data will be persisted. 

 

Figure 182 - Design of the Configuration Application Block 

The default storage providers that where extended with the introduction of patch 1473 are: 

• XML File Storage Provider (only provider in Entlib 1.0) 

• Application Configuration Storage Provider (app.config) 

• Registry Storage Provider 

• SQL Storage Provider  

MVP Serialiser Transformer 

The default XML Serialiser Transformer which is shipped standard with Enterprise Library 1.0 and is 
used by all the application blocks is very slow on the initial access to the configuration.  Subsequent 
accesses are fast.  This can be tracked back to a .NET framework 1.1 issue.  The first time you use 
each configuration class, it needs to generate a class making use of reflection in order to read 
instances of the configuration type, compile it, and then load it.  The time taken here is dependant 
on the complexity of the configuration class in question.  This scenario can cause problems if load 
time of the application is critical, like a smart client application which needs to start up quickly.  
Make sure that if you are running a server application that the configuration files are read when the 
server starts up which is typically the case.  In this case the load time is typically not an issue.  If 
these load times are a problem for your application then the MVP Serialization is the answer if you 
are developing for the .NET framework 1.1.  .NET framework 2.0 promises to address these problems 
well and Enterprise Library release 1.1 is also better.  The MVP Serialiser is an interesting concept and 
is worth while spending some time on understanding. 

The best and very simple help on getting up and running with XML Serialisation can be found at: 

http://weblogs.asp.net/cazzu/archive/2004/10/21/XGenToolRelease.aspx  
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Figure 183 - MVP Serialization 

MVP Serialisation moves away from the generic serialiser.  This has the capability, by using 
reflection, to serialise any class which implements the “iSerializable” interface at runtime.  MVP 
Serialisation moves this task to being a developer task at development time.  To use the MVP 
Serialiser once you have installed it on your configuration class file, you need to type 
“MVP.XML.XGen” in the custom tool property.  Make sure that your class compiles properly else the 
generator will not work.  The MVP Serialisation generator will then automatically generate code 
which creates serialisation reader and writer code to serialise the class in question.  One of the 
shortcomings of the MVP Serialisation generator is that it generates some code which is not perfect 
and therefore has a semicolon on an empty line.  The author claims to have put it together in a 
couple of hours while delayed at an airport.  In order to get the generated code to compile you 
will need to set the warning level under configuration properties -> build -> Treat warnings as errors.  
This allows the code to compile but it is not necessarily a desirable setting that you would want to 
have set for your production code.   

In conclusion it is therefore possible to create classes which MVP Serialisation uses at run time to 
serialise and desterilise your configuration files.  This addresses the performance problems very 
adequately, however introduces some maintenance headaches.  Also remember that each time 
your configuration class changes you need to ensure that the serialisation class is recompiled.  MVP 
Serialisation should therefore only be considered if the load time causes a serious concern in your 
application. 
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Coding the Configuration Block 
The Enterprise Library generally makes use of the factory pattern to instantiate each block.  By 
default the factory method can be called with the name of the configuration block that is 
specified in the application configuration tool.  As the developer you need to start by creating a 
class that will encapsulate the configuration information required for your application.  Next you 
need to ensure that there is an app.config file included in your application. 

Be Aware: by default Visual Studio stores the app.config file in the project directory for your 
application.  On every build the file copied to the binary directory specified for the build you are 
trying to perform.  The app.config file is then renamed to “myapplication.exe.config” where 
myapplication is the name of your assembly.  The Enterprise Library Configuration Tool should 
therefore be used to only modify the “app.config” file in the project directory allowing Visual Studio 
to copy the file across whenever a compile is performed.  More configuration files are created 
through the Enterprise Library Configuration Tool, either by creating your own configuration files, or 
files that are created when other application blocks are added.  These files by default will placed in 
the same directory as the “app.config” file which is typically your project directory.  Be careful not 
to be tempted to hard code the path to the configuration file location in the Enterprise Library 
Configuration Tool.  This will cause you many problems if the project is moved or checked out on 
another machine.  By having these configuration files in the same directory as the project the 
Enterprise Library Runtime will however not find these configuration files, since the files are expected 
to be in the same directory as the assembly and the copied “myapplication.exe.config” file.  The 
solution to this is to use the C#  post build event. 
copy "$(ProjectDir)*.config" "$(TargetDir)" > nul 

Adding the “> nul” ensures that none of the actual statements are echoed to the build output 
window, however errors in copying will still appear in the task list if there is a problem. 

The purists will note that this command will actually copy the “app.config” file to bin directory as 
well.  If this does disturb you, you can add the following line to your post build event. 
del $(TargetDir)app.config 

Reading the configuration data in the code using the factory method is as simple as it is shown in 
the following two lines of code: 
ConfigData myConfigData =
 (ConfigData)ConfigurationManager.GetConfiguration("Configuration"); 
string fontName = myConfigData.Name; 

Writing the configuration data back to the configuration persistence layer is achieved by the 
following code: 
ConfigurationManager.WriteConfiguration("Configuration ", myConfigData); 

The configuration block has the ability if it is supported by the underlying persistence storage 
provider to notify your application when the configuration file changes.  You can make use of this 
very powerful feature in your code by first registering the event and then implementing some 
custom behaviour typically to reload your configuration class and refreshing your applications 
settings. 
ConfigurationManager.ConfigurationChanged +=new 

ConfigurationChangedEventHandler(ConfigurationManager_ConfigurationChanged); 
private void ConfigurationManager_ConfigurationChanged(object sender, 

ConfigurationChangedEventArgs e) 
{ 
       Configuration myConfigData = 

ConfigurationManager.GetConfiguration("Configuration") as Configuration; 
 //Perform custom code to cater for config reload here 

string fontName = myConfigData.Name; 
} 

Encrypting the data in your configuration file has now become much easier by using the 
cryptographic encryption block.  Encryption is incorporated into the Configuration Block by default 
and does not require the Encryption Application Block to be installed.  Encryption does not require 
any code to be changed.  Encryption can be turned on or off simply by specifying the Encryption 
Settings for a particular configuration file.  Clearly an encrypted version of the file is required in 
order for the application to read and write the configuration file successfully. 
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Figure 184 -  Encryption for the Configuration Application Block 

Concerns and discussion on the Configuration Block 

The configuration block allows the application to read and write configuration.  However typical 
applications should actually only read configuration.  

Make sure you understand how and where the many configuration files that are created are 
stored.  It can be frustrating to edit the wrong configuration file or have your configuration files 
overwritten.  

While patch 1473 introduces a number useful other storage providers, out the box so to speak, the 
actual manipulation of the application configuration cannot be done through the Enterprise 
Library configuration Tool.  The tool allows you to configure the provider and meta-data of the 
configuration, however actually configuration can not be modified through the tool.  You still need 
to modify the specific configuration file manually.  This means manually editing XML files. 

Performance of the .NET 1.1 XML serialisation is poor at load time.  If quick load time is required then 
use MVP Serialisation as discussed earlier.  However using MVP Serialisation for your entire solution 
will be cumbersome and may cause a maintenance problem in the long term. 

Benefits of Configuration Application Block in Integration 

The easy ability to enable configuration files to be encrypted is a winner for protecting the integrity 
of configuration.  In an integrated solution often the intentional or non intentional modification of 
configuration leads to confusing hard to find problems.  By encrypting the configuration, the 
integrity of the configuration can be ensured by only allowing users to modify the configuration 
through configuration applications provided along with the application.  This ensures that the 
integrity of the configuration file is always maintained and that manual edits of configuration 
cannot occur undetected. 

By extracting the configuration out of the base code entirely it is possible to make substantial 
changes in how the application runs, without needing to recompile the application, or even restart 
the application.  This benefit can not be underestimated when trying to configure a service that 
you are trying to integrate to.  Automatic updating of configuration saves plenty of time in not 
having to recompile or restart a service. 

The configuration data is cached and the events that are triggered when the underlying 
configuration changes are great features. 
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Logging and Instrumentation Application Block 

Summary of Block 

The Logging and Instrumentation Block addresses two areas that till now have been challenging 
and complex to deal with successfully in enterprise solutions.  This application block really does 
achieve its objectives in terms of getting the logging configuration settings out of the code and 
making the points of logging simple.  Logging and Tracing can therefore be enabled and disabled 
at different levels as well as being stored in any number of delivered sink providers.  The application 
developer is now only responsible for recording the basic information related to the event that has 
occurred.  Where and how the event is processed is all dealt with by the application block and is 
configured outside of the application. 

What does the Logging and Instrumentation Application Block do 

The logging and instrumentation application block provides two features in one block; namely 
logging and tracing.  Logging is the ability to record specific event information.  Much of the 
internal information is gathered automatically and therefore does not need to be painstakingly 
created by the application developer.  All other aspects of how the application logs data is 
configured using the Enterprise Library Configuration Tool.  Here are the following logging options 
that can be configured: 

• Synchronous or asynchronous. 

• Choice of logging sink the log entry goes to. 

• Log entry formatting. 

Tracing is the ability to track where in the application and how long the application has spent in a 
particular trace.  This can become quite complicated with a number of Activity Identifiers when the 
trace calls are nested.  Tracing is typically a development and specific fault finding function which 
allows an operator to track the applications progression through specific areas of the code.  Note 
that tracing is disabled by default since it should only be enabled when particular problems are 
identified that need to be tracked.  Remember to check that tracing has been enabled if no data 
is appearing in your tracking sink.  This tip is bound to save you some frustration. 
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Figure 185 - Logging and Instrumentation Application Block Design 
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Coding the Logging and Instrumentation Block 
The logging and instrumentation block “Logger” class exposes a static method “Write” which allows 
one line calls to logging with no need for initialisation of any logging classes. 
Logger.Write("Log me all in one line","General",2,56,Severity.Information); 

There are 10 overloads to the logger method which allows various combinations of information to 
be captured by the application in the one line logging.  A “LogEntry” class is also provided which 
allows extra properties to be set and then added to the log using the “Logger.Write”. 
LogEntry myLogEntry = new LogEntry(); 
myLogEntry.Message = "Log me now."; 
myLogEntry.Category = "General"; 
myLogEntry.Priority = 3; 
myLogEntry.Severity = Severity.Information; 
myLogEntry.EventId = 55; 
myLogEntry.Title = "Log Entry"; 
Hashtable dictionary = new Hashtable(); 
string resolution = string.Format("{0}x{1}", 

Screen.PrimaryScreen.Bounds.Width,Screen.PrimaryScreen.Bounds.Height); 
dictionary.Add("Screen resolution",resolution); 
myLogEntry.ExtendedProperties = dictionary; 
Logger.Write(myLogEntry); 

This example shows how by using the expanded properties it is possible to add properties to the log 
which are not inherently catered for by the logging classes.  In this case the screen size is added to 
log entry. 

A number of logging sinks are provided in particular: 

• Event log  

• Flat File 

• Message Queue 

• E-mail 

• Database 

• WMI 

Through the Enterprise Library Configuration Tool it is possible to configure custom categories to 
segment, from the application’s perspective, which kind of logging is relevant for the particular 
logging call in the application.  By default there are two categories defined as “General” and 
“Trace”.  Per category it is possible to then define any number of sinks and formatters to be used for 
the particular log entry.  The customisation of how logging is dealt with does not stop there.  Priority 
can be used as a further scale reduce or increase the level of logging.  Note here that 0 is the 
lowest priority and higher numbers represent a higher priority.  If that is not enough it is possible to 
enable lists of categories which are either allowed to log or not allowed to log.  Effectively all 
permutations required from an operational perspective can be easily catered for.  It is however 
important to note that the choice of granularity of the categories implemented in the code, will 
create a constraint on the ability to configure the application later. 

Configuring Asynchronous Logging 

Two options both using MSMQ are provided for logging: a sink is provided for MSMQ to implement 
own application level queue solutions and it is also possible through configuration changes to 
switch the logging from being in-Process to MSMQ.  Through the features already discussed in the 
configuration application block section it is actually possible to switch from in-Process logging to 
MSMQ while the application is running. 

Getting asynchronous logging to actually work is however not as simple as it should be.  Here are 
some pointers to help you out. 

Firstly make sure that you follow “Enterprise Library Release Notes.rtf” section 2.2 and section 2.3 to 
the letter to get the MSMQ Distributor Service, registered which is not performed by default by the 
Enterprise Library installation.   

It is important to understand how the asynchronous logging actually works or else you will waste 
quite some time making changes to your own application’s configuration files and wonder why 
they don’t have any effect. 

When the in-process Distribution strategy is used, all logging configuration is controlled by your 
applications “app.config” file.  When switching to the MSMQ Distribution strategy the entire logging 
configuration in your applications “app.config” file is ignored.  Why is this?  When you choose the 
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MSMQ Distribution strategy all log entries are serialised into SOAP messages and sent to the defined 
MSMQ queue.  This queue is serviced by the MSMQ Distributor Service.  There can only be one 
distributor service running per machine.  The distributor service reads items off the queue and 
processes them according to the settings in the MsmqDistributor.exe.config (the app.config for the 
service application).  MsmqDistributor.exe and MsmqDistributor.exe.config can be found in the bin 
directory where Enterprise Library was installed.  If you did not follow section 2.3 of the readme 
correctly then you will not be able to open this configuration file using the configuration tool.  Note 
therefore that if you have a number of applications running on the same machine all using 
asynchronous logging which share the same category names i.e. general, you will not be able to 
distinguish the logging behaviour between the different applications. 

A final problem needs to be rectified in order to get the asynchronous messaging up and running.  
The MSMQ Distributor service expects two configuration files: LoggingConfiguration.config and 
LoggingDistributorConfiguration.config; however only the 2nd file is copied to the bin directory by 
default. You can fix this problem by copying LoggingConfiguration.config from "C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft Enterprise Library\src\Logging\MSMQDistributor\bin\Debug" into the main bin 
directory. 

After all these steps have been completed successfully it is possible to switch from synchronous 
logging to asynchronous logging simply by changing your application configuration. 

Tracing 

The general usage pattern for tracing is shown in the following code: 
using (new Tracer("Trace")) 
{ 
 //Code to be traced appears here 
} 

This code will generate a GUID and create two log entries  
---------------------------------------- 
Timestamp: 2/25/2005 9:35:41 AM 
Message: Start Trace: Activity '14c57338-8101-4c9d-afcf-3b71ee1b72c0' in method 
'btnLog_Click' at 7125160376 ticks 
Category: Trace 
Priority: 5 
EventId: 1 
Severity: Information 
Title:TracerEnter 
Machine: VPPETERXP 
Application Domain: LoggingDemo.exe 
Process Id: 1052 
Process Name: C:\Documents and Settings\Peter Scheffel\My Documents\Visual Studio 
Projects\LoggingDemo\LoggingDemo\bin\Debug\LoggingDemo.exe 
Win32 Thread Id: 3972 
Thread Name:  
Extended Properties: TracerActivityId - 14c57338-8101-4c9d-afcf-3b71ee1b72c0 
 
---------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------- 
Timestamp: 2/25/2005 9:35:47 AM 
Message: End Trace: Activity '14c57338-8101-4c9d-afcf-3b71ee1b72c0' in method 
'btnLog_Click' at 7149491668 ticks (elapsed time: 6.797314 seconds) 
Category: Trace 
Priority: 5 
EventId: 1 
Severity: Information 
Title:TracerExit 
Machine: VPPETERXP 
Application Domain: LoggingDemo.exe 
Process Id: 1052 
Process Name: C:\Documents and Settings\Peter Scheffel\My Documents\Visual Studio 
Projects\LoggingDemo\LoggingDemo\bin\Debug\LoggingDemo.exe 
Win32 Thread Id: 3972 
Thread Name:  
Extended Properties: TracerActivityId - 14c57338-8101-4c9d-afcf-3b71ee1b72c0 

This code will generate a GUID and create two log entries.  Using a GUID for tracing can become 
rather difficult and therefore it is easier to specify your own activity ID string.  Tracing is particularly 
useful in integration scenarios where multiple classes could be executing on different threads or 
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remote calls are being made in an unpredictable fashion.  The following illustration shows how the 
activity ID and Category Stack behave when Tracers are created in different layers of the code in 
this example.  By creating the new instance of Tracer in the Business Layer code, the calling trace’s 
Activity ID is recorded against the trace in the User Interface (UI) layer.  Creating a new Tracer in 
the Data Layer times only the data access action and shows no information in the trace regarding 
the Business Layer or the UI Layer. 

 
Figure 186 - Tracing stack 

Concerns and discussion on the Logging and Instrumentation Block 

Be cautious when jumping to conclusions when looking at the trace times.  There appears to be a 
nasty side effect that the first time you use a tracer, the time taken within enterprise library to start 
all the necessary classes involved in tracing is included in the trace time shown.  Make sure you 
warm up your application, before you start believing any timing measurements produced by the 
tracing.  If the logging is not properly warmed up the initial results can be misleading. 

Benefits of Logging and Instrumentation Application Block in Integration 

While the previous attempt at instrumentation, namely the Enterprise Instrumentation Framework, 
promised to provide an easy way to instrument code, it didn’t reach its objectives.  The Logging 
and Instrumentation Application Block does provide the developer with really simple calls that can 
be included in the integration code to provide logging and tracing. 

Ability to change logging characteristics at run-time.  The configuration capabilities allow the sinks 
and other configuration settings to be altered at run time without having to restart the application.  
If an integration issue is identified then it is possible to lower the priority level of logging and log 
more information to track the flaw. 

Tracing can be available in production code.  It can be selectively enabled to fault find particular 
faults and or synchronisation issues.  
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Exception Handling Application Block 

Summary of Block 

This is the first time a block has actually been created to really deal with exception handling.  
Previous blocks released by Patterns and Practices that claimed to do exception handling actually 
focused more on logging of exceptions rather than removing the exception handling 
characteristics from the code.  This application block lets the developer name exception policies.  
By identifying policies only at development time it allows the operations area to control what the 
exception behaviour is when an actual exception occurs in a production run, without modifying or 
restarting the application.  Exceptions can therefore be configured to be ignored, wrapped or 
replaced.  Exceptions can also be logged by making use of the underlying logging application 
block.  

What does the Exception Handling Application Block do 

The Exception Handling Application Block provides a uniform consistent programming model for 
dealing with exceptions.  The exception handling application block allows the operator to deal 
with exceptions, which could not have been predicted at development time, at run-time during 
the production day.  Unexpected exceptions which occur with an application that has been 
deployed into production can now be catered for by logging the offending exception and 
ignoring it, if this is appropriate.  If this behaviour is not appropriate, the exception can be wrapped 
by another exception to give the end user a more meaningful error message.  Lastly, if the 
exception is potentially exposing a security risk it is possible to replace the exception with another 
exception that has no reference to the original exception.  For tracking purposes, the original 
exception can be logged.  Using these approaches issues as runtime can be very effectively dealt 
with without any coding changes or extended testing periods.  Changes made to the exception 
handling are made in real time and do not require the application to be restarted due to the fact 
that the exception handling application block makes use of the configuration application block. 

Coding Exception Handling 

The application code only needs to define the exception policy to be used.  All code that 
implements the exception handling application block should look exactly like the following code 
snippet: 
try 
{ 
  // run code 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
  bool rethrow = ExceptionPolicy.HandleException(ex, "General Policy"); 
  if (rethrow) 
  { 
    throw; 
  } 
} 

The General Policy configuration in the Enterprise Library configuration tool will allow you to now 
configure how any exception thrown in the try section is dealt with.  For each policy defined under 
the exception handling application block, a number of exception types can be identified and 
added to the particular policy.  For each exception type different handlers can be configured.  For 
a particular policy a number of different handlers can therefore be configured according to the 
exception that was thrown.  This creates a large potential scope to in detail define different 
behaviours for different exceptions within the same policy.  The configuration is therefore not limited 
to the known exceptions that could be defined at the time the application was developed.  Rather 
particular behaviour can be defined for exceptions which may not have been expected at the 
time the application was developed. 

The exception handling application block will try to match the exact match for the exception type 
which is thrown.  If no handler exists for the exception type that was thrown then the appropriate 
base class is identified for which a handler has been defined.  The order that exceptions are added 
to a particular policy is not important. 
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Note that when you add handlers to a particular exception, these are executed in the order that 
they are added.  So if the logging handler is added first and then followed by the replace handler, 
only the original exception will be logged.  The order of the handlers is therefore important while this 
may not appear obvious when looking at the configuration tool.  The configuration tool does 
provide options when you right click on a particular handler to move the handler up or down in the 
particular list of handlers.  It is therefore possible when using the replace handler to put two logging 
handlers around the replace handler, which will then log the original and the replaced exception 
to the logging sink as is shown in the standard file trace below: 
---------------------------------------- 
Timestamp: 5/27/2005 4:32:25 PM 
Message: HandlingInstanceID: ad7dce8d-e13a-49e6-89e9-999a5bb7a5a0 
An exception of type 'System.DivideByZeroException' occurred and was caught. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
05/27/2005 16:32:25 
Type : System.DivideByZeroException, mscorlib, Version=1.0.5000.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089 
Message : Attempted to divide by zero. 
Source : Exception handling 
Help link :  
TargetSite : Void button1_Click(System.Object, System.EventArgs) 
Stack Trace :    at Exception_handling.Form1.button1_Click(Object sender, EventArgs e) in 
c:\documents and settings\peter scheffel\my documents\visual studio projects\exception 
handling\exception handling\form1.cs:line 95 
 
Additional Info: 
 
MachineName : VPPETERXP 
TimeStamp : 5/27/2005 2:32:25 PM 
FullName : Microsoft.Practices.EnterpriseLibrary.ExceptionHandling, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null 
AppDomainName : Exception handling.exe 
ThreadIdentity :  
WindowsIdentity : VPPETERXP\Peter Scheffel 
 
Category: Trace 
Priority: 0 
EventId: 100 
Severity: Information 
Title:Enterprise Library Exception Handling (Before) 
Machine: VPPETERXP 
Application Domain: Exception handling.exe 
Process Id: 2628 
Process Name: C:\Documents and Settings\Peter Scheffel\My Documents\Visual Studio 
Projects\Exception handling\Exception handling\bin\Debug\Exception handling.exe 
Win32 Thread Id: 2616 
Thread Name:  
Extended Properties:  
---------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------- 
Timestamp: 5/27/2005 4:32:25 PM 
Message: HandlingInstanceID: ad7dce8d-e13a-49e6-89e9-999a5bb7a5a0 
An exception of type 'System.Exception' occurred and was caught. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
05/27/2005 16:32:25 
Type : System.Exception, mscorlib, Version=1.0.5000.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089 
Message : Exception has been replaced 
Source :  
Help link :  
TargetSite :  
Stack Trace : The stack trace is unavailable. 
Additional Info: 
 
MachineName : VPPETERXP 
TimeStamp : 5/27/2005 2:32:25 PM 
FullName : Microsoft.Practices.EnterpriseLibrary.ExceptionHandling, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null 
AppDomainName : Exception handling.exe 
ThreadIdentity :  
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WindowsIdentity : VPPETERXP\Peter Scheffel 
 
Category: Trace 
Priority: 0 
EventId: 100 
Severity: Error 
Title:Enterprise Library Exception Handling (After) 
Machine: VPPETERXP 
Application Domain: Exception handling.exe 
Process Id: 2628 
Process Name: C:\Documents and Settings\Peter Scheffel\My Documents\Visual Studio 
Projects\Exception handling\Exception handling\bin\Debug\Exception handling.exe 
Win32 Thread Id: 2616 
Thread Name:  
Extended Properties:  
---------------------------------------- 

In the extreme case it is now possible to add the wrap handler and another log handler to the 
exception handled above.  This demonstrates the most extreme example of what is possible with 
the exception handling application block.  In normal applications however the pattern used will be 
simpler as is demonstrated for the policies shown below. 

Typically for each layer in the application, general rules apply as to how exceptions should be 
dealt with.  In the data layer for example, typically exceptions should be logged and wrapped, 
since the problem should be recorded, but a more meaningful message should be sent to the layer 
above.  As an example in the integration space when an exception is thrown that a remote 
consumer would be interested in, it would be most appropriate to wrap the exception.  In this way 
no sensitive information on the detailed information regarding the internals of the solution are 
exposed, nor are any stack traces or other security risks exposed.  The consumer of the service on 
the other end can still get a meaningful exception thrown. 

 

 
Figure 187 - Policies for Exception Handling Application Block 
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Concerns and discussion on Exception Handling 

It is possible to completely hide exceptions that are thrown by setting PostHandlingAction to none 
without any handlers.  This brings you back to the ON ERROR RESUME phenomenon where the code 
continues executing after a terminal failure and does not alert the user to the situation. 

The general policy names need to be chosen carefully and applied consistently across the code.  
At the start of code development the policy names need to be defined.  These may then be stored 
either as constants, or in databases, to ensure that spelling mistakes in the policy name does not 
cause the exception handling behaviour to follow the default behaviour rather than the intended 
policy. 

Benefits of Exception Handling Block in Integration 

The coding of exceptions is very simple and consistent. 

At development time it is not possible to predict the behaviour that should occur, for unknown 
problems, which can occur in a production environment.  By providing a dynamic environment 
which can be modified at runtime to cater for any exceptions a very powerful operational solution 
has been found. 

Other application blocks in the Enterprise Library 
There are three other blocks which are included in the Enterprise Library at this stage: 

• Cryptographic application block 

• Security application block 

• Caching application block 

The Cryptographic application block may have some relevance to interoperability when 
attempting to send secure information across different systems.  However this is not core to topic of 
interoperability.  Security and caching while important for the actual application being developed, 
have no direct bearing either on interoperability and are therefore not discussed any further. 

The future of the Enterprise Library 
The question has been asked: “When will the Enterprise Library be incorporated into the .NET 
framework?”  The answer to this question is not quite.  Enterprise Library simply provides tools to 
build solutions on.  The .NET Framework 2.0 introduces some new library components into the core 
framework, but the actual tools to build solutions with will still be needed.  Enterprise Library 1.1 was 
initially going to be a port and an extension of what has been presented here.  However since 
Enterprise Library aims to exhibit a level of best practices, it will need some internal and potentially 
external rework to make use of new features like partial classes and generics.  Enterprise Library 2.0 
will likely be very useful to assist in the integration space.  The business problems that need to be 
solved will just be getting more complicated as the tools get better to enable us to solve the simple 
problems easier.  For information on what the latest developments are with Enterprise Library, visit 
the Enterprise Library workspace at www.gotdotnet.com . 
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Integration Patterns by Microsoft Platform Architecture 
Guidance (PAG)25 
Microsoft Platform Architecture Guidance (PAG) released an “Integration Patterns” patterns & 
practices book, ISBN 0-7356-1850-X, in 2004, which introduces integration patterns and how to use 
them to build appropriate integration architectures. 

We will use these patterns to create our very own hypothetical integration architecture for the 
companion solution, to define our integration architecture in three major steps, as outlined in the 
patterns and practices book, namely: 

1 - Integration Layer 

During this step need to decide which strategy we will pursue for designing our integration layer, 
which typically automates complex business processes or provides unified access to information 
across heterogeneous enterprise environments. 

2 - Systems Connections 

This step is concerned with the actual connection of the various systems, each of which may have 
its own unique policies of access and restriction thereof. 

3 - Integration Topology 

The final step will be to decide which of the integration topologies and associated patterns will 
offer the best advantages. 

 

Unlike the comprehensive example solution “Global Bank” as outlined in the integration 
patterns guide we will focus on a scaled down and simplified companion solution. It is 
therefore recommended that you obtain a copy of the above mentioned book before 
attempting any large scale enterprise integration architecture. 

Creating an integration architecture using patterns step-by-
step 

 
Figure 188 - Suggested Companion Solution as per whiteboard sketch 

                                                      
25 Source of information of this section is www.microsoft.com/patterms.   
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Solution Overview 
We applied a pattern based design resulting in the whiteboard sketch as above. From left to right 
we have a “consumer”, “service façade” and "services” vertical.  The services vertical delivers the 
various calculation services needed for a basic calculator, while the service façade provide a 
unified calculation interface to the consumers. 

The first design pattern can be found in the service façade layer providing a unified interface to a 
set of calculation interfaces. The façade defines a higher level interface that makes the individual 
services easier to use. 

 
Figure 189 – Façade Pattern 

The illustration shows a derivation which shows a set of services, also known as sub systems, with two 
high level interfaces, i.e. façade, exposing the multiple services as one or more unified interfaces. 

A pattern not shown and also not implemented in our companion solution is the asynchronous web 
service pattern, which uses asynchronous communication based on the Begin* and End* proxy 
generated methods, rather than the synchronous equivalent. The recommendation is to use the 
asynchronous pattern, but as it would complicate our sample code we will not implement it in the 
companion solution. 

///  <remarks/> 
[System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapDocumentMethodAttribute(  
       "http://demofacade/Addition", RequestNamespace="http://demofacade/",  
       ResponseNamespace="http://demofacade/",  
       Use=System.Web.Services.Description.SoapBindingUse.Literal,  
       ParameterStyle=System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapParameterStyle.Wrapped)] 
         
 
public  System.IAsyncResult Begin Addition( int  valueOne,  
                                         int  valueTwo,  
                                         System.AsyncCallback callback,  
                                         object  asyncState)  
{ 
    return  this .BeginInvoke("Addition", new object [] {valueOne,valueTwo},  
                             callback, asyncState); 
} 
         
public  int  EndAddition(System.IAsyncResult asyncResult)  
{ 
    object [] results = this .EndInvoke(asyncResult); 
    return  (( int )(results[0])); 
} 

 

While the previous code uses the asynchronous methods, the following code uses the synchronous 
equivalent. The main reasons for using the asynchronous patterns are flexibility and responsiveness. 
[System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapDocumentMethodAttribute(  
       "http://demofacade/Addition", RequestNamespace="http://demofacade/",  
       ResponseNamespace="http://demofacade/",  
       Use=System.Web.Services.Description.SoapBindingUse.Literal,  
       ParameterStyle=System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapParameterStyle.Wrapped)] 
         
public  int  Addition( int  valueOne, int  valueTwo)  
{   
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    object [] results = this .Invoke("Addition", new object [] {valueOne,valueTwo}); 
    return  (( int )(results[0])); 
} 

Integrating Layer 
The integrating layer provides unified access to the information distributed across a multitude of 
internal and external services and optionally automates business processes. Once again our 
solution is simple and the need for business process automation using patterns such as the model-
view-controller (MVC) simply cannot be justified. 

Referring to the Microsoft Platform Architecture Guidance we note that three main patterns are 
defined, namely: 

 

• Entity Aggregation 

This pattern provides a unified data view to applications, presenting unified data entities 
across multiple data depositories. 

• Portal Integration 

This pattern provides a unified data view to the consumer or user. Unlike entity aggregation, 
which provides a unified view to applications, this pattern targets the end user (warmware). 

• Process Integration 

This pattern is the most complex of these three and is focused on the orchestration of 
interactions spanning two or more systems. Microsoft BizTalk is one of the technologies that 
can be used to implement this pattern. 

Back to our companion solution … The process integration would be an absolute overkill, other 
than demonstrating BizTalk which, however, is beyond the scope of this book. We are not 
representing data from multiple systems to the end user, thus not making the portal integration 
pattern a likely candidate either. 

The entity aggregation is the closest match, providing a unified data view of the numerous 
calculation services to the façade system service interface and finally the consuming test program. 
Chapter 9, titled “Indigo How To”, will implement a data contract per service, which is unified 
(abstracted) into one data contract as defined by the façade. 
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Figure 190 - Companion Solution Integration Layer Pattern 

Systems Connections 
The Systems Connections layer describes how to connect individual systems, some allowing, others 
restricting access. 

 

• Data Integration 

 

Connects the solution with multiple data stores using FTP, DBMS utilities, transformation tools 
and direct connectivity using ADO.NET, for example.  

PAG defines the shared database, the maintain data copies and file transfer patterns in 
terms of data integration. 
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• Functional Integration 

 

Functional integration connects consumers to services through interfaces, allowing 
programs to make use of functionality embedded in other services.  The types of functional 
integration include distributed object, message-oriented middleware and service oriented 
integration. 

• Presentation Integration 

With presentation integration we offer the least invasive and normally cost effective 
integration, however, user experience is normally not improved. Using emulation software to 
connect an end user to back end services, such as 3270 mainframe programs does not 
improve the user experience or business productivity. 

 

Once again, let us re-focus our attention on our companion solution. We will primarily use the 
service oriented integration (SOI) which is ideally suited for the consuming and providing XML Web 
Services. 

The logging service will be implemented using the message oriented middleware integration, 
based on MSMQ, while the other services will all be implemented using service oriented integration. 

Integration Topologies 
Lastly we should consider which integration topology suits us best. Both the message broker (hub & 
spoke) and the message bus appear to be suitable candidates, with our main preference being 
the message bus. However, the point-point connection pattern is better suited in this scenario, 
because our system is simple, the consumed services well known and defined in terms of address, 
binding and contract; and lastly the chance of the number of services or integration changing is 
very unlikely … we are tempted to say impossible, but then nothing is impossible in the world of 
information technology (IT). 
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Figure 191 - Point-Point Connection Pattern 

PAG once again defines a set of patterns. 

 

• Point-Point 

 

With point-point integration we ensure that a message can only be sent by one sender and 
consumed/received by one receiver. As mentioned the sender needs to know the binding, 
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address and contract information of the service, making this a pattern not suited for large or 
rapidly evolving solutions. 

• Message Bus 

 

The message bus patterns assumes a common message bus, with message being popped 
onto the bus based upon agreed message schemas, set of common commands and a 
shared and common infrastructure for sending messages. 

• Broker 

 

The broker decouples services and consumers, centralising the address, binding and 
contractual information into a central hub. This pattern introduces routing and centralised 
configuration and management of messages. Distributed COM (DCOM), .NET Remoting 
and CORBA are all examples of broker patterns. 

Please refer to the PAG Integration Patterns book for information on other patterns, such as 
the list based, broadcast based and content based publish subscribe patterns 
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The final picture 
If we apply what we have just reviewed, we can model our solution integration architecture. There 
are probably a number of solutions and therefore not just one correct or one preferred solution. 

 
Figure 192 - Companion Solution Integration Architecture 

As shown we made use of Entity Aggregation, Functional Integration, Message Oriented 
Middleware, Service Oriented integration and Point-to-Point connectivity. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

In this chapter we have explored two major Microsoft reference architectures. These can be used 
as frameworks to build service oriented architecture solutions. It is important to regard these 
reference architectures as blueprints for new solutions, ensuring, as with 'patterns' that we learn 
from the past, and avoid repeating the same mistakes so that solutions can be build quicker and 
better as time goes on. As with blueprints for projects in the construction industry, patterns and 
reference architectures are an invaluable aid to our industry and should therefore not be 
underestimated. 

The Enterprise Library provides the interoperability developer with a consistent set of highly useful 
tools to build a connected system.  If both sides of the integration make use of Microsoft 
technologies then the Enterprise Library can be used to its full potential.  However if only one side of 
the integration uses Microsoft technologies, there are still large benefits to be gained by using the 
library.  Their easier configuration capability allows settings to be modified on the fly. This makes the 
tuning of running applications easier.  The logging and instrumentation block provides extensive 
capabilities to track the progress of the messages flowing across an integrated solution.  Logging 
and tracing can easily and selectively be turned on or off.  The sinks provided allow log results to be 
located in many different locations, again all configured at runtime.  Finally the exception handling 
block provides the mechanisms to move the exception handling out of the code and into the 
configuration.  By making use of the powerful library to develop integration solutions, less time is 
spent on plumbing and more time on the business problem to make the integration a success. 

The code snippets that follow will be invaluable to some and yet of little interest to others. That is the 
nature of our chosen topic, embracing such a wide range of skill sets. At the outset when we chose 
the subject matter for this book we felt that it could be explained and described quite fully and 
easily within the covers of a book of this size, nonetheless we have constantly been constrained to 
present only a sample, a few illustrations and some small insights within each chapter. We believe 
that is sufficient however to provide fresh understanding and skill in this valuable and important 
aspect of technology and trust that you will continue to use this book, either as a constantly used 
reference manual, or simply as an occasional resource. 

The end is near … 
Other than the appendices which contain more invaluable reference material, we have reached 
the end of this book and the end of yet another exciting exploration of technology. We thank you 
for accompanying us on our journeys and are looking forward to welcoming you again soon. 
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Quick Reference Guidelines 

 

� Gotchas … 
1. Configuration Application Block 
     - Avoid configuration sections with spaces in the name. 
2. Exception Application Block 
     - Exception Policy handlers are executed in the sequence in which they are defined. 
     - If you want to log and wrap, for example, be sure to configure logging first. 
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888      
Sometimes Sample Source Snippets Simply Supply Solutions 

Code Snippets 
 

Objectives 

� Service Factory code snippet 

� Resource assemblies code snippet 

� Debugger Attributes code snippet 

� Simple Polymorphism code snippet 
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Introduction 
This section is probably out of place in this book, but is an extension to the “.NET Enterprise Solutions 
… Best Practices for the Connoisseur” and covers best practices we defined during the creation of 
the interoperability book and associated companion solutions. Along the lines of "A picture is worth 
a thousand words," a demonstration is worth a thousand lines of explanation. Sometimes a "snippet" 
provides that final mental "click" that makes it all fit. And so we defend the inclusion of this section 
into our book. 
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Service Factory 
Why this code 

1. Shows a simple implementation of the factory pattern using .NET Reflection. 

2. Includes validation for version and key checks. 

Base Factory Code 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections; 
using  System.Reflection; 
using  System.Text; 
using  Microsoft.Practices.EnterpriseLibrary.Configuratio n; 
using  Microsoft.Practices.EnterpriseLibrary.ExceptionHan dling; 
using  System.IO; 
 
namespace  Bbd.Toolbox.Services 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  The service factory allows callers to instantiate any configured service. 
    ///  </summary> 
    ///  <remarks> 
    ///  This class utilises the Enterprise Library for bot h its configuration and 
    ///  exception handling and the following is therefore a prerequisite. 
    ///  Configuration Application Block Configuration Sect ion named "ServiceFactory",  
    ///  using Serializer Transformer and XML File Storage Provider, pointing to the  
    ///  servicefactory.config file.ServiceFactory.config m ust be configured to define  
    ///  all services to be hosted by the service factory. Running the ServiceFactoryTest  
    ///  console application with the /i runtime option wil l create an example file.      
    ///  Exception Application Block Exception Policy named  "Service Factory Policy". 
    ///  Firstly ensure that an Exception type is defined a s part of the above policy,  
    ///  with a logging handler and a wrap handler, as well  as a "NotifyRethrow" action.  
    ///  The wrap handler must specify the ServiceFactoryEx ception as defined in  
    ///  ServiceFactory.dll. Secondly define a ServiceFacto ryException type, with a  
    ///  logging handler and a "NotifyRethrow" action. 
    ///  See App.config and ServiceFactory.config files shi pped with 
    ///  the ServiceFactoryTest console application for mor e details. 
    ///  </remarks> 
    public  sealed  class  ServiceFactory : ProviderFactory, IDisposable 
    { 
        #region  Constructors 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Service factory constructor 
        ///  Calls second constructor with current configuratio n context 
        ///  </summary> 
        private  ServiceFactory() : this (ConfigurationManager.GetCurrentContext()) 
        { 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Calls base constructor of FactoryProvider with spe cified configuration context 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="context"></param> 
        private  ServiceFactory(ConfigurationContext context)  
              : base ("Service Factory", context, typeof (FactoryConfigProvider)) 
        { 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Destructor 
        ///  </summary> 
        ~ServiceFactory() 
        { 
            Dispose( false ); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  IDisposable Members 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Dispose method, which releases all resources used by the object. 
        ///  </summary> 
        public  void  Dispose() 
        { 
            this .Dispose ( true  ); 
        } 
         
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Releases the unmanaged resources used by the objec t and optionally releases the managed  
        ///  resources 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="disposing"> Indicator whether called by ~ (false) or custom (tr ue). </param> 
        public  void  Dispose ( bool  disposing ) 
        { 
            if  ( disposing ) GC.SuppressFinalize( this ); 
                             
            // Cull Cache Items 
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            IDictionaryEnumerator myEnumerator = si ngletonHashTable.GetEnumerator(); 
            while  ( myEnumerator.MoveNext() ) 
            { 
                IDisposable serviceInstance = myEnu merator.Value as  IDisposable; 
                if  ( null  != serviceInstance ) serviceInstance.Dispose(); 
            } 
          
            // Cull Cache 
            singletonHashTable.Clear(); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  Instance 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Service Factory Instance Property 
        ///  </summary> 
        public  static  ServiceFactory Instance 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                if  ( null  == instance ) 
                { 
                    lock  ( synchRoot ) 
                    { 
                        if  ( null  == instance ) 
                            instance = new ServiceFactory(); 
                    } 
                } 
                return  ( instance); 
            } 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  Methods 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Locator method, which determines if service is in the known configuration and if yes, 
        ///  whether it has already been loaded as a singelton.  
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="name"> Name of service </param> 
        ///  <param name="serviceConfig"> Service configuration if found </param> 
        ///  <param name="serviceReference"> Service reference if loaded as a singleton </param> 
        private  void  LocateService ( string  name, out  FactoryServiceConfig serviceConfig,  
                                     out  object  serviceReference ) 
        { 
            bool  bFound           = false ; 
            serviceConfig    = null ; 
            serviceReference = null ; 
 
            providerData = (FactoryConfigProvider) this .CreateInstance(FactoryConfig.SectionName); 
 
            // We scan the configuration first, because the sin gelton state may have changed in the 
            // interim 
            foreach  (FactoryServiceConfig service in   
                     providerData.GetFactoryConfig( ).FactoryServiceConfig) 
            { 
                if  ( 0 == service.Name.ToLower(System.Globalization 
                                                     .CultureInfo.CurrentCulture) 
                                                     .CompareTo(name 
                                                     .ToLower(System.Globalization 
                                                     .CultureInfo.CurrentCulture)) ) 
                { 
                    serviceConfig = service; 
                    bFound        = true ; 
                    break ; 
                } 
            } 
 
            // Scan the cache if we are OK 
            if  ( ( true  == bFound ) && ( true  == serviceConfig.Singleton ) ) 
            { 
                if  ( true  == singletonHashTable.ContainsKey(name) ) 
                { 
                    serviceReference = singletonHas hTable[name]; 
                } 
            } 
            else 
            if  ( false  == bFound ) 
            { 
                throw  ServiceFactoryException.Create ( ExceptionCategory .ServiceNotFound,  
                                                       name, null  ); 
            } 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Helper method to format the public key and public key token in hexadecimal format 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="assembly"> Assembly from which keys are to be extracted </param> 
        ///  <param name="publicKey"> Hexadecimal display of public key </param> 
        ///  <param name="publicKeyToken"> Hexadecimal display of public key token </param> 
        private  static  void  GetKeyInformation ( Assembly assembly, out  string  publicKey,  
                                                out  string  publicKeyToken ) 
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        { 
            StringBuilder key   = new StringBuilder(); 
            StringBuilder token = new StringBuilder(); 
 
            publicKey           = null ; 
            publicKeyToken      = null ; 
 
            byte [] publicKeyBytes = assembly.GetName().GetPublicKey (); 
            if  ( null  != publicKeyBytes ) 
            { 
                for  ( int  i=0; i < publicKeyBytes.GetLength(0); i++ )  
                    key.AppendFormat( "{0:x2}", pub licKeyBytes[i] );  
                publicKey      = key.ToString(); 
            } 
                 
            byte [] publicKeyTokenBytes = assembly.GetName().GetPubl icKeyToken(); 
            if  ( null  != publicKeyTokenBytes ) 
            { 
                for  ( int  i=0; i < publicKeyTokenBytes.GetLength(0); i++)  
                    token.AppendFormat( "{0:x2}", p ublicKeyTokenBytes[i] ); 
                publicKeyToken = token.ToString(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Launch the located service and return an object re ference 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="serviceConfig"></param> 
        ///  <param name="serviceReference"></param> 
        ///  <returns> Return instance reference to the launched service </returns> 
        private  object  LaunchService ( FactoryServiceConfig serviceConfig , object  serviceReference ) 
        { 
            // Local data 
            object  service = null ; 
 
            lock  ( ServiceFactory.synchRoot ) 
            {    
                // Check if we are singleton 
                if   ( ( null  != serviceReference ) && ( serviceConfig.Singleton  ) ) 
                { 
                    return  ( serviceReference ); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    try 
                    { 
                        object []    argsConstructor    = { serviceConfig.Config } ; 
                         
                        //Search for the assembly file 
                        providerData = (FactoryConf igProvider) 
                                              this .CreateInstance(FactoryConfig.SectionName); 
                        string  assemblyFile = CreateAssemblyPath(providerData.Get SearchPaths(),  
                                                                 serviceConfig.Assembly); 
 
                        if (assemblyFile == string .Empty) 
                        { 
                            throw  ServiceFactoryException.Create (ExceptionCategory. ServiceNotFound,  
                                serviceConfig.Name + ":" + "Assembly file not found.", null  ); 
                        } 
 
                        // Load Assembly using reflection 
                        Assembly    assembly   = As sembly.LoadFrom( assemblyFile ); 
                        Type        type       = as sembly.GetType( serviceConfig.ClassName,  
                                                                   true , true  ); 
 
                        if  ( ( null  == serviceConfig.Config )  
                          || ( 0 == serviceConfig.C onfig.Length ) ) 
                            service = Activator.Cre ateInstance( type ); 
                        else 
                            service = Activator.Cre ateInstance( type, argsConstructor ); 
 
                        // Check Version 
                        if  ( 0 != ( ServiceSecurities.Version & serviceConfig .ServiceSecurity ) ) 
                        { 
                            string  version = assembly.GetName().Version.ToString(); 
                            if  ( 0 != version.ToLower(System.Globalization 
                                                            .CultureInfo.CurrentCulture) 
                                                            .CompareTo ( serviceConfig.Version ) ) 
                            { 
                                throw  ServiceFactoryException.Create ( 
                                                   ExceptionCategory.SecurityException,  
                                                   serviceConfig.Name + ":" +  
                                                   "Version Mismatch", null  ); 
                            } 
                        } 
                         
                        // Check Security 
                        if  ( 0 != ( ServiceSecurities.Hash & serviceConfig.Se rviceSecurity ) ) 
                        { 
                            string  publicKey; 
                            string  publicKeyToken; 
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                            ServiceFactory.GetKeyIn formation ( assembly, out  publicKey,  
                                                               out  publicKeyToken ); 
 
                            if  ( ( ( null  == publicKey ) || ( 0 == publicKey.Length ) )  
                                && ( 0 < serviceCon fig.PublicKey.Length ) ) 
                            { 
                                throw  ServiceFactoryException.Create (  
                                    ExceptionCatego ry.SecurityException,  
                                    serviceConfig.N ame + ":" + "Assembly must be signed.", null  ); 
                            } 
                            else 
                                // Else we check for match 
                                if  ( 0 != publicKey.ToLower(System.Globalization 
                                                            .CultureInfo.CurrentCulture) 
                                                            .CompareTo ( serviceConfig.PublicKey ) ) 
                            { 
                                throw  ServiceFactoryException.Create (   
                                    ExceptionCatego ry.SecurityException,  
                                    serviceConfig.N ame + ":" + "Public Key Mismatch", null  ); 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                        // Load into singelton cache if applicable 
                        if  ( true  == serviceConfig.Singleton ) 
                            singletonHashTable.Add ( serviceConfig.Name, service ); 
                    } 
                    catch  ( Exception ex ) 
                    { 
                        if  ( ExceptionPolicy.HandleException ( ex, "Service F actory Policy" ) ) 
                            throw ; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
             
            // Return the new service 
            return  ( service ); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Function searches for the assembly file and return  the full path of the assembly 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="searchPaths"></param> 
        ///  <param name="assembly"></param> 
        ///  <returns></returns> 
        private  string  CreateAssemblyPath( string [] searchPaths, string  assembly) 
        { 
            if (File.Exists(assembly)) return  assembly; 
 
            string  fullPath; 
            foreach ( string  searchPath in  searchPaths) 
            { 
                fullPath = Path.Combine(searchPath,  assembly); 
                if (File.Exists(fullPath)) return  fullPath; 
            } 
 
            return  string .Empty; 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Create a service by name. This method locates the service details from 
        ///  the configuration and loads the service via reflec tion with optional security 
        ///  validation. 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <param name="serviceName"> Name of the service, as configured in the S/F confi g. </param> 
        ///  <returns> Object reference to the instantiated object. A S/F exception is thrown 
        ///  if the creation or security validations fail. </returns> 
        public  object  CreateService ( string  serviceName ) 
        { 
            FactoryServiceConfig serviceConfig    =  null ; 
            object                serviceReference = null ; 
 
            // Locate 
            LocateService ( serviceName, out  serviceConfig, out  serviceReference ); 
 
            // Launch 
            return  ( LaunchService ( serviceConfig, serviceReference ) ); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  Attributes 
        // Attributes 
        private  static  ServiceFactory   instance; 
        private  static  object            synchRoot           = new object (); 
        private  FactoryConfigProvider   providerData; 
        private  Hashtable               singletonHashTable  = new Hashtable(32); 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  ProviderFactory Members 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Get the configuration type  
        ///  </summary> 
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        ///  <param name="configurationName"></param> 
        ///  <returns></returns> 
        protected  override  Type GetConfigurationType( string  configurationName) 
        { 
            providerData = new FactoryConfigProvider(); 
            return  providerData.GetType(); 
        } 
 
        ///  <summary> 
        ///  Create instance of the configuration view 
        ///  </summary> 
        ///  <returns></returns> 
        protected  override  ConfigurationView CreateConfigurationView() 
        { 
            return  new ServiceFactoryConfigurationView(ConfigurationConte xt); 
        } 
 
 
        #endregion 
    } 
} 

Factory Configuration 
<?xml  version ="1.0"  encoding ="utf-8"?> 
<ServiceFactorySettings > 
  < xmlSerializerSection  type ="Bbd.Toolbox.Services.FactoryConfig, Bbd.Toolbox.Services, 
                              Version=1.1.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
                              PublicKeyToken=82974a2a18c4f91d"> 
    < FactoryConfig  xmlns : xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"   
                   xmlns : xsi ="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
      < SearchPath > 
        < string >C:\Project\Toolbox\1.1\Source Code\ 
                 Custom Ent Library\ServiceFactoryApplicationBlock\ 
                 ServiceFactoryBOTest\bin\Debug</ string > 
        < string >D:\Projects\Projects\Toolbox\1.1\Source Code\ 
                 Custom Ent Library\ServiceFactoryApplicationBlock\ 
                 ServiceFactoryBOTest\bin\Debug 
      </ string > 
      </ SearchPath > 
      < FactoryServiceConfiguration > 
        < FactoryServiceConfig > 
          < Name>TestBad</ Name> 
          < Assembly >ServiceFactoryBOTest.dll</ Assembly > 
          < ClassName >ServiceFactoryBoTest.ServiceFactoryBOTest</ ClassName > 
          < PublicKey >XX24000004800000940000000602000000240000525341310004000001000100 
                     67fca8b1db31415a4b2bbc74658f6cc33e8e7449fbe28dc28c331b3c72dc80470 
                     04595812117a02b200557fa047c3869e3c4c9b940d81f7d1631442ae401dcbc11 
                     ba28361133410369ea07eea3f6227cd7bed42e221c89513e17a5bc133a1371428 
                     0ebf5ef105bc3c7f0d18adbd7d52c133426c3c0279876f7 
                     b2b532765514bd</ PublicKey > 
          < Singleton >false</ Singleton > 
          < ServiceSecurity >Hash</ ServiceSecurity > 
        </ FactoryServiceConfig > 
        < FactoryServiceConfig > 
          < Name>TestGood</ Name> 
          < Assembly >ServiceFactoryBOTest.dll</ Assembly > 
          < ClassName >ServiceFactoryBoTest.ServiceFactoryBOTest</ ClassName > 
          < Singleton >false</ Singleton > 
          < ServiceSecurity >None</ ServiceSecurity > 
        </ FactoryServiceConfig > 
      </ FactoryServiceConfiguration > 
    </ FactoryConfig > 
  </ xmlSerializerSection > 
</ ServiceFactorySettings > 
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Resource Assemblies 
Why this code 

1. Shows the new framework support for resource files.  

2. We no longer have to use complex code to retrieve strings from resource files. 

Resource File 

 
Figure 193 - Resource File 

Source Snippet – The new old World 

Old World 
// Initialise the Resource Manager 
ResourceManager myManager = new ResourceManager ( this .GetType().Namespace + ".Messages",  
                                                 this .GetType().Assembly); 
                         
// Get The Resource 
try 
{ 
   String alias = ( string )myManager.GetObject(“Alias”); 
   String car   = ( string )myManager.GetObject(“Car”); 
   String Name  = ( string )myManager.GetObject(“Name”); 
   Console.WriteLine ( "The alias for '{0}' is '{1}' and his favourite car 
                        is a '{2}'", 
                        name, 
                        alias, 
                        car ); 
} 
catch  ( Exception ex ) 
{ 
   System.Diagnostics.Debug.Fail("Resource Failure", ex.StackTrace ); 
} 

New World 
using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Globalization; 
 
namespace  Resources 
{ 
    class  Program 
    { 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            // Project Menu - Resource Properties - Create Default Resx file 
            Console.WriteLine ( "The alias for '{0}' is '{1}' and his favourite car 
                                 is a '{2}'", 
                                Properties.Resources.Name, 
                                Properties.Resources.Alias, 
                                Properties.Resources.Car ); 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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Debugger Attribute 
Why this code 

1. Shows the new framework debugger support for: 

a. Data tips 

b. Debugger Proxies 

2. Introduces the new debugger attributes 

Code Snippet 

 
Figure 194 - Debugger Data Tip 

using  System; 
using  System.Collections.Generic; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.Data; 
using  System.Diagnostics; 
 
namespace  DebuggerAttributes 
{ 
    internal  class  SampleDebugProxy 
    { 
        private  Sample  sample; 
 
        public  SampleDebugProxy( Sample  sample) 
        { 
            this .sample = sample; 
        } 
 
        public  string  Sample 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                StringBuilder  sb = new StringBuilder (); 
 
                // Build comma delimitered string to display 
                sb.AppendFormat(sample.Name); 
                sb.AppendFormat( ", {0}" , sample.Age.ToString()); 
                if  ( null  != sample.Exam) 
                    sb.AppendFormat( ", {0}" , sample.Exam.Tables[0].ToString()); 
                else 
                    sb.AppendFormat( ", {0}" , "Invalid exam" ); 
                return  sb.ToString(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    [ DebuggerDisplay ( "Sample ( Name:{name} Age:{age} )" )] 
    [ DebuggerTypeProxy ( typeof ( SampleDebugProxy ))] 
    class  Sample  : IDisposable 
    { 
        #region  Fields 
        [ DebuggerBrowsable ( DebuggerBrowsableState .Never)] 
        private  DataSet  exam; 
        [ DebuggerBrowsable ( DebuggerBrowsableState .Never)] 
        private  int  age; 
        [ DebuggerBrowsable ( DebuggerBrowsableState .Never)] 
        private  string  name; 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  Properties 
        public  DataSet  Exam 
        { 
            get  { return  exam; } 
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            set  { exam = value ; } 
        } 
         
        public  string  Name 
        { 
            get  { return  name; } 
            set  { name = value ; } 
        } 
 
        public  int  Age 
        { 
            get  { return  age; } 
            set  { age = value ; } 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  Constructors and Destrructor 
        public  Sample( string  fileName, string  name, int  age) 
        { 
            // We should not allocate stuff in the constructor, but for sake of 
            // short demo we will do it anyhow. 
            this .exam = new DataSet (); 
            exam.ReadXml( fileName ); 
            this .name = name; 
            this .age  = age; 
        } 
 
        ~Sample() 
        { 
            Dispose( false ); 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region  IDisposable Members 
 
        public  void  Dispose() 
        { 
            Dispose( true ); 
        } 
 
        protected  virtual  void  Dispose( bool  disposing) 
        { 
            if  (disposing) GC.SuppressFinalize( this ); 
 
            // Release dataset 
            this .exam.Dispose(); 
        } 
        #endregion 
} 
 
    class  Program 
    { 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            Sample  sample = new Sample ( "testFile.xml" , "Terminator" , 45); 
            Console .ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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 Simple Polymorphism 
using  System; 
 
namespace  ObjectOrientation 
{ 
    ///  <summary> 
    ///  Summary description for Class1. 
    ///  </summary> 
    class  Class1 
    { 
 
        #region  Classes 
        class  A  
        { 
            public  virtual  void  M() { Console.Write("A"); } 
        } 
        class  B: A  
        { 
            public  override  void  M() { Console.Write("B"); } 
        } 
        class  C: B  
        { 
            new public  virtual  void  M() { Console.Write("C"); } 
        } 
        class  D: C  
        { 
            public  new void  M() { Console.Write("D"); } 
        } 
        #endregion  Classes 
 
 
        static  void  Main( string [] args) 
        { 
            D d = new D(); C c = d; B b = c; A a = b; 
            d.M(); c.M(); b.M(); a.M(); 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
 
            a.M(); b.M(); c.M(); d.M(); 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

  

 
Figure 195 - Simple Polymorphism Snippet: Console Output 
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Service Security 
Why this code 

1. Demonstrate usage of Identity 

2. Demonstrate setting of proxy credentials 

3. Demonstrate Impersonation 

Code Snippet 
[ WebMethod ( EnableSession = false , 
             TransactionOption = System.EnterpriseServices. TransactionOption .Disabled, 
             Description = "Prototype method which returns the identity of the host and 
                            calling thread, optionally calling another webservice with  
                            similar functionality"  )] 
public  string  RetrieveSecurityInformation ( bool    makeRemoteCall, 
                                            bool    impersonateCaller, 
                                            bool    setProxyCredentials, 
                                            bool    setOtherUser, 
                                            string  url ) 
{ 
    StringBuilder  returnInformation = new StringBuilder  (); 
    WindowsIdentity  identityCurrent = WindowsIdentity .GetCurrent (); 
    WindowsIdentity  identityCaller  = ( WindowsIdentity ) Thread .CurrentPrincipal.Identity; 
 
    // 1. Build Current Identity Information 
    returnInformation.Append ( "SERVICE A: CURRENT IDENTTITY INFORMATION --> ["  ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " User Name: "  + identityCurrent.Name + ":"  +  
                               this .Context.User.Identity.Name ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Is Anonynmous: "  + identityCurrent.IsAnonymous ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Is Athenticated:"  + identityCurrent.IsAuthenticated ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Is Guest: "  + identityCurrent.IsGuest ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Is System: "  + identityCurrent.IsSystem ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Authentication Type: "  +  
                               identityCurrent.AuthenticationType ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " ] " ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( Environment .NewLine ); 
 
    // 2. Build Caller Identity Information 
    returnInformation.Append ( "SERVICE A: CALLER IDENTTITY INFORMATION --> ["  ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " User Name: "  + identityCaller.Name ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Is Athenticated: "  + identityCaller.IsAuthenticated ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " Authentication Type: "  +  
                               identityCaller.AuthenticationType ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( " ] " ); 
    returnInformation.Append ( Environment .NewLine ); 
         
    if  ( makeRemoteCall ) 
    { 
        // 3. Call Remote Service 
        ServiceB. ServiceB  remoteService = new ServiceB. ServiceB (); 
             
        if  ( ( null  != url ) && ( 0 != url.Length ) ) 
        { 
            remoteService.Url = url; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            remoteService.Url = "http://localhost/ServiceB/Service.asmx" ; 
        } 
             
        if  ( impersonateCaller ) 
        { 
            // Impersonate 
            WindowsImpersonationContext  impersonation =  
                     (( WindowsIdentity )(identityCaller)).Impersonate (); 
 
            WindowsIdentity  identityCurrentTemp = WindowsIdentity .GetCurrent (); 
                 
            returnInformation.Append ( "SERVICE A: IMPERSONATED IDENTTITY INFO --> ["  ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " User Name: "  + identityCurrentTemp.Name ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " Is Anonynmous: "  +  
                                       identityCurrentTemp.IsAnonymous ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " Is Athenticated: "  +  
                                       identityCurrentTemp.IsAuthenticated ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " Is Guest: "  + identityCurrentTemp.IsGuest ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " Is System: "  + identityCurrentTemp.IsSystem ); 
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            returnInformation.Append ( " Authentication Type: "  +  
                                       identityCurrentTemp.AuthenticationType ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( " ] "  ); 
            returnInformation.Append ( Environment .NewLine ); 
                 
            if  ( setProxyCredentials ) 
            { 
                remoteService.PreAuthenticate   = true ; 
                remoteService.Credentials       = CredentialCache .DefaultCredentials; 
            } 
                 
            returnInformation.Append ( remoteService.RetrieveSecurityInformation () ); 
             
            // Revert – must be in a finally in production code 
            impersonation.Undo(); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            if  ( setOtherUser ) 
            { 
                NetworkCredential  credential = new NetworkCredential  ( "impersonator" ,  
                                                                       "password" ,  
                                                                       "willyxpacer"  ); 
                remoteService.PreAuthenticate = true ; 
                remoteService.Credentials       = credential; 
            } 
            else 
            if  (setProxyCredentials) 
            { 
                remoteService.PreAuthenticate   = true ; 
                remoteService.Credentials       = CredentialCache .DefaultCredentials; 
            } 
 
            // Note that we are refering to the service proxy above. If you want to 
            // set the firewall proxy, code as follows: 
            /* 
            remoteService.Proxy = System.Net.WebProxy.GetDefaultProxy(); 
            remoteService.Proxy.Credentials = CredentialCache.DefaultCredentials;  
            */ 
                 
            returnInformation.Append ( remoteService.RetrieveSecurityInformation () );     
        } 
    }     
} 
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 Appendix: A small saclike organ located at the upper end of the large intestine. The appendix has no known 
function in present-day humans, but it may have played a role in the digestive system in humans of earlier 
times. The appendix is also called the vermiform appendix because of its wormlike (“vermiform”) shape.26 

Appendix 
 

Objectives 

� Bibliography … list of reference documentation 

� Cool links 

� Cool shortcuts 

� Quick reference poster map  

� Quick reference sample posters 

� Meet the authors 

� Tables & Figures 

� Index 
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Cool Links 
A list of website references which you may find either cool or useful. Please note that due to the 
dynamics of the Internet, these URLs may rapidly become outdated and you should therefore be 
prepared to look for alternative sites if the unthinkable happens. 

ID URL Description 
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Standard 
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URL-18 http://wcf.netfx3.com/ Windows Communication Foundation 

Table 26 - Useful and Cool website references 
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Cool Shortcuts 
A list of shortcuts which you may find either cool or useful. Please note that due to the dynamics of 
the applications, these short-cuts may change or be deprecated over time. 

Application Category Description Shortcut 

Visual Studio  

Viewer Windows 
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View Designer 

Search Results 

Solution Explorer 

Command Window 

Object Browser 

Toolbox 

Task List 

Help Search 
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SHIFT - F4 

SHIFT - F7 

SHIFT - ALT - F3 

CTRL - ALT - L 

CTRL - ALT - A 

CTRL - ALT – J 

CTRL - ALT - X 

CTRL - ALT - K 

CTRL - ALT - F3 

CTRL - SHIFT - C 

Debugging (C#) 

Continue 

Step Over 

Step Into 

Stop Debugging 

Step Out 
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Break All 

Quick Watch 
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Autos Window 

Locals Window 

Restart 

F5 

F10 
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SHIFT - F5 

SHIFT - F11 

CTRL - B 

CTRL - ALT - BREAK 

CTRL - ALT - Q 

CTRL - ALT - W, 1-4 

CTRL - ALT - I 

CTRL - ALT - A 

CTRL - ALT - L 

CTRL - SHIFT - F5 

File 

New File 

Print 

Save 

Add new item 

New project 

Save all 

Add existing item 

CTRL - N 

CTRL - P 

CTRL - S 

CTRL - SHIFT - A 

CTRL - SHIFT - N 

CTRL - SHIFT - S 

SHIFT - ALT - A 

Code Editor 

Copy 

Find 

Replace 

Incremental search 

Comment Out 

Uncomment 

Insert Snippet 

Paste 

Find in files 

Replace in files 

Full screen editor 

CTRL - C 

CTRL - F 

CTRL - H 

CTRL - I 

CTRL - K, CTRL - C 

CTRL - K, CTRL - U 

CTRL - K, X 

CTRL - SHIFT - F 

CTRL - SHIFT - H 

SHIFT - ALT - ENTER 

Table 27 - Useful and Cool program shortcuts 
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Quick Reference & Poster Map 
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Poster Extracts 
The following posters have been extracted from the collection of posters, as outlined in the quick 
preference poster map on the previous page for your convenience: 
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• Best Practices – SDLC smartProcess 
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• Best Practices – SDLC Scrum 

• Best Practices – Security 

• Best Practices – Security Checklist 

• Best Practices – Visual Studio Team System 

• Best Practices – Visual Studio Team System Source Control 

• Best Practices – Visual Studio Team System Modelling 

• Best Practices – WCF/ Indigo Architecture 

• Best Practices – WCF / Indigo Configuration 

• Best Practices – Modelling 

• Best Practices –  Summary 

• Best Practices – Contract First 

• .NET and COM+ Enterprise Services 
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Glossary 
A••••STRA BB&D Architecture and Strategy Group. 

ADO.NET The .NET API for accessing the data tier.  

BB&D Budge, Barone and Dominick (Pty) Ltd. See http://www.bbd.co.za.  

BizTalk Server The .NET technology that provides orchestration between business 
processes, especially legacy business processes.  

C# A new C++ derivative programming language that is similar in 
functionality, look and feel to Java.  

CSF Microsoft Connected Services Framework 

CICS An IBM mainframe transactional processing monitor technology.  

COBOL One of the primary business programming languages.  

COM+ The .NET middle tier infrastructure designed to support business 
components.  

Commerce Server The .NET eCommerce framework.  

CORBA  Common Object Request Broker Architecture. The earliest of the 
component architectures defined by the OMG. 

COTS Commercial Off The Shelf Solution. 

Common Language 
Runtime 

The .NET runtime that provides support for compiled IL.  

DCOM The Microsoft protocol typically (but not exclusively) used for 
communicating to components within the .NET architecture.  

DRP Developer Readiness Program by Microsoft Services and BB&D South 
Africa. 

eBusiness A company that does all or an important part of its business over the 
Internet.  

eCollaboration Business to business collaboration conducted over the Internet  

eCommerce Business that is conducted over the Internet.  

EDRA Enterprise Development Reference Architecture 

EJB  Enterprise JavaBeans. 

The J2EE middle tier infrastructure designed for business components. 

Entity Beans A component model, specific to the EJB technology that provides 
varying degrees of state management.  

GUID A unique 128-bit value used to identify objects. 

HIS  Host Integration Server. The .NET technology that interoperates with 
IBM mainframes. 

HTML The industry standard for describing browser displays.  

HTTP The industry standard for communications over the Internet.  

IL  Intermediary Language. The intermediary language used by the .NET 
platform. 

IMS An IBM mainframe database technology.  
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ISAS  Internet Security and Acceleration Server. The .NET technology that 
provides firewall protection and HTML page caching. 

ISV  Independent Software Vendor 

J2EE Java 2 Enterprise Edition 

JAAS  Java Authentication and Authorisation Service. The J2EE API for 
managing security. 

Java The programming language associated with J2EE.  

Java Applets A packaging technology for downloading and running Java code on 
the client side in a browser.  

Java 2 Enterprise Edition A general term describing Sun's family of eCommerce specification.  

Java Byte Code The intermediary language that runs within the Java Virtual Machine.  

Java Connectors The J2EE API used for plugging in different database technologies (not 
programmer visible).  

Java Server Pages The J2EE technology that, along with Java Servlets, is the 
programming model for the presentation tier.  

Java Servlets The J2EE technology that, along with Java Server Pages, is the 
programming model for the presentation tier.  

Java Virtual Machine The Java language environment.  

JDBC  Java Database Connection 

The J2EE API for accessing the data tier. 

JMS  Java Message Service 

The J2EE API for accessing message queues.   

JNDI  Java Naming and Directory Interface 

The API for naming and locating specific instances used in J2EE. 

JTS  Java Transaction Server 

The J2EE API used for managing transactions boundaries, largely 
superseded by EJB automatic transaction boundary management. 

MS-DTC  Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator. The .NET technology 
that manages the two phase commit protocol used in distribution 
transaction coordination. 

MTS  Microsoft Transaction Server. The original middle tier, component-
based infrastructure designed to support highly scalable applications. 

.NET A general term for describing Microsoft's eCommerce platform.  

.NET Enterprise Servers A collection of optional enterprise level products available for the .NET 
platform.  

.NET Framework The overall infrastructure in which .NET applications run.  

NLBS  Network Load Balancing Service. A .NET technology for load 
balancing and providing high scalability to the presentation tier. 

OMG  Object Management Group. An early industry consortium that 
defined the original CORBA specifications. 

RMI/IIOP  Remote Method Invocation over Internet InterOrb Protocol. The 
protocol used for communicating with components in J2EE based on 
the CORBA protocol. 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

SOAP  Simple Object Access Protocol. An industry standard for packaging of 
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method requests. 

tpmC  Transactions per Minute, as defined by C benchmark. A standard 
measure of a transaction as defined by the TPC-C benchmark. 

UDDI  Universal Description, Discovery and Integration. A set of industry 
standards controlled by uddi.org that define eCollaboration. 

uddi.org The consortium controlling UDDI.  

Visual Studio.NET The programming environment for .NET.  

WebLogic BEA's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.  

WebSphere IBM's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.  

Web service A middle tier business component that is callable over SOAP.  

WSE Web Services Enhancements 

URL  Universal Resource Locator. A standard Internet location. 

XML An industry standard for architecting text strings. XML stands for 
eXtended Metadata Language. 
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